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Foreword 

This assessment was made in response to a request from the Senate Committee 
on Governmental Affairs that OTA examine the issues surrounding a proposal to re
quire that commercial explosives and gunpowders be manufactured with "tag
gants" as an aid to law enforcement. Two types of taggants are contemplated: 

• "identification taggants" would be designed to survive an explosion, and would 
carry a code which would enable those who recovered such taggants from the 
debris of a criminal bombing to assemble a list of the last legal purchasers of 
the batch of explosives used to make the bomb; 

• "detection taggants" would be designed to emit a vapor which would escape 
from a suitcase, package, etc., so that a taggant-sensing machine at an airport 
or public building could detect the presence of concealed explosives. 

The proposal to require taggants is generally viewed as helpful by the law en
forcement community, and opposed by the manufacturers of explosives (and some 
others) on the grounds that taggants would be ineffective, unsafe, and too costly. 

The report addresses four major questions. First, it reviews the program to de
velop such taggants, and addresses the question of whether taggants would in fact 
work. Second, it assesses the question of whether adding such taggants to explosives 
and gunpowders might create a safety hazard. Third, the cost of a taggant program 
(on the assumption taggants work and are safe) is calculated, and the major parame
ters which would affect its costs are identified. Finally, the study assesses the likely 
value of such a program (assuming that taggants work, are safe, and are available at 
a reasonable cost) to law enforcement. 

The project was directed by Dr. Peter Sharfman, Program Manager for Interna
tional Security and Commerce within OT A's Energy, Materials, and International 
Security Division, headed by Assistant Director lionel S. Johns. The principal inves
tigator was David Garfinkle of Science Applications, Inc. 

OT A is grateful for the assistance of its Taggants in Explosives Advisory Panel, 
as well as for the assistance provided bV the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Fire
arms of the U.S. Department of the Treasury, the Institute of Makers of Explosives, 
the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers Institute, the 3M Company, and 
the Federal Aviation Administration. 

G~#6~ 
JOHN H. GIBBONS 
Director 
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Chapter I 

SUMMARY 

INTRODUCTION 

At the reqiJest of the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, the Office of 
Technology As!iessment has undertaken an analysis of the proposal to mandate the 
use of taggants in explosive materials manufactured for commercial use. A "tag
gant" is a material that might be added to explosives and gunpowders* at the time 
of manufacture, as an eventual aid to law enforcement. This study assesses the ex
isting taggant technology in order to assist Congress in its decision whether to adopt '\( 
legislation which would require taggants in explosives and gunpowders. 

Two different kinds of taggants are being developed for possible incorporation 
in chemical explosives, and it has been proposed that both be required. Identification 
taggants are designed to survive the detonation of an explosive, and to be retrieved 
from the debris. They would contain a code identifying the batch of explosives or 
gunpowder used in a particular bombing. The intent of those advocating the devel
opment of such taggants is that law enforcement officers investigating a criminal 
bombing would retrieve identification taggants and decode them, could then begin 
their investigation knowing what kind of explosive material had been used, and 
would be able to obtain a list of the last legal purchasers of these explosives and 
gunpowders. At the present time the leading contender for an identification taggant 
is a color-coded microscopic plastic chip which has been developed by the 3M Co. 

Detection taggants are designed to be sensed by a suitable detection machine 
even when contained in a package. The intent of those developing detection tag
gants is that detection machines at airports, public building entrances, and other ap
propriate sites would signal any effort to introduce explosive materials into the 
area. In facilities not normally protected by such devices, portable detection sen
sors could be u5ed to search the facility in response to a threat. The leading con
tender for a detection taggant is a microcapsule which would emit small quantities 
of a vapor whose molecules are so distinctive that a suitable sensing instrument 
(which is under parallel development) could detect a parts-per-trillion concentra
tion. 

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Fire
arms (BA TF) of the Department of the Treas
ury, which is the executive agency that has 
jurisdiction over most crimes involving high ex
plosives, has sponsored a program to develop 
taggants. Most of the effort has been carried 
out or supervised by the Aerospace Corp., un
der contract to BA TF. Neither identification 
taggants nor detection taggants have been ful-

Iy developed and tested; the detection taggant 
effort is less advanced than the identification 
taggant effort. 

'The term gunpowder includes black and smokeless powders 
and Pyrodex® (a registl'fed traqemark of the Pyrodex Corp.), a 
black powder substitute 

Legislation proposed in the U.S. Senate 
would make it unlawful (in the words of S. 333) 
" . .. for any person or persons to manufacture 
any explosive material which does not con
tain ... " both detection taggants and iden
tification taggants, and would require that 
manufacturers and distributors keep records 
showing the distribution chain for each batch 
of explosive material that carried a separate 
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4 • Taggants In Explosives 

identification taggant code. (Similar legisla
tion has been proposed in the House of Repre
sentatives.) The Secretary of the Treasury 
would issue regulations implementing this re
quirement, and such regulations would be 
phased in as testing was completed and tag
gants became available in sufficient quantity. 

At hearings on this proposal, representatives 
of the explosives and gunpowder industries 
and others expressed opposition to this pro
posal on the grounds that: 

• it is premature to consider explosives tag· 
ging legislation while development and test· 
ing of taggants have not been completed; 

o taggants may be unsafe, since they would 
require adding a foreign substance to the ex· 
plosive materials; 

• a taggant program would be extremely cost· 
Iy; and 

• a taggant program would not, in fact, have 
much utility for law enforcement. 

Proponents of a taggant program have coun
tered that: 

• taggants are inert materials, no more unsafe 
than current additives to explosives and gun
powders; 

• a taggant program need not be unduly cost· 
Iy; and 

• bombings are extremely difficult crimes to 
prevent or solve using existing methods, and 
taggants would provide an extremely useful 
tool to law enforcement agenices. 

The Senate Committee on Governmental Af
fairs has requested that OTA review the avail
able data on explosive taggant technology, 
and conduct an assessment which would ad
dress; 

1. the safety of adding taggants to explo
sives; 

2. the postdetonation survivability and re
coverabilityof identification taggants; 

3. the cost impact of a taggant p:ogram on 
the explosives industry and users; 

4. the utility of a taggant program to law en
forcement; 

1" I 

5. the effects on cost and utility of excluding 
certain explosive materials from the tag
gant program; 

6. the removal of taggants from tagged ex
plosives; and 

7. alternatives to a taggant program. 

The text of the request letter is included as ap
pendix A. 

The proposal to require that taggants be 
added to commercial explosives at the time of 
manufacture has aroused intense controversy. 
While OTA believes that this report will serve 
to narrow many of the areas of cont.roversy, 
there are a number of issues on which the 
available data do not permit a scientifically 
conclusive finding. OT A has therefore made a 
number of judgments based on the available 
evidence where conclusive proof was lacking. 
I n some cases these judgments, and the reason
ing underlying them, have proved unpersua
sive to one side or another in the controversy. 
Therefore, the final section of this cha~~er 
calls attention to the major areas in which one 
or more affected parties may disagree with the 
OTA findings. 

Research Approach 

v In order to assess the impacts of a taggant 
program, a two-stage approach has been nec
essary. As the first stage, an analysis has been 
made of the safety and technical efficacy of 
the taggants at the current state of develop
ment, since cost and utility are moot points if 
the taggants are not safe and do not work. As 
the second stage, an assumption has been 
made that the taggants work and are safe and 
a parametric analysis of costs and utility made 
as a function of the specific implementation 
plan. 

Due to severe time constraints, OTA did lit
tle original research; instead, an intensive re-

, view of existing research was supplemented by 
discussions with manufacturers, distributors, 
and users of explosives and gunpowders, and 
with law enforcement personnel and experts 
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on terrorism. Table 1 summarizes the major 
sources consulted. 

/ In addition, OTA sent a questionnaire to ap
proximately 950 members of the International 
Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) asking 
them to assess the utility of taggants. (The 
IACP membership list was chosen because it 
constituted a broad cross section of the law en
forcement community.) The questionnaire was 
sent to a random sample of the IACP members, 
and the low response rate (about 15 percent) 
probably created a bias towards those with in
terest in, and knowledge of, the subject. (A 
possible misconception may have been intro
duced by the explanatory material introducing 
the questionnaire, which inadvertently indi
cated that identification taggants could iden
tify the last legal purchaser of explosives used 
in a bombing, rather than identifying a list of 
last legal purchasers.) The results of the ques
tionnaire, interpreted with considerable cau-
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tion, are integrated into the analysis in chapter 
VI, and reported in detail in appendix B. 

OT A also directed a series of tests on the re
coverability of the 3M identification taggant. 
The Aerospace Corp. had conducted a large 
number of laboratory tests on the survivability 
of the 3M identification taggants, but the only 
information on the recovery of taggants under 
field conditions came from poorly docu
mented demonstrations and training tests, con
ducted by BATF, the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation, and other organizations. These tests, 
and others conducted by the I nstitute of Mak
ers of Explosives, had produced conflicting 
and contradictory results. OTA planned and 
supervised a limited series of tests of the post- . 
detonation recovery process of taggants from / 
automobiles. The results of these tests are inte
grated into the findings, and described in de
tail in appendix C. 

Table 1.-Major Sources of Information 

Manufacturers 
Explosives manufacturers (Du Pont, Atlas, Independent, Goex, Hercules) 
Gunpowder manufacturers (Hercules, Goex, Olin. PyrodeX® ) 
Manufacturer of identification taggants (3M Co.) 

Trade organizations 
Institute of Makers of Explosives (IME) 
Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers' Institute (SAAMI) 
Consumer organizations 
National Rifle Association (NRA) 
National Muzzle Loaders Association (NMLA) 

Organizations developing a taggant program 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms of the U.S. Treasury 

Department (BATF) 
Aerospace Corp. (BATF contractor) 

Organizations Involved In taggant research 
Management Sciences Associates 
Institute for Defense Analyses 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratories 

Explosives and gunpowder distributors 
B. F. Hodgdon 
Tri-State Explosives 

Gunpowder retai/or 
The Bullet Hole 

Ext !osives users 
Copper mliles (Bingham Canyon open pit mine, Crow Fork 

underground mine) 

SOURCE; Office 01 Technology Assessment. 

Explosives users-continued 
CC!al Mine (Webster Coal Co.) 
Quarries (Trl-State. Rockville Crushed Stone) 
Construction firm (Guy Atkinson) 
Blasting contractor (Tri-State Explosives) 

Law enforcement personnel 
New York. N.Y. 
San Mateo County. Calif. 
Dallas-Fort Worth Airport. Tex. 
Summit County. Ohio 
Washington. D.C. 

Experts on terrorists and terrorism 
Experts from foreign and domestic law enforcement agencies 
Writers on the subject (Dr. Ernest Evans, Dr. Rona Fields, 

Dr. Robert Kupperman) 

Foreign law enforcement sources 
West Germany 
England 
Ireland 
Interpol 

U.S. Federal agencies 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Bureau of Mines 
Department of Transportation 
U.S. Army (Corps of Engineers, Crk'linallnvestigation Division, 

Development and Research Command) 

-
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Photo credit Kennecott Copper Co, 

Explosives are utilized extensively at the Bingham Canyon open pit copper mine 

Some Project Limitations 

There are three general limitations to the 
completeness of this analysis of the proposal 
to legislate the use of taggants in explosive ma
terials. The primary limitation is caused by the 
preliminary nature of the taggant research
much data are simply not available. Additional 
information is required on all aspects of the 
analysis-technical efficacy, safety, cost, and 
utility. Table 2 summarizes the research con
ducted to date. 

Preliminary safety testing has been con
ducted on only a portior of the materials to 
which identification taggants would be added, 
and compatibility testing has barely' begun 

with detection taggants. Evidence has been 
found of reactivity (using high taggant concen
trations at elevated temperatures) between the 
3M identification taggants and one type of 
smokeless powder, as well as one booster ma
terial. This reactivity creates a presumption of 
incompatibility. Until this presumed incom
patibility is resolved, taggants cannot be safely 
added to these explosive materials. Resolution 
of the problem may result in significant 
changes in the taggants, requiring a new set of 
compatibility tests and perhaps changing the 
basis of the cost analysis. If the problem is re
solved, more data still need to be generated. 
The lack of data on long-term effects, in terms 
of safety, stability, and performance, especial
lyon products such as gels and slurries, is par-

Cap sensitive ..... , .. 
Boosters ..... . 
Detonators .... , ........ , .. , . 
Blasting agents ............. . 
Detonating cord ...... . 
Black powder .. , .. , ......... . 
Smokeless powder ........... . 
Military explosives .. , ........ , 

dAs of mld·January 1980 

SOURCE Office of Technology Assessmenl 
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Photo credit: U,S. Department of the Treasury 

Photograph of automobiles utilized in the OTA taggant recovery test 

Table 2.-Current State of Taggant Research" 

ID taggants 
Compatibility 

Preliminary finished 
Preliminary underway-compatibility problem identified 
Preliminary underway 
None 
None 
Preliminary finished 
Preliminary underway-compatibility problem identified 
NU'le 

Survival recovery 
Preliminary finished 
Preliminary underway 
Preliminary underway 
None 
Testing initiated 
Preliminary underway 
Preliminary underway 
None 

Detection tag gants 

Compatibility 
Preliminary underway 
Testing initiated 
Testing initiated 
None 
Testing initiated 
Preliminary underway 
Testing initiated 
None 

, 
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ticularly important. As a result of this uncer
tainty, not even preliminary indications of 
safety are possible at this time, much less the 
demonstrations necessary before a taggant 
proposal could safely be implemented. 

While preliminary research has been con
ducted on the survivability and recoverability 
of the 3M identification taggants, only a por
tion of the explosive materials which might be 
tagged was tested, and that research is poorly 
documented. Hundreds of possible detection 
taggants have been screened to yield five can
didate materials, but detailed testing of the 
properties of those materials is barely under
way. Similarly, three candidate detection sen
sors have been identified, and limited labora
tory testing of preliminary or "breadboard" 
models completed. Methods of air sampling 
are also at a preliminary stage. Thus, estimates 
of technical efficacy can only be made on the 
basis of preliminary data. 

As a result of the pilot test program, reason
able data are available for the analysis of the 
cost impact of adding taggants during the 
manufacture of cap-sensitive high explosives, 
at least for those companies which partici
pated in the program. The data, however, on 
the cost impact of adding taggants during the 
manufacture of the other types of explosive 
materials (for example, gunpowders) are less 
adequate. While firm estimates of the cost of 
unencapsulated identification taggants are 
available from 3M under a variety of imple
mentation conditions, little data are available 
for the cost of encapsulated identification tag
gants (a more likely baseline case) or for the 
cost of detection taggants. Only the grossest 
estimates have been made of recordkeeping 
costs, and the estimates by both the propo
nents and oppof"lents are open to some ques
tions of objectivity. Rule-of-thumb engineering 
estimates have been made for the candidate 
sensor systems costs, but the accuracy of those 
estimates cannot be very precise as neither 
production rate, total production, nor specifi
cations have been established. 

So far, identification tagging of explosives 
has played a part in only one criminal case that 

1 I 

has reached a courtroom. (Those investigating 
and prosecuting the case considered evidence 
from taggants very helpful.) Quantification of 
the utility of taggants (identification as well as 
detection) is therefore simply not possible, par
ticularly given the inadequacy of bombing sta
tistics. Experience with the date-shift code 
(which facilitates tracing of undetonated ex
plosives) provides useful data, as does the ex
perience of foreign countries, but the available 
information on the uti! ity of taggants is pre
ponderantly qualitative in nature. 

A second general limitation to the complete
ness of the analysis, imposed by limits on avail
able time and resources, is that only a limited 
sample of the population concerned with the 
study c(mld be {:ontacted. As a result, cost data 
derived from a detailed analysis of one or two 
companies have been assumed to be represent
ative of an entire segment of an industry, such 
as underground coal mining or retail sale of 
gunpowders. Similarly, processes for adding 
taggants, reworking of waste material, quality 
control, compatibility testing, and storage, 
which are applicable to a segment of the man
ufacturers of explosive materials, have been 
assumed to be universal for the purpose of 
generating cost estimates. A more serious man
ifestation of the limited sample size is that in
depth discussions of the utility of identifica
tion and detection taggants to law enforce
ment and security personnel could only be 
held with a small number of organi~ations. As 
the bomber threat varies considerably from 
one part of the country to another, it is diffi
cult to generalize the results of those discus
sions. 

The third limitation on the analysis is caused by 
the language of the draft legislation, S. 333. The 
bill calls for tagging of all "explosive materi
als," which does not appear practicable if the 
phrase is strictly interpreted to include the tag
ging of blasting agents that are mixed the same 
day they are detonated, and otherwise offers 
no guidar,ce for the implementation regula
tions which the Secretary of the Treasury 
would promulgate. 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

This assessment distinguishes between an 
evaluation of the present state of development 
of taggants and a projection of the cost and 
utility of a taggant program if and when the 
necessary development and testing are suc
cessfully completed. A detailed evaluation of 
the development status of the identification 
and detection taggants is contained in chapter 
"I. A crucial factor in the development status 
evaluation concerns the safety of adding tag
gants to explosives; the safety and general 
compatibility analysis is contained in chapter 
IV. OT A then separately evaluated the cost 
and utility of a program to add taggants to 
commercial explosive materials. For this anal
ysis, it was assumed that the baseline identifi-

cation and detection taggants had successfully 
completed the development process, including 
a resolution of the safety issues. These anal
yses are contained, respectively, in chapters V 
and VI. Details of these and other findings are 
given in chapter II. The principal findings 'are 
shown in table 3 and briefly summarized be
low. 

Taggant Uti I ity 

Assuming, for purposes of analysis, that stabil
ity questions are successfully resolved and that 
technical development is successfully completed, 
both identification taggants and detection tag-

Table 3.-Summary of Current Status of Taggants 

Identification tag gants 
Safety 

Detection taggants 

Dynamites, gels, slurries .... No change in sensitivity, stability No reported data; testing initiated 
Black powder ............ No change in sensitivity, stability No reported data; testing initiated 
Smokeless powder ........ Reactivity with Herco® powder observed, No reported data; testing initiated 

incompatibility presumed 
Booster materials ......... Reactivity with Composition B observed, No reported data; testing initiated 

incompatibility presumed 
Blasting agents .......... No data No data 

Performance ............ Limited testing 

Survivability 
Favorable conditions ....... Yes 
Fire .... . ............ Probable 
Confinement ............ InsuffiCient data 

Recoverability 
Field recovery ........... Probable if survive 
Field reading ............ Unlikely 
Laboratory reading ........ Almost all conditions 

Sensor development ....... N/A 

Utility 
Low-value targets ......... Little 
High-value targets, no 

countermeasures ....... High 
High-value, including 

countermeasures ....... High, due to increased risks 

Cost, $ millions/year 

Low-level program (10 tag code for each product changed 
each year; ANFO excluded)a .................. . 

Baseline program (10 tag code for each product changed 
for each date/shift; ANFO excluded) ............ . 

High-level program (10 tag changed for each I O,OOO-ib 
batch; ANFO included) ..........•........... 

N/A = not applicable. 
aThese programs are defined In detail In ch. V. 

SOURCE: Office 01 Technology ',;sessment. 

61-401 0 - 80 - 2 

No data 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

Early stages 

Virtually none 

High 

High for all but most sophisticated 
bombers 

Identification Detection Both 

$15 

25 

215 

$22 

25 

65 

$30 

45 

268 
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gants would be useful law enforcement tools 
against most terrorist and other criminal bomb
ers. Their utility against certain types of bombers 
would probably be quite high; their utility against 
the most sophisticated of terrorists and profes
sional criminals is open to question. 

• Data on the number and kinds of bombings 
committed are dispersed and inconsistent. 
Table 4 gives an idea of the magnitude of 
the problem; its significance is discussed in 
chapter II and the derivation of the figures 
in appendix F. OTA diligently sought to find 
or reliably derive data from which one could 
calculate the number of bombings that a 
taggant program would solve or deter, and 
found this an impossible task. 

• Criminal bombings are committed by a wide 
range of perpetrators, including both individu
als and groups. It is helpful to group criminal 
bombers into four categories, which differ 

Table 4.-Minimum Bombing Incidents Statistics Summarya 

BATF FBI 
Item 1977 1978 1977 1978 
Explosive bombings, number ......... 1,037b 8!l6b 867 768 
LJndetonated explosive bombs, number .. 319 287 118 105 
Incendiary bombings, number ........ 339 446 248 349 
Unigniled incendiary bombs, number ... 81 71 85 79 
Criminal accidents, numberc ....•.... 21 67 
Property damage from bombings, 

millions of dolJarsc d .•••.•.•.••.. $ 10 $ 17 $ 9 $ 9 
InjuriesC ....................... 180 185 162 135 
People killed by bombingsC .......... 38 23 22 18 
aBATF reported 3.177 lotal incidents In 1977 and 3,256 In 1978. Tolallncldents Include ac· 
cldents, Ihreats. seized and reco'Jered explosive;. and hoaxes as well as actual explosive and in· 
cendlary bombings. The OTA study was concerned only with explosive bombings. 

bOi these 953 in 1977 and 787 In 1978 were against substantial targets. 
clncludes both expl051ve and Incendiary bombings. OTA was unable 10 oblaln separate figures for 
Ihe number of criminal accidents. Injuries, deaths, and property damage caused by Incendiary 
bombs. Incendiary bombs and bombings would not be affected by taggant program. 

dActual valuo probably considerably higher due to lack 01 data liIe updates. 

SOuRCE: BATF 1918 Explosives Incidents Report, FBI Uniform Crime Report: Bomb Heport, 
1978. See app. F for a discussion 01 the derivation 01 these ligures. 

greatly in their motivation, skill, training, re
sources, and ability to respond to a changing 
enforcement environment. They are defined 
and their proportions estimated in table 5. 
Note that despite the tendency for some 
groups to claim "credit" for a bombing, a 
motive was established for only 23 percent 
of the bombings reported to BATF in 1977 
and only 38 percent in 1978; table 5 is based 
on the assumption that the distribution of 
motives was the same for the numerous inci
dents in which law enforcement officials 
were unable to assign a motive. 

• Identification taggants would facilitate the in
vestigation of almost all significant criminal 
bombings in which commercial explosives 
were used. Due to the need for laboratory in
volvement in the taggant recovery process, 
the taggants would probably not enter into 
investigations of bombings that produce no 
casualties and little property damage. 

• Detection taggants would be very effective in 
protecting those high-value targets where pro
tection by detection taggant sensors is feasible. 
The improvement in protection of such po
tential targets would be quite substantial. 
However, most current bombings take place 
against targets that are unlikely to be pro
tected by detection taggant sensors. 

• Adding taggants to blasting agents would have 
some utility, but the incremental utility would 
be small compared to the utility of tagging cap
sensitive high explosives, gunpowders, and 
detonators (and the incremental cost would be 
high). A taggant program that did not in
clude gunpowders would be of relatively 
limited utility as pipe bombs filled with gun
powders are used in a substantial number of 

Table 5.-Proportions of Bombings Attributed to Groups of Perpetrators (average for years 1974-78) 

Bomber type 
Terrorists .......•............ 
Criminals ...•................ 

Mentally disturbed ..........•.. 
Vandals and experimenters .......• 

adee app. F for derlvatlor.s of these estimates. 

SOURCE: FBI data. 
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Characteristics 
Highly motivated, varied skill levels, act in groups, continuing Involvement 
Varied motivations, varied skill levels, act alone or in smail groups, 

repeated activities, specific targets 
Highly motivated, poorly trained, act alone, seldom repeat crimes 
Limited motivation, poor training, limited resources, do little damage 

Percentage 
of bombings 

12 
11 

38 
39 
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Estimated number 
in 1978a 

107 
98 

340 
348 
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bombings; if only high explosives were 
tagged, criminals could shift to pipe bombs 
rather easily. 

• The utility of both identification and detection 
taggants would be decreased because some 
bombers would take countermeasures. Explo
sives experts have suggested a number of 
possible countermeasures to the proposed 
taggant technology which would be avail
able to those bombers with the requisite 
knowledge and resources. Most available 
C(v ·ntermeasures would increase the risk to 
the bombe~ of personal injury or arrest, or 
decrease the reliability of the bomb. Lawen
forcement officials and experts on terrorism 
agree that most bombers would not utilize 
the available countermeasures. A taggant 
program would retain substantial utility 
even though some criminal bombers would 
attempt countermeasures, and these coun
termeasures would be effective whenever 
they were carried out with sufficient knowl
edge and skill. 

• The utility of taggants to law enforcement per
sonnel is not adequately quantifiable, due to 
the paucity of data on taggants or similar 
control mechanisms, the difficulty of ana
lyzing the currently collected statistics on 
bornbings, and the fact that it is difficult to 
quantify how much any single clue adds to 
an investigation or prosecution. Generally 
speaking, law enforcement techniques are 
seldom subjected to cost-benefit analysis, 
and the data which exist do not lend them
selves to such effort. Similarly, OT A was un
able to quantify the deterrent effect tag
gants may have, although the apparent ef
fectiveness of airport screening procedures 
in reducing the number of hijacking at
tempts suggests that detection taggants may 
have a considerable deterrent value. 

Taggant Cost 

The cost of a taggant program would vary 
enormously depending on the nature of the pro
gram. Costs are likely to be reasonable if and 
only if any taggant legislation requires regula
tions to be written in a way that weighs costs 
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against considerations of law enforcement 
utility. 

• A tbw-Ievel taggant program, in which a 
unique taggant species would be used to 
identify each year's production of a specific 
product, and 800 detection sensors would be 
deployed, would cost $30 million per year. 

• A "baseline" program identified by OT A (de
scribed in detail in ch. V) would cost approxi
mately $45 million per year, adding approxi
mately 12 percent to the cost of cap-sensi
tive explosives and slightly under 8 percent 
to the cost of gunpowders. Cap-sensitive 
high explosiv8s, boosters, detonators, deto
nating cord, and gunpowders would be 
tagged. A unique taggant species would be 
used for a shift's production of each product 
and size. Fifteen hundred detection sensors 
would be deployed. The bulk of this cost 
would eventually fallon users of explosives 
and on users of products produced with the 
aid of explosives; the costs of detection tag
gant sensors would presumably be borne by 
the owners or users of protected facilities. It 
is not expected that costs of this magnitude 
would lead to any major shifts in the pat
terns of production and use of explosives. 

• Separate baseline identification and detection 
taggant programs would cost approximately 
$25 million per year each, including public 
overhead costs. 

• A high-level program, in which a unique tag
gant would be used for each 10,OOO-lb batch 
of explosives or 2,OOO-ib batch of gunpow
der, in which blasting agents would be 
tagged, and in which 5,000 detection sensors 
would be deployed, would have an estimated 
cost of $268 million per year. 

• The cost estimates assume that the taggant 
material costs do not differ appreciably from 
current estimates for mass-produced taggants. 
Chapter V discusses the causes and the ex
tent of the uncertainties surrounding these 
cost estimates. 
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Technical Development 

The development of taggants is not yet com
plete. Further developmental effort, particu
larly resolution of the questions regarding the 
stability of smokeless powder and cast boost
ers to which taggants have been added, and 
successful completion of a variety of tests, 
would be required before it would be appropri
ate to begin adding taggants to commercial ex
plosives. 

• The identification taggants developed by 3M 
appear to survive the detonation of commer
cial explosives under ideal conditions. Con
finement and fire may adversely affect sur
vival, although test data is very limited. Re
covery of the taggants appears to be a func
tion of the specific incident conditions 
(weather, type of target, firefighting activ
ities) as well as the training and care of the 
field and laboratory investigators. A trained 
team can probably recover debris from 
which a laboratory can separate taggan\'s 
under most incident conditions. 

• There is little basis for judging whether the de
tection taggant system, based on machine 
sensing of microencapsulated vapors, which 
appears to show promise under laboratory 
conditions, would function reliably under con
ditions of mass production and field use, or 
how soon such a system would be available. 

;t / 

Photo credit: U.S. Department of the Treasury 

Recovered tag gants from OTA-sponsored test of 
low-power dynamite 

Safety 

The tests so far conducted create a presump
tion that there are no incompatibilities between 
the 3M identification taggant and dynamites, slur
ries, gels, emulsions, or black powder. Neverthe
less, a full-scale qualification program is neces
sary before taggants can be added to all such ma
terials. 
• The addition of 3M identification taggants to 

one brand of smokeless powder (Herco® *) 
and one variety of booster material (Composi
tion B) produces a chemical reaction at ele
vated temperatures and high taggant concen
trations. The taggants must be considered in
compatible with such explosives unless or 
until: 1) the composition of the taggant is 
changed in a way that eliminates this chemi
cal reactio'n, or 2) a determination is made 
that the reaction takes place only under cir
cumstances that can be prevented from aris
ing in commercial production, distribution, 
and use. If the incompatibility remains, then 
Congress could, if it chose, require that 
these particular explosives either be them
selves modified, withdrawn from the mar
ket, or granted an exemption from tagging. 
(OTA believes that exemption of smokeless 
powders could significantly diminish the 
utility of a tagging program; exemption of 
cast boosters would diminish this utility to a 
somewhat lesser extent.) I f com pati bi I ity is 
established, completion of a qualification 
program would still be necessary. 

• There is little evidence regarding the safety of 
detection taggants, or of th~ combination of 
identification and detection taggants, as testing 
has only recently been initiated and no results 
have yet been reported. 

• Analysis, and the limited testing so far con
duded, indicate that the periormance of ex
plosive material would not be degraded by the 
addition of taggants. However, preliminary 
tests suggest that abnormally high concen
trations of taggants might decrease the bal
listic performance of smokeless powder. 
Testing, including long-term effects, would 
be necessary, however, before the question 
could be fully resolved. 

* A registered trademark of Hercules, Inc. 
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CONTINUING CONTROVERSIES 

Some of OT A's findings have been chal
lenged by one or more of the participants in 
the controversy that surrounds the proposal to 
require that commercial explosives be tagged. 
The nature of these challenges is outlined here 

Significance of Compatibility 
Testing to Date 

A large number of tests have been carried 
out to determine whether the 3M identifica
tion taggant is compatible with commercial ex
plosives. More tests are required, and the Aero
space Corp. (under contract to BA TF) is spon
soring a continuing testing program. The tests 
completed to date are described in chapter IV. 

aT A found that the testing done to date cre
ates a reasonable presumption that the 3M iden
tification taggant is compatible with dynamites, 
gels, slurries, emulsions, and black powder. On 
the other hand, there is evidence of increased re
activity, and thus a presumption of incompatibil
ity, with at least one form of smokeless powder, 
and at least one cast booster composition. It is 
not yet possible to arrive at presumptions 
about the compatibility of the 3M taggant with 
blasting caps or detonating cord, or about the 
compatibility of detection taggants with any 
commercial explosive. OTA further found that, 
even for products such as dynamites where no 
evidence of incompatibility exists, further test
ing is required before it can be definitely con
cluded that taggants are compatible with, and 
can safely be added to, all such explosives. 

The Aerospace Corp. takes the view that the 
compatibility tests with dynamites, gels, slurries, 
emulsions, and black powder generally are suffi
cient to permit implementation of a program to 
tag these substances. Aerospace recognizes 
that there is a need for Mine Safety and Health 
Administration approval of tagged permissible 
dynamites, that final qualification of produc
tion-line 3M taggants must be made to ensure 
that they match those used in the pilot test, 
and that the black powder ballistics testing 

should be reviewed and possibly augmented. 
However, Aerospace points out that while not 
every test has been conducted with every 
brand of every explosive, the program suc
cessfully carried out was designed by industry 
and was considered sufficiently thorough so 
that several major firms were willing to distrib
ute pilot quantities of tagged explosives 
through their normal commercial distribution 
channels. With regard to smokeless powders 
and cast boosters, Aerospace takes the view 
that no safety hazard has been demonstrated, 
but that the failure of the tagged explosive to 
pass certain extreme tests means that compati
bility has yet to be demonstrated, and the pos
sibility that some changes will be required to 
ensure safety cannot be ruled out. 

Representatives of the explosives industry take 
the view that taggants cannot be considered 
compatible with explosives until all the testing 
that ought to be carried out has been successfully 
completed. They maintain that until safety has 
been conclusively demonstrated, it would be 
premature to consider whether to legislate a 
requirement that commercial explosives be 
tagged. Explosives industry representatives 
also make a distinction between the pilot pro
gram so far carried out and normal commer
cial production. They maintain that the tagged 
explosives manufactured under the pilot pro
gram received unusual care and attention dur
ing the manufacturing process, and were 
distributed to a limited number of selected 
distributors. The manufacturers also believe 
that the terms of the pilot program relieved 
them of liability for accidental explosions due 
to taggants, a point which the Aerospace Corp. 
contests. Some explosives industry represent
atives take the view that the failure of the mix
ture of taggants with one brand of smokeless 
powder and one cast booster composition to 
pass one safety test means that the 3M taggant 
should be viewed as unsafe unless or until it is 
redesigned, and point out that any such rede
sign wuuld require repeating all other tests 
previously carried out. 
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Countermeasures 

It is dear that it would be possible for terrorists 
or other criminals to take measures to defeat the 
impact of a tagging program, by making or ac
quiring untagged explosives. aT A found that 
sucn countermeasures would require a consid
erable degree of technical knowledge and 
skill, and that in most cases countermeasures 
would either require the commission of an ad
ditional crime (with some added risk of ap
prehension), or else manufacturing or modify
ing explosives in a way that would risk either a 
premature explosion or a misfire of the bomb. 
The law enforcement experts whom OT A con
sulted predict that many terrorists and other 
criminals would probably not avail themselves of 
countermeasures that were theoretically avail
able to them. 

Representatives of the explosives industry take 
the view that one should assume that an avail
able countermeasure will in fact be employed. 
They point out that the most sophisticated 
bombers, who are most likely to be willing and 
able to employ countermeasures, are those 
which may pose the greatest threat. They fear 
that a taggant program would fail to be effec
tive because of widespread use of counter
measures, and that law enforcement officials 
would then wish to counter the countermeas
ures by extending the range (and hence the 
cost) of the taggant program. 

aT A has noted a consistent pattern of dis
agreement on this point. Experts in the explo
sives industry and Government explosives ex
perts almost unanimously believe that coun
termeasures exist which would enable bomb
ers to evade the effects of a taggant program, 
whether the countermeasures take the form of 
removal of taggants from tagged explosives, 
use of untagged blasting agents, theft of explo
sives, fabrication of "homemade" explosives, 
or use of incendiary devices. Law enforcement 
experts, and experts on terrorists and terrorism, 
almost unanimously believe that most bomb
ers, including terrorists, would fail to take the 
steps necessary to evade a taggant program, . 
even though the necessary equipment and 
knowledge is not too difficult to obtain. A pos
sible analogy is the effectiveness of the pro-

f / 

gram to counter aircraft hijacking; since that 
program began, thousands of weapons have 
been detected each year, while there have 
been no cases of aircraft hijacked with wea
pons smuggled onboard, despite the fact that 
mechanisms can be postulated for smuggling 
weapons past the screening apparatus. OT A 
believes that while countermeasures to a tag
gant program would be available and would be 
effective if correctly used, most bombers 
would not make effective use of such counter
measures. OTA believes that taggants, if succe:;s
fully developed, could have significant lawen
forcement utility even if some terrorists or other 
criminals successfully employed countermeas
ures. 

Blasting Agents (ANFO) 

Blasting agents are the most widely used 
type of commercial explosive; the most com
mon type of blasting agent consists of mixtures 
of prilled ammonium nitrate and fuel oil; these 
explosives are collectively known as ANFO. 
ANFO can be mixed in a factory, or mixed di
rectly at the site where blasting is to take 
place. Ammonium nitrate fertilizer can be 
mixed with ordinary fuel oil to create a rather 
insensitive ANFO. 

Because of the very large volume of ANFO 
that is used commercially, a tagging program 
which included ANFO would be substantially 
more costly than one from which ANFO was 
excluded. Chapters /I and V present detailed 
information on this point. One of the reasons 
for the wide gap between BA TF and the explo
sives industry cost estimates for a tagging pro
gram is that the industry read the draft legisla
tion (S. 333) as requiring that ANFO and other 
blasting agents be tagged, while BATF was 
planning for a taggant program that would not 
include ANFO. 

Representatives of the explosives industry 
have taken the pc.sition that exclusion of 
ANFO would greatly diminish the law enforce
ment utility of a taggant program, because 
bombers could and would use untagged ANFO 
in place of tagged, cap-sensitive explosives or 
tagged gunpowders. OTA believes that it is in-
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deed the case that an effective bomb, suitable 
for almost all criminal or terrorist purposes, 
can be manufactured from ANFO if the crimi
nal has adequate time, skill, knowledge, and 
motivation. The critical area about which judg
ments differ is the extent to which terrorists and 
other criminals would in fact make use of ANFO 
bombs if other commercially available explosive 
materials were tagged. 

OT A does not consider it appropriate to de
scribe here how one would go about manufac
turing an ANFO-filled bomb. The process in
volves more steps, a greater number of materi
als and components, and more opportunities 
for error than a bomb made from a cap-sensi
tive explosive; however, it would be easier and 
safer than fabrication of a bomb from "raw 
chemicals." The ANFO commercially avail
able in the United States would not be reliably 
detonated by an ordinary detonator (#8), even 
in a pipe bomb. ANFO can be readily deto
nated by using a small high-explosive booster, 
but such boosters would be tagged, and a large 
booster or several small ones would make an 
efficient bomb without the use of ANFO. 
ANFO can also be detonated using materials 
that would not be tagged (if the bomber knows 
how to wire them), but an ANFO pipe bomb is 
substantially harder to detonate than a smoke
less-powder pipe bomb or a stick of dynamite. 

Photo credit: U.S. Department of the Treasury 

A typical pipe bomb. Such bombs are normally filled with 
black and smokeless powder, but a bomber with sufficient 

knowledge and skill could use ANFO 
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At the present time, ANFO is seldom used in 
pipe bombs despite the fact that it is cheaper 
and, if properly detonated, considerably more 
energetic than smokeless powder. Whether the 
tagging of cap-sensitive high explosives and 
powders would in fact lead many criminals to 
switch to the use of ANFO is a question that 
cannot be answered with certainty. However, 
as in the case of other countermeasures, OT A 
has found that explosives experts tend to expect 
that criminals would switch to ANFO, while law 
enforcement experts and experts on terrorism 
tend to doubt that this would happen in many 
cases. 

Survivability and Recovery of Taggants 

The testing done to date on the conditions 
under which identification taggants would in 
fact survive an explosion, and surviving tag
gants could in fact be recovered, is not ade
quate to sustain firm conclusions. Much of the 
available data is anecdotal rather than system
atic. Part of the problem is that it is difficult 
to arrange for testing under realistic but con
trolled conditions. Faced with inadequate and 
somewhat contradictory data, particularly 
with respect to the recovery question, aT A ar
ranged for a very limited test program to sup
plement the previous tests; appendix C reports 
on this effort. 

OT A feels that prior testing supports the 
presumption that taggants would probably sur
vive most bomb detonations under most condi
tions. However, survivability decreases with 
the size of the explosive charge and its power. 
The survivability of individual taggants in 
large explosive charges or in extremely power
ful explosives (such as booster material and 
military explosives) has not been demon
strated. Pressed pellets, fabricated from the in
dividual taggants, do survive the detonation, 
but recovery has not been adequately demon
strated, and compatibility tests on pellets re
main to be accomplished. OTA found that the 
taggants surviving most bombs could probably 
be recovered under most conditions. However, 
field investigators might well find it impossible to 
separate the taggants from the debris, identify in-
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dividual taggants, and read the codes in the field; 
instead the field team would have to gather de
bris likely to contain taggants, and a laboratory 
could thereafter separate and read the taggants. 
Such a laboratory need not be elaborate, and 
could be installed in a truck if onsite taggant 
reading was considered desirable. 

BATF maintains that, on the contrary, the 3M 
identification taggant can be reco'.vered and read 
in the field by investigators who have received a 
reasonable amount of training. 

Some industry representatives maintain that 
there is considerable doubt as to whether tag
gants would actually survive and be recovered 
from a bomb. Such doubts should, they hold, 
be cleared up before attempting to reach any 

judgment about the utility of an explosives 
tagging program. 

Development Time 

OTA believes that the further development 
and testing that would be required before an 
identification taggant program could be imple
mented are likely to take until 1983. If an iden
tification taggant program were legislated 
early in 1980, it would be at least late 1984 be
fore all commercial explosives could be manu
factured with taggants. Even if the sensor de
velopment and detection taggant programs are 
successful, OTA feels it would be at least 1985 
before full implementation could occur. BATF 
maintains that these times are too pessimistic. 

CONGRESSIONAL OPTIONS 

Given the present state of development of 
taggants, OT A's data and analysis appear to be 
consistent with any of three possible courses 
of action. (No significance is intended in order 
of listing.) 

• Pass legislation requiring taggants, and set up 
a procedure to determine if and when the 
technical development and testing have pro
gressed to a point where implementation 
can begin. Given the active involvement of 
BA TF in the development of taggants, it may 
be inappropriate for the implementation de-
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cis ion process to reside in the Treasury De
partment. 

• Defer legislative action on taggants, but en
courage BA TF to continue taggant develop
ment, with a view to consideration of legisla
tion when development and testing are com
plete. 

• Take no legislative action on taggants, and en
courage the executive branch to search for 
other ways of improving the effectiveness of 
law enforcement against terrorist and other 
criminal bombers. 
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Chapter II 

DETAILED FINDINGS 

This chapter presents the findings of the study in some detail, along with a 
sketch of the data and analytical methods used to arrive at them. The full analyses 
on which these findings are based are found in the subsequent chapters and the ap
pendixes. 

The analysis proceeded in two stages, which were conducted simultaneously. 
The first stage assessed the technical efficacy of the taggants, and their compatibili
ty with explosive materials. Definitive judgments on these points must await the re
sults of further technical development and testing. The second stage estimated the 
cost and law enforcement utility of taggants, assuming that taggants can be made 
which work and are safe. It should be clearly understood that a taggant program is 
only appropriate if all the conditions ,re met: it must be technically sound, it must 
be safe, it must have value for law enforcement, and the costs must be reasonable in 
the light of this law enforcement value. 

The analysis and discussion of technical efficacy and safety were conducted as 
if it had been established that taggants are useful in relation to their cost. The analy
sis and discussion of cost and utility were conducted as if it had been established 
that taggants work and are safe. 

Because a variety of implementation plans are possible, costs and utility are eval
uated parametrically in order to show how the choices made in writing regulations 
would lead to variations in cost and law enforcement value. 

OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM 

In order to appreciate the potential benefits 
and shortfalls of a tagging program it is neces
sary to understand the magnitude of the cur
rent and projected future bombing threat, as 
well as the processes involved in the manufac
ture, distribution, and sale of the various ex
plosive materials. 

The Bombing Threat 

of the data, and the lack of updating proce
dures, make accurate analysis difficult. Appen
dix F explains in some detail which data 
sources were used, and why. While BATF and 
FBI data differ in the absolute values (e.g., 
number of bombings in a year), both sets of 
data support the OT A findings. Most tables in 
this report make use of BATF data because its 
format appeared more amenable to analysis. 

Both the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI) cJnd the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and 
Firearms (BA TF) maintain national bombing 
data information centers which collect statis
tics on bombings and other explosive inci
dents. The data are not consistent between the 
two centers, however, and many bombings are 
not reported to either center. The formatting 

The BATF 1978 Explosives Incidents Report 
includes over 3,000 incidents for both 1977 and 
1978. The incidents inc! ude accidents, threats, 
seized and recovered explosives, and hoaxes, 
as well as actual explosive and incendiary 
bombings. Of these incidents, 1,377 repre
sented actual explosive detonations, acciden
tal detonations by criminals, or recovered 
bombs that failed to detonate in 1977, with 
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1,250 the corresponding number for 1978. At 
least 953 of these in 1977 and 787 in 1978 rep
resent actual detonation of explosive bombs 
against substantial targets (mailbox and open
area bombings are not included). 

During 1977, BATF estimates that 38 people 
were killed and 180 wounded by explosive and 
incendiary bombs, while the numbers in 1978 
were 23 and 185, respectively. Due to the way 
initial estimates of property damage are made, 
and the lack of updating, only the crudest 
property damage estimates can be made. 
There was at least $10 million in direct proper
ty damage due to explosive and incendiary 
bombs in 1977, and at least $17 million in 1978. 
In 1977, 35 of the 38 reported deaths and 20 
of 23 reported in 1978 were from bombings 
against vehicles, residences, and commercial 
establishments. Similarly, about 80 percent of 
the injuries from bombing of known targets in 
1977 and about 70 percent in 1978 were caused 
by bombings of those three types of targets. 
rle 1977 and 1978 statistics are summarized in 
table 6, and discussed in more detail in appen
,jix F. 

The available data do nots'ustain any con
clusions about trends in the bombing threat; 
both the number of incidents and the extent of 
deaths, injuries, and property damage vary 
from year to year, and from data base to data 

Table 5.-Minimum Bombing Incidents Statistics Summarya 

BATF FBI 

Item 1977 1978 1977 1978 

Explosive bombings. number .....•... 1,037b 896b 867 768 
Undetonated explosive bombs, number .. 319 287 118 105 
Incendiary bombings, number .•...... 339 446 248 349 
Unlgnited incendiary ~ombs, number .•. 81 71 85 79 
Criminal accidents, numberc ....•.... 21 67 
Property damage from bombings, millions 

of dollarsc d ••••••••••••••••••• $ 10 $ 17 $ 9 $ 9 
InjuriesC ••••••••••• _ ••••••••••• 180 185 162 135 
People killed by bombingsC •••••••••• 38 23 22 18 

aBATF reported 3.177 total incidents In t977 and 3.256 In 1978. Total Incidents Include ac
Cidents. threats. seized and recovered explosives. and hoaxes as well as actual explosive and In
cendiary bombings. The OTA study was concerned only wllh explosive bombings. 

bOf these 9531n 1977 and 787 in 1978 were against substantial targets. 
clncludes both explosive and Incendiary bombings. OTA was unable to obtam separate figures for 
number of criminal accidents. Injuries. deaths. and property damage caused by explosive and In
cendiary bombings. Incendiary bombs and bombings would not be aflected by a taggant pro
gram. 

dActual value probably considerably higher due to fack of data file updates. 

SOURCE: BArF 197B Explosives Incldenls Report. FBI Uniform Crime Report: Bomb Report, 
1978. See app. F for a discussion of Ihe derivation of these figures. 

base. Management Sciences Associates (MSA) 
conducted a detailed study of the data in the 5 
years from 1972 through 1976 without discov
ering any significant trends. Many experts on 
terrorism believe that the United States may 
experience an increase in bombings, particu
larly catastrophic bombings, in the years 
ahead. However, this belief is based on an as
sessment of U.S. vulnerability to bombings and 
the observation that the United States has 
recently had less of a terrorist problerr~ than 
other developed countries; there is no evi
dence that this increased threat has material
ized. In looking at bombing statistics, one 
should bear in mind that a single incident in
volving an aircraft exploding in flight could 
produce more deaths than have occurred in 
any year to date. 

Data on the types of fillers used in bombs 
are also not consistent between the FBI and 
the BA TF data banks. It is instructive to look at 
two BA TF data sources, however, as shown in 
table 7. The second column represents 1978 
data for the fillers identified in the field for all 
explosive bombs that were detonated, bombs 
recovered undetonated, and criminal acci
dents. The first column represents 1978 data 
for only those fillers that were identified in the 
laboratory from postdetonation analysis. The 
third column averages the first two. In both 
cases, black and smokeless powders and cap
sensitive high explosives all occur with high 
frequency. Table 8 shows a breakout of the 
minimum numbei of significant bombing inci
dents, deaths, and injuries occurring during 
1978 by explosive material fillers. The average 
column in table 7 was multiplied by data on 

Table 7.-ldentified Explosive Fiilers Used in Bombs 

Lab identified All identified 
fillers 1978 fillers 1978 Average 

Black powder. . . . . . . . . 13% 
Smokeless powder . . • . . 16 
Military........ ..... 2 
Cap sensitive. . . . . . . . . 32 
Blasting agents ....... . 
Chemicals .......... . 
Others. . . . . . . . . . • . • . 36 

See app. F for derivalion of these numbers. 

SOURCE: BATF data. 
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Table B.-Bombing Casualties and Damage in 197B by Type 01 Homll 

Filler material 

All fillers ................. . 
Incendiary ............... . 
Black powder ............. . 
Smokeless powder ..........• 
Military explosives .......... . 
Cap sensitive .............. . 
Other ................... . 
Unknown ................ . 

Total for those fillers which 
Vlould be directly taggedb ••• 

Number of 
bombings against 
substantial targets. 

1,298 
428 
148 
152 

39 
270 

570 

Deaths 

23 
3 
4 
3 
0 
7 
3 
3 

14 

Property damage 
Injuries $ millionsa 

185 $17.2 
13 3.7 
19 .2 
23 .2 
7 

26 3.3 
40 2.4 
57 7.4 

68 3.7 

aValue probably higher due to lack of data update. 
bCap·sensitive explosives, black powder. and smokeless powder would be lagged. 

SOURCE: BATF data. Soe app. F for a derivation of thbse figures. 

total bombing to generate the table 8 esti
mates. See appendix F for details. 

Manufacturer to User Chain 

Explosives 

Approximately 4 billion Ib of explosives are 
manufacturered and used annually in the 
United States. Of this amount, approximately 
600 million Ib are standard explosives and 3.4 
billion Ib are blasting agents, primarily am
monium nitrate-fuel oil mixtures. Of the 600 
million Ib of standard explosives, about half 
are cap-sensitive (will reliably be detonated by 
a #8 detonator) dynamites, emulsions, gels, 
and slurries, and about half are non-cap-sensi
tive gels, slurries, and emulsions. Most of the 
standard explosives are manufactured in a 
plant, packaged in cartridges, and shipped, 
either directly to a large user such as a coal 
mine or to a distributor, although some are 
processed essentially onsite. Some of the blast
ing agent products are prepared by a manufac
turer and sold in packages, some are prepared 
by a manufacturer and sold in bulk (tanker 
truck), while some are mixed onsite and used 
the same day they are prepared. 

Standard explosives are made by mixing to
gether the fuel and oxidizer ingredient and 
feeding the mixed product into the final car
tridges by a batch, semicontinuous, or continu
ous process. I n a batch process, the ingredients 
for a particular batch are first mixed and then 

packaged before another batch is started on 
that production line. In a semicontinuous proc
ess, the mixed batch is fed into an intermediate 
hopper from which packaging takes place, 
while another batch is mixed in parallel to the 
packaging of the first batch. In a continuous 
process, the material is continuously added to 
the mixer, processed, and packed in a con
tinuous flow. 

If taggants were added to standard explo
sives, they would be added at the mixing stage. 
Taggants could also be added to packaged or 
bulk form manufactured blasting agents at the 
mixing stage. If the ammonium nitrate used to 
make onsite-fabricated blasting agents were to 
be tagged, identification taggants could be 
added during the "prilling" process, while de
tection taggants, which are not batch specific, 
could be added with the fuel oil. 

Boosters are generally fabricated by pouring 
a molten, high-energy, cap-sensitive explosive, 
such as TNT, into containers. Taggants could 
be added during the cooling process of the ex
plosive. 

Detonators and detonating cord are manu
factured products in which the product is built 
up around an explosive core in an assembly
line process. In both cases, the taggants would 
be added during the assembly process, rather 
than dirc':'nv to the explosives. 

All of the products have a similar flow from 
manufacturer to ultimate user, as shown in fig-
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ure 1. Some of the products are sold directlv 
by the manufacturers to large users, such as a 

Figure 1.-Explosive DistributioJ1 Chain 

Distributor 
Use 

SOURCE: OUice of Technology Assessment. 

mine or large construction company. Such 
sales may represent an entire day's production. 
The rest is sold to distributors, who may buy 
portions of several production batches, entire 
batches, or even several batches. The distribu
tors in turn sell to retail stores, supply explo
sives directly to some users (such as a quarry or 
construction site), and may also do explosive 
contracting themselves. A particular uniquely 
tagged batch of explosives may, therefore, go 
directly to one user, may go to one distributor, 
or may be sold to a number of users and dis
tributors. From the distributor it may again go 
to one of several users, sometimes with a fur
ther distribution level (retailer) involved. A list 
of the ultimate purchasers of one specific 
batch of explosives could, therefore, contain 
one name, or up to a hundred names for a 
worst case example, although generally the 
number would be at the low end of that range. 

Gunpowders 

The manufacture and distribution processes 
for gunpowders are significantly different from 

.-

those of explosives. Approximately 21h million 
Ib of black powder and 20 million Ib of smoke
less powder are produced for commercial use 
each year. Most of the smokeless powder is 
used in fixed ammunition for rifies, pistols, and 
shotguns, would not be sold to users as an end 
product, and would not be tagged under S. 
333. Approximately 5 million Ib per year would 
be sold to the end user, primarily for handload
ing of ammunition. Of the black powder pro
duction, approximately 2 million Ib are used as 
an intermediate product in the manufacture of 
fuzes and other finished products and would 
not be tagged; approximately 400,000 Ib per 
year are sold for use in muzzle-loading guns 
and would be tagged if a taggant program 
were legislated. 

The basic process for the manufacture of 
gunpowders involves the following steps: 

• mixture of ingredients, which may include 
the raw ingredients as well as surplus and 
reworked powders; 

• granulation, where the "dough" is ex
truded, chopped, or otherwise granulated 
to form the various grains; 

e screening of grains into designated sizes; 
and 

• blending of various batches to get the de
sired ballistic characteristics. 

In the smokeless powder manufacturing 
process, nitroglycerine, nitrocellulose, .and 
other additives are combined to make various 
grades before the blending process. Smokeless 
powder grades therefore differ due to size dif
ferences and composition differences (various 
amounts of nitroglycerine), while black pow
der and black oowder substitutes such as Pyro
dex® * vary on'ly by grain size. In a given grade 
of powder, variations in density and other fluc
tuations during the manufacturing process can 
cause considerable variations in the ballistic 
properties of the final powder. As the hand
loader generally ha~' no means of controlling 
his ballistics other t'1an the weight or volume 
of powder added, the ball istic properties of a 
particular grade of powder must be carefully 
controlled by blending. A given brand name 

* A registered trademark of pyrodex Co. 
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product may therefore contain parts of several 
batches, blended like brandy to give the de
sired ballistic properties. Several sequential 
blending operations may be necessary before 
the product meets the required specifications. 
If the ballistic properties of a particular batch 
or blended lot are too far off, the material 
must be reprocessed or used for something 
other than handloading. 

If taggants are added to gunpowders, they 
may have to be added at different stages in the 
manufacturing process for different manufac
turers, due to the differences in blending and 
reworking processes. As an example, at one 
smokeless powder factory that makes powder 
for both handloading and fixed ammunition, 
taggants could be added during the blending 
stage; blended batches that were still not 
satisfactory could be used for fixed ammuni
tion. At another factory, due to their large 
rework factor, an additional taggant-mixing 
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stage might be necessary. For some products, it 
may be possible to add taggants to the dough, 
although this may affect the granulation proc
ess and present blending problems. 

The distribution network from gunpowder 
manufacturers to users differs markedly from 
that of explosives, since there is a very large 
number of ultimate users, each of whom con
sumes a small amount of powder. The network 
is shown schematically in figure 2. The manu
facturer has several master distributors, each 
of whom supplies a number of distributors. 
Each distributor supplies a number of retailers, 
who sell the product, often in lots as small as 1 
lb. A 2,OOO-lb uniquely tagged batch of prod
uct "A" may therefore ultimately be sold to 
over a thousand customers. Not only does this 
produce a much larger list of last legal pur
chasers, but considerably more recordkeeping 
would be involved at the retailleve!. 

Figure 2.-Gunpowder Distribution Chain 

Manufac-
turer 

• Master Master Master distributor distributor distributor 

• • 
Distributor Distributor Distributor 

• , 

--Retailer Retailer Retailer 

• • 
User User User 

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment. 
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TECHNICAL EFFICACY 

The issues to be addressed here include the 
survivability of the identification taggants ~nd 
the status of the detection taggant materials 
and sensors. A detailed discussion of .the r~
search program related to technica.1 efflc~cy IS 
in chapter III; chapter IV discusses In detail the 
research related to safety. 

The identification taggants developed by 3.M 
appear to survive the deton~t!on of co~merCial 
explosives under ideal condItIons. Confinement 
and fire may adversely affect survival, although 
the test data are very limited. Recovery of ~h.e 
taggants appears to be a func!ion of the specIfIc 
conditions in which the explosIon an~ t~ggant re
covery take place, as well as the training of the 
field and laboratory investigators. 

A large number of laboratory survival tests 
have been conducted to establish the 'p?st~et
onation survivability of the 3M identification 
taggants. In many of these tests, the ~hamber 
used to recover the taggants was not Ideal, re
sulting in low recovery rates. For example, 
when relatively small steel-walled. chambers 
were used the impacting taggants either broke 
up upon i'mpact, or flowed plastically due. to 
the impact pressure pulse. When the explOSive 
charges were detonated in large chambers, or 
on a large open pad, however~ several hundred 
tags were recovered from a sln~le, o~e-hal~-Ib 
stick of the cap-sensitive explOSives, I~cludlng 
Atlas Power Primer, the mo~t ener.ge~lc of the 
standard commercial explOSives. Slmila~ly, the 
taggants should survive the deton.atlon of 
black and smokeless powdeis, which .have 
much lower energy than the more ene~getl~ e~
plosives, under ideal conditions. 1 h~ indi
vidual taggants are not expected t? survive the 
detonation of high-energy explos,l~es, such as 
the TNT used in boosters or m i11~ary explo
sives' Aerospace Corp. calculations have 
shoV:n that the taggant material ,:",?uld be 
raised above the taggant decomp.osltl?n tem
perature in these explosives. Survival In these 
energetic explosives has been .demonstrated 
when the taggants are pressed Into .I~r?e pel
lets (one-fourth inch), but no definitive re
covery testing has been conducted. 

When conditions are less than ideal, survival 
decreases. The number of surviving tagga~ts 
decreases sharply as the size of the charge in
creases, although sufficient taggants have 
been recovered even from ~ .25-.lb P?,:",er 
Primer charge to establish a definite Identlflc~
t.ion. The number of taggants also decreas~s If 
the explosive is confined, for example,. In a 
pipe bomb. Hundreds of taggants survive a 
black powder pipe bomb; tens of taggants 
have been recovered, under non ideal recov~ry 
conditions, from smokeless powder pipe 
bombs. Only one test seems to have b~en ~on
ducted with cap-sensitive high explOSive In a 
pipe bomb' scores of taggants were recovered 
from a pip~ bomb filled with 60-percent Extra, 
a low-energy explosive. 

The recoverability of the taggants ~nder 
real-world conditions is less well-established. 
The vast majority of the tests o.f ~ecovery ~ave 
been demonstrations and training exerCises, 
with little attempt at scientific controls, pro
cedures or documentation. Table 9 shows.the 
results ;f 10 demonstrations using explosl~es 
tagged during the manufacturing process With 
encapsulated taggants at a 0.05 percent by 
weight tagging level. The numb~r of taggants 
recovered is shown in each case; I~ some c~se.s 
heroic recovery efforts were re4ulred: St.atlstl
cal analysis by the Aerospace Corp. indicates 
that it is highly desirable to recover .20 tag
gants' that many were not recovered In each 
case. 'In some tests, particularly the last one, 
recovery was halted after the reported number 
was found. Table 10 shows the result~ of 14 
similar tests, conducted without the assistance 
of the Aerospace Corp. and the BA TF labora
tory team. These tests were significantly less 
successful. 

Due to the apparent inconsistency of .the 
test results and the lack of documentation, 
OT A had a limited series of five recovery tests 
conducted. The purpose was twofo!d: t~ ~et a 
feel for the recovery process and ItS difficul
ties and to generate a limited number of data 
poi~ts for which the testing, recovery, and 
analysis were well controlled and docu-
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Table 9.-BATF Recovery Demonstrations 
Place Time Target Explosive Test conditions Taggant recovery Birmingham, Ala. February 1977 Car 1 V2 -Ib Power Primer Against engine, fire, firefighting 35 from soil sample in laboratory House 1112-lb Coalite-8S Table, near front hall Hundreds; at scene House 3/4-lb, 60% Extra in pipe Outside house, near wall Scores, at scene Donaldson, Pa. March 1977 Borehole In 1 0112-lb Coalite-8S 7 each, 1112 -Ib packages in 20 from coal in laboratory coal mine separate boreholes Seneca, Md. June 1977 House 2-lb Coalite-8S Exterior room Dozens at scene Car 2-lb Coalite-BS Passenger compartment Few at scene Fort McArthur, Calif. November 1977 House 112 -Ib Powerdyne 

Many at scene Los Angeles, Calif. August 1978 Open l-Ib Powerdyne In suitcase 20 at scene Otis AFB, Mass. October 1978 Open l-Ib. Tovex 220a Three shots, 1 Ib each Less than 10 Fort Belvoir, Va. March 1979 Car 2-lb. Coalite Z Trunk 

aUndelonaled slick had only 10 percenl 01 expecled lagganls, Oala Indlcales Ihallhls explosive was from end of a balch. 
SOURCE: Off1ce of Technology Assessment. 

3 in field 

Table 1 D.-Recovery Tests PartiCipated in by Summit County (Ohio) Sheriff's Office 

Date Explosives 
May 2, 1978 Total of 4112-lb permissibles 

May 11, 1978 2-lb permissibles 
May 17,1978 3-lb permissibles, 1 black 

powder pipe bomb 
(untagged) 

Oct. 12, 1978 2-lb permissibles 
May 16, 1979 1 V2 -Ib permissibles 

May 17, 1979 2-lb permissibles 
Aug. 14, 1979 2-lb water gel 

13/4-lb gelatine dynamite 
2-lb permissible 

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessmenf. 

Target 
Two cars, 

ground 
Car 

3 cars, pipe 
bomb in open 

Car 
Car 

Car 
Car 
Car 
Car 

Conditions 

1 car fire 

Under driver seat 
Under driver seat 
Under driver seat 

mented. The results of the tests are summar
ized in table 11 and described in detail in ap
pendix C. Sample photomicrographs of recov
ered taggants are shown in figure 3. Although 
these tests were extremely limited in scope, 
and covered only one type of target (automo
bile), they provided a great deal of insight into 
the recovery process and suggest a reconcilia
tion of the prior test results. However, a full
scale test program must be completed before a 
definitive assessment of taggant recovery is 
possible. With that caveat, the follOWing tenta
tive observations may be made: 

Recovery results 

2-hour field search (night), 10 men, 4 tag gants in one car, 
no tags from other targets. 

2-hourfield search (night) by 2 men. No taggants. 
l-hourfield search (daylight with blankets). No taggants. 

2-hourfleld search (night), by 2 men. No taggants. 
l 1h-hour field search (daylight with blankets), 20 men. 

No taggants. 
2-hourfield search (night) by 2 men. No taggants. 
3-hour field search (dark), 6 men. Found 3 taggants from water 

gel. Laboratory analysis of 60-lb debris from each car. Found 
5 more taggants from water gel. 

conditions were not ideal. Field recovery 
and identification of the taggants may be 
more likely on paved surfaces. 

1. The recovery process does not appear to 
be a field-readable process under the 
tested conditions. No taggants were spot
ted, and identified as such, in any of the 
five tests, under daylight or night condi
tions, without the use of a laboratory sep
aration procedure. However, the recovery 

2. Under ideal conditions (no fire, subse
quent firefighting activities, or adverse 
weather), sufficient debris can be gath
ered in a short time (less than 1 hour) by 
an untrained team to produce a positive 
taggant identification (more than 20 tag
gants) in the laboratory. Only a moderate 
(1 to 2 hour) laboratory effort is necessary 
by a highly trained laboratory team to iso
late and identify the taggants. This prob
ably holds for all classes of unconfined 
commercial explosives (excluding very 
high-energy explosives such as boosters or 
military explosives). The laboratory need 
not be elaborate and could well be trans
portable to the bombing site. 

3. Under conditions of confinement (bomb 
placed between the engine block and the 
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Target 

Auto 
Auto 
Auto 

Auto 

Pickup 

Placement 

Under driver seat 
Under driver seat 
Under driver seat 

Under driver seat 

Between engine 
and firewall 

Table 11.-0TA Recovery Test Results 

Dynamite Test condition 

2-lb Collier C 5-gal gas !n tank; no f!re 
2-lb Unigel 5-gal gas!n tank; no f!re 
2-lb Power Primer 5-gal gas In tank; no fire 

2-lb Collier C 1-gal gas anjacent to bomb, 
fire, firefighting 

2-lb Power Primer Dry tank, no fire 

Taggant recovery 

28 tag gants in 1'12 -hour lab time , 
23 taggants, 1 contaminant i~ V2-hour lab time 
21 tag gants in 1'h-hour lab time: 

12 of type A} dual tagged 
9 of type B 

23 tag gants in Hour lab time 

26 taggants, plus one contaminant in 4 hours lab time, 5:hour 
induction time preceded the search time due to confusion caused 
by equipment contamination. 

SOURCE Office of Technology Assessment 

Figure 3.-Photomicrographs of Recovered Taggants 

a) Scale-1 division = 1 mm b) Collier C under driver, 8 tag gants 
on slide 

c) Power Primer under driver 
10 types A ~ tag gants on slide 
7 types B 5 

d) Unigel under driver, 23 taggants 
on slide 

e) Collier C under driver, 17 taggants 
on slide 

f) Power Primer between engi~e and 
firewall, 7 tag gants on slide 

firewall), sufficient taggant,s ca~ .still. be 
recovered for a confirmed Identlf.lcatlon, 
although somewhat more ~ffort IS prob
ably necessary, both in th~ field and In ~he 
laboratory. This tentative conclusion 
would hold for all cap-sensitive commer
cial explosives (excluding boosters and 
military explosives). 

Photo credits: U.S, Department 01 the Treasury 

4. Taggants can be recovered from an auto
mobile bombing with a low-power explo
sive, even after a gasoline fire and subse
quent firefighting efforts. Tests would be 
necessary to determine if taggants w,ould 
survive a postdetonation fire in conJunc
tion with a more energetic explosive. It 
should be noted that no fire occurred in 

, 
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the three tests in which gasoline was 
placed in the gas tank. Fire had to be spe
cifically induced (a gallon of gasoline was 
placed adjacent to the bomb) for the burn 
test. 

5. The results of the automobile tests may 
well be generalizable to other test condi
tions (buildings, open areas), but testing 
would be required before that claim could 
be made. 

6. No substantive recovery data are availa
ble for large charges, explosives in pipe 
bombs, tagged boosters, detonators or 
detonating cord, or charges consisting of 
an untagged blasting agent with a tagged 
booster and detonator. Taggants were re
ported recovered from a large bomb con
sisting of an un tagged blasting agent and 
a tagged booster, conducted in December 
1979, but the test specifics have not yet 
been examined by OTA. 

The technology for detection sensors has been 
demonstrated in the laboratory, but at least 
several years of development would be neces
sary before field models would be available. 
Three types of sensors are being considered for 
use with the microencapsulated vapor detec
tion taggants. Each type is capable of sensing, 
under properly controlled conditions, in the 
parts-per-trillion regime envisioned for the sys
tem. The mass spectrometer sensor is a simpli
fied version of a standard laboratory instru
ment. The spectrometer, however, must be cal
ibrated regularly, requires skilled scientists to 
operate and maintain it, is large, and is quite 
expensive. The ion mobility spectrometer has 
been commercially available for approximate
ly 5 years, with approximately 50 machines be
ing used in laboratory analyses. It shares the 
laboratory instrument characteristics of the 
mass spectrometer. The continuous electron 
capture detector has been produced as a labo
ratory instrument, but in limited numbers. Lab
oratory and controlled-environment testing 
with the three types of instruments has shown 
promising results. For example, a less sensitive 
mass spectrometer is currently operating in an 
online process mode at Libby-Owens-Ford, 
maintained by regular maintenance personnel. 
Testing of the ion mobility spectrometer in an 
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airport environment has indicated thdt the 
spectrometer can differentiate molecules of 
mass similar to the vapor taggants from the 
ambient environment. Similarly, laboratory 
testing of the continuous electron capture de
tector has indicated its ability to discriminate 
taggant-like molecules. 

These limited tests, however, are a long way 
from demonstrating that the sensors can distin
guish the specified vapor taggant species from 
other molecules, particularly those in the same 
mass range. The ion mobility spectrometer and 
mass spectrometer have an active separation 
mechanism to preclude interference with mol
ecules that differ significantly in mass; the 
continuous electron capture spectrometer 
must rely on a far less reliable passive breakup 
mechanism. 

No estimates have been made of the time re
quired to produce fielded units, once a feasi
bility demonstration has been made (none of 
the three candidates has yet progressed that 
far). The only time estimate so far made is an 
estimate by the Aerospace Corp. that it would 
take14 months from demonstration of feasibil
ity to the completion of the prototype stage 
for the ion mobility spectrometer. This esti
mate is quite optimistic for an instrument that 
would be produced in large numbers by a 
small company. OTA feels it would be at least 
3 years, and probably more like 5, before a tag
gant sensor could be fielded. The estimate is 
based on generalizing from other commercial 
and military instrument development exper
ience. 

The candidate detection taggant vapors ap
pear promising, but more research is necessary. 
Several hundred candidate chemicals have 
been screened in a search for a vapor that ex
hibits the desired properties of scarcity in 
nature, long-term stability, chemical inertness, 
vapor pressure, penetration, and non adhesion 
to surfaces likely to be present in containers 
used to conceal bombs. The five candidate 
perfluorinated cycloalphones appear promis
ing on the basis of early tests. (No long-term 
stability data are available, however, nor are 
there data on the long-term stability of the dif
fusion rate through the encapsulating materi-
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al). Additional problems, such as ease of manu
facture, specificity with respect to the de
tector, and compatibility, have not yet been 
addressed. Ease of manufacture is a double
edged problem-if manufacture is too diffi
cult, then costs will be high; if it is too easy, 
then illegally manufactured material can be 
used as a countermeasure to the detection sen
sors. The most promising candidates are dif-

ficult to manufacture, require highly special
ized equipment, and would be hard for 
bombers to make or acquire for use as counter
measures. Once the equipment is operational, 
unit costs should not be unreasonable. A prob
lem which probably applies to all varieties of 
vapor taggants is that seals can be made that 
are taggant proof- although apparently com
mon seals are insufficient. 

COMPATIBILITY OF TAGGANTS WITH EXPLOSIVE MATERIALS 

The compatibility of explosive materials 
with the specific identification and detection 
taggant materials is addressed here. Compati
bility has two connotations: the first concerns 
the safety during manufacture, transportation, 
storage, and use of explosive material due to 
the addition of taggants; the second concerns 
changes in the performance of the explosive 
materials to which taggants have been added. 
Such compatibility must be demonstrated by 
specific tests. Generalization of the results to 
other hypothetical taggants is hazardous at 
best. 

Safety tests conducted to date with the encap
sulated 3M identification taggants have shown no 
incompatibilities with dynamites, gels, slurries, 
emulsions, or black powder, allowing a presllmp
tion that comprehensive testing would show that 
these taggants are compatible with these explo
sives. High concentrations of taggants do react 
with one kind of smokeless powder and one type 
of cast booster material at elevated tempera
tures, and consequently incompatibility must be 
presumed pending further research. A large 
number of paired safety tests have been con
ducted comparing the sensitivity and stability 
of commercial explosives and gunpowders 
with and without identification taggants 
added. Safety tests included mechanical im
pact, thermal stability, thermal impact, fric
tion, electrical properties, and chemical reac
tivity, although no single explosive has been 
subjected to all of the above tests. In no case 
did the addition of encapsulated taggants sig
nificantly increase the sensitivity of the explo
sive materials to the test conditions. No evi-

1 I 

dence of any decreased stability, or other sig
nificant changes, was found in any of the tests 
with dynamites, gels, slurries, or black powder. 

The tests with tagged cast booster materials 
showed some indications of instability at ele
vated temperatures. A mixture of RDX and 
TNT (Composition B) showed evidence of reac
tion and probable decomposition at tempera
tures of 1200 C when taggants were added to 
the booster mix; significantly less reaction oc
curred without taggants. Tests with Octol 
showed little reaction whether taggants were 
present or not. Pentolite showed little evi
dence of reaction with taggants in one test at 
1200 C; the gas evolution from untagged pen
tolite was too high for comparative testing on 
a second series. 

Similarly, the stability of one type of Hercu
les smokeless powder has been shown to be 
significantly decreased by the addition of the 
3M identification taggants at elevated temper
atures and taggant concentrations. (Although 
Hercules tested only Herco® * powder, Her
cules believes that their other brands of pow
der designed for the reloading market are so 
similar to Herco® that similar test results could 
be expected.) Tests were conducted at temper
atures ranging from 80 0 to 1200 C and at tag
gant concentrations of 50 percent. Tests at the 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratories appear to in
dicate that the incompatibility is between 
some element of the powder and the basic 
melamine/alkyd material of the taggants, 
rather than with the encapsulant or a pigment. 

* A registered trademark of Hercules Inc. 
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Both the smokeless powder and booster ma
terial tests took place at high temperatures, 
and, in most of the tests, at high taggant con
centrations. The temperature used for the 
smokeless powder test was higher than would 
be expected in actual manufacture, storage, or 
use; the temperature used for the cast booster 
is sometimes reached in manufacturing proc
esses. I n each test, a taggant concentration of 
50 percent was used rather than the O.OS-per
cent tagging concentration suggested for rou
tine use. The tests, nonetheless, indicate that 
the stability of the materials has decreased 
due to the addition of taggants, and that a re~ 
action is taking place between elements of the 
taggant and elements of the explosive mate
rial. Standard qualification test procedures re
quire that such evidence be considered a sign 
of an existing incompatibility between the ma
terials. Carefully controlled testing and exten
sive analysis must be completed before it can 
be determined if the observed evidence of in
compatibility does, in fact, indicate a potential 
safety problem during the manufacture, stor
age, transportation, and use of the tested ma
terials. Unless demonstrated otherwise, it must 
be assumed that it is unsafe to add the tag
gants to that smokeless powder or to the 
booster material. Until the elements of the in
compatibility have been identified, a question 
remains as to the safety of adding the taggants 
to similar smokeless powders and booster ma
terials, although tests with other smokeless 
powders and boosters have shown no evidence 
of incompatibility. 

The tests so far conducted are only a small 
fraction of the total number of tests that must 
be performed before it can conclusively be de
termined whether taggants are compatible 
with commercial explosives and gunpowders. 

Even if the current question of the stability 
of smokeless powder and boosters is resolved 
it is not possible to generalize from the results of 
the limited test program so far completed and 
conclude that the tes'ing has demonstrated that 
taggants can be safely added to explosives. 
Thousands of people come into contact with 
explosives every day during the manufacture, 
storage, transportation, and use of explosives. 
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Accidents involving explosives can have ex
tremely severe consequences to these thou
sands of people; therefore, safety must be 
demonstrated. A carefully administered quali
fication program of analysis, safety testing, 
manufacturing procedures control, and experi
ence is necessary before a new explosive, or an 
explosive with a significant change in compo
sition, can be considered safe. In addition 
each type of explosive product requires indi~ 
vidual evaluation and testing. The type of 
qualification program considered necessary 
before safety can be demonstrated is shown in 
table 12 and discussed in detail in chapter IV. 
A particularly important aspect of that qualifi
cation testing is the effect of long-term stor
age. 

While the qualification program outlined in 
table 12 must be performed before taggants 

Table 12.-Elements of a Suggested Compatibility 
Qualification Program 

• unique with each manufacturer 
• analysiS to define Ihe new explosive or ingredient 
• laboratory testing 

-impact, friction, thermal, chemical composition 
-electrical, aging, chemical interactions, performance 

• pilot production 
• committee and management review 
• early production and review 
• special tests 
• experience 

SOURCE: Oilice of Technology Assessment 

can be safely added to explosive materials, the 
apparent incompatibility with the Herco® smoke
less powder must be resolved before it makes 
sense for the taggant compatibility qualification 
program to proceed. Resolution of this problem 
is pertinent for the entire identification tag
gant program, not simply for smokeless pow
ders or for Herco®. As discussed in detail in 
chapter VI, smokeless powders are used in a 
significant number of criminal bombing inci
dents and account for a significant fraction of 
bombing casualties. If smokeless powders are 
not controlled, then more bombers may well 
switch to their use, resulting in an even greater 
smokeless powder bombing problem. The reso
lution could take any of several forms includ-
ing: ' 

, 
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• Reformulation of the 3M taggant-this 
could require starting essentially from 
scratch in the taggant testing program, as 
the reformulated taggant would undoubt
edly exhibit different compatibility, as 
well as survivability, properties. 

• Reformulation of the particular reactant 
smokeless powder- this mayor may not 
be easily accomplished, once the element 
or elements that react with the taggant 
are isolated. This option would be viable 
only if no other smokeless powders were 
found to show incompatibilities. 

• Exclusion of the reacting smokeless pow
der from the taggant program-the eco
nomic effects on competition could need 
to be carefully considered, as would alter
nate control mechanisms. 

• Exclusion of smokeless powders from the 
identification taggant program - such an 
exclusion would rely on the fact that 
smokeless powders would be less effec
tive than cap-ser.sitive high explosives and 
that the detonators would be tagged OTA 
believes that this last approach may not 
be viable-too many people are currently 
killed or injured by bombs using smoke
less powders and the numbers would al
most certainly increase if this approach 
were adopted. Alternate control mecha
nisms for smokeless powders could also 
be adopted. 

• Development of a different type of tag
gant for use with Herco®, or with all 
smokeless powders, while retaining the ex
isting taggant for high explosives. This 
would somewhat complicate field investi
gation of bombings. 

• Demonstration that the observed stability 
problem does not constitute a safety haz
ard. The observed decreased stability oc
curs at elevated temperatures and taggant 
concentrations 1,000 times greater than 
"normal." As the decomposition rate is 
both temperature and concentration sen
sitive, it may be that no safety hazard ex
ists under realistic conditions. If it could 
be positively demonstrated that the de-

composition rate was within the normally 
accepted range for temperature regimes 
and concentrations which reflect worst 
case actual use conditions, then it may be 
possible to add taggants to the smokeless 
powder, particularly if no further incom
patibi I ities su rface. Demonstration of 
safety would have to be quite convincing, 
however, to overcome the currently per
ceived incompatibility. 

Similarly, the apparent incompatibility with 
one cast booster material should be resolved be
fore the taggant compatibility qualification pro· 
gram should proceed. Booster material is rarely 
used as a bomb filler, but it is used to initiate 
blasting agents. The current BATF plan would 
be to not directly tag blasting agents, but to 
tag the booster and detonators used to initiate 
the blasting agent. Exclusion of boosters from 
the taggant program may well require an alter
nate control mechanism for. blasting agents. 
Given the extremely large quantity of blasting 
agents produced (3.4 billion Ib annually), any 
other control mechanism may have serious 
cost consequences. 

The limited number of tests conducted, the 
conditions under which some of the tests were 
conducted, and the preliminary manner in 
which the tests have been reported, make it 
difficult to definitely assess the extent of the 
potential compatibility problem. If definitive 
test results do show an increased decomposi
tion rate, at least for RDXjTNT explosive mate
rials, the incompatibility will have to be re
solved Lefore those booster materials can be 
tagged. Most of the mechanisms for resolution 
of the smokeless powder incompatibility are 
applicable to booster materials, with the same 
consequences and caveats. 

While the testing program conducted to 
date gives an indication that the identification 
taggants may well be compatible with most 
commercial explosives and gunpowders, little 
data are available as to the potential compatibili
ty of detection taggants with explosive materials. 
Compatibility testing with gunpowders and 
cap-sensitive high explosives has recently been 
initiated under contract to the Aerospace 
Corp.; however, no compatibility testing has as 
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yet been reported. As indicated above, each 
change to an explosive composition must be 
evaluated separately. Successful completion 
of the preliminary detection compatibility pro
gra?l would indicate the need for a full qualifi
c.a~l<:>n program. As some compounding of sen
sitivity may occur with both types of taggants 
present, the full qualification testing program 
should address that issue. 

C?mpatibility testing includes performance 
testing, as well as the safety testing discussed 
above. In most cases, the performance of ex. 
plosive materials is unlikely to be significantly af. 
fected by t~e addition of small amounts of tag
gant matenals. Performance proof-testing must 
be completed, however, before a definitive state
ment could be made.· The energy density and 
rate of energy release are the two most impor
tant performance attributes of commercial ex
plosives. Energy density is a fundamental 
c.hemical property of the explosive formula
tion. The rate of energy release is a function of 
~h~ materials involved and the physical prox
Imity of the fuel and oxidizer components. The 
presence of taggants, in the few hundreths-of
a-percent by weight basis being considered is 
unlikely to directly affect either of those ~er
formance characteristics. Similarly, the pres
ence of taggants in the suggested concentra
tion is unlikely to affect the ballistic properties 
of gunpowders. The few tests conducted so 
fal', in~luding t~sts of the basic properties of 
explosive materrals, such as detonation veloci
~y, ~ap sensitivity, chamber pressure, and pro
Jectr!e velocity, support that conclusion. 

Physical segregation of the taggants is one 
mechanism which could affect performance. If 
the gunpowder grains segregate from the tag
gant, then it is statistically possible that a 
clump of taggants could cause uneven burn
ing, prevent ignition, or result in a hazardous 
hangfire condition. Similar/y, in some specialty 
explosive products, such as shaped charges 
used for or! well perforators, migration of the 
taggants to the explosive-metal interface could 
cause poor jet formation. Testing with gun
powders has shown that migration apparently 
does occur, at least Yonder vibration conditions 
consistent with truck transportation. I n tests 
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with gunpowders that differ in both size and 
density from the taggants, the taggants and 
powder fines tend to separate from the larger 
powder grains. Tests with smokeless powder 
matched in size with the taggants but differ
ent in density, were inconclusive. Testing is re
quired t? determine both the extent of segrega
tion which could be expected if tagged gun
pow~e.rs went through extreme but plausible 
conditions ~f !ransportation and storage, and 
also the statistical probability that segregation 
to this degree would adversely affect ballistic 
performance or in-gun safety. 

The Winchester Western Division of the 
Olin Corp. recently conducted a series of tests 
to evaluate the eff~cts of segregation and high 
t~ggant concentration on the ignition proper
ties of smokeless powder. Significantly re
duced ballistic performance was noted on one 
round, fired at - 30° C with four times the sug
gested taggant concentration. The other 
rounds fired in this test series showed accept
able performance (velocity, chamber pressure 
and ignition time). ' 

Olin-Winchester conducted additional tests 
using 1 OO-percent segregation of taggants from 
powder grains, a condition so extreme that no 
conclusions can be drawn (see ch. IV). 

O! A believes that although testing is indeed 
required to establish the ballistic effect~i, if 
~n'y, of adding ~aggants to smokeless powder, 
,It IS necessary first to establish (by testing and 
Iby statistical analysis) the extent to wh ich 
var!ation in taggant concentrations and segre
gation of taggants in normal conditions of 
transportation and use could be expected. 

. Taggant clumping (10 to 15 taggants) some
times occurs when the taggants are added to 
explosive materials. It is unlikely that the 
clumping would affect performance or safety, 
but that type of anomalous behavior should be 
!nvestigated, particularly as the physical chem
Istry of some of the explosive products, partic
ularly the gels and slurries, is so poorly under
stood. 

As for the possible performance degrada
tions in shaped charges due to taggants, OTA 
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estimates, based on tests conducted by the 
U.S. Army Ballistics Research Laboratory, in
dicate that a clump as large as 0.02 inch would 
not affect performance, even for precision
shaped charges, unless the clump contained a 
large hollow center. Clumps as large as 0.1 inch 

could cause some degradation to occur, but it 
is difficult to envision a mechanism which 
would allow that large a clump to accumulate, 
as that would represent all of the taggants in 
approximately one-half Ib of explosives. 

COST OF A TAGGANT PROGRAM 

Estim;,tes can be made of the total cost of a 
taggant program, the cost impact on manufac
turers and users of explosives, the effects of a 
legislated monopoly, and the possibility of 
added liability of manufacturers due to the in
clusion of taggants in explosives. In the above 
safety and efficacy discussion, the status of 
the current identification and detection tag
gant systems was evaluated. In the following 
cost section, an assumption is made that the 
taggants work and are safe, and cost estimates 
are generated parametrically as a function of 
the implementation plan. It is specifically as
sumed that the resolution of the smokeless 
powder and booster material incompatibility 
questions, and any subsequent questions 
which may arise, do not have significant cost 
impacts. In the case of the smokeless powder 
and booster materials, this assumption is prob
ably justified, as the cost of the taggant materi
als represents only a small fraction of the total 
cost added by a taggant program. 

The primary finding of the cost analysis is 
that the cost of a taggant program can vary by 
almost an order of magnitude, depending on the 
implementation plan. A baseline program is iden
tified that would increase the cost of explosives 
and gunpowders to the lJitimate user by approxi
mately 10 percent. The primary variables af
fecting the total program costs are the cI ass of 
explosive materials to be tagged, the uniquely 
tagged batch size, and the number of locations 
at which the detection sensors would be de
ployed. Cost estimates for total program cost, 
added cost per pound of explosive or gunpow
der, and public overhead costs are shown in 
table 13 for three implementation levels. The 
cost estimates include the costs for both iden
tification and detection taggant programs. The 
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Table 13.-Cost of a Taggant Program as a Function 
of Implementation Plan 

Program level 
Cost parameter Low Baseline High 
Added cost per pound to cap-sensitive explosives 3.5~ 6.0¢ 9.6~ 
Added cost per pound to gunpowders .......• 3.5~ 65.8¢ $1.04 
Public overhead cost, millions of dollars per year $5.3 $8.5 $24.5 
Total program costs, millions of dollars per year. $30.5 $45 $268 

SOURCE: Olflce of Technology Assessment. 

total program cost for separate implementa
tion of identification and detection taggant 
programs is included in the discussion of each 
case. The low, baseline, and high cost esti
mates do not correspond to different estimates 
of the same program; rather they refer to dif
ferent tagging levels, different explosives tag
ged, and different numbers of sensors. Chapter 
V contains a detailed discussion of the cost 
estimates and a discussion of the sensitivity of 
the costs to the accuracy of the cost element 
estimates. To compare the program costs for a 
constant number of detection taggant sensor 
locations, it is only necessary to adjust the 
high- and low-program cost figure by $4,370 for 
each sensor deployed. 

1. The low-level program would use a unique 
identification taggant for each manufac
turer, type of product, and year of manu
facture. A total of 800 detection sensors 
would be deployed, one for passengers 
and one for baggage at each airport loca
tion currently deploying magnetometers 
and hand baggage X-ray units. Cap-sensi
tive high explosives, detonators, boosters, 
detonating cord, and smokeless and black 
powders would be tagged with both iden
tification and detection taggants. Blasting 
agents would not be directly tagged. The 
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cost of separate low-level identification 
and detection taggant programs would be 
approximately $15 million and $22 mil
lion, respectively. 

2. The baseline program would tag the same 
materials as the low-level program, but 
would use a unique identification taggant 
for each shift of each product-analo
gous to the current date-shift code mark
ing on the exterior of explosives. Tracea
bility to the list of last legal purchasers 
would be maintained, as the taggants 
would contain all the information needed 
for a BATF trace (date, shift, prod,let, and 
size). Approximately 2,500 dete .• _iOn tag
gant sensors would be deployed at air
ports and major controlled-access facili
ties such as powel;;1 ants, refineries, and 
Government buildings. Major police 
bo:nb squads would operate portable 
units. 

This baseline program differs from the 
program proposed by the BA TF/Aero
space Corp. team in only two respects. 
The most important is that a full shift of 
t~e same product (a different cartridge 
size would be treated as a different prod
uct) would be tagged with the same tag
gant, rather than an arbitrary 10,000 to 
20,000 lb. The practical utility result is 
that a potentially longer list of last pur
chasers would be produced by a trace, at 
least for those lines that make more than 
10:000 to 20,000 Ib of a product in a single 
shift. The second difference concerns re
work. It has been assumed that a special 
taggant will be added to material with 
more than 10-percent cross-con tam ina
tion; such a taggant would indicate tiiat 
the material used was a composite and 
that taggant codes other than the specific 
composite code should be ignored. 

The cost of separate baseline identifica
tion and detection taggant programs 
would be approximately $25 million for 
each. 

3. The high-level program would uniquely 
tag each 10,OOO-lb batch of explosive and 
each 2,OOO-lb batch of gunpowder. All ex-
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plosive materials, including blasting 
agents, would be directly tagged. Am
monium nitrate fabricated for use in blast
ing agents would be tagged, but not ferti
lizer-grade ammonium nitrate. Approxi
mately 5,000 detection taggant sensors 
would be deployed at every major trans
portation f aci I ity, controlled-access uti I i
ty, Government facility, and other poten
tial high-value targets such as campus 
computer locations. Portable units would 
be routinely available to police bomb 
squads. The taggant level and types of ex
plosives to be tagged in the high-level pro
gram correspond tn a strict interpretation 
of S. 333, as propounded by the Institute 
of Makers of Explosives (IME). The cost of 
separate high-level identification and de
tection taggant programs would be ap
proximately $214 million and $65 million 
respectively. ' 

The identification taggant cost figures used 
in all three levels of the analysis are based on 
flrice estimates furnished by 3M, for specific 
Implementation guidelines. 3M furnished man
agement-approved cost estima~es for unencap
sulated taggants for three different quantities 
of explosives to be tagged, assuming a firm 
order for 2 years (costs would remain the same 
for a 5-year contract). These cost estimates rep
resent the firmest figures possible short of an 
actual contract. Assuming linear interpolation 
between data points furnished, the unencapsu
lated taggants would c:ost between $93 and 
$114/lb for the amount of taggants necessary 
for the baseline level Cdse (419 million Ib of ex
plosive equivalent). The first figure represents 
a cost goal and the second a worst case esti
mate. 3M technical people also furnished an 
estimate of encapsulating cost but were un
able to estimate the cost of the ~paque encap
sulation assumed by OTA as the baseline prod
uct. Based on the .:toove data, OT A estimated 
that it would cost approximately $55/lb for 
opaque encapsulated taggants; as the baseline 
tagging level is 0.05 percent by weight of en
capsulated taggants, and the encapsulating 
material weighs the same as the unencapsu
lated taggants, this corresponds to 2.75 cents/
lb of cap-sensitive explosives for the identifica-
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tion tagging material ($93 for 1 Ib of unencap
sulated taggants plus $17 for 1 Ib of encapsu
lating material plus the process equals $110 for 
2 Ib of encapsulated taggants, or $55/lb.) OTA 
estimated the same cost for taggants at the 
other two implementation levels. Chapter V in
cludes an analysis of how changes in the cost 
and/or concentration of the taggants them
selves would affect the cost of the program. 

All other cost figures are estimates based on 
specific inputs submitted to OTA by manufac
turers, distributors, and end users. Detailed 
treatment of the cost elements is contained in 
chapter V. 

The cost impact to end users of explosives 
can be considerable. Implementation plans 
that do not take into account the impact on 
manufacturers and users of explosives could 
drive a number of manufacturers and users out 
of the market; could make some classes of 
finished products, like copper, uncompetitive 
in the world market; and could force entire 
segments of industries to radically change 
operating procedures, such as shifting under
ground coal mining from explosive mining to 
mining machines. Detailed discussions and 
analysis, however, indicate that it is quite un
likely that a taggant program similar to the 
"baseline" would eliminate any current uses of 
explosive materials, although marginal com
panies and product lines might be eliminated. As 
indicated above, the baseline program differs 
from the BATF-proposed implementation only 
in that batch size takes into account the nor
mal production processes and quantities of the 
explosives and gUl1l')owder manufacturers. This 
finding is based on detailed discussions with a 
limited number of users and manufacturers 
about current costs and the possible impact of 
cost increases. 

Some examples are illustrative. Increasing 
the cost of cap-sensitive high explosives the 12 
percent projected would increase the cost of 
extracting coal in a particular modern under
ground mine by only 0.1 percent. Such a small 
increase would not be significant to this inten
sive user of cap-sensitive explosives, and 
would be quite unlikely to cause a shift to 
mechanical mining machines or render a par-

.-

ticular mining operation uneconomic. Similar
ly, that type of increase in the cost of cap
sensitive explosives, boosters, detonators, and 
detonating cord in a large, open pit copper 
mine would increase the cost of producing 
copper only 0.03 percent. As blasting agents 
are currently used whenever possible in that 
mine (cap-sensitive explosives are used only 
for secondary breakup), no shift in explosive 
products used would take place. The cost of a 
recent explosive-intensive dam construction 
project would increase 1 percent under the 
baseline program, a larger percentage, but not 
enough to be significant or force alternate 
uses. A price differential of approximately 
five-to-one currently exists in favor of blasting 
agents over cap-sensitive high explosives, 
which has caused most users of explosive ma
terials to consider blasting agents, and shift 
where feasible; an increase in that differential 
to six-to-one is unlikely to significantly change 
the current status. 

As a final example, consider the cost impact 
on hand loaders. Handloaders load their own 
ammunition for two reasons-economy and 
the hobby aspect. A less-than-10-percent cost 
increase in expendable material is unlikely to 
affect a hobby for which hundreds of dollars in 
costs have already been incurred (hand loading 
equipment and guns). As powder is only one of 
several materials on which a handloader saves 
costs (cartridge cases, projectiles, wadding), 
and additional cost-savings are realized from 
labor and by eliminating the excise tax on pur
chased ammunition, an 8-percent increase in 
powder cost would translate into an even 
smaller increase in total reloading costs. It is 
possible, however, that manufacturers would 
shrink the range of available product lines in 
order to minimize the startup costs of tagging. 
A smaller choice of products would be an addi
tionall/cost" to the hand loader. 

The identification taggants currently pro
posed to be used are manufactured only by 3M 
and are a proprietary product manufactured 
by a proprietary process. I n addition, a signifi
cant public overhead cost would have been in
curred before the compatibility of explosive 
materials with the taggants could have been 
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demonstrated. Mandating the addition of iden
tification taggants to explosive materials 
would, therefore, ensure a monopoly of the 
Government-mandated market for 3M, at least 
for a period of several years. Under such cir
cumstances, developmcni: of a mechanism to 
regulate the virtual monopoly of the identifica
tion taggant market which 3M would enjoy is 
highly desirable. 

A number of mechanisms are available to 
regulate the price of taggants, including: 

1. a price level set by Congress in the en-
abling legislation, 

2. regulation as a public utility, 
3. licensing by 3M of competitors, 
4. a multiyear, fixed-price contract, and 
5. a free-market price, regulated only by the 

possibility of competition or sanctions if 
prices get too high. 

The free-market mechanism may be unac
ceptable to manufacturers of explosives and 
gunpowders, given the long time needed to 
either develop and qualify an alternative tag
gant or enact sanction legislation. Legislation 
of a price or use of a regulation mechanism 
similar to that used for public utilities would 
be an awkward, time-consuming process for a 
product whose total annual value would be on 
the order of $10 million. 

Licensing is not only disagreeable to 3M, but 
it is probably not cost-effective. The cost of 
the taggant material includes a component for 
amortization of the taggant production facil i
ty, as a new facility must be built and the 
primary market for identification taggants 
would likely be the mandated explosives mar
ket. The process which 3M plans to implement 
is capital intensive. Licensing of other manu
facturers would therefore require the construc
tion of facilities for the licensee, in addition to 
a new 3M facility, resulting in a substantially 
higher total cost. 

A long-term contract is a potentially attrac
tive mechanism. In fact, the 3M cost estimates 
are conditional on firm orders for a 2-year 
period, although 3M is willing to consider con
tracting periods of up to 5 years. The details of 
the regulating mechanism have not been ad-
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dressed by this study; if a multiyear contract is 
an acceptable mechanism, there may be some 
advantage to a single contracting agency (pre
sumably within the Government), rather than 
separate contracts with each ma.nufacturer of 
explosives and gunpowders. In adclition to sav
ing the cost of multiple contracting, the single 
contract concept would limit the amount of in
formation on numbers of product lines and 
production quantities of explosives available 
to 3M, a matter of some sensitivity to the ex
plosive manufi'lcturers. 

A final cost-related issue merits attention. 
The legislation of a taggant program might 
change the extent to which manufacturers are 
held liable for accidental explosions. I n the event 
that an accidental explosion takes place, those 
injured may attempt to hold the manufacturer 
of the explosives, the seller of the explosives, 
or the manufacturer of the taggants liable. The 
addition of taggants to explosives could 
change the existing situation in several possi
ble ways: 

• The use of taggants would make it easier 
to identify undetonated explosives from 
the same batch as those involved in the 
accident, thus facilitating proof or dis
proof of allegations that the explo!:ive, the 
taggant, or both were incorrectly manu
factured. 

• Evidence that incorrectly manufactured 
taggants had been involved in an accident 
would probably subject the taggant manu
facturer to liability, regardless of any 
disclaimers made at the time of sale. 

• Evidence that taggants had been incor
rectly added to explosives (e.g., an ex
cessive concentration) might expose the 
explosives manufacturer to liability, if 
evidence could be presented that such a 
high concentration posed a danger. 

• There should be no cases in which the 
evidence shows that taggants were unsafe 
if made and used correctly, due to the ex
tensive qualification program required to 
demonstrate taggant safety. I n any event, 
the fact that Federal law required the use 
of taggants would be a defense. 
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.. If, however, taggants actually create a 
hazard but there is no evidence that they 
do so, the manufacturers of explosives 
might be exposed to liability based on an 
(incorrect) assumption that the manufac
turing process was somehow at fault. 

Furthermore, Congress could include in the 
legislation mandating a taggant program provi
sions directing who should bear the costs of ac
cidents. For example, Congress could shift the 
cost to the Government by allowing suits 
against the Government for accident losses al-

.".w_.""' ___ ._~ 

legedly due to taggants. Alternatively, by legis
lating a presumption that taggants are safe or 
simply by granting immunity to manufactur
ers, Congress could shift the cost of any tag
gant-caused accidents to explosives users. A 
third possibility would be to legislate in a way 
that would make taggant and/or explosives 
manufacturers liable for accidents caused by 
taggants despite legislative coercion to use 
them. A final option would be to divide the 
costs of accidents by legislative limits on the 
dollar amount of claims arising from accidents 
allegedly caused by taggants. The issue of 
liability is treated in detail in appendix D. 

UTI L1TY OF TAGGANTS 

Before the utility of identification and de
tection taggants to law enforcement, security, 
and other regulatory agencies can be assessed, 
it is first necessary to examine the bomber 
threat in some detail. The utility against each 
segment of the bomber population can then be 
assessed, together with the possible responses 
of the criminal bombers, and be compared to 
the utility of other control methods. Identifica
tion taggants may also have utility for pur
poses other than tracing of criminal bombers. 

The bomber population of the United States is 
extremely heterogeneous, with varying motives, 
resources, skills, and ability to adapt to a chang
ing control environment. For ease of discussion, 
bombers are divided into four categories 
which differ from each other in most charac
teristics. These categories inc! ude terrorists, 
common criminals, the mentally disturbed, 
and vandals and experimenters. The character
istics of the various types of bombers are sum
marized in table 14 and briefly described 
below. 

Terrorists 

The terrorist groups active in the United 
States vary widely in ability, resources, train
ing, and adaptability. They share the common 
characteristics, however, of high motivation, 
action as a part of a group, and a continuing 
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involvement in catastrophic, illegal activities 
against society. These characteristics make the 
terrorist particularly dangerous to society and 
a particularly appropriate target for antibomb
ing controls. Terrorists can be roughly divided 
into political, reactionary, and separatist 
groups. Political groups are primarily inter
ested in attracting attention to, and sympathy 
with, their cause. For that reason they engage 
in spectacular events, such as bombings, but 
generally attempt to avoid or limit injury and 
death resulting from their bombings. Political 
terrorists often have considerable resources 
available to them, due to the significant num
ber of people who support their aim, if not nec
essarily their means. The leadership ot most of 
these groups are of above-average intell igence, 
and have either had specialized training or 
have studied extensively in terrorist activities. 
They are thus able to adapt to a changing envi
ronment, although the range of responses 
available to them may be limited by their polit
ical aims. Such political groups have been rela
tively inactive in the United States in recent 
years. 

Separatist groups, such as FALN (a Puerto 
Rican terrorist group), generally hope to gain 
their aims by generating a reaction to their ac
tivities, rather than a sympathy to their aims. 
They are therefore generally less concerned 
with public revulsion to bombings that cause 
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Table 14.-Attributes of Criminal Bomber Groups 

Perpetrator 
Experience 

and training Resources 
Criminal 

L L 
H M 

Unsophisticated .............. . 
Sophisticated ............... , . 
Terrorist 

M-H M-H 
M-H M 
L L 

Political .................... . 
Separatist .................. . 
Reactionary ................. . 

Mentally disturbed 
L L 
L L 

L-M L 

Disenchanted ................ . 
Vengeful ................... . 
Pathological ........•......... 
Other 

L L 
M L 

Vandals .................... . 
Experimentor ..........•...... 

L·Low; M·Moderale; H-Hlgh; '·Indivldual; G'Group 
SOURCE: OWce 01 Technology Assessment. 

substantial injury and deaths. Separatist 
groups have been credited with more than 25 
percent of catastrophic bombings-those re
sulting in major property damage, injuries, and 
deaths. The resources of domestic separatists 
vary from group to group, but are generally 
less than for comparable groups of political 
terrorists. 

Reactionary groups, such as the Ku Klux 
Klan and the Americfln Nazi Party, share some 
of the characteristics of the pol itical terrorists 
but generally do not possess the same levels of 
training, motivation, and resources, and are 
not a: capable of reacting effectively to a 
~hanglng control environment. They also differ 
In that their bombings are usually directly tar
~eted at the individual or group they intend to 
Influence, rather than simply at a spectacular 
target. 

Terrorists have been responsible for app,'oxi
~ately 12 percent of those bombing incidents 
In the past 5 years to which law enforcement 
agencies assigned a motive. 

Common Criminals 

.C.riminals range from the petty operator who 
u.tillzes a bomb for extortion to the profes
Sional bo:nbers of organized crime. The petty 
ope~ator IS generally poorly trained, is not very 
motivated, has limited resources, and cannot 

Individual 
Motivation or group Reaction capability Frequency 

M M Multi 
H H Multi 

M-H G M-H Multi 
H G H Multi 
H G L-M Multi 

L-M L Single 
M-H L-M 
H 

Single 
L-M Varies 

L-M L Single 
L-M L-M Single 

readily adapt to a changing enforcement envi
ronment. The only major characteristic he 
shares with the professional bomber is that his 
targets are generally individuals or small com
mercial establishments, unlikely to be pro
tect~d by a detection taggant sensor. The pro
fessional bomber is highly trained and moti
vated and generally has considerable re
sources available to him, either directly or 
through his "employer." Criminals share with 
terrorists the characteristics of engaging in re
peated bombings, but differ in that the profes
sional criminal bomber usually works alone, 
rather than as part of a group. Criminals as a 
group are responsible for approximately 6 per
cent of bombing incidents. Most incidents are 
limited to specific targets and do not generally 
cause substantial injury or death to innocent 
bystanders. 

Mentally Disturbed 

The mentally disturbed bomber differs from 
terrorists and criminals in that he generally 
does not engage in multiple bombings al
though exceptions such as the Los Angeles'll Al
phabet Bom~er" certainly exist. He generally 
IS poorly trained, has limited resources and 
acts alone. He is often highly motivated, but 
perhaps only for short periods of time, in direct 
r~s~ons~ to some stimulus. He is extremely 
limited In his ability to respond to changing 
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control situations, either through lack of care 
of consequences or belief in his invincibility. 
As his motives are hard to identify, it is dif
ficult to predict his targets. 

Vandals and Experimenters 

Vandals and experimenters share the charac
teristics of poor training, limited motivation, 
and limited resources. They generally work 
alone or in small groups, and do not generally 
intend to harm people or cause extensive dam
age. Their targets are often of little value, like 
mailboxes or outhouses, but some acts of van
dalism can cause extensive damage to build
ings such as schools. While accounting for 
over 40 percent of the reported bombing in
cidents, they are responsible for little damage 
and few casualties. 

Given the diversity of the criminal bomber 
population, the range of targets involved in 
bombings, and the choice of explosives avail
able to the bombers, it is difficult to assess the 
utility of taggants to law enforcement agen
cies. The assessment is made particularly dif
ficult by the lack of experience with taggants, 
although the McFillan case (recently tried in 
Baltimore) provides one example where identi
fication taggants were an extremely important 
piece of evidence linking a suspected perpetra
tor to the crime. Inferences can also be made 
from experience with the date-shift code and 
with the X-ray machines and magnetometers 
used at airports to prevent hijackings. A useful 
construct for viewing the findings is shown in 
table 15, the discussion of which follows. 

Both identification and detection taggants 
would have limited utility in combating bombings 
of low-value targets. Due to limitations on law 
enforcement time and resources, minor bomb
ings, such as a vandalism bombing of a mail
box, do not warrant as thorough an investiga
tion as bombings involving casualties or signif
icant property damage. In New York, for exam
ple, such cases are generally handled at the in
dividual precinct level, without the use of the 
trained bomb squad, bombing investigators, 
and forensic laboratories. As evidenced by the 
results of the recovery demonstrations, a vis-

1 .-

Table 15.-Taggant Utility Summary 

SpecifiC bombing 
conditions 
Low-value targets 
High-value targets, 

no bomber 
countermeasures 

High-value targets, 
bomber 
countermeasures 

Identification tag gants 
Limited utility 

High utility 

Countermeasures 
costly due to 
increased risk 

SOURCE: Ollice 01 Technology Assessment. 

Detection taggants 
Limited utility 

Extremely high utility 

Countermeasures 
require technical 
knowledge, 
planning 

ual search of the area by untrained law en
forcement personnel is unlikely to turn up 
identification taggants. Similarly, detection 
taggant sensors are unlikely to be present be
fore the detonation. The lack of utility in these 
cases, however, does not greatly diminish the 
overall utility of a taggant program, as the in
tent of the program is not to prevent this type 
of bombing, but to help prevent significant 
bombings and to help in the arrest and convic
tion of the perpetrators of such bombings. 

Identification and detection taggants would 
provide a quantum increase in utility in combat
ing bombings of high-value targets, assuming the 
absence of effective bomber responses. 

The current procedure for the apprehension 
and control of criminal bombers consists of 
three phases: 

1. the postdetonation search of the area for 
physical evidence; 

2. the investigation, based on the results of 
the analysis of the physical evidence; and 

3. intelligence gathering on, and surveil
lance of, suspected perpetrators or ex
pected targets. 

The search for evidence phase includes a de
tailed analysis to try and determine the type of 
explosive used (successful approximately 50 
percent of the time) and examination of what
ever parts of the bomb, such as elements of the 
timing device, may have survived the detona
tion. This evidence, together with any evidence 
of the presence of the perpetrator (such as hair 
or footprints) serves as the starting point for 
the investigative phase. 
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The investigative phase consists primarily of 
trying to generate some type of lead to the per
petrators from the physical evidence gathered, 
as well as tracking leads provided by inform
ants or witnesses and attempts to correlate the 
characteristics of the bombing with similar in
stances. A great deal of effort may be ex
pended, for instance, in investigating the 
sources of a common clock used as the timing 
mechanism. 

The addition of identification taggants to ex
plosives would aid the investigatory efforts of 
law enforcement personnel in a number of 
ways, provided that tagged explosives are 
used, the taggants survive the detonation, and 
the taggants are recovered from the explosive 
debris. The taggants provide a good starting 
point for an investigation as they directly in
dicate the type of explosive used, manufac
turer, time of manufacture, and provide a list 
of the last legal purchasers. This information 
may lead directly to a bomber who purchased 
the explosives legally. In some cases, the 
bomber would not otherwise be identified with 
the bombing; in others, as was the case with 
the McFillan incident in Baltimore, the tag
gants add a strong link in a chain of evidence, 
which may help to obtain a conviction. Tag
gants may provide intelligence information, 
such as linking a series of bombings, or linking 
a suspect to a theft of explosives by establish
ing that one of the legal purchasers reported a 
theft at the time the suspect was in the city in 
which the theft occurred. Finally, bombers 
may be deterred from committing bombings 
by the knowledge that the chances of their be
ing apprehended are increased by a taggant 
program. 

In order for the taggant information to be 
useful, however, the bombing must be of suffi
cient importance (in terms of property dam
age, notoriety generated, or casualties pro
duced) to warrant a thorough investigation. In 
such cases, identification taggants will provide 
much more information, and more reliable in
formation, than present methods, and this in
formation will require much less effort by the 
investigating team. 
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The value of the list of last legal purchasers 
will depend somewhat on the length of the list. 
A trace which indicates that the full taggant 
batch of explosives was sold directly to a mine 
by the explosives manufacturer obviously pro
vides a more useful lead than a trace which 
shows a large number of purchasers of a lot of 
smokeless powder. Even for the smokeless 
powder case, the list of names would probably 
not be excessively long. The types of bombings 
likely to warrant a detailed investigation are 
unlikely to be caused by 1 or 2 Ib of gunpow
der, eliminating most purchasers from the list 
or providing multiple traces of the multiple 1-
Ib lots used to make up the filler. 

The utility of detection taggants in protect
ing high-value targets is obvious. The current 
procedures for protection of potential high
value targets vary with the type of the facility 
and the time since the last perceived threat. 
Airports are protected by requiring all carry-on 
luggage to go through inspection (usually X
ray) and all passengers to walk through a mag
netometer. Search of checked baggage is not 
routinely required, although spot checks, 
sometimes with trained dogs, do occur, par
ticularly when the perceived threat is high. 
Many Government buildings and other con
trolled-access facilities require a package or 
briefcase check as well as personnel identifica
tion to gain entry. The airport instruments are 
operated and inspection checks conducted pri
marily by personnel who are poorly trained, 
poorly paid, and subject to the problems of 
maintaining alertness over long periods while 
performing a dull job. The magnetometers are 
useful solely to detect metal, and information 
from the X-ray machines must be interpreted 
by the attendant. The use of a self-cal ibrating 
sensor, which would reliably give an alarm at 
the presence of explosives in hand baggage, 
checked baggage, or on a person would offer 
an enormous increase in utility over current 
methods. 

Many of the criminal bombers who would be 
likely to attack a high-value target would be 
deterred by the knowledge that the target was 
protected by a sensor that would detect the ex
plosives in their bombs (assuming no effective 
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countermeasures by the bomber). The deter
rence might work to redirect the bomb against 
another target, to cause a less vulnerable part 
of a target to be attacked, or (perhaps infre
quently) to deter the attack altogether. Those 
who were not deterred would have their bombs 
intercepted, protecting that target and pro
viding security personnel with additional clues 
to the perpetrator. 

Detection taggants would only provide util
ity to those targets that were protected by a 
detection taggant sensor. Portable detection 
taggants sensors would also be quite valuable 
in locating a bomb whose approximate loca
tion was known and in determining if a sus
pected package contained explosives. 

In summary, identification taggants would 
provide a quantum increase in utility for those 
bombings significant enough to warrant a thor
ough investigation, while detection taggants 
would provide that increased utility in protect
ing those potential targets sufficiently impor
tant to warrant a detection taggant sensor. 

The above discussion assumes that the crim
inal bombers do not respond to the introduc
tion of a taggant program. However, counter
measures exist which would enable bombers to 
evade the effects of a tagging program. The avail· 
able countermeasures require varying degrees of 
specialized knowledge, and some of them in· 
volve significant risks. Because most bombers 
would probably not avail themselves of the possi. 
ble countermeasures, a taggant program would 
probably retain substantial law enforcement util· 
ity. 

Bombers seeking to respond to a taggant 
program by using countermeasures can use 
any of several approaches: 

1 I 

• removal of the taggants, 
• fabrication of homemade explosives, 
• use of incendiary bombs, 
• theft of explosives, 
• black-market purchase of explosives, 
• use of explosives manufactured before 

the taggant program commenced, 
• use of blasting agents, 
• seal ing of detection taggants, 

• "spooking" of taggant sensors, or 
• resorting to another unlawful activity, 

such as assassination or kidnapping. 

The baseline 3M identification taggants con
tain both a magnetic layer and a fluorescent 
layer to aid in recovery after a detonation. The 
taggants could therefore be removed from 
powdery explosives by using a magnet; the 
process would be both easy and safe, and 
would require less than an hour for a typical 
bomb. In order to hinder this countermeasure, 
taggants have been manufactured without a 
magnetic layer. If a powdery explosive were 
tagged with a mixture of magnetic and non
magnetic taggants, then the use of a magnet 
would enable a criminal to remove only a por
tion of the taggants; the remainder would be 
present after an explosion, although they 
would be somewhat more difficult to recover 
than the baseline taggant. If the criminal were 
deterred from attempting magnetic removal 
by the knowledge that about half the taggants 
were nonmagnetic, then postdetonation recov
ery would be only marginally more difficult 
than the baseline case. 

Another possible technique for removing 
taggants from an explosive is to use a black 
light to identify the taggants by their fluores
cence, and then remove them with a tweezer. 
This process is safe, but more difficult than 
magnetic separation, and would probably re
quire many hours of painstaking effort for a 
typical bomb. Unlike magnetic separation, it 
could be used to remove taggants from explo
sives that are tacky rather than powdery. It has 
been proposed that the encapsulation of the 
taggants be made opaque, and matched to the 
color of the explosive, in order to render such 
removal impossible. Since the encapsulant 
would be melted by the heat of a detonation, 
postdetonation recovery would not be af
fected. Although it should not be difficult to 
develop an opaque encapsulant, this has not 
yet been done. Opaque encapsulation would 
make quality control, both of manufacturing 
taggants and mixing them with explosives, 
more difficult, and its cost impact has not 
been evaluated. 
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.I~ order to remove a nonmagnetic taggant 
V:lth a~ opaque encapsulant from an explo
Sive, tne explosives could be acetone dis
solved, the taggants and other solid material 
re.moved by filtering, and the explosives recon
stltu~e~. This complex operation would require 
~peclallzed knowledge, be roughly equivalent 
In d~nger and difficulty to fabrication of ex
plOSives f~om raw materials, and would result 
I~ less reliable (less likely to detonate) explo
sives. 

Taggant. re~oval from some gunpowders 
c.ould be significantly easier than from explo
Sives, as some gunpowder grains are consider
ably la~ger. than the identification taggants, as 
shown In figure 4. Separation from these pow
ders m.ay therefore be accomplished simply by 
screening, even if the taggants are nonmag
netic. Tests with several Du Pont IMR powders 
have shown that it would be difficult to sepa
rate the taggants from the chips and fines con
tain~d in the gunpowder package, but all small 
particles could easily be separated from the in
tact gra.ins by.screening. It has been proposed 
to allevlat~ thiS problem by agglomerating the 
taggants Into clumps whose size roughly 
matc~es the specific powder grain size. The 
cost Impact of such a solution was not ad
dressed during this study. 

Removal of the detection taggants would 
not be feasible. 

.Fabrication of explosives may be accom
plished by a variety of means, but a consider
able .degree of expertise is required to avoid 
the rISk of premature detonations, and to en
sure. hig.h reliability. It should be noted that 
f~b~lcatlon of detonators is significantly more 
difficult than fabrication of the explosive 
charge. 

. A substantial number of bombing incidents 
~nvolve ~he use of incendiary bombs; it is quite 
Impractical to tag the wide range of materials 
from which incendiary bombs could be fabri
cate.d. It may be more difficult, however, to 
fabricate a reliable delay fuze for an incendi
afY bomb. In a.ddit.ion, while incendiary bombs 
~ay be. e!fectlve In destroying structures and 
Jeopardizing groups of people, explosive bomb 
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Figure 4.-Size Comparison of the 3M Identification 
Taggant and Some Smokeless Powders 
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fillers offer a better chance of killing, injuring, 
or intimidating a particular individual. 

A significant fraction of the explosive cur
rently used for fabricating bombs is stolen. A 
taggant program may well increase the theft of 
explosives; however, additional explosive secu
rity could reduce the incidence of theft. Tag
gants from stolen explosives would not provide 
a direct clue to the purchaser, but would help 
law enforcement officials to establish patterns 
and links between crimes, improving the 
chances of apprehending the criminals. The 
bomber who steals explosives further increases 
the risk of apprehension by committing an ad
ditional crime. Finally, taggants could pinpoint 
locations from which explosives were stolen, 
providing a guide to tightening security in 
those places most vulnerable to theft. 

Explosives could be purchased on the black 
market or illegally imported from abroad. Both 
courses of actl.:>n subject the bomber to in
creased risk of capture, from informants or un
dercover agents in the former case and as a re
sult of smuggling, in the latter. Both courses of 
action would require substantial resources and 
the ability to plan in advance. 

Explosives manufactured before the imple
mentation of a taggant program could be used 
to fabricate bombs. There is some evidence 
that a considerable stockpile of explosives cur
rently exists in the hands of criminal bombers, 
and this stockpile could be expanded in the 
time between legislation and implementation 
of a taggant program. Acquisition and storage 
of the explosives for a period of time require 
considerable advance planning and resources, 
however, and increase the risk to the bomber 
of discovery of the explosives. While the use of 
explosives manufactured prior to a taggant 
program may be an effective countermeasure 
initially, most explosive materials have a 
limited shelf-life. Gels, slurries, and emulsions 
are generally reliable for less than 1 year; the 
sensitivity of dynamites tends to increase with 
age; gunpowders and booster materials have a 
long shelf-I ife. 

Blasting agents, such as ANFO, are not 
among the explosive materials BATF plans to 
directly tag. (OT A finds that tagging blasting 

;I I 

agents, if it were judged desirable, would 
greatly increase the cost of a taggant program.) 
Effective bombs can be fabricated from 
ANFO; to do so requires a certain level of skill 
to ensure reliable detonation and the assembly 
of a number of components, some of which 
may not be readily available. The risk of pre
mature detonation is small for a bomber with 
adequate knowledge and patience, but may be 
significant for bombers without those charac
teristics. Blasting agents are infrequently used 
at present in criminal bombings. 

The effectiveness of detection taggants can 
be severely limited by creating a seal between 
the explosives and the detection taggant sen
sor as the vapor could not escape the package 
to trigger the sensor. Such a seal can be con
structed with the appropriate industrial materi
als and equipment, but a reliable seal would 
be very difficult to fabricate with the resources 
normally available to individuals. Hence spe
cialized knowledge, advance planning, and the 
resources to buy the required material, would 
be needed to defeat the detection taggants. 

Detection taggant sensors could be purpose
ly triggered or "spooked" by placing detection 
taggants, or other materials so similar chemi
cally to the detection taggant that the sensor 
could not make the distinction, in nonexplo
sive materials. If several suitcases or packages 
within a short period of time triggered the de
tection taggant sensor for no apparent reason, 
those operating the sensor might well con
clude that it was malfunctioning, and discon
nect it. It would then be possible to introduce 
tagged explosives into the protected area. This 
countermeasure would require that the 
bomber obtain a supply of the detection tag
gant material; access to detection taggants 
could and should be made difficult. 

Finally, bombers can turn to other crimes, 
such as murder, assassination, or kidnapping. 
These crimes, however, are often not as spec
tacular as bombings and all involve greatly 
higher risk to the perpetrators than do bomb
ings. In addition, a direct action against a visi
ble target requires more motivation and a dif
ferent temperament than does an indirect 
crime such as a bombing. 
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OTA consulted numerous explosives ex
perts, all of whom agreed that countermeas
ures such as these are possible. However, the 
experts on law enforcement and terrorism 
which OT A consulted agreed that criminal 
bombers would fail to make use of countermeas
ures, even when the necessary knowledge and 
equipment could be obtained without enormous 
efforts. However, some terrorists and profes
sional criminals would make use of countermeas
ures. This judgment appears to be based on an 
assessment of the type of personal ity that is 
generally involved in this kind of criminal ac
ti~ity. B~mbings are currently a low-risk, rel
atively Simple type of criminal activity. Each 
added element of risk, or additional stage 
necessary to fabricate a bomb, will decrease 
the likelihood of the prospective bomber ac
tually committing the bombing. An instructive 
analogy is aircraft hijacking. It is possible to 
smuggle a weapon on to an airplane by a num
ber of means, but, in fact, since the antihijack
ing program started there have been thousands 
of weapons found annually by the screening 
process, hundreds of weapons found aban
doned near the controlled boarding gates, and 
few or no cases of aircraft hijacked with the 
use of smuggled weapons. 

Consequently, OT A bel ieves that counter
measures are not likely to greatly diminish the 
law ~nforc~ment utility of a taggant program, 
despite their potential to do so. 

The above discussion has been essentially 
qualitative, as little quantitative data is availa
ble. However, an attempt was made to draw in
ferences from similar programs. The data avail
~ble .f~o~ the date-shift program suggests that 
Identification taggants may prove effective in in
creasing the arrests and convictions of criminal 
bombers. However, the data base is too small to 
be more than suggestive. Similarly, data on the 
reduction of hijackings after the introduction of 
an antihijacking program suggests that detection 
taggants would prove an effective deterrent. The 
program most directly analogous to the pro
posed identification taggant program is the re
quirement that the date and shift of cap-sensi
tive high explosives be clearly printed on each 
stick. For undetonated bombs the date-shift 
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code provides the same information as identi
fication taggants would provide for the post
detonation case. No total review of the cases 
involving explosives recovered from malfunc
tioning bombs has been conducted. A limited 
set of 55 cases was examined, however, by 
BATF. In that sample, six cases were forwarded 
for prosecution (10.9 percent). That is twice the 
percent forwarded in cases that did not in
clude date-shift code data. Similar results were 
obtained by MSA during a review of the BATF 
data. Of the 10 bombing attempts MSA re
viewed, the date-shift code proved useful in 40 
percent of the cases, was not usefu I in 50 per
cent of the cases, and was of questionable util
ity in 10 percent. While the results were posi
tive in both cases, the extremely small sample 
size makes it impossible to draw significant 
conclusions. IME reported to OT A that manu
facturers are seldom requested to appear in 
court to testify regarding a date-shift trace; in 
recent years less than 1 percent of the traces 
requested led to a court appearance. 

The most direct analog of the detection tag
gant program is the antihijacking program ini
tiated in 1971. There was an average of 27 hi
jackings from domestic origins in the 4 years 
preceding full implementation of the program. 
I n the next year (1973), hijackings decreased to 
a single incident, and have averaged only four 
per year since. It should be noted that a num
ber of countermeasures are possible that 
would evade the currently used magnetom
eters and X-ray machines. However, essentially 
no incidences of the use of these countermeas
ures have occurred since the inception of the 
antihijacking program. 

Numerical estimates of the numbers of 
bombers who would be arrested and the num
ber who would be deterred by a taggant pro
gram were made by MSA in order to generate 
input to their cost-effectiveness analysis of the 
taggant program. The numbers they used in the 
analysis were a 50-percent increase in the ar
rest rate (from 8 to 12 percent) and t.l 5-percent 
deterrency rate. These numbers are simply 
guesses and OTA has no data that would allow 
it to make guesses or assess the accuracy of 
the MSA guesses. 

The above discussion dealt with the utility 
of taggants for the control of criminal bomb
ers. There exist other approaches to the problem 
of control of criminal bombers which could be 
used in conjunction with, or instead of, a tagging 
program. Some of thf! methods, however, may 
be unpalatable or not cost·effective. Other ap
proaches, some of which have been imple
mented in areas facing a more ~evere bomber 
threat, particularly from separatist terrorist 
groups, include: 

• alternate detection approaches, 
• control of explosive materials, 
• better security, 
• more coordinated police response, and 
• harsher judicial response. 

The Aerospace Corp., the Federal Aviation 
Administration, and the military are currently 
investigating, or hilve investigated, a large 
number of techniques for detection of untag
ged explosives. Methods investigated have in
cluded X-ray fluorescence, gamma ray excita
tion, nuclear magnetic resonance, both fast 
and thermal neutron activation, dual energy 
tomography, detection of the characteristic 
vapors of explosives, and deactivation of blast· 
ing caps. Some of the approaches are promis
ing, although all but the last two would be 
limited to checked baggage. However, none of 
the approaches, with the exception of non
tagged vapor detection, has progressed as far 
as the detection taggant research and most ap
pear to be significantly more expensive, both 
for the instrument and for personnel to man 
the instrument. Commercial vapor detectors 
are currently marketed for explosive detection, 
but their sensitivities and flexibility fall far 
short of the goals of the taggant vapor detec
tion devices. Research on the promising ap
proaches should continue; it may be mQst ef
fective to deploy a detection taggant system in 
conjunction with one of the other systems. 

Control of explosive materials could range 
from uniform procedures for the purchase of 
explosives to the total control by the military 
or police of all explosives, from manufacture 
to the legal detonation. In some States, explo
sives are tightly controlled. For instance, in 
Louisiana all users or transporters of explosives 
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must be licensed by the State police. In some 
other States, however, explosives may be pur
chased over-the-counter simply by providing 
identification and presenting a Federal permit 
or filling out a form. Uniform tight control 
would make it more difficult to purchase ex
plosives for illegal use and would be particu
larly effective in combating the less sophisti
cated bombers. Complete control of explo
sives, to the point of requiring police or mili
tary personnel to physically be at the site of a 
legal use of explosives and be responsible for 
each detonator, as is the case in Ireland, would 
essentially eliminate the use of domestically 
produced commercial explosives in bombings. 
Sophisticated bombers 'v'.'ould be forced t6~fab
ricate their own explosives (or purchase 
"homemade" explosives on a black market), 
while the unsophisticated bomber would be 
eliminated.:,uch a program would entail ex
tremely high costs· however, both in monetary 
terms and in terms of the disruption to indus
tries that currently use explosives. 

Better security is possible, both to protect 
potential t'lrgets and to protect explosive ma
terials from theft. It would be possible, as an 
example, to hand-search all checked luggage 
being loaded on an airplane; in fact, EL AL (na
tional airline of Israel) does conduct such 
searches. Similarly, it would be possible, al
though extremely time-consuming, to search 
every person entering the Rose Bowl for the 
Rose Bowl game. However, detection taggants 
appear a more reasonable alternative. 

Protection of explosives from theft could be 
improved, however, and may well have to be 
to prevent a wholesale shift to theft as a 
source of explosive material if a taggant pro
gram is instituted. All of these controls have 
cost impacts which have not been calculated 
in this study; a match must be made between 
their cost and their marginal utility in the face 
of the current bomber threat. As an example, if 
the use of military explosives in criminal 
bombings increases markedly it may become 
necessary to counter that threat. Tagging of 
military explosives would be extremely costly, 
due both to the large amount produced and to 
the requalification cost of all current munition 
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systems which would be necessary. A reason
able alternative may be to increase the securi
ty of military explosives. 

A more coordinated law enforcement re
sponse to the bomber threat would be effec
tive, whether a taggant program were insti
tuted or not. At present, "major" bombings 
must be reported to either the FBI or BATF. 
However, no uniform definition of "major" ex
ists. Other agencies, including some State 
agencies, also collect bombing statistics. Ex
amination of the statistics shows a significant 
lack of uniformity in what is reported to each, 
the information available on each incident re
ported, the retrievability of information from 
the data bank, and the methods for updating 
the files. One responsible center, to which all 
bombing information would be required to be 
reported in a uniform, easily updated, easily 
accessed format, would be an obvious aid to 
law enforcement efforts against criminal 
bombers. 

Better coordination ami communications 
between the forensic laboratories and the field 
investigators would also be helpful. Agents in 
the field are sometimes not sensitive to what 
information or what physical evidence would 
be useful to the laboratory. This coordination 
will be particularly important if an identifica
tion taggant program is introduced, as the re
covery of the taggants appears to be a labora
tory-intensive procedure. 

Finally, control of the physical site of the 
bombing by a single responsible individual 
would be extremely useful. A major incident 
may involve several levels of law enforcement 
agencies, several levels of elected representa
tives, and other activities such as first aid and 
fire control. Uncoordinated activity by all 
these people could well destroy valuable phys
ical evidence. Excessive use of water by fire
fighters is a potentially serious problem if iden
tification taggants are used, as they might be 
washed totally away from the bombsite. 

The utility of a harsher judicial response to 
criminal bombers is a particularly sensitive is
sue, with little technological insight available, 
and is mentioned only for completeness. 
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Program Implementation 

Given the current development state of the 
identification and detection taggants, a num
ber of options are available regarding the 
method of implementation of a taggant pro
gram. Among the issues are what, if any, tag
gant program should be legislated; if a taggant 
program is legislated, what materials should be 
tagged, what level of tagging should apply, 
and what is the procedure for making deci
sions not specifically resolved by the legisla
tion. 

One of the first issues needing resolution is 
what explosives should be tagged. The analysis 
conducted showed that criminal bombers tend 
to use the most readily available source of explo
sives. Therefore the tagging program with the 
highest utility would include provisions for tag
ging of commercial explosives and gunpowders. 

Table 7 showed the frequency-of-use distri
bution of explosives for bombings, including 
explosives identified both in the field and in 
the BATF laboratory. While the completeness 
of these statistics may be open to interpreta
tion, it is clear that a wide variety of materials 
are used as bomb fillers. Discussion with both 
domestic and foreign law enforcement offi
cials has stressed the fact that all types of 
bombers will use the most readily available 
source of explosives, although sophisticated 
bombers would be more likely to limit their 
use to materials that are efficient for the in
tended purpose. As an example, a relatively 
small amount of a powerful explosive was ap
propriate for the La Guardia Airport bombing, 
as it would cause extensive damage and be 
concealable in a relatively small package. The 
amount of gunpowder needed to do as much 
darr,_:ge would occupy a much larger volume, 
and might be noticed; it would therefore not 
be an appropriate choice for a sophisticated 
bomber. 

If one type of explosive material is not as 
highly controlled, then bombers will tend to 
shift toward that material. For that reason, it 
may be desirable to tag or otherwise control 
military explosives. Although current statistics 
show a relatively infrequent use of military ex-

.-

plosives in criminal bombings, tagging of com
mercial explosives may shift the expected fu
ture frequency. Similarly, tagging of black and 
smokeless powders is of critical importance to 
an overall taggant program. 

Some mechanisms to tag blasting agents 
may also be desirable. However, the cost of 
directly tagging the agents would be extremely 
high. The BATF plan to tag the detonators, 
boosters, and detonating cord normally used 
with blasting agents may be a reasonable com
promise, particularly as blasting agents are 
now rarely used in criminal bombings and ap
proximately half of the blasting agents are 
mixed and used onsite in the same day. 

As indicated above, various levels of im
plementation of a taggant program are possi
ble, each with an associated cost of implemen
tation. The most reasonable way to determine 
the optimum program to implement may be to 
consider the marginal additional cost of each ad. 
ditional element of utility. This approach is il
lustrated in figure 5, where the identification 
taggant utility function is varied. Qualitative 
estimates of marginal utility are shown to ap
proximate scale, along with quantitative esti
mates of the cost of implementing a program 
that would yield that level of utility. 

The lowest implementation option would 
tag cap-sensitive explosives, boosters, detona
tors, detonating cord, and gunpowders, but not 
blasting agents. A unique identification tag
gant would be used for each manufacturer, 
type of product, and year of manufacture. This 
program corresponds to the low-level program 
previously discussed. That level of implemen
tation would directly provide most of the phys
ical evidence information that current meth
ods attempt to provide. However, it would not 
directly provide a list of last legal purchasers. 
The relatively modest cost for that program 
would be approximately $15 million per year, * 
probably less than is currently expended in an 
attempt to provide the same information by 
current means, although the cost would be 
shifted to manufacturers and users of explo
sives. 

·The cost estimate in this section is for an identification tag
gant program only. 
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Figure 5.-Marginal Cost·Utility Function 
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!he next option would be to provide a 
llnlque taggant code for each shift of each 
product manufactured and to keep a record of 
the movement of explosives from the J''lanu
facturer to the last purchasers, in a manner 
analogous to the date-shift code currently 
r~larked on the casings of explosives. This op
tion corresponds to the OT A-identified base
line program, and would provide a list of last 
legal p~rchasers and additional intelligence in
formation, at c'l program cost increase of ap
proximately $10 million per year. 

A further implementation option would be 
t? uniquely tag each 10,000-lb batch of explo
SIV~S and each 2,OOO-lb batch of gunpowder. 
ThiS would lead to a somewhat smaller list of 
last legal purchasers, which would mean fewer 
places that must be investigated, as well as a 
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somewhat finer grain of intelligence informa
tion. However, the cost increase of $20 million 
per year would be fairly substantial. 

Additional marginal utility could be gained 
by tagging blasting agents. This would be of 
value in two cases-the case in which the iden
tification taggants from the detonator and 
booster used to igrdte the blasting agent did 
not survive (or were not recoverable) from the 
debris of an explosion, or the case in which a 
bomb was fabricated that used some other (un
tagged) means of detonating the blasting 
agent. There is no body of test data to indicate 
the likely frequency of the first condition' 
while the second condition is certainly possi~ 
ble, al':1ost all bom,bers capable of detonating 
a blasting agent Without commercial detona
tors and boosters would also be capable of ob
taining or fabricating untagged explosives in 
~he first place. At pres~nt blasting agents are 
Infrequently used for bombings-averaging 
two BA T~ sources sllggests that blasting agents 
are used In about 0.5 percent of bombings, and 
account for a small percentage of the property 
d~mage a~d casualties. Since the cost of tag
ging bl~s~Jng agents would be approximately 
$170 million per year, several times that of all 
t~e other elements of a tagging program com
bined, the marginal utility of dOing so appears 
relatively low. 

In short, the implementation of a taggant 
program would require unambiguous decisions 
about which materials required taggants, and 
what the applicable regulations would be. It 
would be u<=sirable if any legislation on the 
subject eIther made these determinations or 
unambiguously delegated authority to do so. 

Given the present state of development of tag. 
g.ants, O~ A's data and analyses appear to be con. 
slstent With any of three possible courses of con. 
gressional action: 

1. Pass legislation requiring taggants, and set 
up a procedure to determine if and when 
the technical development and testing 
have progressed to the point where imple
mentation can begin. 

2. Defer legislative action on taggants, but 
encourage (inter alia by appropriating 
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adequate funds) BA TF to continue tag
gant development, with a view to consid
eration of legislation when development 
and testing are complete. 

3. Take no legislative action on taggants, 
and encourage the executive branch to 
search for other ways of improving the ef
fectiveness of law enforcement against 
terrorists and other criminal bombers. 

If Congress chooses the first of these op
tions, it should recognize that even though the 
legislation can define precisely what materials 
would require taggants and provide guidance 
on the stringency of regulations, there will re
main some determinations which it is not yet 
possible to make: 

• When and if an adequate number of suc
cessful compatibility tests have been con
ducted. Particularly pertinent in this re
gard would be a determination of what 
constitutes a resolution of the current in
compatibility between the 3M identifica
tion taggants and one type of smokeless 
powder or the RDX-based booster mate
rial. The 3M identification taggants can
not safely be added to these materials un-

{I I 

til such a resolution is accomplished, and 
neither smokeless powders nor boosters 
should be excluded from a tagging pro
gram. 

• When and if a sufficient probability of 
survival and postdetonation recovery of a 
given identification taggant has been 
demonstrated to justify adding that tag
gant to a given type of explosive. 

• When and if a detection sensor has dem
onstrated adequate sensitivity, low false
alarm rate, ease of operation, ease of 
maintenance, and acceptable unit cost 
under field conditions to be considered 
sufficiently "available" to justify requir
ing the addition of detection taggants to 
explosives. 

• When and if a detection taggant has dem
onstrated adequate shelf-life, nontoxicity, 
and penetrativity to be considered "avail
able." 

I n view of the fact that BA TF has become the 
major proponent of the use of taggants in ex
plosives, there is much to be said for entrusting 
such determinations to an official or proce
dure outside the Treasury Department. 
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Chapter III 

TAGGANT RESEARCH REVIEW 

INTRODUCTION 

Research into methods to control criminal bombings has been going on for a 
number of years. One aspect of this research has been concerned with methods of 
detecting explosives before their detonation, and thus preventing bombings of pro
tected targets. A second aspect has involved the development of procedures and 
equipment to identify the source of explosives, from either undetonated bombs or 
from the postdetonation debris, and thus provide information that might aid in the 
capture of criminal bombers. 

Early work in the field was sponsored by the Law Enforcement Assistance I\d
ministration (LEAA), the U.S. Postal Service, the Bureau of Mines, the Bureau of 
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (BA TF), the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), 
the Energy Research and Development Administration, various Department of De
fense agencies, and a number of companies. The primary efforts in the past 2 or 3 
years have been sponsored by the Department of Energy, FAA, and by BATF, with 
the Aerospace Corp. acting as the BA TF project contractor. The BA TF/Aerospace 
work is concerned primarily with the development of tagging materials to aid in the 
predetonation detection of explosives and in the postdetonation identification of 
the source of the explosives. The DOE and FAA work has been devoted to the detec
tion of explosives without the use of taggants; some effort has also been expended 
on that approach by the BA TF/Aerospace team. 

The purpose of this chapter is to briefly review the research conducted on the 
detection and identification of explosives. The review will include the development 
history of the research, a description of the current BATF/Aerospace taggant devel
opment program, and a discussion of the survival and recovery of identification tag
gants. The issues of the safety of adding taggants to explosives, the potential cost 
impact of a taggant program, and the utility of a taggant program to law enforce
ment personnel, are discussed in detail in the following chapters. 

TAGGANT DEVELOPMENT HISTORY 

Identification Taggants The idea of adding material to explosives to 
enhance the predetonation detection and the 
postdetonation identification of explosives has 
been considered by various military and civil
ian agencies for at least 15 years. Some of the 
suggested material, such as radioactive iso
topes, would perform both functions, some 
could only perform one. A number of the con
cepts which have been proposed during that 
time are briefly described in the following sub
sections. 

Ideas for tagging materials to be used for 
identification of the source of explosives used 
in criminal bombings and bombing attempts 
can be generally grouped into the following 
four classes: 

1. addition of materials that would not sur
vive the detonation, but which would pro
vide information if a bomb were recov
ered undetonated; 
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2. addition of materials that would physical
ly survive the detonation and be recov
ered intact; 

3. addition of materials to the explosives 
that would be detected in an assay of the 
debris; and 

4. addition of radioactive isotopes. 

Predetonation Only 

Since 1970, the date, shift, manufacturer, 
and product have been printed on the car
tridge of cap-sensitive high explosives. The 
manufacturer keeps records, by that date-shift 
code, and can tell to whom each batch of ma
terial was sold; distributors also are required to 
keep records of sale. It is possible, from the 
datp.-~i1ift code, to compile a list of last legal 
p~rchasers of explosives from a lot with the 
same date-shift code. In fact, BATF maintains 
a National Explosives Tracing Center, whose 
function is to coordinate that activity. A typi
cal trace would start with the recovery of an 
undetonated bomb by a BA TF special agent. 
He would call into the tracing center with the 
information, and the data would be forwarded 
to the manufacturer who would provide the 
list of consumers or distributors; if explosives 
from that lot were sold to a distributor or dis
tributors, they would be contacted for a list of 
retail purchasers. 

The date-shift code information has proven 
useful in investigations of criminal bombings, 
although its uti I ity is lim ited to instances 
where the explosive is recovered before deto
nation, or in some cases, where a low-order 
detonation does not destroy the cartridge. In 
addition, the information is only on cap-sensi
tive high explosives, and on the packages of 
detonators, black powder, and detonating 
cord. No trace data is available for other ex
plosive material, such as smokeless powder, in
dividual detonators, or even cap-sensitive high 
explosives that have been removed from the 
cartridge. 

Smaller amounts of information are given by 
other systems that do not survive the detona
tion. For instance, all dynamite legally coming 
into New York must be red. If dynamite is re
covered that is not red, it indicates a purchase 
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not legally usable in New York. This data is not 
helpful to police in tracking bombers but does 
assist in control of legal uses of dynamite 
within New York. 

The English apparently use a method some
what better than the date-shift code in that the 
identifying code consists of colored threads 
within the explosives. The threads do not sur
vive the detonation, but the information con
tent is not lost by discarding the cartridge, as is 
the case with the date-shift code; it may not be 
possible, however, to encode sufficient infor
mation for u.s. needs by that method. 

Radiological Tracers 

Addition of small amounts of radioactive 
isotopes to explosives during the manufactur
ing process is particularly attractive as it pro
vides a mechanism for both identification of 
the explosive materials from the postdetona
tion debris and a simple detection mechanism. 
There are a large number of radioisotopes, so 
an identification scheme could certainly be de
veloped that would provide sufficient unique 
code species. 

The two primary objections to this of ten
proposed solution are public reaction and 
safety. Given the present widespread antipathy 
to anything involving radioactivity, it is doubt
ful if the public would accept such a solution, 
even if there were no safety hazards. 

Two potential safety hazards exist, one hav
ing to do with sensitization of the explosive 
materials, and the other with the effects of 
low-level radiation. Addition of foreign materi
als to explosives poses a potential sensitivity 
hazard. However, the amount of radioisotopes 
required would be far smaller than the mate
rial necessary for other tagging mechanisms, 
so explosive sensitization would probably be 
no more of a problem than with other types of 
taggants. 

The hazards of low-level exposure to radia
tion are not well-defined; the current trend is 
toward severe limitation of exposure. Thou
sands of people come into direct contact with 
explosives every day at the manufacturers, dis
tributors, and users level, so a large number of 
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people would have some exposure. Primary 
concern would be at the manufacturing level, 
where workers would have more continuow 
exposure than, for instance, a user. Aside from 
the adverse psychological effect the use of 
tracers might have on such workers, and the 
possible long-term effects of low-level expo
sure, there would be a large cost impact due to 
the need for specially trained personnel, as 
well as storage, handling, and decontaminat
ing equipment. If it were necessary for the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission to control the 
shipment of the explosives and to license and 
otherwise supervise all explosive users, addi
tional major costs and inconvenience would 
occur. 

A final drawback is that reading of the in
formation encoded in the postdetonation de
bris would be a fairly complicated laboratory 
procedure involving sample preparation, radia
tion counting, and radioisotope identification. 
Only a limited number of laboratories in the 
country have the trained personnel and facili
ties; police forensic laboratories are not 
among them. 

Chemical Assay 

A number of approaches have been pro
posed that have in common the addition of 
chemicals to the explosives that would be re
covered from the postdetonation debris and be 
identified by a laboratory assay of the debris. 
While the number of chemical materials is al
most limitless, a successful chemical taggant 
must have the following properties: 

• inertness, 
• nonsensitization of the explosives, 
• not present in background material, 
• able to survive the detonation, 
• long-term stability, 
• not a health hazard, and 
• sufficient variation must be possible to 

form a large number of unique codes . 

The chemical taggant with which the great
est amount of research has been conducted 
was developed by the Ames Laboratories in the 
early 1970's. I n this method, rare earths were 
added to explosives as oxides or as nitrates in 
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ethanol solutions. By using several rare earths 
and by varying concentrations, a sufficient 
number of unique codes could be constructed. 
The taggants were recovered from the debris 
with ethanol-dampened cotton swabs. The 
swabs were then assayed in the laboratory by 
ion-exchange methocis; analysis was accom
plished by X-ray excited optical luminescence 
techniques. 

Drawbacks to the Ames taggants included 
sensitization of the explosives by the ethanol 
carrier, a high background level, particularly 
for detonations taking place near or on the 
ground, and a rather specialized laboratory 
procedure necessary for the taggant assay and 
identification. 

Physical Taggants 

This class of taggants is designed to survive 
the detonation in its original physical form, to 
be separated from the debris, and to be de
coded, either in the field or in the laboratory. 
Several types of materials have been sug
gested. Physical taggants must meet the same 
requirements as the chemical taggants, how
ever, in addition to physical survival, so the 
number of serious candidates is somewhat lim
ited. Three taggants remain promising candi
dates. 

3M COLOR-CODED TAGGANT 

More research has been conducted with the 
3M identification taggant than with any other. 
It is the baseline taggant proposed by BATF for 
implementation if a taggant program is legis
lated, and is the taggant used for the OT A cost, 
safety, and utility analyses. 

The taggant consists of an irregular chip of 
thermosetting melamine alkyd, approximately 
0.12 mm thick and about 0.40 mm in its great
est dimension. Figure 6 shows the eight-layer 
construction; variation of the sequence colors 
provides the necessary library of codes. A total 
of approximately 6 rnillion unique codes is 
available, when allowances are made for cer
tain forbidden adjacencies (colors too difficult 
to distinguish) and other restrictions. One face 
of the taggant visably fluoresces when illumi-
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Figure G.-3M Color·Coded Identification Taggants 

Recovered tag gants from 
high"power explosion )', 

Recovered tag gants from 
mt;ldium-power explo'sion 

Recovered tag gants from 
low-power explosion 
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nated with black light (366 nanometers) as an 
aid in recovery, either in the field or labora
tory. The other face contains iron powder, al
lowing the taggant to be picked up by a 
magnet, another recovery aid. 

I n theory, the taggant can be recovered from 
the debris by use of a magnet and a black light, 
read in the field by a low-power microscope, 
and traced through the BATF tracing center. In 
fact, laboratory separation may be needed in 
most bombings; the recovery and laboratory 
procedures are quite simple, however, and can 
be performed in the field with little equipment 
and training. 

Several variations of the basic concept have 
been tried, some including a polyethylene en
capsulant and some including slightly different 
chemical and physical properties of the indi
vidual layers. The safety, survivability, utility, 
and cost aspects are discussed in great detail 
elsewhere in this report. 

WESTINGHOUSE CERAMIC TAGGANT 

The Westinghouse taggant consists of a mix
ture of rare-earth compounds, bound together 
into a ceramic-like particle, whose appearance 
is similar to a grain of sand, and whose largest 
dimension is approximately 0.2 mm. Each of 
the rare-earth compounds fluoresces at a char
acteristic wavelength when illuminated by ul
traviolet radiation (325 nanometers). A scan
ning monochronometer is used to read the 
wavelength of the various rare-earth com
pounds, and thus to identify the taggant code. 
The 10 rare earths that have been evaluated, 
and their characteristic emission wavelengths, 
are: 

Nanometers 
Strontium chlorophosphate: europium .. 447 
Yttrium vanadate: thulium ............ 476 
Yttrium phosphate: cerium, terbium .... 546 
Yttrium vanadate: erbium ............ 555 
Yttrium vanadate: dysprosium ......... 575 
Yttrium vanadate: samarium ....... 608-648 
Yttrium vanadate: europium .......... 611.l 
Yttrium oxysulfide: europium .. , ...... 626 
Strontium fluoroborate: europium, 

samarium ..... , ............... 687 
Strontium fluoroborate: europium ... , . 375 

As in the 3M taggant, the Westinghouse tag
gant incorporates a spotting phosphor whicr 
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fluoresces in the visible range when illumi
nated by shortwave ultraviolet radiation (254 
nanometers) and magnetic particles, both of 
which assist in the recovery process. 

Due to the limited number of rare-earth 
compounds available, and the fact that the in
dividual components are not ordered like the 
3M taggant layers, the library of possible codes 
is only approximately 3,000, even with three 
distinct spotting phosphors. Use of different 
concentrations or pairing of two different tag
gants to form a unique species can significant
ly increase the library, with approximately 
600,000 codes available for the paired taggant 
variation. 

A significant number of compatibility tests 
have been conducted with the taggant, as have 
a small number of survivability-recoverability 
tests. Due to the ceramic nature of the taggant, 
it is extremely survivable and does not ther
mally degrade in high-energy explosives (such 
as boosters), as does the 3M taggant. In addi
tion, since the rare-earth doping is homoge
neous throughout the material, the full code 
can be read from even a small recovered tag
gant chip. The Westinghouse taggant is ex
tremely gritty, and has been shown to sensitize 
explosives if not encapsulated in a polyethyl
ene coating. 

No additional effort is currently underway 
with the Westinghouse taggant, due to a West
inghouse concern over liability should some 
taggant not be fully encapsulated and thus 
cause sensitization of an explosive material. 
From the limited data available, it would ap
pear that the Westinghouse taggant shows in
teresting potential, particularly due to its high 
survival rate, although solutions must be 
sought to ensure 100-percent encapsulation. In 
addition, some further limitations are imposed 
by the relatively small code library available 
and by the rather complex laboratory identifi
cation procedure required. 

CURIE POINT TAGGANT 

The Curie point taggant consists of a collec
tion of five distinct ferrites, packaged with an 
ultraviolet sensitive spotting phosphor in a 
binder of potassium silicate. Ferrites exhibit 
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the property that their ferromagnetism disap
pears when the temperature of the ferrite is 
raised above a specific temperature, desig
nated the Curie point temperature. Identifica
tion of a particular taggant is thus accom
plished by placing the recovered taggant in a 
temperature-controlled chamber and record
ing the magnetism as a function of tempera
ture. 

Approximately 50 ferrites have been identi
fied whose Curie point falls in a laboratory 
practical temperature range. The 50 ferrites, 
used in combinations of 5 at a time, yield a li
brary of approximately 2 million unique spe
cies. 

As the taggants are ceramics, their surviva
bility in high-energy explosives, such as boost
ers, should be good. Very preliminary tests 
have demonstrated the survivability of the tag
gant in boosters and high-power commercial 
explosives such as Power Primer. 

The Curie point taggants share the potential 
sensitization problem of the Westinghouse 
taggants, and must therefore be encapsulated 
with 100-percent certainty. The Curie point 
taggants have another serious drawback: mag
netic separation from powdery materials such 
as gunpowders and powdery dynamite would 
be an obvious simple countermeasure. 

Summary 

The 3M taggant, which has been the most 
thoroughly researched identification taggant, 
appears to be the most viable candidate, al
though the Westinghouse taggant exhibits a 
good deal of promise at this early stage of de
velopment. The other candidates exhibit tech
nical, cost, countermeasure, or public accept
ance problems, or require elaborate laboratory 
separation and analysis to yield the identifica
tion code. However, as other sections of this 
report make clear, the 3M taggant is not yet 
fully developed or tested, and could not be 
generally used unless and until several remain
ing problems are resolved. 

1 / 
... 

Detection Taggants 

Four general types of detection tagging ap
proaches are described in the literature, in
cluding: 

1. radioisotopes, 
2. vapors, 
3. electromagnetic (ElM) taggants, and 
4. activation of nonradioactive isotopes 

Radioisotopes for use as detection taggants 
possess the same drawbacks as they do for use 
as identification taggants; the above discus
sion need not be repeated here. 

Electromagnetic taggants incorporated into 
a detonator, such as the passive harmonic ra
dar taggant investigated by the Aerospace 
Corp., offer the possibility of detection at a 
distance with a relatively low rate of false 
alarms. All of the concepts so far proposed, 
however, can be easily defeated by wrapping 
explosives in metal foil. In addition, inclusion 
of such devices would probably have a signifi
cant effect on the procedures used to manu
facture detonators, on detonator cost, and sig
nificant false alarms could be caused by com
mon diodes from radios, calculators, and other 
electronic instruments. 

A variation of the idea of electromagnetic 
taggants has been proposed, called detonator 
deactivation. In this concept, a reed switch is 
connected in series with a detonator bridge 
wire. Illumination of the detonator by a switch
able electromagnetic source would cause the 
reed to open. A number of methods are possi
ble to ensure that the reed could not be subse
quently closed. The advantages of the concept 
are twofold: 

• the necessary illuminator could probably 
be made quite inexpensively, allowing it 
to be used to protect far more targets than 
would be possible with other detector 
concepts; and 

• the deactivator process is passive--no op
erator is necessary. 

Disadvantages include the fact that deacti
vation rather than detection of bombs would 
offer no help in finding the would-be criminal 
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bombers; significant (and possibly costly) im
pacts on current processes of manufacturing 
det~)I1ators; and the risk of aCcidentally deacti
vatlllg detonators, resulting in their failure for 
nor~al ~se. No research beyond initial concep
tual,zat,on has been conducted for this con
cept. 

An interesting taggant concept has been sug
~ested by. the ~:anklin Institute, based on the 
Idea of USIng Mossbauer active isotopes as tag
gants. The technique involves the addition of 
nonradioactive trace taggants to explosives, 
fo!.lowed by the gamma ray excitation of the 
Mossbauer isotopes and the measurement of 
the characteristic absorption spectrum of 
those taggant isotopes. The Mossbauer effect 
has been measured in numerous common ele
m~nts, including iron, tin, and nickel. In a 
Mossbauer isotope, gamma rays, whose energy 
corresponds to the transition energy between 
nuclear l.eve.ls, may be resonantly absorbed 
upon eXCItatIon, producing a sharp absorption 
sp~ctrum characteristic not simply of the 
Mossbauer element, but of the chemical com
pound of the element. This effect is due to the 
small pertubations of the nuclear levels by the 
surro~nding electrons. For use as a taggant, a 
chemIcal compound not found in nature or 
used in industry would be manufactured. Due 
to the low excitation level required little 
shielding of the source would be necess~ry. 

.Mossbauer taggants are simply a concept at 
thIS stage, however, so little judgment can be 
mad.e of its practicality, cost, or safety in ex
~Ioslves. An Aerospace Corp, analysis ques
tl.O~S the. p~act.icality of the technique. A sig
n,f,cant l,m,tat,on to the use of the Mossbauer 
and other activation techniques is that .they 
c.ann.ot be u.sed to search people, due to the ac
tIvatIon rad'QUon. 

. A number of other activation taggant tech
~,ques have ~een s~ggested, including the dop
IIlg of explOSIves WIth material that would en
h~nce the effectiveness of X-ray or similar de
vIces. These concepts all lack specificity, how
ever, and could ca~se the X-ray to be triggered 
by many common Items, resulting in an unac
ceptable false alarm rate. 
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Vapor Taggants 

Vapor taggants have received the bulk of 
the research on detection taggants. Vapor tag
gants s~~re t~e common taggant requirements 
of s~ab"'ty, lIlertness, compatibility with ex
ploslve.s,. and absence from normal materials. 
In Cl.d?'t,on, they must have a vapor pressure 
suff,c,ent to produce enough molecules to be 
sensed, but not so high that a large initial mass 
v:'0uld be required to ensure continued opera
tIon v:'hen placed in explosives that have a 
shelf:llfe of several years. They must have a 
relatIvely steady molecule emission rate over a 
5: to 1 a-year shelf-life, must not produce an en
vIronmental hazard, and must not readily ad
here t? surfaces with which they are likely to 
come IIlto contact. 

Several hundred different vapor sources 
have ~een ~onsidered, with almost 200 having 
been IIlvestlgated in the laboratory. Avenues 
of appro~ch have included the use of dispro
portlonatlllg s~lts, the direct adsorption of 
~apor taggants Into the elastomeric plug mate
nal of deton~tors, and the microencapsulation 
of taggant materials. 

DISPROPORTIONATING SALTS 

A number of the salts of weak acids and 
bases, such as boron trifluoride adduct com
pounds, disproportionate or separate into two 
~r more constituent parts, some of which sub
Ilma~e. at room temperatures, theoretically 
provldlllg a possible stable vapor emission 
source. Tests conducted by the Aerospace 
Corp. indicated that no compounds investi
gated ha.d .the proper balance of vapor pres
~ure, emIssIon rate, desired lifetime, and pro
Jected detection limit by a sensor to allow the 
use o~ a sufficiently small amount of taggant 
matenal. It IS possible to control the emission 
rate.of a high vapor pressure salt by the use of 
a mIcroencapsulation membrane; use of such 
a membrane allows the consideration of a 
large number of more easUy handled liquid 
taggants, however, as described below. 

ELASTOMERIC ADSORPTION OF 
VAPOR TAGGANTS 

. Th~ adsorption of the vapor detection mate
nal dIrectly into the elastomer used to fabri-
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cate the end plug of detonators offers a num
ber of advantages, including removal of the 
necessity for additional steps or changes in the 
detonator fabrication process. Research has 
therefore been conducted to evaluate the ef
fectiveness of various elastomer/taggant pairs. 
Taggants evaluated include sulfur hexafluo
ride, and hologenated alkanes, amines, aero
matics, esters, and ketones. A number of com
binations appear feasible, although useful life
times may be shorter than the 5-year minimum 
desirable. A more severe limitation, however, 
is that the elastomerically adsorbed taggants 
would be useful only on detonators, and pos
sibly with detonating cord. None of these tag
gants appears to be as successful as other can
didates when microencapsulated for use with 
other explosive materials. Use of separate tag
gants for detonators for other explosives 
would lead to the development of two sensors 
or to the requirement for dual-mode sensing in 
a single sensor, an unnecessary sensor develop
ment constraint. 

MICROENCAPSULATED VAPOR TAGGANTS 

Approximately 180 vapor materials have 
been screened in the laboratory as candidate 
microencapsulated vapor taggants. In addi
tion, several hundred other materials were re
jected after a thorough analytical review. Five 
candidate perfluorinated cycloalkane com
pounds have been extensively tested, and have 
successfully completed barrier penetration, 
mutagen, toxicity, and atmospheric impact 
testing. The five candidate vapor taggants and 
their chemical properties are shown in table 
16. 

A parallel research effort has been under
way to find an appropriate microcapsule mate
rial. The optimum material would be inexpen-

sive, easy to use with the candidate taggant 
materials, compatible with the explosive mate
rials, and form membranes that account for 
only 10 to 20 percent of the microencapsu
lated taggant weight. Figure 7 shows a photo
graph of a candidate microencapsulated vapor 
detection taggant, with a needle to indicate 
relative size. 

Emission rate studies are currently under
way with a number of membrane materials. 
Early tests were very encouraging; a number of 
more recent test results show variations in 
em iss ion rate from lot to lot and as a function 
of ambient relative humidity and temperature. 
Tests have not yet started on long-term emis
sion behavior, especially in the presence of ex
plosives. Tests have only recently started on 
the compatibility of explosive materials with 
either the taggant vapors or the membrane ma
terials. 

Summary 

Although a wide range of detection taggant 
materials have been proposed, the need for 
long life, stability, specificity, and absence of 
easy countermeasures has caused the bulk of 
these to be rejected, at least given the current 
state-of-the-art. The most prom ising concept is 
the microencapsulation of perfluorinated cy
cloalkane compounds, although the direct ad
sorption of taggants into the detonator plug 
elastomer appears promising for that applica
tion. A number of preliminary tests have been 
conducted with five candidate taggants; com
patibility testing has just been initiated. Deto
nator deactivation is a possible alternate ap
proach, although little research has been ac
complished. 

Table 16.-Candidate Vapor Taggant Properties 

Empirical Molecular Bolling point Melting point Specific Vapor pressure 
Chemical name Abbreviation formula weight °C °C gravity (300° K = 27° C) 

Pcrfluoro-1 ,2-dlmethyl-cyclobutane .•..•.. PDCB C,F" 300 45 -32 1.67 390 
Perfluoromethylcyclohexane ....•.•..... PMCH C7F" 350 76 -37 1.79 106 
Perfluoro-1, 3-dimethylcyclohexane ...••.. PDCH C.F" 400 101·2 -70 1.85 35 
Perfluorodecalin ...•..•............•. PFD CIOF'8 462 141-2 0 1.93 6.6 
Perfluorohexylsulfur'pentafluoride ••...•.. L-4412 C,F'3SF, 446 118 -31 1.89 19.5 

SOURCE: The Aerospace Corp. 
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Figure l'.-Microencapsulated Detection Taggants Shown With a Needl tid' . 
, eon Icate Size 

Detection Taggant Sensor Systems 

~he developn:ent of a system to detect the 
emitted vapors IS proceeding in parallel with 
the development of vapor-emitting detection 
taggan.ts. A schematic block diagram for the 
o~eratlon of such a system is shown in figure 8 
Air, fron: the vicinity of the item being in~ 
specte?, IS c~lIected and delivered to a sensor 
after first b~lng conditioned. The sample col~ 
lecto~ can Simply consist of a gust of air for in
spection of boarding passengers, or can in
clude a small pressure pulse to a piece of 
fhecked ~a~g~ge to introduce more of the air 
rom the Intenor of the baggage into the air 
~ample stream. For some of the concepts the 
Tree oxygen and water vapor must be removed 

Photo credl/: Aerospace Corp 

prior to insertion of the air into the sensor If 
t~e v.apor ~aggqnt is present, an alarm indi~a
~Ion IS registered; if none is present, then the 
Item passes through with no delay. A detailed 
procedure has not been developed to deal with 
alarms, but the procedure would probably in
clude a recycle through the sensor to eliminate 
the c~ance of an equipment transient being re
sponsible, follo~ed by a suspected bomb dis
posal procedure If the alarm persists. 

~ork is progressing on three candidate de
tection sensors. Very little effort has been e~'
pended by the Aerospace Corp. on the oth~'r 
elements ?f th~ sys~e~, although some prelimi
nary deSign Identification work has taken 
place on the ai: sampling process and on meth
ods of enhanCing the original sample. A U.S. 
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Figure 8.-Detection Taggant Sensor System 
Block Diagram 

Sample 
collector 

Air 
sampler 

Sample 
conditioner 

Sensor 

Alarm "No Alarm 

Calibrator Inspection Proceed 

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment. 

Customs Service device has been tested, for in
stance, which exerts a gentle force on baggage, 
causing an exhalation of the baggage interior 
air into the sampling network. 

The three candidate detection sensors are, in 
order of increasing complexity and cost, the 
continuous electron capture detector (CECD), 
the ion mobility spectrometer (IMS), and the 
mass spectrometer (MS). Figure 9 shows a sche
matic diagram of the operation of IMS. Gas is 
introduced from the sampling device into the 
conditioner. After the free oxygen and water 
vapor are removed, the sampled gas molecules 
are drawn into the ionization region where 
many molecular species, including the taggant 
molecules if pr.es.ent, form negatively charged 
iom. The negative ions are then gathered G!nd 
injected into a drift tube where an electric 
field causes them to flow against a counter
flowing drift gas stream. By virtue of the ion 
molecule reactions between the negative ions 
and the neutral drift gas molecules, the ions 
are separated into spatIal clumps of like spe
cies. Each species, depending on the strength 
of the ion-molecule interaction, traverses the 
length of the drift tube in a different length of 
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time so that one can turn-on, or gate, the de
tector to respond only to a specific molecular 
species or group of species such as the taggant 
vapors. 

The taggant molecules being considered all 
have long drift times and are easily separated 
from common gasses in the IMS. Additional 
specificity is gained by the toughness of the 
taggants; most other large molecules fragment 
in processing through the detector. 

IMS devices have been commercially avail
able for approximately S years, with about so 
currently in use for various applications. Tests 
have been run with a commercial IMS unit at 
airports to examine ambient air for the pres
ence of molecules in the critical drift time re
gion; no molecules which would have triggered 
a false alarm were detected. 

While the laboratory tests are promising, it i.:, 
not possible to extrapolate to estimates of IMS 
performance in the field, in a real-life envi
ronment, when maintained by normal airport 
maintenance people, and when using an inter
nal calibration source. 

CECD can be conceptually viewed as an IMS 
device without a drift tube. It simply consists 
of the conditioner and reaction charllber; the 
decrease in current in the reaction chamber is 
a sign that the taggant molecules are present 
and have been ionized. As described, CECD 
would have less specificity than IMS, and 
would probably be triggered by a wider range 
of interference sources. The key to the device 
is in the conditioning chamber; the chamber is 
a catalytic reactor that contains hydrogen gas 
and palladium metal plated onto a number SA 
molecular sieve and operating at 140 0 C. The 
reactor removes oxygen and water vapor, frac
tures some other potential interference 
source~ while still others are removed by 

" reducti;n or combustion. The number of mole
cules that will survive the conditioning cham
ber is limited, but the taggants may well not be 
tre only survivors of the passive screening 
p"rocess. 

!. CECD devices have been used as d labora
tory instrument by the Brookhaven National 
Laboratory for the past several years. A bread-
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Figure g.-Cutaway View of the Phemto-Chem 100 Sensor Cell iii the Ion Mobility Spectrometer 
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board device was recently shown to be quite 
successful in detecting vapor-tagged dummy 
blasting caps in baggage on a conveyer belt. 

The MS is a standard laboratory instrument, 
easily capable of resolving the taggant mole
cules from other species. Current MSs, how
ever, are usually expensive, relatively sensitive 
laboratory instruments. The challenge is to de
sign and develop a low-cost, field-usable in
strument that will detect taggant molecules in 
a parts-per-trillion concentration level. 

The limited laboratory testing of detection 
sensors that has taken place has demonstrated 
that the technology exists for sensors which 
could detect the taggant vapors. These tests 
have not yet demonstrated, however, the abili
ty of the instruments to distinguish between 
1:18 taggant materials and similar materials 
which may exist in the environment or may be 
deliberately intr.oduced into the environment 
as a countermeasure. It has also not been dem
onstrated that any of the instruments can suc
cessfully detect the taggants in the required 
parts-per-trill ion concentration level under 
field-use conditirms. 

100-3000 mllmin 

The time required to develop instruments of 
this type is a pertinent subject for discussion, 
even assuming that the technical problems can 
be solved. The milestones in a development 
process include: 

• demonstration of technical feasibility, 
• generation of specifications for a proto

type, 
• prototype development, 
" generation of specifications for the instru

ment, 
• pilot production of the instrument, and 
• full-scale production. 

None of the detection sensor concepts has 
yet passed the technical feasibility demonstra
tion milestone. The only time estimate which 
has been made is an extremely optimistic es
timate of 14 months from demonstration of 
technical feasibility to completion of a proto
type. The estimate assumed no technical, con
tractual, or other problems, and may well be 
off by a factor of two. Given the fact that these 
instruments would be produced in quantity (up 
to several thousand), must be self-calibrating, 
maintained by routine maintenance people, 
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and detect at the state-of-the-art parts-per
trillion level, it is unlikely that production 
could be underway in less than 5 years. 

If the instruments can be developed to per
form as desired, however, they should be quite 

effective; the operating costs and false alarm 
rates would be negligible while the detection 
rate would ensure essentially no successful 
penetration of the sensor system. 

UNTAGGED DETECTION 

Three general methods have been explored 
for detecting explosives that do not have de
tection taggants added. These include vapor 
detection of the characteristic vapors present 
in the explosives, the use of differential con
trast radiography, and the use of excitation in
duced emissions. Some of the specific tech
niques investigated are briefly discussed 

below. 

Vapor Detection 

A great deal of research effort has been ex
pended in the field of detection of the charac
teristic vapors emitted by explosives. Table 17 
shows the physical properties of the vapor 
phase of a number of explosive materials, 
while table 18 shows some of the methods 
used to detect the explosive vapors.1 Much of 
the effort has been concerned with character
izing the vapors that are present in explosives, 
looking for vapors common to a number of ex
plosive materia.ls, and quantifying the prob
lems of vapor detection. While the equilibrium 
concentrations of the vapors shown in table 17 
are within the detection capabilities of much 
of the instrumentation depicted in table 18, 
several problems limit the utility of vapor de-

tection. 
One of the primary problems is the lack of a 

common vapor in the various explosive mate
rials. Either nitroglycerine or EGDN is often 
present in dynamites, and in smokeless pow
ders, but neither are present in the other ex
plosive materials used in criminal bombings, 
such as gels, slurries, black powder, detonat-

'From "Explosive Vapor Detection Instrumentation," by I,R. 
Hobbs, printed in the Proceedings of the '/979 Electro Profes

sional Program, New York, April 1979. 

1 i 

ors, and boosters. A detection device would 
thus have to be able to detect a significant va
riety of vapors (and thus either be quite slow or 
expensive) or it would be subject to a high rate 
of false alarms if it could be triggered by the 
spectrum of materials that would be spanned 
by the vapors from the common explosive ma-

terials. 
A second significant problem is the amount 

of vapor actually available for detection. 
While the equilibrium concentrations of the 
vapors are high enough to ensure detection, 
the actual amount of vapor present will be sig
nificantly degraded by the container that con
tains the explosive, particularly if an effort is 
made to create a vapor barrier The explosive 
vapors do not have the properties of penetra
tion and nonadsorption of the vapor ta!5gant 

materials discussed in the previous section. 
Concentration of the vapors could help alle
viate this problem, but that might cause suffi
cient concentration of ambient interference 
molecules to generate a high false alarm rate. 

These defects must be balanced against the 
major advantage that detection of the charac
teristic vapors of explosives has over the detec
tion of taggant vapors-only those explosives 
that have been tagged can be detected if the 
sensors are designed to look for the vapor tag-

gant. 
As shown in table 18, a large number of 

physical principles have been used to detect 
the vapors. The most successful, however, are 
the ionization mechanisms exploited for detec
tion of taggant vapors. Continued research is 
primarily devoted to these sensors. 

Animal detection deserves a specific com
ment. Although less sensitive than the other 
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Table 17 .-Vapor Pressures of Selected Explosives 

~c~omJriPi=0u=enTiid~i8giYcOidiriilrate."~~~ ___ ~~~~~~~~~~~~vapor pressure C ' , 
Molecular weight Temperatu 0 C omposltlon Mole fraction 

EGDN ethylene glycol dinitrate . re mm Hg gm/cm3 (V.P.l760) 
NG-nitroglycerine ........• ::.::::.:......... 152 25 2'.Si8i:X~10;:;·2;---;:2~.3~X~10~·7;---~!::!..~L 
PETN-pentaerythritol tetranitrate . .. . . . . . . . . 227 25 2.4 x 10'5 2.9 X 10'10 37 ppm 
AN-ammonium nitrate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 316 25 5.4 x 10'6 32 ppb 
DNT-dinitrotoluene ........................ 80 25 5.0 x 10'6 ~:~ ~ ~~::: 7ppb TNT-2,4,6.-trinitr~t~iu~~~"""""""""" 182 25 1.4 X 10'4 1.4x10.

g 
7ppb 

RDX ................. : : . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 227 25 3.0 x 10'6 3.7 X 10'11 184 ppb 
.................. 222 25 1.4xlO·g 1.7 X 10-14 4ppb 

SOURCE: J. R. Hobbs. "Explosive Vapor Delectlon Inslrumenlatlons," 2 ppt 

Table 18.-Explosive Vapor Detection Techniques 

Optical 
Infrared 
Ultraviolet 
Microwave 
Fluorescence 
Laser-raman 
Two-photon absorption 
Chemiluminescence 
Laser optoacoustical 

Ionization 
Electron capture 

Gas chromatography 
Mass spectrometry 
Gas chromatography/ 

mass spectrometry 
Ph15'l1a chromatography 

Animals 
Bioluminescence 

Dogs 
Gerbils 
Enzymes 

Other 
Piezoelectric 
Thermoionic 
Condensation nuclei 

SOURCE: J. R, Hobbs, "Explosive Vapor Dt!ecllon InslruIr.6'n;jiala'iiiillo'OSns7., ,,---------------------------

sensors (by o~ders of magnitude), animals have 
some potential advantages. If small animals 
such a~ rats and gerbils can successfully detect 
explOSive vapors, then the cost of an animal 
backup syste~ would be quite small. Dogs are 
more expensive to train and work with, but 
have the advantage of being used for other law 
enforcement work such as patrols. 

Differential Contrast Radiography 

Differential contrast radiography takes ad
vantage of the fact that different materials at
tenuate the stre~gth O! a source to a different 
degre.e, depending prrmarily on density and 
aton:lc n~mber. Common clinical X-rays and 
the Imagrng X-ray detectors used to screen 
hand .ba.ggage at airports work on this princi
ple. Similar ?e~ices have been fabricated using 
gamma radiation and neutrons as the b 
sour.ce. This method is quite effective fore~~ 
tectlng materials whose density is significantly 
greater than other materials 'In the e . nVlron-
men~, such. as a steel gun (specific gravity of 
7.8) I~ ~ brrefcase containing books or clothes 
(specl~lc wavity less than 1.0), but is much less 
effective rn. detecting smaller differences in 

density. Mos.t dynamites have a specific gravi
ty. ~f approxlm~tely 1.6; booster materials and 
mllrtary explOSives are slightly higher (up t 
1.8); gunpowders have a bulk density of Ie 0 
than 1.0. ss 

The curren~ imaging systems at airports are 
operator-~.onltored and therefore dependent 
~~ th.e ~brllty of the poorly trained operator to 

Iscrrmrnate small density differences Most 
rec~nt research ~as been concerned with auto
~atrng the ~adlographic scanning systems. 

ue t? the Wide span in density of explosive 
materrals, and the large density overlap be
tween explosives and other materials it is 
~ec~ssa~y to include other means of discrim
rnatlOn .10 t~e .detection algorithm. Shape is the 
other d.l~crrmrnant currently used. The pattern 
recognition algorithm in a computer reacts 
~hen the proper density and shape pattern are 
.etected. Such a system is sensitive to orienta

t~on, arrangement, and shape of the high explo
s~ve as well as to the mass of the high explo
~Ive. The breadboard laboratory models so far 

eveloped can incorporate only a limited 
nu:nber of shape-density combinations and are 
ab,e to detect only certain shapes of C-4 explo-

, 
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sive and certain shapes of dynamite bombs. 
While they could detect a 2-lb C-4 charge 
shaped like a package of butter, they would 
not detect the same charge shaped as a sphere, 
cylinder, pancake, or sausage, or even another 
explosive of slightly different density shaped 
in the butter package shape. As the devices 
scan from only one axis, a 2-inch-thick slab 
with a specific gravity of 0.5 looks much like a 
1-inch-thick slab of density 1.0. Such a lack of 
specificity not only generates high false 
alarms, but explosives arranged in an unusual 
shape would not be detected. 

Two avenues of approach are being pursued 
to try and alleviate the discrimination specific
ity problem. The first is to use more than one 
energy level for the radiation source. Each 
type of material has a different opacity to dif
ferent radiation energies. If more than one en
ergy source is used to illuminate the object, 
then additional information about the material 
is gained. Some recent work indicates substan
tial gains in information are possible using two 
carefully chosen energy levels. 

The second approach is to illuminate the 
package along more than one scanning direc
tion. The informati'on gained can help generate 
a better idea of both the package shape and its 
density. In a technique called tomography, the 
images formed by scanning from several direc
tions are computer processed and used to gen
erate a three-dimensional image of the pack
age in the computer. Any two-dimensional pro
jection can then be generated as well as an ac
curate density value. This image can be com
pared to all possible conformations of com
mon explosive materials by the computer, 
yielding a much higher probability of detec
tion as well as a lower false alarm rate. Aero
space Corp. is currently sponsoring research on 
dual-energy tomography, which would com
bine the additional information available from 
both multiple directional scans and multiple 
energy scans. 

Excitation-Induced Emissions 

Many materials absorb radiation of a specif
ic wavelength and subsequently emit an in-

t I 

duced radiation whose energy may be a func
tion of the element itself or of the specific 
compound, due to the interaction of the orbit
al electrons with the nuclear material. The 
Mossbauer isotope taggants described in the 
previous section were an example. Several 
methods of utilizing induced emissions have 
been investigated for detection of explosives, 
including the use of thermal neutrons, X-ray 
fluorescence, and nuclear magnetic reso-
nance. 

The thermal neutron detection concept uti
lizes the capture of thermal neutrons by nitro
gen with the subsequent prompt emission of a 
10.8 MeV gamma ray. Explosives are rich in ni
trogen and should be easily detected in an un
shielded suitcase, but so are a large number of 
other materials, such as wool, orion, nylon, 
and leather. Coupling the system to a pattern 
recognition computer might be sufficient to 
discriminate between a solid block of explo
sives and a couple of orion sweaters (although 
test results were marginal), but discrimination 
between these sweaters and a bomb in which 
single dynamite sticks are connect.ed by deto
nating cord, for instance, would be extremely 
difficult. Processing times for this concept are 
also rather long for efficient transport of bag
gage. 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a 
technique with considerably greater specifici
ty. In NMR detection, an appl ied radio fre
quency magnetic field, with the correct fre
quency, induces energy level transitions in hy
drogen, with the subseqLent prompt reradia
tion of energy in a manner specific to the 
chemical compound containing the hydrogen. 
A sensor, tuned to receive the signals that 
would be emitted by the hydrogen in various 
explosive materials, could theoretically detect 
any type of explosive, even when present in 
small quantitites. A major problem with the 
utilization of this technique for explosive 
detection would be the fact that metal inter
feres with the NMR performance, thus shield
ing the explosive. The unit would also have to 
be quite large (and thus expensive); the magnet 
for an NMR unit large enough to scan a suit-
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case would weigh several tons. Another prob
lem is the rather slow response cycle time, 

Summary 

A number of techniques have been de
scribed for the detection of untagged explo
sives. Preliminary testing has been accom
plished on most of the techniques discussed; 
few concepts have progressed as far as the 
studies on detecting vapor taggants, with the 
exception of the use of animals to detect the 
characteristic vapors of explosive materials. 
Some explosive detection devices are currently 
on the market, although their performance is 
not satisfactory. Other techniques have been 
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suggested, and extremely limited testing has 
been conducted on some of them. All of the 
untagged detector concepts contain signif
icant problems in terms of adaptation to field 
use. Instrumentation for many of the concepts 
would be large and expensive; many are easily 
countermeasured and none, with the exception 
of the vapor detection devices, could be used 
to screen passengers. 

Granting the many problems in nontagged 
detection, there may still be a significant po
tential payoff. If an explosive detection instru
ment or technique could be fielded, it could 
detect all explosives, not just those to which 
taggants had been added. 

CURRENT BATF/AEROSPACE TAGGANT PROGRAM 

In 1976, the Aerospace Corp. was designated 
by BATF as the system technical manager of 
the taggant program. Prior milestones leading 
to the current taggant program development 
effort were: 

• 1973.-Joint establishment by BATF and 
FAA of an ad hoc committee on explo
sives seeding. 

• 1973.-Formation of the Advisory Commit
tee on Explosives Tagging chaired by 
BATF for coordination of Federal agen
cies involved with tagging and the control 
of the illegal use of explosives. 

• 1973.-Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 
study to determine feasibility of identifi
cation tagging with Aerospace Corp. act
ing as the program technical manager and 
LEAA as sponsor. 

• 1976.-National Implementation Model 
and Pilot Test Plan for Identification Tag
ging developed by the Aerospace Corp. 
under contract to the Bureau of Mines. 

• 1977.-Aerospace Corp. designated the 
system technical manager for the tagging 
program by BA TF. 

Since 1977, Aerospace has been engaged in 
an ongoing program of analysis and testing to 
develop identification and detection taggants 

and to demonstrate their use in explosive ma
terials. Details of the taggant and sensor devel
opment programs were given above; the statu:> 
of the compatibility testing program is de
tailed in chapter IV; the status of survivability 
and recovery testing is reviewed in the follow
ing section and in appendix C; some details of 
the analysis and pilot testing status are re
viewed in chapter V. This information is briefly 
summarized below, as is a description of the 
BA TF implement?-tion philosophy. 

Program Status 

The status of the taggant development ef
fort is summarized in table 19 for identifica
tion taggants and in table 20 for detection tag
gants. In the tables, "Technical feasibility" 
refers to a demonstration or analysis which in
dicates the concept is feasible, "Technical 
readiness" refers to a demonstration or anal
ysis that the concept will work in the manner 
suggested, and "Practical readiness" indicates 
that the full spectrum of analyses and tests has 
been completed which shows that the concept 
is ready for full-scale implementation. 

The ability of the 3M Co. to produce the 
color-coded taggants has been demonstrated, 

, 
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Table 19.-ldentification Taggant Program Status 

Planned or required Accomplished 
Technical feasibility Technical readiness Pra~c~ti~ca~1 ~re~a::::di~ne:::s~s_---+-_T:.:e:.:c:.::h n~ic::a::..1 f:.:e:::::as::::ib::iI::.:it::....y __ ...:.T~ec::.h::.:n:::ic=al...:.re:.:a:::d:.:..in:.:..es:..:s ___ p_ra::..c_ti_ca_l_re_a_di_ne_s_s_ 

Color-coded taggant development 
• Initial survivability/ • Pilot production 

compatibility compatibility 
testing 

• Environmental im
pact assessment 

• Health impact 

• Leadtime study 

assessment 
Cap-sensitive packaged explosives (dynamite, water gels, slurries, 
and emulsions) 
• Initial compatibility 

testing 
• Initial survivability 

testing 
• Manufacturing 

process reviewed 
and practicality 
assessed 

Black powders 
• Initial compatibility 

testing 
• Hand-mix surviva

bility testing 
• Manufacturing 

process reviewed 
and practicality 
assessed 

Cast boosters 
• Initial compatibility 

testing 
• Initial survivability 

testing 
• Manufacturing 

process reviewed 
and practicality 
assessed 

Detonating cord 
• Taggants added by 

hand, initial 
survivability demon
strated 

• Manufacturing 
process studied and 
tagging practicabil
ityassessed 

Smokeless powders 
• Hand-mix surviva

bility testing 

Detonators 

• Online tagging 
demonstrated 

• Tagging methods 
selected / evaluated 

~ Online tagging 
• Additional compati

bility (electrosta
tiC) testing 

• Transport/vibration 
segreg,'tion testing 

• Online tagging 
• Tagging methods 

selected/evaluated 

SOURCE: Office 01 Technology Assessmenl. 

1/ / 

• Pilot test produc
tion-level tagging 

• Record/tracing 
methods demon
strated 

• Some ballistics 
testing 

• Comprehensive 
compatibility testing 

• Comprehensive com
patibilitytesting 

• Solution of problem 
posed by reactivity 
(and presumed in
compatibility) with 
Composition B 

• Comprehensive com
patibility testing 

• Recovery testing 

• Recovery testing 

• Solution of problem 
posed by reactivity 
(and presumed in
compatibility) with 
Herco® powder 

• Compatibility and 
hazards analysis 

• Compatibility and 
acceptance testing 

• Comprehensive sur
vivability testing 

6 Comprehensive sur .. 
vlvability testing 

• Comprehensive sur
vivability testing 

• Tagging station 
development 

• Online tagging 

• Evaluation testing 
of sequential lots 

• Production hazard 
and acceptance 
testing 

• Comprehensive sur
vivability testing 

• Online tagging 

• Tooling-up period/ 
testing 

• Optimize hues 

• Analysis/optimiza
tion of approach 

• Long-term compati
bility 

• Ballistics testing 
• Online tagged sur

vivability testing 
• Long-term segre

gation 
• Long-term compati

bility 

• Pilot testing. produc
tion-level tagging 

• Long-term compati
bility 

• Comprehensive sur
vivability testing 

• Record/tracing 
methods 
demonstrated 

• Analysis/optimiza
tion of approach 

• Comprehensive sur
vi\\,bliity / compati
bility testing 

~ Pilot testing 

o Ballistics testing 
• Pilot testing 

Full range of tests and process evaluation required 

.. ~. 

;. 

/ 

Accomplished 

Technical feasibility 

Microcapsule development 
• Production and eval

uation of test batches 
• Health and atmospheric 

impact assessment 

Technical 
readiness 

Dynamite, slurries, and water gels 
• Compatibility testing 

initiated 
Black powder 
• Compatibility testing 

initiated 
Cast Boosters 
.Compatibility testing 

initiated 
Smokeless powder 
• Compatibility testing 

initiated 
Detonating cord 

Delonators 
• Compatibility testing 

initiated 
Continuous electron capture detector 
• Successful bread

board demonstration 
• Instrument charac

terization (initiated) 
• Calibration system 

(initiated) 

IMS detector 
• Initial feasibility 

studies 

MS detector 
• High-cost laboratory 

system testing 
• Development and 

breadboard demon
stration -in process 

SOURCE: Office 01 Technology Assessment. 
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Table 20.-Detection Taggant Program Status 

I Planned or required 
Practical I 
readiness : Technical feasibility Technical readiness Practical readiness 

I 
I • Initial compatibility studies • Pilot production of capsules • Competitive award/leadtime 
I • Complete health and atmos- studies 
: pheric impact assessment • Development and testing 
I • Taggant selection of production 
I • Full-scale production capability 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
: The full range of analyses and tests detailed for identification tag gants must be accomplished 
I for the deteciion taggants, with the exception of postdetonation survivability 
I and recovery testing. 

1) Instrument character
ization (in process) 

• Calibration (in process) 

• Demonstration 
(imminent) . 

• Development and bread
board demonstration 
to be completed 

• Design prototype 
• Fab and lab test 

evaluation 
• Aerospace lab test 

• Design prototype 
• Fab and lab test 

prototype 
• Aerospace lab test 
• Prototype field test 

• Prototype design, 
fabrication, and test 

• Prototype field test 
• Prototype design cha!lges 
• Final production drawings 
• Production pilot release 
• Production pilot complete 
• Field support function setup 
• Training and field test 

• Prototype design changes 
o Production drawings 
• Manufacture and checkout 

engineering 
• Production pilot release 
• Production pilot complete 
• Support functions setup 
e Training and field test 

• Prototype design changes 
• Production drawings 
• Manufacture and checkout 

engineering 
• Production pilot release 
• Production pilot complete 
• Support functions setup 
• Training and field test 

although some hue and color code optimiza
tion remains, as well as construction of a facili
ty to produce the taggants. Initial compatibili
ty and survival testing has been completed for 
the cap-sensitive high explosives, as has pilot 
production of tagged explosives and activation 
of the tracing network. As chapter IV describes 

in detail, this initial testing has reveaied ap
parent incompatibilities between the 3M tag
gant and one type of smokeless powder and 
also between the 3M taggant and one cast 
booster material. If and when these presump
tions of incompatibility are removed, compre
hensive compatibility and survivability testing 

-
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must then be completed and decisions made 
on implementation levels before readiness is 
demonstrated. A similar level of testing and 
analysis has been accomplished for black pow
der, while significantly less has been accom
plished for smokeless powder and cast boost
ers. One of the key remaining booster issues is 
the recoverability of the taggants when 
pressed into large pellets (survivability has 
been demonstrated). Methods of approach 
have been explored for tagging detonators and 
detonating cord, but little testing has oc
curred. 

The significant accomplishments in identifi
cation taggant compatibility testing which 
have so far occurred have been made possible 
by cooperation between the Aerospace Corp. 
and the explosives and gunpowder industries. 
Unfortunately, this working arrangement has 
broken down in the past few months, and the 
industry has, for a number of reasons, with
drawn its cooperation. The result of this 
change in the prior working relationship has 
been a significant delay in the program, par
ticularly with regard to compatibility testing of 
the detection taggants. The results of these de
lays, together with an originally planned lag of 
approximately 1112 years between the identifi
cation and detection taggant development ef
forts, are evident in the current status of the 
detection taggant development program, 
shown in table 20. 

Development of candidate detection tag
gants is continuing. Taggants have only recent
ly been added to explosive materials for com
patibiiity testing and process evaluation. As 
described previously, development of three 
candidate sensors is also continuing, with lab
oratory-type tests showing promising results. 

Projected Schedule 

As a result of withdrawal of industry coop
eration, technical problems which have oc
curred, and the uncertainty of funding for out
year efforts, a firm schedule for the remaining 
development effort is not available. An esti
mate was made by Aerospace of the revised 
schedule for the remaining development ef-

11 I 

.-

fort; the estimate is shown in table 21. This 
schedule does not take into account, however, 
the need for additional compatibility and sur
vivability recovery tests, particularly the res
olution of the current smokeless powder and 
booster material reactivity issues, and the need 
for the evaluation of long-term effects of tag
gants on explosive material safety and per
formance. These efforts would probably add 
at least 1 year, and possibly more, to the devel
opment time. It is unlikely that the effort to 
demonstrate the use of identification taggants 
in cap-sensitive high explosives, the type of ex
plosives with which the research effort has pr-o
gressed farthest, could be completed prior to 
early 1981. The research on identification tag
gants in detonators, including pilot-plant tool
up and testing, would not likely be finished 
before late 1983; the research on other explo
sive materials would probably fall between 
these dates. These estimates assume a success
ful completion of each development stage. 
Technical problems may occur that add sub
stantially to the estimate delays; continued 
lack of industry participation could make pilot 
testing impossible; even resolution of contrac
tual problems could add months of delay. 

Table 21.-Revised Schedule Estimates for the 
Identification Tagging Program 

Program element 

Identification taggants 
Color-coded taggant. ................ . 
Cap-sensitive packaged explosives ....... . 
Black powders ..................... . 
Cast boosters ..................... . 
Detonating cord ..................•.. 
Smokeless powders ..........••...•.. 
Detonatom ..•.... . ............. . 

Detection taggants 
Microcapsule development ............ . 
Cap-sensitive packaged explosives •......• 
Black powder ................•..••. 
Cast boosters .................•..... 
Smokeless powder ......•...•.•.•.... 
Detonating cord .................... . 
Blasting caps-microcapsules ....•....... 
CECD ..•......•.................. 
1M S detector ...................... . 
MS detector ...................... . 

"Estimated by Aerospace. October t979. 

SOURCE; Oilice 01 Technology Assessment. 

Aerospace preliminary 
estimated completion datea 

Early 1983 
Early 1980 

? 
Mid-1981 
Mid-1980 
Mid-1983 
Late 1983 

Mid-1981 
Mid-1981 
Not critical 

? 
Late 1981 
Not critical 

? 
Mid-1982 
Late 1981 
Mid-1982 
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ti~M ~as indicated that it would need a lead
£' e 0 at least 22 months after receipt of a 
Irm order before substantial quantities of ta _ 

f
g.ants cdould be delivered. It is unlikely that ~ 
Irm or er would be' b f 

all tech . glv~n e ore resolution of 
re d' nl~al problems, Including uncertainties 
. gar Ing ong-term effects. If a mid-1983 date 

~~:~!~~:~i~~r resoldution of ~II. ~dentification 
h cyan compatibility que t' 

t. en explosives tagged with th . s .'~ns, 
tlon taggant could b . file 3M Identlflca
by late 1985. e In u -scale production 

A decision could be made to im I 
ging a I p ement tag-
reso/v!J~on as a I technical uncertainties are 

t 
. I or some portion of the explosive rna 

ena s such as ca . . I -

th '. p-sensltlve explosives. Under 

or~~~s C~yCUe~~f:n1c~~; 3a~d could receive ~irm 
could therefore be in fUIl_sc~!gpe~ode~~t'?slves 
early as 1983. Ion as 

la The detection. taggant development has 
d gg1d that of Identification taggants' the 
d~~e bopment cycle may be shorter, ho~ever 
'd . ~th .to the learning experience of th~ 
I entlfl~atlo~ taggant tests and to the fact that 
no su rVlvabd ity dem t . . 
The A ons .ratlon IS necessary. 

't ero~p~c~ Corp. estimates are probably 
~~~ ~e~f~;mlstlc, however, for development 
and th mes .of both the detection taggant 

e detection sensors. Few compatibilit 
tests have yet been conducted Th y 
particularly the effects of 10 't ese tests, 
will t k I ng- erm storage 

a e at east 2 years. No specifi t ' 
encapsulation method has been ch~s~~gap~f ~r 
~I:nt prod~ction of the taggant is lik'el~~; 
La e a considerable time, as the manufacturin 
processes are complex and th g 
quit. e reagents used 
t he . re~ctlve. It is unl ikely that solving the 

c~/~ti~~c:orP;~:\:ms and/constructing proper fa-
. rge-sca e production of detec-

tion taggants can be accomplished in a si nifi-
~ae~~~?ho:ter period than that required fo~ the 
of the Icatlon .t~g.gants. Assuming completion 
d t /ompatlbdlty tests, pilot-plant testing of 
c~u~~ '~n taggants .in the explosive materials 

. e accomplished by early 1983 and 
:ss~ml~~ 22 months from that time t~ the 
tivadabdlty of production quantities of detec

on taggants, full-scale production of explo-
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sives containing detection taggants could 
proba?'y ~ot be underway until mid-1982 with 
sometime In 1984 a more reasonable esti~ate. 

ts indicated previously, the estimated de
ve opm~nt schedule for the detection ta 
se;sors IS extremely optimistic; a more rea~rs~~~ 
es Imate would be that production of the sen
sors could be underway by late 1984. 

lI 'n sU/mn:ary, by early 1985 it is possible that 
a. exp oSlves manufactured could be t 
~"~th both identification and detectio:g;ae~ 
g<.nts, and that detection taggant g 

~~a~:~a~f in ful! produ~tion. This sche~eu~~o~: 
I. e only If no major development prob-

!'~:n/es ~c,CUt~ and a taggant program is mandated 
"T glS a Ion. 

Implementation Philosophy 

BATF has publicly stated 2 that it feels ta _ 
g.ants shou./d be included only in those ex I~_ 
slve matena/s that constitute a present orPex
pected threat of us~ by criminal bombers. 
They.feel that explOSive materials that do not 
constitute a threat could be excluded A 
the fmaterials. which BA TF considers ~pp~~~~ 
ate or exclUSion are: 

1. explosives manufactured for U 5 G . " overn-
ment ag~ncles other than the military 
(e .. g .. , Nat~onal A.e;on(.1.utics and 5pace Ad
n:,~,strat,on); military explosives are spe
cifically excluded in 5.333' 

2. speci~1 fireworks such as' used for 4th of ! uly displays; 
3. In~ustrial tools such as explosive bolts 

SWitches, and air bag inflaters' ' 
4. blasting agents. It is the BA TF intention to 

tag the b.o?~ters and detonators normally 
used t? Inl.tlate the blasting agents. The 
exp/?~lves Industry maintains that if cap
~ensltlve explosives are tagged but blast
Ing agents are not, the use of ANFO b 
bombers will increase, and BA TF will the~ 

'''Proposed Guidelines for Exem . 
Tagging Explosive Materials" B pttons

f 
to the ReqUirements for 

Firearms. June 7. 1978. • ureau 0 Alcohol. Tobacco. and 

I 

I 
I 

, 
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~~o~. ~:~ag~i:~:~nt~I:~jn~ta:E:~P~:~:~I:~'o~S -. -s-e-e-c-h-a-p-t-e-rs-I ,-11-, -a-n-d---te-a-m-h-a-s-c-o-n-c-e-n-t-ra-t-e-d-o-n-t-a-g-ga-n-t-re-s-e-a-rc-h-fo-r J 
VI for a discussion of this issue; and cap-sensitive high explosives (dynami~es, gels, 

I d · emulsions, slurries), boosters, detonating cord, 
5. explosives which are raw materia s use In I 

a fabrication process, such as the black black and smokeless powders direct y con-
sumed by the public (primarily for hand load-

powder used in fuzes. ing), and detonators. Blasting agents would not 
In addition to the categories eligible for ex- be directly tagged; rather the detonators ~nd 

emption certain types of explosive materials boosters normally used to initiate the blasting 
are curr~ntlY exempted from regulation, and agents would be tagged. 
are viewed by BA TF as inappropriate for tag-

A strict interpretation of S. 333, at least in 
ging, including: the opinion of the Institute of Makers of Ex-

1. explosives used in medicine; plosives, would not allow the Secretary of the 
2. fireworks sold to the public; Treasury to exempt explosives simply because 
3. propellant-activated industrial devices, they do not constitute a significa.n.t threat. 

such as nail guns; and Resolution of this issue may be facilitated by 
4. fixed small arms ammunition. more specific wording in the final proposed 

Given that philosophy, the BATF/Aerospace legislation. 

IDENTIFICATION TAGGANT SURVIVAL TESTING 

The 3M identification taggant would have to 
survive the detonation of the explosive and be 
recoverable from the postdetonation debris to 
be useful in identifying the source of the ex
plosive. It is useful to separate the survival and 
recovery discussions. Recovery of t~ggants. u~
der real-life conditions is discussed In detail In 
chapter II and in appendix C. Survival of the 
taggant is briefly reviewed here. 

To assess the survivability of taggants in ex
plosives, the tests should be carried out so that 
recovery is maximized. Ideally, tests would 
take place on a large concrete pad or in a very 
large bunker with steel or concrete walls and 
floor. Unfortunately, few of the survivability 
tests carried out by the Aerospace Corp. were 
done under conditions that enhanced recov
ery. A majority of the tests were carried out in 
a 4-ft-diameter steel-walled chamber. For all 
but the lowest power explosives, the taggant.s 
either shattered upon impact or flowed plasti
cally due to the large impact pressure pulse 
(estimated by Aeros'pace to be between 10 and 
40 kilobars (kb)). Many of the other tests were 
carried out in a chamber with a cracked rock 
floor or in the open on a dirt and cinder floor. 
In se~eral cases rain made the open area quite 

1 / .-

muddy or covered the taggants with a layer of 
water, severely decreasing the efficiency of the 
magnetic pickup. 

The survival test results for cap-sensitive 
high explosives, under the varying conditions, 
are gathered in table 22. That table includes .all 
the survival tests conducted by Aerospace With 
uniformly tagged explosives. Earlier tests, in 
which the explosive stick was split down the 
center and salted, are not real istic and are not 
discussed here. Some of the tests used unen
capsulated taggants (so indicated on the 
table); as no difference was observed, they are 
lumped together in the discussion. 

Aging time was another variable tested, with 
the material being aged up to 6 months before 
testing; again, no effect was observed and all 
the tests are lumped together. 

Given the diversity of test sites and condi
tions, it is difficult to assess each test. How
ever, several trenc:lS appear clear: 

1. Under optimum recovery conditions, 
using small explosive charges, many hun
dreds of taggants survive, even for Power 
Primer, the most powerful cap-sensitive 
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Table 22.-3M Identification Taggant Survival Testing 

Detonation 
pressure 

Explosive K bars EXplosive weight, Ib Test site 
Number of Tags recovered 

tests (average) 
Independent K ..•.•. -10-40 '/2 4-11 diameter steel chamber 2 1.000 
Coalite 8S ......... 30-40 1f2 4-11 diameter steel chamber 10 1,000 

10 (part of composite 25-lb charge) Open air, dirt, cinder floor 1 180 
Gel coal .••....... - 25-40 3/4 4-ft diameter steel chamber 7 75 

10 10-11 cube concrete chamber, rock floor 1 4 
Gel power A-2 ....•. -40 1 4-ft diameter steel chamber 8 115 

10 10-11 cube concrete chamber, rock floor 
12 x 20 x 8 II concrete bunker 

1 
3 

10 
1,450 

(unencapsula:ed) 
60% Extra ••...•.. 50 '/2 4-11 diameter steel chamber 9 1,160 

5 (part of composite 25-lb charge) Open air, dirt. cinder floor 1 58 
Tovex 800 ......... 70 '/2 12 x 20 x 8 II concrete bunker 6 1.390 

40% giant gelatin ... 

Specially sensitized 
emulsion ....... . 

Power Primer ...••• 

75 

100 
135 

'/2 

'/2 

1f2 
1f2 
'/2 

4-11 diameter steel chamber 

12 x 20 x 8 II concrete bunker 

4-11 diameter steel chamber 
4-11 diameter steel chamber 
12 x 20 x 8 II concrete bunker 

4-ft diameter steel chamber 

(unencapsulated) 
5 16 

(some tests with 
encapsulated, some 

unencapsulated) 
6 545 

12 620 
11 16 
13 510 

(unencapsulated) 
6 3 

1 500 x 100 II concrete pad 6 530 
10 (part of composite 25-lb charge) Open air, airt. cinder floor 1 4 

25 Open air. muddy, cinder floor 1 0 
25 500 x 100 II concrete pad, rainy day 1 26 

SOURCE: Offico of Technology Assessment. 

commercial explosive (excluding boost
ers). 

2. As the size of the charge increases, the 
percent of surviving taggants decreases 
sharply, particularly for the most power
ful explosives. Under optimum condi
tions, however, dozens of taggants still 
survive; even under rainy conditions 26 
taggants were recovered from the 25-lb 
Power Primer tests. 

3. Confinement shmply decreases survival, 
even under optimum recovery conditions. 
Only one test has been conducted with ex
plosives confined in a pipe bomb (see 
chapter II discussion); in that test scores 
of taggants were recovered from 60 Per
cent Extra Dynamite. When that result is 
compared to the chamber survival tests 
(in which over 1,000 taggants were recov
ered from 60 Percent Extra) it appears like
ly that considerdbly fewer taggants would 
survive in pipe bomb detonations using 
one of the more powerful explosives. 

Boosters, Military Explosives 

Commercial boosters are normally made 
from cast TNT or TNT-based explosives. These 
explosives have higher detonation pressures 
than even the most powerful cap-sensitive 
commercial explosives (180-200 kb v. 135 kb). 
Calculations by the Aerospace Corp. show that 
taggants will be raised above 400 0 C, their de
composition temperature, by booster explo
sives. Testing showed fewer than two taggants 
recovered per pound of booster, even for tests 
conducted under ideal conditions on a large 
concrete pad. The Aerospace solution to the 
problem is to press the individual taggants and 
polyethylene into a large pellet (one-fourth 
inch). Tests show that approximately 65 tag
gants survive in a pound booster when pelle
tized into a one quarter-inch-diameter pellet. 
Initial recovery tests indicate that the taggants 
from boosters can be recovered, but far too 
few tests have been completed to allow a de
finitive judgment. 
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Military explosives are generally at least as 
energetic as boosters, presenting even more se
vere survival problems for the taggants. Due to 
the survival issue, the excessive cost of tagging 
military explosives and their low frequency of 
use in criminal bombings, BATF does not plan 
to include military explosives in the taggant 
program. 

Black and Smokeless Powders 

Black and smokeless powders are much less 
energetic than the least energetic dynamite. 
Gunpowders are normally used as fillers for 
pipe bombs, however, so the effect of confine
ment is expected to be considerable. Tests with 
both black and smokeless powders were con
ducted in a 20-ft semicircular chamber having 
steel walls but a sand floor. Due to the poor 
recovery conditions, only 2 to 3 dozen tag
gants were recovered for the black powder 
bombs, and from 0 to 3 for the smokeless pow
der. When black powder bombs were deto
nated under near ideal recovery conditions, 
using the 8' X 12' X 20' bunker, an average 
of 1,100 taggants survived 1 Ib of the FFFg 
powder. No ideal recovery tests have been 
conducted with smokeless powders, but the 
one pipe bomb test with explosives gives an in
dication that scores to hundreds of taggants 
should survive. 

1 i 
.. ' .-

Detonators and Detonating Cord 

Only the most rudimentary t8sts have been 
conducted of the survival of identification tag
gants when placed on a detonator and none 
conducted with detonating cord. As the tag
gants are placed outside of the explosive in 
both cases, sufficient taggants should survive 
to enable a positive trace to be made. How 
likely the taggants are to be recovered in real
world situations, however, cannot be ascer
tained without testing. 

Summary 

In summary, the 3M identification taggants 
survive the detonation of cap-sensitive high ex
plosives in large numbers for small charges 
which are unconfined. Survival decreases as 
the charge size increases, but sufficient tag
gants should survive even a large charge of the 
most energetic commercial explosive. The ef
fect of confinement significantly reduces tag
gant survival, but taggants can probably sur
vive pipe bombs filled with low-energy explo
sives and gunpowders; their survival in pipe 
bombs filled with higher energy explosives is 
uncertain. Individual taggants do not survive 
booster detonation but pellets made from the 
taggants do. Taggants would probably survive 
the explosion of detonators and detonating 
cord, but there is little or no test data. 
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Chapter IV 
TAGGANT SAFETY AND COMPATIBILITY REVIEW 

COM PA TI BI L1TYOVERVI EW 

The explosives and gunpowders communities operate under a particularly 
severe constraint. Their products must work, essentially 100 percent of the time, 
under a wide range of user conditions. At the same time, the products must remain 
inert, or not "work," during the manufacturing process, in storage, during transpor
tation, and until initiated at the site of end use. Thousands of people come into con
tact with explosives and gunpowders every day; an accident can have extremely 
severe consequences to those people, including injury and death. The consequences 
of an explosive or gunpowder not functioning when properly initiated are somewhat 
less severe, although misfires can result in considerable safety hazard to those who 
must remove or work around the nonfunctioning material. 

A good deal of analysis and testing is required to ensure proper operation of a 
particular explosive material; proper operation in this context means the material 
will remain reliably inert until initiated, at which point it will reliably detonate (ex
plosives) or burn (gunpowders). Ove!' the years, qualification procedures have been 
developed to evaluate the reliability and safety of operation of explosive materials. 
These procedures vary with the organization involved, but generally combine anal
ysis of the fundamental chemical properties of the material, appropriate testing, de
velopment of manufacturing control mechanisms, quality control af ingredients 
and the finished product, and long-term experience in manufacture, storage, trans
portation, and use. These qualification procedures are used when a new product is 
developed or when a significant change is made to an existing product. 

The addition of identification and detection taggants to explosive materials 
~ould constitute a significant change to the material; a qualification program is 
therefore necessary to investigate the compatibility of the explosive materials with 
the taggants. This chapter briefly discusses the parameters involved in compatibili
ty, describes qualification procedures in use in industry and for defense applica
tions, suggests the form that a qualification program should take to demonstrate the 
compatibility of taggants with explosives and gunpowders, and describes the com
patibilitytesting that has been reported to date. 

EXPLOSIVE MATERIALS COMPATIBILITY PARAMETERS 
Explosive materials are chemical systems 

that liberate a large amount of energy in an ex
tremely short time. The detailed physical and 
chemical behavior of these reactants is not 
well-understood, due to the complexity of 
some of the reactants and the very short reac
tion time scale. However, the principal meas
urable parameters of the materials and their 
reactions are well-known. To demonstrate 

compatibility of the explosive materials with 
the taggants, it is necessary to show that there 
is no significant change in these parameters as 
a result of the addition of taggants. The prin
cipal parameters include: 

• energy density and rate of release, 
• sensitivity, 
• chemical stability, 
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• electrical properties, 
• generalized merhanical properties, and 
• toxicity. 

Energy Density and Rate of Release 

The energy density and rate of energy re
lease are the two most important performance 
attributes of commercial explosives and gun
powder[.. Energy density is a fundamental 
chemical property of the explosive material 
formulation. The available energy of a given 
explosive material is well-understood, and it 
can be measured with a high degree of accu
racy and reliability. It can also be calculated 
quite accurately from the basic chemical 
knowledge of a particular formulation. The 
presence of the small al)1ounts of taggants that 
are currently recommended should have only 
a minute effect. Limited testing has borne out 
this conclusion. 1 

2 

Generally speaking, the higher energy densi
ty explosives tend to be easier to initiate and 
tend to progress to a fast energy release or 
detonation more quickly. Primary explosives 
used in caps are an exception. They are ~asy to 
initiate, and build to detonation very rapidly, 
but do not always have a high energy density. 

The rate of energy release is a function of 
the materials involved and the physical prox
imity of the fuel and oxidizer components. 
When the fuel and oxidizer are in the same 
molecule, as in nitroglycerine, the explosive 
can release its energy on a millionth of a sec
ond time scale. Ammonium nitrate/fuel oil 
mixtures, on the other hand, contain rather 
large, separated fuel and oxidizer components 
and thus release their energy on a much slower 
time scale. The physical proximity of the com
ponents also tends to affect sensitivity; the in
timately connected materiais are generally 
more sensitive than the gross mixtures. The 
balance of fuel to oxidizer directly affects the 

'Letter, R. E. Lunn [Du Pont) to c. Boyars (Aerospace), "Tag
ging- Du Pont Pilot Test Safety and Stability Tests," Mar. 6, 
1978, pp. 5-37, 5·41, 5·42. 

'c. Boyars, Compatibility of Identification Taggants With Ex
plosives, Aerospace report No. A TR-78(3860·02J-1 NO, August 
1978. 

:' / .. 

energy density and sensitivity of the explosive 
material. The balance that yields idealized 
combustion products generally yields the 
highest energy and most sensitive explosives. 

The rate of energy release cannot be pre
dicted quantitatively from basic physical and 
chemical considerations but it can be esti
mated in a qualitative way. Energy release rate 
can be measured accurately but the test meth
ods can be quite expensive and difficult. 3 A 
few hundredths of a percent by weight of tag
gants should not affect the energy release rate. 

Sensitivity 

Sensitivity is an ill-defined term which has 
meaning in a safety sense, but is not definable 
with simple direct physical constants. OnE' rel
ative sensitivity scale can be developed l'rom 
impact and friction tests, another scale from 
electrochemical reactions, and still another 
from thermal considerations. All aspects of 
reactions to external stimuli must be consid
ered and judged with respect to practical ex
perience. Then with a variety of "sensitivity II 
numbers and functions a systems safety esti
mate is made- not always totally scientifically 
but with an additional input from experience 
and common sense. 

Sensitivity. tests are referenced and dis
cussed in other sections of this report, but the 
individual numbers are not in themselves the 
final criteria. It is their sum total plus experi
ence which determines sensitivity. 

Chemical Stability 

Chemical stability is a critical safety param
eter, of paramount importance in the handling, 
transportation, and storage of the raw materi
als that go into making explosives and gunpow
ders and in the manufacture, handling, trans
portation, storage, and use of the final explo
sive product. The stability of the explosive 
products cannot be adequately predicted ana-

'Safety and Performance Tests for Qualification of Explosives, 
I. Kabik, (NSWC/WO), R. Stresau (Slresau I.aboratories, Inc.), 
R. R. Hamilton (NWC), J. Jones, (NWC), Navord 00 44811, voL1, 
January 1972. 
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Iytically, but must be confirmed by tests that 
demonstrate the stability behavior of the prod
ucts, such as long-term rates of decomposition, 
interactions between the explosive compo
nents, and reaction with materials into which 
they are likely to come into contact during 
manufacture, packaging, and end use. As an 
example, picric acid and ammonium picrate, 
rather powerful high explosives, which are in
sensitive and generally quite safe, were once 
used extensively. When these explosives come 
into contact with copper or copper salts, how
ever, they become quite sensitive; their use is, 
therefore, now quite limited. 

Electric Properties 

The sensitivity of initiation of explosives by 
static electricity and/or induced currents has 
always been a major concern. There are sever
al modes of initiation due to electrical energy. 
One, inductive coupling, is serious enough to 
preclude the use of electric blasting caps in 
some operations. Direct initiation by static 
spark discharges is another mode. The energy 
of an electric field can be coupled to an explo
sive device in other ways, for example, by ther
mal heating of a wire or capacitance effects. 
The primaries, lead styphnate and lead azide, 
are extremely sensitive to electric effects. Dry 
nitrocellulose and black powder are also very 
sensitive. Most cap-sensitive high explosives 
and generally used blasting agents are not par
ticularly sensitive to electric forces. Addition 
of taggants to the explosive materials could 
cause a change in their electrical properties; 
buildup of a static charge during the addition 
of the taggant to the mix could be one mode. 
As analytical methods are not adequate to 
handle the problem, tests are normally con
ducted. 

Generalized Mechanical Properties 

The relationship of mechanical properties to 
explosive safety has only recently been under
stood to be of paramount importance. Experi
ence and intuition led the industry into ex
plosive formulations that were not ideal chem
ically, but have proven safe and economical. 
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Most, but not all, commercial explosives are 
rather soft granules, rubbery or gelatinous sub
stances, or sometimes liquid-like. 

When soft substances are subjected to im
pact the mechanical forces are not concen
trated in a small volume and they dissipate as 
low-level thermal waves. Stiff, brittle materials 
experience strong fast compression or shock 
waves under impact conditions that locally 
produce high-energy concentrations. Local 
high-energy concentrations create hot spots. 
This means that a hot spot can be a center of 
intense chemical reaction and therefore, in an 
explosive composition, a region of fast energy 
release. Thus, an initiation center is created 
when the rate of energy release exceeds its 
dissipation. Grit or hard substances can create 
local hot spots under handling conditions pres
ent in the mixing and packaging processes, and 
especially in operations such as explosive 
tamping in the bore hole. As an exarrple, a 
small number of hard particles has been dem
onstrated to critically sensitize certain military 
explosives in United Kingdom laboratories. 4 

The danger of hot-spot creation may be even 
greater for more, brittle explosives, such as 
those used in cast boosters. 

The efrects of adding taggants to expl05ives 
could be simulated using complex hydro-elas
tic-plastic computer codes, but the calcula
tions would be quite expensive. In addition, 
lack of sufficient data on the detailed physical 
properties of the various materials would tend 
to limit the reliability of such calculations. Ex
per: mental testi ng must therefore be u nder
taken. 

Toxicity 

The decomposition products of explosive re
actions are generally toxic; standard precau
tionary measures must be taken to avoid ex
cessive exposure. The materials used in the 
taggants are generally not mutagenic or car
cinogenic. Tests must be conducted to eval
uate the toxicity of any taggant materials 

'co Bean (Atomic Weapons Research Establishment, Alder
wington, U. Va.), jJriv,lte communication to D-E Laboratories, 
May1979 
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whose properties are not well-known, and to 
determine if the end-product gases show add i-

, . 

tional toxicity as a result of the addition of tag
gants to explosive products. 

QUALI FICATION OF EXPLOSIVES 

A new explosive compound or formulation 
must be subjected to an extensive series of 
tests before it can be qualified for use and 
manufacture. The number and nature of the 
tests differ between various manufacturers of 
commercial explosives and between commer
cial manufacturers and Government develop
ers such as the Department of Defense (DOD) 
and the Department of Energy (DOE). Tests are 
specifically designed for the explosive prod
uct, the environment it will be subjected to, 
and its end use. It follows that an extensive 
battery of tests are required for each explosive. 
Interpretation of the tests, including the validi
ty of some prescribed ones, is not straightfor
ward and a single number derived from a test 
or tests cannot alone define its safety. The 
closest that one can come to a measure of ex
plosive safety is the long-term accident record. 
It is important to realize that experience plays 
a role equal to good scientific understanding 
and execution of prudent, conservative prac
tices. The decisionmaking process as to 
whether or not the new explosive and process 
of manufacture are safe is therefore unique to 
each organization. 

In general, the qualification procedures de
scribed in this section are those followed by 
agencies or companies that routinely develop 
new explosives or significant modifications of 
existing explosives, including Government 
agencies such as DOD and DOE and some 
manufacturers of commercial explosives. 
Companies that rarely develop new products 
do not generally need a comprehensive qual
ification program. Within those organizations 
that do have a comprehensive program, the 
complexity, qualification time, and cost vary 
considerably, due to differing manufacturing 
procedures and end uses. As an example, com
plete qualification of a new miiitary explosive 
can take severa! years with a total cost of 
many millions of doBars. 

NAVORD Report OD 44811 specifies safety 
and performance tests for qualification of ex
plosives for the Navy. There is also a Joint 
Service Safety and Performance Manual used 
by all three services. The DOE procedures are 
similar to the DOD ones but are not docu
mented in a single manual. Each plant and lab
oratory has its own rules and specifications ap
proved by the director. There are certain pro
cedures and test methods that are common to 
all, however, which are briefly discussed in this 
section. 

The initial testing is done on small quantities 
on a laboratory scale, usually less than a gram. 
Drop weight impact tests are always done, fol
lowed by friction and thermal test such as 
DTA, DSC, Taliani, or others. The results of a 
statistically significant number of tests are 
then compared with known standard explo
sives. If the tests give satisfactory results, then 
a laboratory or plant level management deci
sion, usually backed up by a safety committee 
review, will give a go ahead to make limited 
quantities sufficient to do thE: )reliminary per
formance tests such as detonation velocity, 
detonation pressure, and shock sensitivity. 
These tests usually require several pounds of 
the new explosive to complete. At this stage 
more elaborate chemical compatibility and 
thermal stability tests are also run along with 
some accelerated aging tests. The small-scale 
laboratory tests are repeated at this stage and 
compared with the original results. Unless all 
test results are satisfactory, further work on 
the new explosive will be stopped. 

If results are satisfactory and if the per
formance is as desired then a management de
cision beyond the laboratory level will gener
ally be made to proceed with limited pilot pro
duction. As much as several hundred pounds 
may be involved. It is at this stage that manu
facturing hazards are assessed. Special tests 
will usually evolve at this stage that will relate 
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to the actual manufacturing equipment such 
as pipe diameter in which a liquid explosive or 
slurry will or will not propogate a detonation. 
Exact details of equipment and controls are 
then reviewed. In the case of addition of tag
gants there is the possibility of buildup of the 
material in some part of the mixing or car
tridge-loading machinery. Consideration is 
given to fail-safe controls in the event of power 
failures or other equipment failures. Transpor
tation of raw materials and finished product 
within the plant is planned. Barricades and re
mote control are planned where required. For 
example, the pressing of booster pellets of 
Tetryl or PETN is a hazardous operation and 
must be done by remote control and the press 
itself barricaded so that no personnel are ex
posed in case of an accidental explosion. Stor
age in magazines must also be planned. 

If the new product has passed its perform
ance and safety requirements in the pilot 
study, a parallel effort of evaluating the new 
explosive in its use environment is made. Here 
DOD and DOE differ significantly from indus
try. Military weapons are subjected to many 
extreme environments and the finished weap
on with the new or modified explosive must 
undergo special safety testing to qualify it. 
Commercial explosives generally are used in 
somewhat more benign environments and the 
end-use safety testing is more limited and less 
expensive. End-use testing is required for per
missible explosives (i.e., explosives that have 
been approved by the Bureau of Mines for use 
hi underground coal mining operations). Their 
cap sensitivity, toxic fume production, and 
failure diameter must be established. For ex
ample, the minimum size bore hole required 
for a particular permissible explosive to func
tion properly must be determined, as well as 
the safety of use in the underground coal envi
ronment (incendivity testing). 

Samples from pilot production must, at this 
stage, be submitted to the Department of 
Transportation (DOT) for determination of 
shipping category. DOT has stated that addi
tion of taggants does not change the shipping 
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category of the explosives used in the pro
gram. s 

The aspects of quality control are addressed 
during the pilot phase of development. Chem
ical and physical test specifications are estab
lished to control all component raw materials. 
Incoming taggants must be examined for for
eign material and their code verified. If the 
taggants are gritty, such as the Westinghouse 
ceramic particles, there must be assurance 
that each taggant is properly coated with the 
desensitizing polyethylene or wax. Similarly, 
sampling and test schemes for product quality 
assurance are set up at this stage. 

In some cases a company's m<::nagement 
may decide that the change involved in the 
new explosive is small and complete requal
ification is not required. The extensive experi
ence the management has developed in the 
history of its plant and products makes this, in 
many cases, an acceptable procedure. Al
though taggants would be added in only a 
small amount by weight, their use in explosives 
is sufficiently different from other constituents 
that it is the general consensus of manufac
turers and other parties that addition of tag
gants will require complete requalification of 
all tagged explosives. 

Description of Qualification Tests 
Normally Performed 

Testing of explosives involves a wide variety 
of tests which must ascertain chemical compo
sition, performance, sensitivity, and stability. 
Chemical composition analysis is a dominating 
factor since it is obvious that the manufacturer 
and user must know what he is using and what 
he has made. Chemical analysis methods are 
not the direct concern here, as taggants 
change the composition little, but it is to be 
emphasized that knowledge of the chemical 
composition must be a part of qualification 
assessment. 

'Letter. P. J. Student (Assoc. of Amer. Railroads) to R. B. Moler 
(Aerospace). June 27. 1977. 
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There is a large number of tests that are spe
cific to evaluation of an explosive product. 
The details of these tests are given in several 
sources. 6•10 The most commonly used tests are 
briefly described below. 

Performance 

Performance is determined by measuring 
detonation velocity, detonation pressure, pres
sure rise rate, shock sensitivity, and failure di
ameter in explosives and ballistic properties 
such as burn rate, muzzle velocity, and cham
ber pressure in gunpowders. The addition. of 
small amounts of inert material to an explOSive 
probably will not effect its performance sig
nificantly; however, performance must be 
demonstrated. Detonation velocity measure
ments consist of placing electric probes in 
precisely measured positions, detonating the 
exolosive and measuring the time that it takes 
th~ deto~ation front to pass between the 
probes with high-speed electro~i.c. equip
ment. 11 

12 Initiation or shock sensitivity tests 
are done by separating a donor explosive from 
the test acceptor explosive by a measured gap. 
The gap is varied until a 50-percentpro.bability 
of explosion of the acceptor explOSive IS estab· 
lished. 

Detonation pressure and pressure rise rate 
are measured by inserting transducers into the 
explosive material and recording the resultant 
pressures on fast response rate electronic 
equipment. Critical diameter testing, to estab
lish the failure diameter of an explosive mate
rial is accomplished by attempting to deto
nat~ varying diameters of the explosive. The 

'Safety and Performance Tests, op. cit. .. . 
'Joint Service Safety and Performance Manual for Quaid/calion 

of Explosives for Military Use (China Lake. Calif.: i'laval Weapons 
Center, September 197'1). . 

'G. R. Walker, CARDE, Canada; E.G. Whitbread, ERDE,. United 
Kingdom; D. C. Horning, NSWC/WC!,. U.S.A., The TechnIcal Co
operation Program Manual of Senslttveness Tests, TTCP Panel 
0-2, February 1966. 

'K. R. Becker, C. M. Mason, and R. W Wals::m, Bureau of 
Mines Instrumented Impact Tester (Bureau of Mines) RI 7670, 
1972. . . 

lOR. W. Watson, Card-Gap and Projectile Impact SensItivity 
Measurements, a compilation, 1 C 8605, 1973. 

"Safety and Performance Tests. op. cit. . 
"c. M. Mason and E. G. Aiken, Methods for Evaluallng Explo

sives and Hazardous Materials (Pittsburg Mining and Safety Re
search Center, Bureau of Mines), report No, 1 C 8541, 1971. 

diameter at which 50 percent of the tests prop
agate to a high-order detonation is the critical 
or failure diameter. 

The chamber pressure of gunpowders is 
measured by the use of spherical copper crush 
gauges or by transducers placed in the. cham
ber. Burn rate is measured by a variety of 
methods, often by placing the powder .in a V
groove, igniting one end, and measuring the 
velocity by high-speed camera, thermocouple, 
or pressure transducers. The muzzle velocity 
of the propelled projectiles can be measured 
by a variety of methods, including photogra
phy and make or break switches. 

Impact 

Impact tests, although variable in nat~r~ 
and sometimes difficult to interpret, are Criti
cally important; their relationship to safety is 
obvious. They quickly provide information 
that categorizes the level of hazard of an ex
plosive composition. They normal!y are used 
to tell if significant differences eXist between 
explosive samples. Impact tests are not infalli
ble and the results must be considered in rela
tion to other type testing. 

Impact tests range from laboratory-scale 
tests involving less than 35 mg to large-scale 
drop tests amounting to as much as 50 kg. As 
indicated previously, the initial tests would be 
laboratory-scale tests. 

All laboratory impact machines are similar 
in principle. The energy source is a free-falling 
weight which impacts the explosive sample 
through a mechanical linkage. Criteria are es
tablished for distinguishing between positive 
and negative responses. The criteria differ for 
various laboratories so comparisons are only 
valid when made in a single laboratory. The 
tests consist of dropping the weight from vary
ing heights' onto samples of test explosives 
placed between them-sample weights are 
usually about 50 to 100 mg. The results are re
corded as a go or no-go. A statistical analysis 
of the data determines the relative stimulus 
level corresponding to a chosen level of nrob
ability that the explosive will react to give a 
positive result according to the arbitrary cri-
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teria.13 14 IS Some manufacturers report a 50-
percent probability height, but most report a 
threshold height. 

Bullet tests are done by firing bullets or pro
jectiles, usually .22, .30, or .50 caliber, into the 
test explosive. Powder loads are varied to ob
tain a range of projectile velocities. The test 
explosive may either be essentially unconfined 
in an ice cream carton, or highly confined in a 
heavy steel pipe. The minimum velocity re
quired to obtain a reaction is reported. 16 

Friction 

In the manufacture, handling, and use of ex
plosives there are many situations where fric
tional forces either are or could be present. 
Several test methods have been devised over 
the years and two of them have been used ex
tensively in evaluating the taggants. In the 
Bureau of Mines tester a sample is placed on 
an anvil and subjected to the glancing, rubbing 
motion of a weighted shoe attached to the end 
of a pendulum that swings freely over the an
vil. The shoe is either mild steel or a specified 
phenolic resin-bonded composite. The other 
test, developed by commercial industries, uti
lizes a 2-kg torpedo which is released to slide 
down a V track and obliquely impact the test 
sample. ~oth the height and angle of impact 
are independent variables. 17 

A new precision instrument developed in 
West Germany and known as the BAM (after 
the Bundesanstalt fur Materialprufung which 
developed it) seems to demonstrate improved 
discrimination. Some of the permissibles will 
be tested on this new machine at the Bureau of 
Mines. 18 The friction surfaces in this device are 
ceramic. The load on the moving friction sur
face is varied until a response level is estab
lished. 

1JSafety and Performance Tests, op. cit. 
"Joint Service Safety and Performance Manual, op. cit. 
"G. R. Walker, e( aI., op. cit. 
"R. W. Watson, op. cit. 
"Ibid. 
"Instruction Manual, Friction Tester, Bundesanstalt fur Mate

ria!pru(ung (BAM). 
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Stability 

Stability testing may be divided into two 
general categories. One is simply long-term 
storage in which samples are removed period
ically and retested to see if a significant 
change has occurred. The second category in
volves accelerated aging, which generally 
means subjecting the test sample to extreme 
temperature environments and then measuring 
the effects of the environment. Stability tests 
normally conducted include the above-de
scribed friction and performance tests, plus 
tests which are basically thermal in nature. 
These thermal tests provide a measure of some 
physical chemistry parameters of the explosive 
as well as being measurements of stability. 

Among the stability tests widely used are: 

Differential thermal analysis (DTA) in which 
identical containers, one containing the sam
ple and the other a standard reference materi
al, are set up in identical thermal geometries 
with temperature sensors arranged so as to 
give both the temperature in each contain~r 
and the difference in temperature between the 
containers. The data are displayed as a DT A 
thermogram in which this temperature differ
ence is plotted against the temperature of the 
sample. Such a plot is almost a straight line if 
the sample has no rapidly changing thermal 
behavior. Excursions below or above the base
line are due to endothermic, that is heat ab
sorbing, or exothermic, that is heat releasing, 
reactions. The DT A analysis permits the inter
pretation of phase changes, decomposition, 
and melting points; from these, some kinetic 
information on thermal stability can be ob
tained. Sample sizes are in the order of 20 mg. 
Since the temperature of the thermal event is 
dependent, to some extent, on the heating 
rate, various heating rates are normally used. 
The standard rates are 10 0 C/min and 2 0 Cimino 

Differential scanning calorimetry is very 
similar to DTA except the energy difference 
(calories) between the standard reference ma
terial and the explosive is recorded during the 
time-temperature program. 

Vacuum stability is measured by placing a 5-
mg sample in a gas burette and then evacuat-

I 
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ing the burette. The flask containing the sam
ple holder is then heated to an appropriate 
temperature for 20 to 48 hours. The gas 
evolved is measured by the manometer con
nected to the sample flask and then normal
ized to standard temperature and pressure. 
Test temperatures specified for military ex
plosives are 100 0 C and 120 0 C. Dynamites and 
slurries are less temperature-resistant and usu
ally contain volatile compounds; therefore, 
the test is really only useful for candidate 
booster materials, gunpowders, and explosive 
components of detonating cord. 

The Taliani test is almost exactly the same as 
the vacuum stability test except that the test is 
usually run in a nitrogen. atmosphere at 75 0 C 
at some laboratories and 93.3 0 C at others; tag
gant tests in one laboratory were run at 120 0 C. 
At~he end of 1 or 2 hours, the apparatus is 
vented to 1 atmosphere to eliminate the effect 
of the vapor pressure of water and the expan
sion of the original gas. The pressure change 
between 2 and 5 hours is measured. 

In the chemical reactivity test (CRT) a sample 
of the explosive, approximately 0.25 g/ is usual
ly heated under a helium blanket at 120 0 C for 
22 hours. Tests have been conducted at other 
temperatures and times; tests with the West
inghouse taggants in dynamites were run at 
100 0 C for 4 hours. A cryogenic gas chromatog
raphy unit is then used to measure the individ
ual volumes of the product gases, including 
such species as nitrogen oxide, carbon monox
ide and dioxide, water, and other gases as may 
be determined necessary. This test is used prin
cipally to determine the reactivity of explo
sives with other materials, i.e., a compatibility 
test. 

I n the hot bar test a bar is heated to 250 0 C 
and test samples of explosive are dropped on 
it. In the hot tip test, a 7/B-inch square by '/8-
inch-thick piece of steel is heated to white heat 
by means of a Presto-Lite torch and dropped 
on a test sample. 

The stability bath test measures an exotherm 
and, therefore, decomposition at elevated 
temperatures. It is similar to the DTA, but uses 
larger samples. The sample is generally heated 
to a predetermined temperature and retained 
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there for a number of hours. Visual evidence of 
decomposition is sought as well af. the meas
urement of endothermic and exothermic reac
tions. 

The abel heat test consists of heating 
samples in contact with methyl violet paper, 
usually at 71 0 C. The elapsed time before the 
paper changes color is recorded. The test is ap
plicable only to explosives containing nitrate 
ester. A similar test, the German test is done at 
120 0 C and a minimum time of 40 minutes 
allowed before a color change. 

When the stability of an explosive is being 
compared to the stability of that explosive 
after an additive (such as the taggant) has been 
incorporated, the tests are normally conducted 
with significantly increased concentration of 
.that additive. Thus, while only 0.05 percent by 
weight of taggants is proposed to be added to 
explosives, stability tests are conducted with 
taggant concentration as high as 50 percent. 

lncendivity Testing (The Gallery Test) 

Incendivity testing is done to certify ex
plosives and blasting assessories for use in 
underground mines. Permissible explosives are 
those that pass the proscribed incendivity test. 
An explosive charge, which is loaded into a 
steel cannon (mortar), is fired directly into the 
gallery chamber containing a flammable mix
ture of natural gas and air or natural gas, air, 
and coal dust. There are two large gallery tests 
for explosives. On one test the incendivity is 
measured in mixtures of coal dust and natural 
gas in which the gas concentration (4 percent) 
is below the explosive limit of the mixture. In 
the other, the incendivity of explosives is meas
ured in the presence of an 8-percent natural 
gas-air mixture. 

The gallery represents a coal mine face, and 
is a 6-ft, 4-inch diameter steel tube, 80 ft long. 
The first 20 ft are charged with the flammable 
air/gas mixture and isolated by a thin mem
brane from the remaining 60 ft of tube which is 
filled with air and acts as an expansion vol
ume. I n the 4-percent concentration test, 11;1-
lb charges of the explosive are fired in the can
non under specified conditions. Ten trials are 
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made; if any explosion occurs the explosive 
has failed the test. In the 8-percent concentra
tion version, the amount of explosive that is 
being treated is varied from shot to shot to es
tablish the weight required to cause a 50-per
cent probability of ignition.'9 

Cap Sensitivity 

This test provides a simple means for differ
entiating an explosive from a blasting agent. A 
NO.8 detonator is inserted into a sample of 
given size and fired. If the sample is initiated 
to detonation, the material is classified as an 
explosive. A material that is not initiated to 
detonation is classed as a blasting agent. The 
test is used by the Bureau of Explosives to 
establish its shipping classification. The sam
ple is put into a container at its approximate 
packaged density and a No.8 detonator is in
serted through the cover. The assembly is 
placed on soft ground in an isolated, safe
guarded area, and the detonator is fired. If a 
crater is formed, the sample is considered to 
be cap-sensitive. The sample container is a 1-
qt/ spiralwound, paperboard cylinder with 
cover, of the type used commercially for food 
packaging. Any commercial No.8 blasting cap 
may be used as the detonator. 

Spark Sensitivity 

The method of determining sensitivity to 
spark initiation is to subject the material to 
single discharges from a capacitor charged to 
a high voltage. The maximum energy of the 
spark discharge to which the material can be 
subjected without being ignited is a criterion 
of its sensitivity. Results are expressed as the 
maximum energy, in joules at 5/000 v/ at which 
the probability of an ignition is zero. 20 

Charge Generation 

Taggants are electrically nonconductive. A 
charge can be generated on them by pouring 
the taggant into the mixer; a charge generation 
test was therefore devised by one manufac
turer. The test apparatus consists of an angled 

"G. R. Walker, et al.. op. cit. 
'''R. W. Watson. op. cit. 
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chute (grounded stainless steel/2ft long), and 
an ungrounded stainless steel catch container 
with a known capacitance connected to an 
electrostatic volt meter. The taggants were 
poured from a polyethylene container, down 
the chute into the catch container. Th~ charge 
developed is calculated from the voltage. The 
relaxation time is determined by the time re
quired for the charge to dissipate. The charge 
generated, and relaxation time, can then be 
compared to materials commonly added to ex
plosive materials, such as aluminum powder. 

Elements of a Taggant Compatibility 
Qualification Program 

Taggants are a sufficient departure from the 
materials normally used in explosives and gun
powders to require full qualification of the 
new taggant-explosive material composition. 
While the taggants are fabricated from quite 
inert materials and are to be added in amounts 
of only a few hundredths of a percent by 
weight, the conservative safety philosophy of 
the explosives industry makes requalification 
necessary. As the detailed physical chemistry 
of the explosive reactions is not completely 
understood, it is not possible to safely conduct 
a few spot tests and generalize to all explosive 
materials from these tests. Table 23 outlines 
the elements of the type of qualification test 
program considered adequate by the OT A 
study team. 

In principle, the manufacture of explosive 
materials consists simply of adding together 
the fuel, oxidizer, sensitizers, and stabilizers, 
mixing the components and packaging then'! in 

Tabiil 23.-Elements of a Suggested Compatibility 
Qualification Program 

• Unique with (;ach manufacturer. 
• Analysis tr define the new explosive or ingredient. 
• Laboratory testing--'-impact, friction, thermal, chemical composition, 

electrical aging, chemical interaction, performance. 
• Pilot producti(ln. 
• Committee an'j management review. 
• Early produclion and review. 
• Special testo. 
• Experier.ce. 

SOURCE' Oflice 01 Technology Assessment. 
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a casing (most explosives) or granulating the 
mixture (gunpowders). In practice, however, 
each explosive mixture of ingredient is com
bined and processed in ways that differ sig
nificantly for each manufacturer. The number 
of ingredients used can vary from 2 (for ANFO) 
to 10 or more for some explosives and smoke
less powders. The mixing process used can vary 
from the simple mixing of ammonium nitrate 
and fuel oil to form ANFO to a complex proc
ess involving preparation of the basic ingredi
ents (one manufacturer grinds all ingredients 
to a 300 mesh powder for instance) and several 
mixing and processing stages. The equipment 
used also varies widely, from the wooden mix
ing equipment used by one manufacturer of 
nitroglycerine-based dynamites to the complex 
continuous process equipment used by one 
manufacturer of emulsions. End uses also vary; 
soft dynamites are often dropped or otherwise 
subjected to impact forces which would be un
safe if used with more brittle explosives such 
as TNT boosters. For these reasons, the qualifi
cation program must be unique to each manu
facturer, and must reflect the exposure ex
pected during the manufacture, storage, trans
portation, handling, and use of that particular 
product. 

While it is true that the state of the art and 
laboratory instrumentation of physical chem
istry are not sufficiently advanced to provide a 
detailed understanding of the process involved 
in all explosive reactions, it is certainly true 
that a careful and thorough analysis of the 
probable effect of adding taggants to explo
sive materials can provide a great deal of in
formation. This information can be used as a 
preliminary screen to eliminate obviously dan
gerous explosive-taggant combinations, such 
as taggants placed directly in primary explo
sives or the use of gritty taggants. In addition 
the analysis can suggest critical tests and pro
vide insight into the expected result and their 
interpretation. Proper analysis must therefore 
be considered the first element of any com
patibility qualification program. 

Laboratory testing must obviously play the 
central role in a qualification program. The ex
act tests to be performed are a function of the 
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manufacturing process and end use, the results 
of the analysis, and the standard procedure of 
the manufacturers. At a minimum, tests must 
be conducted to demonstrate that the addition 
of taggants to explosive materials does not in
crease their impact and friction sensitivity; 
does not detrimentally alter the therl)1al, 
chemical, electrical, or storage properties of 
the materials; does not decrease stability; does 
not alter the chemical interactions involved 
(by eliminating interactions originally present 
or by introducting new interactions); and does 
not adversely affect the performance of the ex
plosive material. 

After the small-quantity laboratory tests and 
the analysis are successfully completed, pilot
plant scale production should be initiated to 
investigate potential problems involved in the 
manufacturing, packaging, and storage of the 
tagged explosiv - and gunpowders. This test
ing should simulate, as nearly as possible, the 
actual manufacturing processes to be used if 
tagged explosives were to be produced. 

Reviews, both technical and managerial, are 
an integral part of the qualification process. 
Substantive special reviews would probably be 
held at the end of the small-scale laboratory 
testing phase and at the end of the pilot pro
duction. 

Through their qualification process the man
ufacturer would gain a great deal of experi
ence in handling and working with the tagged 
explosives. This experience, and the general ex
perience gained by working with the untagged 
explosives, and with other explosives, repre
sent an important, although qualitative, part 
of the qualification evaluation process. For 
this reason, it is desirable for the manufac
turers to conduct at least a large part of the 
qualification process. Some manufacturers do 
not have the requisite facilities and personnel 
to conduct the initial analyses and laboratory 
testing. This testing can be accomplished by 
outside agencies. It is obviously necessary for 
the manufacturer to participate in the pilot
scale testing phase. 

In the taggant compatibility testing which 
has taken place (presented below), the manu-
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facturers were asked to suggest .critical tests 
that were required before the pilot test manu
facturing and distribution program could take 
place. That process is not sufficient for a for
mal compatibility qualification program. A 
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minimum program, such as described above, 
must be conducted; additional tests, suggested 
by the manufacturer, may be made a part of 
the program. 

TAGGANT COMPATIBILITY TESTING ACCOMPLISHED TO DATE 

Several hundred individual tests have been 
conducted in an effort to define the compati
bility of identification taggants with explosive 
ma~erials. These tests have generally been 
paired tests in wllich the reaction of a specific 
explosive material to a specific test is com
pared to the reaction of that material when 
identification taggant hale been added. Mate
rials tested include dynamite and other cap
sensitive high explosives, cast boosters, black 
powder, and smokeless powder. 

Several varieties of identification taggants 
have been tested, including the current 3M 
baseline taggant in both encapsulated (type C) 
and unencapsulated (type A) form; a harder, 
more highly cross-linked variety of the taggant 
(type B); a higher melting point variety (type 
D); the Westinghouse ceramic taggant; and the 
Curie-point taggant. 

No tests have shown increased explosive 
sensitivity due to the addition of the baseline 
3M taggant (either encapsulated or unencapsu
lated). Similarly, no changes in electrical, 
general mechanical, or toxicity characteristics 
have been noted. Decreased chemical stability 
was noted, however, for one type of smokeless 
powder (Herco® )/1 22 decreased stability was 
also noted in one type of booster material 
(Composition B). The tests conducted to date 
clearly show that some chemical reaction 
takes place when Herco® powder or Composi
tion B is mixed with a high concentration of 
3M taggants and then heated to a high tem
perature; further research is required to deter-

"Letter, W. O. Cashin (Hercules) to S. E Salyers (Aerospace), 
"Tagging Program- Smokeless Powder," Aerospace purchase 
order W-0214, Nov. 7,1979. 

"Letter, D. Seaton/A. Payne (LLL) to E. J ames (aT A), "Com
patibility Screening of Various Taggants With Hercules Corp. 
"Herco®II Propellant," Dec. 7,1979. 

mine the nature and cause of the reaction, the 
extent of the safety hazard created, and what 
remedial steps may be feasible. Extremely lim
ited testing has indicated no significant change 
in ballistic velocity or chamber pressure when 
the 3M taggants are added to smokeless POW

ders, even at extremely high taggant concen
trations. 

The hard 3M taggants (types B and D) did 
cause significantly increased sensitivity in cap
sensitive explosives, as did the Curie-point tag
gant and the unencapsulated Westinghouse 
taggant. 

Compatibility testing for the detection tag
gant materials has been recently initiated with 
black powder and cap-sensitive high explo
sives. No data has been formally reported; tox
icity and mutogenacity tests of the materials 
themselves have been negative. 

The following paragraphs briefly summarize 
the tests so far conducted. The extent of test
ing described in the tables includes those 
whose results had been formally reported by 
March 1, 1980. However, OTA has reviewed all 
testing about which information was received, 
whether or not formal reports have been 
issued. Tests are continuing. 

Dynamites 

The paired compatibility tests conducted 
with dynamite and with EDGN are summarized 
in table 24. In" this table and those which fol
low in this section, an asterisk by the taggant 
type indicates a sensitization or other indica
tion of noncompatibility. The other symbols 
are defined in the legend. As can be seen from 
the table, no significant differences in re
sponse to the various tests evaluated were ob-
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Table 24.-Summary of Compatiblity Tests Conducted With Dynamite and Dynamite Ingredients 

Drop Sliding 
Type of dynamite weight Friction rod 
Vibrogel ............................. A,C A,C 
~ed HA ............................. A,C A,C 
Tamptlte gelatin extra 60% ................ A,C A,C 
Unigel ..................... " ....... A,C A,C 
Gelobel AA ........................... A,B* X* 
EGDN ........... ................... C,W,X* A,B*,C, 

Nitroglycerin .......................... C C 
W,X,D,E 

A' 
90/10EGDN/NG .............. ......... C,Y,Z* 
60% ammonia gelatin ................... W 
60% semigelatin ....•.................. W 
40% special .•..............•......... 
85% hydrive .......................... 
85% gelatin .......................... W W W 
Gelatinous permissible ................... W W W 
60/40 NG/EGDN ....................... W W 
Power Primer ......................... A' ,C' Y* ,E,A * ,C 

5-kg 
impact 

C 
,~,C 
A,C 
A,C 

A,B*,W* 
C,W* 

X 
C 

D* 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 

A*,C,D* 
Y·7" ,~ 

Test type 
Electro-
static Chemical 

discharge Heat (abol) DTA reactivity PH 
c 
C 
C 
C 

A' 

C,W,X,D,E 

A' 
C 
W 

W W 
W 

W 

W,X· 
A' 

A' 

A-unenr.apsulated 3M tagg2nt 
B-unencaps"iiitad ilard. cross·linked 3M taggant 
C-encapsutated 3M taggant 

X-unencapsulated Westinghouse ceramic taggant 
V-encapsulated Curie'point taggant 
Z-unencapsulated Curle'polnt taggant 

O-encapsutated higher melting point 3M taggant 
E-unencapsulaled higher melting point 3M taggant 
W-encapsulated Westinghouse ceramic taggant 

SOURCE: Olflce 01 Technology Assessment. 

, -Indicating irradiated taggant 
·-indicated noncompatlbllity 

served for any of the dynamites into which 
either the encapsulated or unencapsulated 
baseline 3M taggants were added. Unencapsu
lated hard or gritty taggants of various sorts 
caused sensitization under impact testing. 

In addition to those tests shown in the table, 
a small number of drop weight tests were con
ducted in which the 3M taggants (both base
line and the cross-linked varieties) were encap
sulated in several high melting point resins. 
Sensitization of both Power Primer and 90/10 
ECDNjNC were noted for most combinations 
tested. 

A final series of tests examined the stability 
of tagged Power Primer, Coalite-BS, and ECDN 
under both accelerated aging (higher tempera
ture) and ambient aging conditions. The Power 
Primer showed a significant decrease in stabili
ty as measured in the Abel test after 2 months 
aging at 40 0 C. Unfortunately, no control test 
was conducted with untagged Power Primer, 
so no compatibility judgment can be made. No 

.-

other signs of decreased stability appeared in 
the other tests. 

Gels and Slurries 

A smaller number of tests was conducted to 
compare the response of tagged and untagged 
gels, slurries, and emulsions. These tests are 
summarized in table 25. In no case tested was 
there an indication of changes in sensitivity or 
stability due to the presence of taggants. Tests 
were also conducted to determine if the addi
tion of taggants to the gels and slurries would 
affect performance as the explosive materials 
aged. Tests included initiation sensitivity and 
detonation velocity as well as visual observa
tion of gel quality. 80th ambient and acceler
ated aging tests were conducted. No changes 
in these properties were observed. Cap-sensi
tivity tests at low temperature were also con
ducted with special sensitized emulsions con
taining a combination of the baseline 3M and 
the Westinghouse taggants. The performance 
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Table 25.-Summary of Compatiblity Tests Conducted With Gels and Slurries 

Test type 

Sliding Projectile Chemical Thermal 
Weight 

loss under Hot 
Electro-

Hot static 
Drop 

Type gel or slurry weight rod impact Friction stability stability Taliani heat tip 
A,C 

A C 
C C C 

C C C 
C C C 

W W 

bar disch 

C 

C 
C 
C 

Gel-power A-2 ...............•.... " A C 
*H 20, MMAN, SN, AN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 
Mixture of tovex 700, (ovex 800, tovex 320 . . C 
Gel-coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C 
Gel-powder. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . C 
P.ermissible (unspecified) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W 

A unencapsulated 3M taggant 
B-unencapsulated hard. cross·llnked 3M laggant 
C-encapsulaled 3M taggant 
a-encapsulated higher melting pOint 3M laggant 
E-unencapsulated higher melting point 3M tagganl 
W-encapsulated Westinghouse ceramic taggant 
X-unencapsulated Westinghouse ceramic taggant 

Y encapsulated curle'polnt taggant 
Z-unencapsulated curie·point taggant 
'-Indicating Irradiated taggant 
• MMAN-monomethylamlne nitrate 
SN-sodlum nitrate 

AN-ammonium nitrate 

SOURCE: Ofllce of Technology Assessment. 

of the tagged explosives was superior to the 
untagged control samples. It should be noted 
that the reason for any change in performance 
should be carefully investigated. 

Cast Boosters 

The tests comparing the sensitivity and sta
bil ity of tagged and untagged cast boosters are 
summarized in table 26. The 3M taggant did 
not affect the sensitivity of any of the cast 
boosters explosives in any of the paired test
ing. Evidence of decreased stability was ob
served in tests conducted of molten booster 
material to which 3M taggant had been added. 
I~ a series of tests. Coex heated booster explo
sives to temperatures between 120 0 and 165 0 

C for a period of 16 hours.23 Evidence of de
composition of the explosives occurred, in
cluding bubbling, dislocation, and the appear
ance of voids. Pentolite (50/50 PETN/TNT), Oc
tol (25/75 TNT/HMX), and an explosive mixture 
similar to Composition 8 were tested. The only 
paired test was with the Composition 8.like 
~aterial. Composition 8 normally contains 
Just under 30 percent TNT and just under 60 
percent RDX, with the rest being wax. The 
Coex mixture used A-3 instead of pure RDX. As 
A-3 contains approximately 9 percent wax, the 
composition of the Coex Composition 8 dif
fers from standard Composition 8. Ignoring 

"letter, J. W. Heron (Goex, Inc.) to S. Derda (Aerospace) 
"Status of Tagging Program," Aerospace purchase order W-02S' 
lab rept. DTD 10/4/79. ' 

this nomenclature difference, the tagged com
position 8 showed significantly more severe 
degradation at the 120 0 C test temperature 
than did the untagged composition 8 at a 130 0 

C test temperature. As no control tests were 
c.onducted with an untagged batch of explo
sives for the Octol and Pentolite tests, it is im
possible to ascertain if the taggants were re
sponsible for the observed reactions. While 
testing is often conducted at temperatures 
above those encountered in normal use, it is 
extremely dangerous to heat common booster 
materials to temperatures above 120 0 C. The 
test serves as an indication of a potential com
patibility problem. More carefully controlled 
tests are currently underway at the Naval Sur
face Weapons Center, White Oak, Md. Prelimi
nary indications are that a 50-50 mixture of un
encapsulated taggants and TNT undergoes a 
chemical reaction at 120 0 C; research is con
tinuing to determine the nature, cause, and 
safety significance of this apparent incompat
ibility. 

On July 15, 1979, an explosion and fire oc
curred at the Coex factory in Camden, Ark., 
causing damage which Coex has estimated at 
$2 million. The' explosion took place in a melt
pour operation in which scrap high explosives 
were being melted. Coex, Inc., asserts that the 
scrap materials available for melting down in
cluded some materials containing 3M identi
fication taggants. Coex further asserts that the 
explosion began in a way that resembled the 
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Table 26.~Summary 01 Cllmpatiblity Tests Conducted With Cast Boosters 

Test type 

Type of booster 
PETN ...... ·.···········•······ •........... 
Pentolite ..••.........•....................... 
50/50 p7~tolite ..............................•. 
Composition B .........................•....... 
TNT ....... ····•················•····•····· . 
RDX ...•. ·.················•··············· . 

Drop weight 

A,B,C,X' ,W 
A,B,X' 

W 
W 
W 
W 

Vacuum 
stability 

A,C,V,Z 

BAM Pendulum 
friction friction 

A,B,X W 
A,B,X 

W 
W 
W 
W 

Sliding rod 

C,W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 

Thermal 
stability 

C' 

A-unencapsulated 3M tagganl 
B-unencapsulated hard. cross·llnked 3M taggant 
C-encapsulated 3~:. taggant 
O-encapsulated higher melting point 3M tagganl 
E-unencapsulaled higher melting point 3M taggant 
W-encapsulated Westinghouse ceramic laggant 

X unencapsulaled Weslinghouse ceramic lagganl 
Y-encapsulaled Curie·poinllagganl 
Z-unencapsulaled Curie-point lagganl 
'-Indicallng irradialed laggant 
'-Indicated noncompatibJlJty 

SOURCE: Ofllce o!Technology Assessmenl. 

reaction of tagged booster material in ~he 
above tests. Goex claims that the explosion 
must have been caused by the taggants. The 
Aerospace Corp. asserts that no tagged booster 
material was located at the Camden factory at 
this time, and that furthermore the low con
centrations which Goex asserts were present 
could not have initiated an explosion; the te:sts 

to which Goex refers involved extremely ~I~h 
taggant concentrations. OT A is not familiar 
with the facts regarding the possible presence 
of taggants, and is not aware as the report goe.s 
to press of any experimental data on the P?SSI
ble destabilizing effects of low concentrations 
of taggants mixed with TNT/RDX mixtures. 

As would be expected, the more gritty tag
gants clearly showed evidence of sensitizi~g 
the booster explosives. In the case of the CUrle
point taggant, sensitization occurred even for 
encapsulated taggants; these are the only tests 
showing sensitization with encapsulated tag-
gants. 

Black Powder 

The black powd.er compatibility test results 
are summarized in table 27. Neither the black 
powder nor the blac~ ~owde~ tailings are sen
sitive to either the friction or Impact tests con
ducted, even for the gritty taggants. However, 
no stability tests were conducted. 

--,_.--- -,~------, .. . . 
, 
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Table 27 .-Summary 01 Compatiblity Tests 
Conducted With Black Powder 

Test type 

Type of powder 
FFFg ..•....................... 
Tailings ....................... . 

A-unencapsulated 3M tagganl 
B-unencapsulated hard, cross-linked 3M lagganl 
X-unencapsulaled Westinghouse ceramic laggant 

£OURCE: Office of Technology Assessmenl. 

Drop 
weight 

A,B.X 
A.B.X 

Smokeless Powders 

BAM 
friction 

A,B,X 
A,B.X 

The compatibility tests conducted with 
smokeless powders are summarized in table 
28. Only the encapsulated 3M taggant (type C) 
was tested. Tests were originally conducted by 
Hercules, Olin, and Du Pont on their o,:,,~ 
smokeless powders. 24 

25 No evide~ce of sens~tl
zation or change in electrostatic properties 
was observed. In the case of the Herco® pow
der, however, the Taliani and German he~t 
tests both indicated a significant decrease ~n 
stability due to the addition of the taggants (m 
a 50-percent concentration) to the smokeless 
powder. (Although Hercules tested only 
Herco® powder, Hercules believes that their 

"w. O. Cashin leller, op. cit. 
"Letter, A. B. Opperman lOu Pont) to S. Derda (Aerospace), 

"Process and product Taggant Compatibility Demunstratlon 
TE'st for DuPont Smokeless PowdE'f, phase I," AE'rospacl' pur-

chase orderW-2030. 
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Table 28.-Summary of Compatiblity Tests Conducted With Smokeless Powders 

Type of powder 

Hercules H PC ................ . 
Hercules bullseye .......... , .. . 
Hercules Herco® .............. . 
Du Pont Hi-skor •............•.. 
Du Pont PB .......••.......... 
Du Pont IMR 3031 ............. . 
Du Pont IMR 4064 ............. . 
Olin 231 .................... . 
Olin 296 .................... . 
Olin 452 .................... . 
Olin 540 ......... _ .......... . 
Olin 473 .................... . 
Olin 571 ....••............... 
Olin 680 .................... . 
Olin 748 .................... . 
Olin 760 .................... . 
Olin 785 .................... . 
Olin WC 571 •...•...........•. 

C encapsulaled 3M taggant 
'-indicaled noncompatlbJlJly 

SOURCE: Ofllce of Technology Assessm~nl. 

Impact 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

Electro-
static 

Friction discharge 

C C 
C C 
C C 
C C 
C C 

other brands of powder designed for the re
loading market are so similar to Herco® that 
similar test results could be expected. OTA 
believes that this is highly likely for the four 
other Hercules brands that are chemically 
identical to Herco®; it may not be the case for 
the three Hercules brands with different com
positions.) As no changes were noted for the 
Du Pont or Olin Abel tests, the Herco® tests 
were repeated at the Naval Ordnance Station, 
Indian Head, Md. The decreased stability was 
confirmed. A more carefully controlled series 
of tests was then conducted by the Lawrence 
Livermore Laboratory (LLL) for the Aerospace 
Corp. in an attempt to isolate the element or 
elements of the taggant materials which are 
responsible for the incompatibility.26 Briefly, 
the tests indicated that there exists an in
compatibility between something in the 
Herco® and the melamineiaikyd which forms 
the basic matrix of the 3M tagg~nts. It may be 
a basic reaction with the melamine/alkyd or 
with the catalyst used to speed up the cure 
time. There may also be reactions occuring be
tween .he taggant pigments and the Herco® 
powder. The LLL tests are continuing in an at
tempt to resolve the issue. 

H'D. Seaton/A. Payne letter, op. cit. 

61-401 0 - 80 - 7 

Test type 

Critical 
Impinge- height to German Ballistic Ballistic 

ment explosion DSC Taliani heat velocity pressure 

C 

C 
C 

C C C' C' 
C C C 
C C C 
C C C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C C 

At the present time, there appears to be an 
incompatibility between the 3M taggants and 
the Herco® smokeless powder. Hercules has 
indicated that it does not consider the com
bination safe and has stopped all work on it. 
OT A feels that, on the basis of the tests just 
described, the conclusion must be drawn that 
the 3M taggants cannot be safely added to the 
Herco® powder unless the present incompati
bility is resolved. Some justification exists for 
questioning the validity of tests using severely 
increased concentrations of the taggant mate
rials (50 percent in the tests v. 0.05 percent of 
encapsulated material in the proposed taggant 
program), but it has not been demonstrated 
that there is a threshold concentration below 
which the problem disappears, and that such a 
threshold would never be exceeded in prac
tice. 

Preliminary ballistic tests have been con
ducted on tagged WC 571 shotgun powder 
manufactured by Olin. Ballistic velocity, 
chamber pressure, and time to initiate burning 
were measured. Tests were conducted at three 
temperatures (- 30° C, 20° C, and 50° C) and 
four taggant concentrations (2, 4, 10, and 20 
times the recommended concentrations), both 
with the taggants mixed in the powder and 
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with the taggants separated and placed direct
ly over the primer flash hole, 

The Olin rationale for such extreme tests 
condition (up to 20 times the nominal concen
trations, 100-percent segregation) was an at
tempt to evaluate the worst-worst case condi
tions that might appear due to segregation of 
the taggants from the powder during manufac
ture, transportation, and storage, 

No deviation from acceptable ballistic per
formance was noted for the ambient- and high
temperature tests. A steady decrease in veloci
ty and pressure was noted with increasing tag
gant concentration, The practical signifance of 
this depends on the extent to which taggant 

concentration would vary in actual use by 
hand loaders, which can and should be estab
lished by careful testing and statistical analy
sis. At the low-temperature condition two 
anomalous test results occurred. Evidence of 
improper ignition occurred in 1 of the 20 fir
ings at the 20 times normal concentration, 100-
percent segregation condition, Improper igni
tion would constitute a safety hazard as the 
round might not clear the barrel. Significantly 
reduced ballistic performance occurred on 1 
of the 20 tests at 4 times nominal taggant con
centration, with the taggants and powder 
mixed, No other performance degradation was 
noted, even under conditions of higher taggant 
concentration, 

DISCUSSION OF COMPATIBILITY TEST RESULTS 

Several hundred tests have been conducted 
to investigate the compatibility of explosive 
materials with identification taggants. Most of 
the tests have been conducted with the base
line 3M taggants and variations of these tag
gants; a large number of tests, however, have 
also been conducted with several other candi
date taggant materials. Compatibility tests 
have included those designed to indicate in
creased sensitivity, decreased stability, 
changed electrical properties, and changed 
performance, Explosive materials have in
cluded dynamites, gels, emulsions and slurries, 
cast boosters, black powder, and smokeless 
powders. A full set of qualification tests has 
not been completed on any single explosive 
product and only a small fraction of the hun
dreds of products has had any testing. Given 
these limitations, it is still possible to draw 
some tentative conclusions on the compatibili
ty of taggants with explosive materials (which 
may change as more data becomes available) 
and to discuss the implications of these results 
for the taggant program, 

First, it is important to realize the purpose of 
a compatibility qualification testing program. 
In brief, a set of tests is established on thE 
basis of analysis, the projected manufacturing, 
storage, transportation, and end-use process
ing of the material, arid the normal procedures 

, -' 

and experience of the organization conducting 
the tests. If the candidate explosive product 
fails to pass any of the critical tests in the 
series, it is judged to have failed the qualifica
tion test program. If a flaw can be corrected, 
then the tests can continue, but the material 
must pass all of the critical tests, not just a ma
jority or a certain fraction. 

There is no indication that the 3M taggants 
are incompatible with dynamites, gels and slur
ries, or black powder, 

Composition B booster material and 
Herco® smokeless powder do show significant
ly reduced stability in the presence of the 3M 
identification taggants. Furthermore, careful 
testing appears to indicate that the incompati
bility is with the basic melamine/alkyd materi
al of the taggants, rather than with a particular 
pigment or the polyethylene encapsulate, 
Tests, similar to those conducted with Herco®, 
were conducted with other smokeless pow
ders; no loss in stability was noted for other 
Hercules powders, or for the Olin or Du Pont 
smokeless powders. The reaction, therefore, 
probably is between the melamine/alkyd and 
one of the sensitizers or stabilizers of the 
Herco®. As the formulations of both Herco® 
and the 3M identification taggants currently 
stand, the two are not compatible. Further in-

I 
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vestigation may isolate the element of incom
patibility, and it may be possible to replace 
elements in either the Herco® or the taggants 
to remove the incompatibility. It is not yet 
possible to tell whether the booster material 
incompatibility is with the basic melamine/al
kyd or with one of the components of the tag
gants. 

Both the smokeless powder and booster ma
terial tests took place at high temperatures, 
and, in most of the tests, at high-taggant con
centrations. The temperature used for the 
smokeless powder test was higher than would 
be expected in actual manufacture, storage, or 
use; the temperature used for the cast booster 
is sometimes reached in manufacturing proc
esses, I n each test, a taggant concentration of 
50 percent was used rather than the O,OS-per
cent tagging concentration suggested for rou
tine use. The tests, nonetheless, indicate that 
the stability of the materials has decreased, 
due to the addition of taggants, and that a re
action is taking place between elements of the 
taggants and elements of the explosive mate
rial. Standard qualification test procedure re
quires that such evidence be considered a sign 
of an existing incompatibility between the 
materials. Carefully controlled testing, and ex
tensive analysis must be completed before it 
can be determined if the observed evidence of 
incompatibility does, in fact, indicate a poten
tial safety problem during the manufacture, 
storage, transportation, and use of the tested 
materials. Unless demonstrated otherwise, it 
must be assumed that it is unsafe to add the 
taggants to that smokeless powder or the 
booster material. Until the elements of the in
compatibility have been identified, a question 
remains as to the safety of adding the taggants 
to similar smokeless powders and booster ma
terials, although tests with other smokeless 
powders and boosters have shown no evidence 
of incompatibility, 

The significance of the Olin ballistic proper
ty tests cannot be fully assessed at this time. 
The Olin tests indicated that increasing tag
gant concentrations lead to a reduction in ve
locity and pressure, and this could create a 
problem if and only if it proves impossible to 
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mix taggants with smokeless powder in such a 
way as to avoid extreme variations in taggant 
concentration from one round to the next. 
Testing is required to establish how great a 
variation in concentration could be expected 
using reasonable manufacturing methods, and 
normal transportation, storage, and loading 
procedures, The Olin tests did show one case 
of poor performance (at four times the sug
gested taggant concentration), but perform
ance anomalies sometimes occur without tag
gants, and a single anomaly is not enough to 
justify a prediction as to whether taggants 
would increase the frequency of such occur
rences, The segregation tests were conducted 
with 100-percent segregation, which appears 
quite unrealistic. Testing is needed to establish 
the extent of segregation which might occur 
before a realistic worst case can be defined. 
Unlike the Herco® and Composition B cases, 
the Olin ballistic property tests do not appear 
to OT A to constitute sufficient evidence to re
quire presumption of an incompatibility, It re
mains true, however, that no presumption of 
compatibility can be made until adequate bal
listics tests have been conducted. 

This raises the question of the value of a tag
gant program from which smokeless powders 
and cast boosters were excluded, As noted in 
chapter VI, smokeless powd..:-rs are used in a 
significant percentage of criminal bombings 
(approximately 20 percent) and cause 10 to 20 
percent of deaths and injuries. As also noted j'n 
chapter VI, criminal bombers are likely to re
act to a taggant program. If smokeless pow
ders are not tagged, then a logical reaction 
would be for a large number of bombers to 
switch to the use of smokeless powders. Al
though bombs using smokeless powder are 
considerably less efficient (lower specific 
energy) than those using cap-sensitive high ex
plosives, smokeless powder bombs are respon
sible for a considerable number of injuries and 
deaths. Effective controls' over smokeless pow
der by means other than taggants may be pos
sible but appear unlikely. Booster material is 
rarely used as a bomb filler. It is used, how
ever, to initiate blasting agents. The current 
BATF plan would be to not directly tag blast-
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ing agents, but to tag the booster and detona
tors used to initiate the blasting agent. Exclu
sion of boosters from the taggant program may 
well require an alternate control mechanism 
for blasting agents. Given the extremely large 
quantity of blasting agent produced (3.4 billion 
Ib annually), any other control mechanism may 
have serious cost consequences. 

The above discussion concerned the results 
of the tests to investigate the compatibility of 
the baseline 3M taggants with explosive mate
rials. Tests were also conducted using hard or 
gritty taggants. I n all cases, the unencapsu
lated hard taggants caused increased sensitivi
ty to the drop weights, and, in most cases, to 
the sliding rod tests. The ceramic Curie-point 
taggants caused increased sensitivity in some 
cases even when encapsulated, although no in
compatibility was noted for the Westinghouse 
or hard-core 3M taggants when encapsulated 
with polyethylene. When a hard resin was used 
as an encapsulant, the 3M taggants showed a 
clear sensitization of PETN. The implications 
of these tests are obvious. Hard or gritty tag
gants must be encapsulated. The encapsulated 
material should not only be soft but it should 
also be a heat sink. The use of a soft additive is 
a common desensitizer in military explosives. 
Composition B and other RDX-based explo
sives include a~proximately 1. percent wax 
with a softening point in ~he 80 0 F range. 

The tests show that encapsulated gritty tag
gants, such a5 the Westinghouse ceramic tag
gant, may be alternatives to the baseline 3M 
taggant. As even a small amount of the unen
capsulated material (0.01 percent) causes in
creased sensitivity, however, great care must 
be exercised to ensure essentially 100-percent 
encapsulation; this may seem to create an im
possible quality control problem. However, 
the problem may not be as difficult as it first 
appears. If 99 percent of the taggants are en
capsulated, then unencapsulated tagganlS 
would constitute only .00025 percent by 
weight of the explosive, almost two orders of 
magnitude less than the amount demonstrated 
to cause increased sensitivity. Tests of those 
extremely low levels might well show no in
creased sensitivity. 

As noted above, much compatiblity testing 
remains to be accomplished. Identification 
taggants have undergone comprehensive test
ing with a representative sample of dynamites, 
gels, slurries, cast booster materials/smokeless 
powders, and black powder; even after the res
olution of the compatibility questions which 
testing so far has revealed, it would eventually 
be necessary to test taggants with all such ma
terials before instituting a comprehensive tag
ging program. In the case of detonators and 
detonating cord, compatibility testing has not 
been completed even with a representative 
sample. Compatibility testing of detection tag
gants started only recently, and with the excep
tion of testing with detonators it is less far ad
vanced than compatibility testing of identifi
cation taggants. 

It is necessary to resolve the incompatibility 
observed between the 3M identification tag
gants and the Composition B booster material 
as well as the Herco® powder. however, before 
it makes any sense to finish the rest of the tests 
with other materials. The resolution of the 
smokeless powder incompatibility could take 
any of several forms, including: 

• Reformulation of the 3M taggant-this 
could require starting essentially from 
scratch in the taggant-testing program, as 
the reformulated taggant would un
doubtedly exhibit different compatibility, 
as well as survivability properties, 

• It might be possible to develop a different 
taggant that proved compatible with 
smokeless powders, and to use the exist
ing 3M taggant for explosive materials 
with which it is compatible, 

• Reformulation of the Herco® powder
this mayor may not be easily accom
plished, once the element or elements 
that react with the taggant are isolated. 
This option would only be viable if no 
other smokeless powder were found to be 
incompatible. 

• Exclusion of Herco® from the taggant 
program -the economic effects on com
petition would need to be carp-fully con
sidered, as would alternate control mech
anisms. 

;. 

• ,Exclu.si.on ?f smokeless powders from the 
Identr~lcatlon taggant program -such an 
exclUSion would rely on the fact that 
s.mokeless powders would be less effec
tive than cap-sensitive high explosive~ and 
tha~ the detonators would be tagged. -OT A 
bell~ves that this last approach may ilot 
b.e vlable.-.too many people are currently 
killed or Injured using smokeless powders 
~nd the ~umbers would almost certainly 
Increase If that approach were adopted 
~Iternate control mechanisms for smoke~ 
ess powders would be required 

• Demonstration that the observ~d stability 
problem does not constitute a safety haz
ard, The observed decreased stabi I ity oc
curs at elevated temperatures and at more 
than two orders of magnitude higher tag
gant concentration. As the decomposition 
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~~te is b~t.h ter:nperature and concentra
tion sensl.tlve, It may be that no safet 
~azard eXists under realistic conditions I~ 
'~ could be Po.si,tively demonstrated that 
t e decomposition rate was within the 
nor.mally accepted range for temperature 
regimes and concentrations which reflect 
;~rst case a~tual use conditions, then it 

y be pOSSible to add taggants to the 
smok~less powder, particularly if no fur
ther Incompatibilities surface. However 
de~onstratlon of safety would have t b' 
qUIte cO,nvin~ing to overcome the cur~nt~ 
Iy perceived Incompatibility, 

Ablresolution of the booster incompatibility 
pro em could be accomplished b "I 
set of th d y a simi ar 
~ . ,~e .. 0 s, once the elements of the in-
Lompallbdlty have been identified. -
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Chapter V 

TAGGANT COST REVIEW 

OVERVIEW 

A detailed review of the potential cost and economic impacts of the proposed 
taggant program was conducted in parallel with the safety and utility segments of 
the study. In this analysis, the assumption was made that the taggants work and are 
safe to put in explosive materials. It was furthermore assumed that the current in
compatibilities observed between the 3M identificatioh taggant and one type of 
smokeless powder, as well as one type of cast booster material, would be resolved in 
a way which has no additional cost impact. The various cost elements were esti
mated by: 

• drawing on existing studies and testimony; and 
• interviewing the identifi~ati:>n taggant manufacturer, explosive and gunpow

der manufacturers and dlstrrbutors, users of explosive materials, law enforce
ment personnel, and sensor instrumentation engineers. 

Other important economic issues were ad
dressed in parallel with the development of the 
program cost. The addition of taggants to ex
plosives has a potential cost impact to an in
dustry in which explosive-type decisions are 
frequently made on an economic, rather than 
performance or brand loyalty, basis. An addi
tional taggant material cost issue is that raised 
by the probable monopoly of supply by one 
company, particularly by 3M for the identifica
tion taggants. The question of assuring price 
and taggant availability also required atten
tion. Introduction of taggants into the explo
sive fabrication process will cause changes in 
the manufacturing process, due both to possi
ble tooling costs and to the labor costs associ
ated with purchasing, controlling, and using 
the taggants. Other, one-time costs are associ
ated with product requalification tests for 
safety, potential costs for waste disposal 
equipment, and added plant capacity to make 
up for lost productivity. 

Identification taggants require additional 
record keeping by the manufacturer, by whole
salers and distributors, and by the retail sellers. 
There are law enforcement costs associated 
with the recovery and tracing of identification 
taggants from explosions and with the subse-

quent followup process. These costs must 
however, be compared with the cost of current 
law enforcement practices. 

Detection taggants require a sensor and a 
system to sample and convey the air from the 
sample item to the sensor. The sensor and sam
pling system requires operation and mainte
nance, although it is possible that current 
security personnel could operate the addition
al equipment at an airport, for instance. There 
is all additional potential cost associated with 
possible delays raised by false alarms in the de
tection system. Significant false alarms could 
cause enough ill-will (in addition to high costs) 
to lead to the abandonment or curtailed usage 
of detectors in situations such as airports. 

A final cost aspect which must be consid
ered is the econom ic effect of a taggant pro
gram in which only selected explosives are re
quired to be tagged. In the cost-conscious 
commercial explosive industry, that could 
eliminate certain products or companies from 
the mRrketplace, perhaps resulting in signifi
cant local unemployment. 

Due to the fact that the identification tag
gants have progressed further down the devel
opment path, the relative precision of the cost 
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estimates associated with their introduction 
into explosives is expected to be greater than 
the estimates of detection taggant and related 
sensor costs. The precision of each estimate is 
indicated during the course of the cost analysis 
discussion. 

This cost analysis by OT A has been an inten
sive/ short-duration study. Of necessity, the 
study was accomplished by drawing on exist
ing studies from a wide variety of sources and 
by a limited number of onsite interviews with 
industry and Government. Discussion with in
dustry included various explosives manufac
turers and 3M, the taggant manufacturer. Vari
ous user types such as mining companies (un
derground and surface), construction firms, 
and quarry operators were also visited. Exten
sive discussions were also held with the Aero
space Corp. (the taggant program development 
contractor), with the Institute for Defense 
Analysis, with Management Science Associ
ates/ and with consumer groups such as the 
National Rifle Association and the National 
Muzzle Loaders Association. Government 

agencies with whom detailed discussions were 
held include the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 
and Firearms (BATF), the Federal Aviation Ad
ministration (FAA), the Department of Com
merce (DOC), the Bureau of Mines (BOM), and 
various Department of Defense agencies. 

Various degrees of uncertainty exist in cost
ing out the taggant program, as little test data 
exists and some potential manufacturing proc
ess applications are undefined. Table 29 illus
trates the qualifications of the estimating basis 
for the taggant program, indicating the status 
of pilot testing and the OTA understanding of 
the manufacturing processes required to im
plement taggants. On the right side of table 29 
is set forth, in general terms, the method for 
estimating utilized, such as direct estimating, 
Aerospace Corp. analysis and assumptions, the 
Institute of Makers of Explosives (IME) mem
ber estimated inputs, Sporting Arms and Am
munition Manufacturers' Institute (SAAMI) 
estimated inputs, etc. The particular methods 
and data sources utilized are documented 
throughout this study where appropriate. 

Table 29.-Qualification of the Estimating Basis for Taggants 

Estimating basis 
Taggant mlgr. 

Type explosive Pilot tested process Process labor 
understood 

Cap-sensitive 
packaged explosives 

Yes Yes Direct estimate 
Proprietary detail estimate 
available. 

IME member inputs. 
Cast boosters •..... Yes Yes Aerospace analysis/ 

Smokeless powder. .• Underway 

Black powder . • . . . . Yes 

Detonating cord. • . .. Planned 

Blasting caps . . . . • . Planned 

• Aerospace eslimales uhllzed and OTA survey inpuls 

SOURCE Olflce of Technology Assessment. 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

assumptions. 

Aerospace analysis 
SAAMI estimate. 

Goex Study 
• storing 
• security 
• administrative & records 
• mfgr. process cleanup. 
Aerospace assumptions. 

Aerospace assumptions. 

Process tooling 

Direct estimate 

Equipment required; 
storage bins, hoppers, 
equipment for weighing, 
packaging, transferring 
tag samples. 

Tooling. ' 
Design required (no effective 
equipment currently available). 

Significant cost' expected-
new machine must be designed. 

Other capital expenses 

Direct estimate 
Nonrecurring. 
Requalification 01 products. 

Waste disposal if 
additional waste due to 
"unacceptable" contaminated 
tag batches. 

Investment offset losses 
in productivity. 

Cost of taggant inventory 
including the cost of money. 
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The primary methodology utilized in this 
cost analysis was to translate all program 
costs/ both nonrecurring one-time costs and re
curring costs, to annualized values. Capital in
vestment costs were annualized over a 10-year 
period at an interest rate of 10 percent. This 
method was utilized for all initial expenditures 
(requalification, waste facilities, etc.) with the 
exception of tooling costs estimated for deto
nators and blasting caps, which were written 
off in a 5-year period at 10-percent interest. 

The taggant program costs vary substantial
ly as a function of the level of implementation 
of the program. Iri th is study, an OT A identi
fied baseline program was assumed for base
line cost estimates, and the parametric varia
tion of the costs examined as a function of 
higher and lower level implementation plans. 
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Cost estimates were also generated for the im
plementation program proposed by SA TF. 

All cost data and program estimates in this 
report are stated in fiscal year 1979 dollars to 
assure consistent treatment. A list of taggant 
program cost elements was developed to per
mit a comprehensive framework for treating 
all potential costs and resources impacted by 
the taggants program. Figure 10 illustrates the 
general sources of costs potentially involved in 
the program, while a detailed list of potential 
cost elements is shown in table 30. 

For purposes .of exposition throughout this 
cost impact assessment, a baseline set of con
ditions or assumptions is utilized in the deter
mination of a total program estimate. These 
are shown in table 31. This baseline program 

Figure 10.-Schematic Illustration of General Cost 
Element Sources 
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Table 3D.-List of Taggant Program Cost Elements 

Taggant materials 
Identification tag gants 
Detection tag gants 

Detection sensor-related costs 
Sensors 
Sensor sampling and transport Instrumentation 
Operations and maintenance 
Cost of false alarms 

Explosive and gunpowder manufacturing costs 
Nonrecurring costs 

o Tooling 
• Storage 
• Product requalilication-safety testing 
• Waste disposal facilities 
• New investment to offset production losses 

Recurring costs 
• Manufacturing process labor 
• Recordkeeping 
• Quality control 
• Production losses 
• Waste product line 
• I nventory costs 
• Administration expense 

Markup 

Distributor costs 
Recordkeeping 
Storage 
Markup 

User costs 

Other costs 
Government administration 
Taggant program development 
Investigative costs 

SO~RCE. Office of Technology Assessment. 

Table 31.-Baseline Taggant Program Configuration 

• Encapsulated identification tag gants 
• Explosive weight or units to be tagged and tagging concentration 

Category Units/yr Concentration 

Cap-sensitive packaged 
explosives. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32S,000.000 Ib 

Boosters. • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 6,000,000Ib 
Black powder . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 400,000 Ib 
Smokeless powder. . . . . . . . . . . S,OOO,OOO Ib 
Detonating cord. . . . . . . . . . . .. SOO,OOO,OOO ft 
Blasting cap ......•........ 84,000,000 units 

• Identilication and detection taggants 
• 1,SOO sensors to be deployed 
• Sensor mix: MS 10%, IMS 90% 
• 10% taggant contamination permitted 

.OS% 

.1 % 

.OS% 

.OS% 
Stags/in. 

SOmg 

• "Composite tag" permits rework of previously tagged material 
• Days production of each type/size explosive (date-shift basis) 
• New taggant coda for each 

SOURCE: Offi ;? ;, Hchnology Assessment. 

.-

includes several provIsions which, OT A be
lieves, would do much to hold down costs 
without a significant reduction in the utility of 
the program: blasting agents are not tagged; 
the identification taggant code is changed 
only when the date, shift, or product changes 
(resulting in some code numbers correspond
ing to a large batch size and others to a small 
b:;tch size); and a special "composite code" is 
used for taggants added to already tagged ma
terial (permitting ,ework without removal of 
previous tags). The special composite code 
taggant would be added to material with more 
than 10-percent cross-contamination; such a 
tagga.;:Jt would it;ldicate that the material used 
was a composite and that taggant codes other 
than the specific composite code should be ig
nored. 

Although confidence levels are relatively 
high for certain elements of costs, particularly 
for the identification taggant program, other 
program elements are subject to considerable 
uncertainty (particularly the number and types 
of sensors to be employed in the detection tag
gant program). Attention is called to the base
line assumptions associated with each cost ele
ment throughout the discussion of cost. 

I n the following section the costs for the tag
gant materials are developed. This is followed 
by detection taggant sensor-related program 
cost estimates. The potential cost increases oc
curring during the explosive manufacturing 
process and at the distribution level are then 
addressed. The potential cost impact(s) to the 
users of explosives are subsequently discussed. 
Other cost impacts, including the cost contri
bution by Government for administration, in
vestigation, and taggant program develop
ment, are set forth in the next section. A gener
al synthesis and summary of the taggant pro
gram cost estimates follows, with the relative 
precision or accuracy of the estimates dis
cussed after that, including aspects of cost un
certainty and program cost sensitivity. The 
adequacy of the current cost data and sug
gested further research are briefly discussed in 
the last t~o sections, respectively. 
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TAGGANT MATERIAL COSTS 

The cost of both the identification and de
tection taggant material is heavily influenced 
by the amount of explosive material to be 
tagged, the form of the tagging material, and 
the concentration levels. Material cost esti
mates are developed for the baseline program 
described above. 

Identification Taggants 

The annual quantity of explosives produced 
in the United States, shown in table 32, was 
estimated based on data obtained from IME, 
BA TF, Aerospace Corp., BOM, and DOC. An 
unresolved problem exists with respect to the 
production of cap-sensitive packaged high ex
plosives. The basic difficulty stl'ms from the 
method of reporting data in the surveys col
lected by both BOM and DOC. Some "un
known" qlJantity (both permissible and other 
high explosives) of cap-sensitive explosives is 
reported as included in unprocessed ammonia 
nitrate and "all other purpose" categories in 
order to avoid disclosing individual company 
data. Since the data are masked to protect the 
marketing positions of explosive manufactur
ers, the uncertainty in annual quantity will per
sist. For purposes of this study, the quantity of 
325 million Ib/year (as adopted by Aerospace) 
will be used as the baseline condition. 

A second variation concerns the level of 
black powder produced. Approximately 2.5 
million Ib of black powder are produced per 
year in the United States, but the majority is 
used as a raw material in other fabrication 
processes, such as fuzes. Approximately 
400,000 Ib are sold directly to the consumer; 
this amount is included in the explosive materi
als to be tagged. Table 32 shows the produc
tion quantity, the concentration of unencapsu
lated taggant material suggested by the BA TF/ 
Aerospace team, and the resultant quantity of 
unencapsulated taggants required annually. 

Price estimates, obtained from 3M as a func
tion of annual taggant production, are shown 
in figure 11. The estimates quoted are for un-

Table 32.-Annual Taggant Requirements 

Annual taggant 
Concentration requlrelqent, 

Quantity to be level pounds 
Explosive category lagged (unencapsulated) (unencapsulated) 

Cap-sensitive pack-
aged high explosives 32S,000,000 Ib 

Cast boosters .... " 6,OOO,0001b 
Smokeless powder. " S,OOO,OOO Ib 
Black powder . . . . . . 400,000 Ib 
Detonating cord ..... SOO,OoO,OOO ft 
Blasting caps ...... 84,000,000 caps 

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessmenl. 

0.02S% 
O.OS % 
0.02S% 
0.02S% 

Stags/in. 
SO mg each 

81,2S0 
3,000 
1,2S0 

100 
160 

4,620 
90,380 

encapsulated taggants produced in 5-lb lots 
and assume a firm order for a minimum of 2 
years. The 150,000-lb level is a result of a de
tailed leadtime study conducted under con
tract to the Aerospace Corp. The target price 
and worst case estimates for the 75,000- and 
100,OOO-lb levels were provided by 3M in re
sponse to an OT A request. The range of prices 
reflects the fact that less time was available 
for the 3M estimates than the original 150,000-
Ib level, resulting in some uncertainties. These 
target prices have all been through a rigorous 
price review within the 3M corporate structure 
and represent the firmest commitment possi
ble short of a production contract. 

Assuming linear extrapolation between the 
data points, the price for unencapsulated iden
tification taggant material was estimated by 
OT A (from figure 11) to be approximately $93/ 
Ib for the estimated 90,000 Ib of taggants to be 
required annually. This cost figure assumes 
production in 10,OOO-lb lots. In cases where 
most lots are substantially smaller, taggant 
costs per pound of explosives might rise. 

This figure is for unencapsulated taggants, 
while the baseline OT A program assumes the 
taggants are encapsulated in an opaque poly
ethylene wax. The 3M technical people fur
nished an estimate of the cost of encapsulating 
the taggants in polyethylene wax, but were un
able to estimate the cost impact of using an 
opaque polyethylene wax. Based on the above 
data, OTA estimated that it would cost $55/lb 
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Figure 11.-3M Identification Taggant 
Cost Estimates 

• 5·lb tag lots • Unencapsulated 
• 2·year minimum required 

Cost per pound 
of taggant 

In 1979 dollars 

140 
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., 
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SoO million Ib of . 

75,000 

,cap.sensltive pack. 
exp, from 3M lead· , 

..tl!!i~Jl!l!gY,,~_.... __ ",. I 

100,000 150,000 

Annual identification taggant production in pounds 

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment. 

for opaque encapsulated taggant~, as th~ base
line tagging level is 0.05 percent by weight. of 
encapsulated taggants, and the encapsulatrng 
material weighs the same as the unencapsu
lated taggants. ($93 for 1 Ib of encapsulated 
taggants, plus $17 for 1 Ib of encapsulating ma
terial, plus the process, equal $110 fo~ 2 Ib of 
encapsulated taggants, or $55/lb.) This corre
sponds to 2.75 cents/lb of cap-sensitive explo
sives for the identification tagging material. 

IME and a number of other individuals and 
organizations have based their cost estimates 
on a price of $200/lb of encapsulated taggants 

and an additional library maintenance fee of 
$100fyear per unique taggant species. This 
identification taggant cost has been clearly 
identified by 3M as the cost of taggants pro
duced in their current pilot plant, which is 
labor intensive, if there is no program legis
lated to tag commercial explosives. It does not 
represent a potential cost figure if a taggant 
program is legislated. Details of the cost .of 
taggants, as a f: rnction of total quantity 
needed, were given above. No additional fee 
would be required for library maintenance. 

Detection Taggants Materials Costs 

The Aerospace Corp., as part of its taggant 
contract effort for BA TF, has put considerable 
effort into the development of molecules for 
detection taggant purposes. As a result of in
vestigation of the properties of several hun
dred potential molecules, five chemicals are 
currently considered excellent candidates for 
the program. These perfluorinated cycloal
phones are: 

• PDCB-perfluorodimethyl cyclobutane, 
• PMCH - perfluoromethyl cyclohexane, 
• PDCH - perfluorodimethyl cyclohexane, 
• PFD-perfluorodecalin, and 
• PS P - perf I uo rohexy I-su Ifur-pentaf I uo

ride. 

The final selection of a particular detector 
taggant will depend on the results of compati
bility testing, efficacy in co~junction wi~h t~e 
detection taggant sensor, prrce, and availabil
ity. 

The microencapsulated detection taggant 
would be directly incorporated as a free-flow
ing powder in commercial explosives and gun
powder£. Since part of the chemical selection 
criteria includes a low or negligible utilization 
of these materials in standard manufacturing 
(to minimize false alarms due to ambient air 
background), standard cost/price data current
ly available was supplemented by requests by 
the Aerospace Corp. to a number of companies 
for budgetary pricing-type estimates at quanti
ty levels of 200,000 Ib/year. .'\ range of esti
mates was received for both the cost of the de-

tection taggants and for the encapsulation 
process. Taking these values into account, as 
well as adjustments for process yield, the fol
lowing range of estimates was made by OT A. 

Lower end of range ................... $22.20/lb 
Medium ........................... 40.00/lb 
Higher end of range . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58.15/lb 

For purposes of the baseline study OTA has 
utilized the medium cost of $40/lb of encapsu
lated detection taggant. The Aerospace Corp., 
in their inflationary impact study, estimated 
conservatively a value of $65/lb, based on 
early data. With the more recent quotes it is 
reasonable to estimate a lower value for detec
tion taggant material. Uncertainty as to the 
value chosen remains due to the following fac
tors: 

• final taggant selection, 
• final contract price, 
• cost of encapsulation, 
• the weight effect of the encapsulation 

process, and 
• the final yield ratio of the encapsulation 

process. 

Since the detection taggant program re
mains in the early stages of development, un
certainty will persist in this value. Variations 
from this value will be examined in the cost 
sensitivity analysis. The relative significance of 
the variations of the detection taggants cost is 
not expected to greatly perturb the overall tag
gant program cost estimates. 

Cost and Supply Guarantees 

The identification taggants currently pro
posed to be used are manufactured only by 3M 
and are a proprietary product manufactured 
by a proprietary process. In addition, a signifi
cant public overhead cost would have been in
curred before the compatibility of explosive 
materials with the taggants could have been 
demonstrated. Mandating the addition of iden
tification taggants to explosive materials 
would, therefore, ensure a monopoly of the 
Government-mandated market for 3M, at least 
for a period of several years. Under such cir
cumstances, development of a mechanism to 
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regulate the virtual monopoly of the identifi
cation taggant market that 3M would enjoy is 
highly desirable. While severdl suppliers are 
capable of supplying the vapor detection tag
gant, production in the necessary quantity will 
probably require significant capital invest
ment, much of which would be amortized by 
the taggant program. It is therefore desirable 
to have a mechanism that will ensure the price 
of the vapor taggant material as well. 

A number of mechanisms are available to 
regulate the price of taggants, including: 

• a price level set by Congress in the ena-
bling legislation, 

• regulation as a public utility, 
• licensing by 3M of competitors, 
• a multiyear, fixed-price contract, and 
• a free-market price, regulated only by the 

possibility of competition or sanctions if 
prices get too high. 

The free-market mechanism is probably un
acceptable, given the long time needed to 
either develop and qualify an alternative tag
gant or enact sanction legislation. Legislation 
of C1 price or use of a regulation mechanism 
similar to that used for public utilities would 
be an awkward, time-consuming process for a 
product whose total annual value would be on 
the order of $11 million. 

Licensing is not only disagreeable to 3M, but 
it is probably not cost-effective. The cost of 
the taggant material includes a component for 
amortization of the taggant production facili
ty, as a new facility must be built and the 
primary market for identification taggants 
would likely be the mandated explosives mar
ket. The process that 3M plans to implement is 
capital-intensive. Licensing of other manufac
turers would therefore require the construc
tion of facilities for the licensee, in addition to 
a new 3M facility, resulting in a substantially 
higher total cost. 

A long-term contract may be the most effec
tive mechanism. In fact, the 3M cost estimates 
are conditional on firm orders for a 2-year peri
od, although 3M is willing to consider contract
ing p~riods of up to 5 years. The details of the 

, 
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contracting mechanism have not been ad
dressed by this study, although the.re may be 
some advantage to a single contracting agency 
(presumably within the Government), rather 
than separate contracts with each manufa~
turer of explosives and gunp,?wders. In a?dl
tion to saving the cost of multiple con~ra.ctlng, 
the single-contract concept would limit the 
amount of information available to 3M .on 
numbers of product lines and production 
quantities of explosives, a matter of some sen
sitivity to the explosives manufacturers. 

Assurance of availability of a taggant supply 
is a related issue. A number of approaches are 
possible, including: 

1. manufacture and maintain a .Iarge inven
tory of taggant materials, either by the 
manufacturers directly or by the Govern
ment acting as purchasing agent; a 6-
month supply should certainly be ade-
quate; . 

2. develop redundancy by constructing a 
backup manufacturing site for taggants; 
and 

3. utilize the discretionary power. of ~ATF to 
provide relief from the.legislatl,?n In cases 
of emergency induced interruption of sup
ply. 

A detailed tradeoff would be necessary to 
decide the relative merits of options 1 ~~d 2. 
Option 2 shares the cost in;pact. of a??ltlonal 
capital-intensive construction Identified for 
the licensing option considered above: The ac
ceptability of option 1 to the explOSives a~d 
ounpowder manufacturers may be heavily 
~eighted by who bears the cost burd~n of 
maintaining the 6-month inventory. O~tlon 3 
carries with it a possibility of weakening the 
utility of the taggant program,. and woul~ 
probably be implemented only If necessary, 
for instance, if a manufacturer ran out of tag
gants and would otherwise be forced to stop 
production. 

In the OTA baseline costing estimate, the 6-
month inventory option was assumed, and 
manufacturing cost estimates include the cost 
of the taggant inventory, as well as the cost of 
money to carry the inventory. 

SENSOR-RELATED COSTS 

The detection taggant sensor program is in 
the very early stages of developm.ent. To date, 
most of the effort in the detection area ~as 
been devoted to the vapor taggant sele~tl~n 
process. Because detection taggants ~re still. In 
an early development ph~se,. a relatively high 
degree of uncertainty eXists In several of the 
principal cost-driving factors. The senso~(s) de
velopment and production unit cost estimates 
are one area, and the quantity of sensors to be 
deployed is another. Table 33 se~s forth th~ 
major qualifications which underlie cost esti
mates of the sensor program. Three systems 
are currently undergoing development by the 
Aerospace Corp.: the continuou~ ~Iectron cap
ture device (CECD), the ion mobility spectrom
eter (IMS), and the mass spectrometer (MS). 
Performance specifications are severe for e.a~h 
ot these candidate options including sensltlv-

·1 I 
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ity at the parts-per-trillion level and 10,N (0.01 
percent) false alarm rates. Parts lists for each 
of these systems have been identified ~nd 
priced by Aerospace Corp. inst~umen~atlon 
engineers and scientists. Commerc.I~1 en~lnee~
ing "rules-of-thumb" have been utilized In esti
mating production price levels. Develo~ment 
cost budgets and out year forecasts tota!lng on 
the order of $2.5 million have been estimated 
for advanced engineering development. The 
estimates, by the very nature of a development 
program, assume that de~elopn:ent .proceeds 
smoothly and without major redirection of de
sign activity. In addition to the total nLII:nber of 
sensors likely to be deployed, uncertainty ex
ists in: 

• the development cost, 
• the production unit cost, 

1 
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Table 33. -Qualification of Estimating Basis for Sensors 

~-:--~-:-______ C_o_nt_ln_uo_u_s e_le_c_tro_n_c--,ap_tu_re_d_e_vi_ce __ lo_n _m_ob_ili....:ty_s-,-pe_c_tro_m_e_te_r _____ fItI~ass spectrometer 
General availability of technology .... Currently utilized in lab situation- Commercially available 5 years- High-cost laboratory model in use-no 

Brookhaven Breadboard 50 currently in use commercially available that meets 

cost and performance reqUirements 
Preliminary deSign underway for 
low-cost field unit 

Taggant program status .......... Design of field instrument in progress Off-the-shelf PC-100 instrument is 

Parts (materials) Identified and 
estimated by Aerospace ..•..... Yes 

Taggant sensor prodUction cost 
estimated with engineering rule
of-thumb factor applied to material 
costs ..........•.......... Yes 

being characterized for candidate 
tag gants 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes Quantities to be implemented in a 
national program .........•... 

Quantities depend on scenario selection-also decision to purchase instruments rests with a large 
and varied user community-airports, courthouses, nuclear reactors, nuclear weapon centers, 
military communication cente(s, national shrines, Government office bUildings, etc.-quantities are 
uncertain and open-ended. 

SOURCE: Ollice of Technology Assessmenl. 

• the system or systems actually employed, 
and 

• the relative mix of systems to be deployed 
if several successful candidates emerge. 

Numbers of Sensors Needed 

Estimates of the total quantity of sensors 
likely to be deployed in the field are further 
subject to a wide range of uncertainty, as the 
decisions must be made individually by a large 
number of organizations, although regulatory 
authorities such as FAA and the Nuclear Reg
ulatory Commission could potentially repre
sent customers for large numbers of sensors. 
The target to be protected must be high-valued 
and subject to controlled-access. With the ex
ception of checked baggage, it is unlikely that 
any location that does not now have a guard 
would employ a detection taggant sensor. 
Likely targets for bombers, and likely locations 
for sensors, include airports, nuclear reactors, 
nuclear weapons centers, military communica
tions centers, Government buildings, and com
puter centers. There are approximately 620 air
ports in the United States, using approximately 
400 X-ray machines to scan carry-on lUggage. 
There are 70 nuclear power stations, and thou
sands of Government bUildings of one type or 
another. Police bomb squads may also use 
portable sensors for investigation of bomb 
threats. 

61-401 0 - 80 - 8 

In the baseline program identified by OTA, a 
total of 1,500 sensors was assumed deployed. 
That number would include one sensor each 
for passenger Screening, carry-on baggage, and 
checked luggage for each current X-ray ma
chine station, as well as 300 for protection of 
other high-value targets. The low-level pro
gram assumed BOO sensors, 2 each for each cur
rent X-ray station. The high-level program as
sumed 5,000 sensors, enough for all controlled
access transportation facilities, nuclear power
plants, important Government bUildings, and 
portable police use. 

Sensor System Related Costs 

The annual unit system cost for the sensors, 
including installation, maintp l1ance, and false 
alarms, is shown in table 34. ~ince each point 
of controlled access where detection sensors 
are contemplated is already manned by per
sonnel (who check entering personnel or 
search baggage), direct operator costs are not 
included for the baseline case. Excess false 
alarm rates would possibly be a cause for add
ing personnel. Training would be accom
plished by the detector instrumentation com
pany and occur either at the company as part 
of an operator training seminar or at the time 
of equipment installation. Maintenance costs 
for all of the cand'idate systems are estimated 
at 10 percent of the hardware investment cost. 
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Table 34.-Vapor Taggant Detector System Cost (annual cost per unit) 

Hardware investment 

Cost per unit .............................. . 
Installation and checkout .................... . 

Hardware subtotala ..•••....•...••..••...... 

Annual cost of investment per uniib •••••••••••••••• 

Annual maintenance ......................... . 

Cost of false alarm @ .01 % rate ................. . 

Total annuai cost per detector ............... . 

alncludes cost of training operating personnel. 
bEstimated 1 Q·year life and 10'percent Interest rate. 

SOURCE: Olfice of Technology Asessment. 

Figure 12.-General Functional Network for 
VaporTaggant Detector 

.. Sample in (~ 

Calibrator 
B 

Vapor 
sampler 
... G . . '. 

Total Cost = A + B + C + D 

Sample 
.. processor 

J:-_ 

Reagent .. 
gas source, 

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment. 

Mix of Sensors 

. Deiecit!~ 
moduli! 
... _D, . 

Development of the CECD, IMS, and MS 
sensors is expected to continue in a parallel 
fashion. A system type would be eliminated if 
demonstrated to be infeasible. A mix of possi
ble sensors in the field is likely (given feasibil
ity demonstration) since each instrument type 
would be found to offer advantages in given 
scenarios for performance (specificity, thresh
old, etc.) and costs (acquisition and operation 
and maintenance). The baseline program as-

? / 
.-

Continuous 
electron capture 

device 

$12,355 
500 

12,855 

2,082 

1,236 

o 
$ 3,318 

Ion mobility 
spectrometer 

$15,160 
500 

15,660 

2,537 

1,516 

0 
$ 4,053 

Mass spectrometer 

$35,270 
500 

35,770 

5,795 

3,433 

0 
$ 9,228 

Figure 13.-Estimated Annual VaporTaggant 
Detector Cost v. Quantity Deployed 

Annual cost 
in millions of 
FY79$ 

30 

• Annual cost = P - S r I + I + Sl 
• Hardware cost only ~ 

[(1 + I)n - 1 
where: P = first cost 

S = salvage value (assumed 0) 
n = eqUipment life (estimated 10 years) 
I = Interest rate (estimated @ 10 percent) 

500 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 
Quantity of detectors deployed 

sumes a total of 1,500 sensors is deployed, 90-
percent IMS and 10-percent MS. 

The annual cost per sensor for this mix is ap
proximately $4,580. I n the cost synthes is sec
tion program costs have been estimated for 
various levels of implementation of sensor sys
tem to fit various utility levels examined in this 
study. 

-, 

False Alarm Costs 

False alarm response costs have been exam
ined by FAA as a function of the false alarm 
rate for various technical approaches includ
ing explosive vapor detector schemes. The FAA 
study examined two airline operations at Lo
gan Airport, Boston, as a basis for the opera
tional scenario. As false alarm rates increase, 
so do the number of hand-searchers required 
and, therefore, the cost of operation. The re
sults of that analysis, adjusted for the taggant 
vapor sensor, are shown in figure 14, where 
estimated annual cost impact for each of the 
airlines is shown as a function of the vapor 
detector false alarm rate. Incremental costs 
are incurred in a stepwise fashion at alarm 

Figure 14.-Estimated Cost of False Alarms 
v. False·Alarm Rate 

Annual 
system 
costs 

($00,000) 

4 

3 

2 

Based on analysis of selected 
airline activity @ Logan Airport 
processing 6.5 bags/min In 
explosives vapor·detectlon scheme 

Detection taggant sensor 
performance specification 
of alarm rate .01 % 

.2 .4 

Probability of false alarm 

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment. 
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rates greater than 0.05 percent (1 in 2,000). 
Since the performance design specification for 
the taggant sensor false alarm rate has been es
tablished at 0.01 percent (,1 in 10,000), no false 
alarm costs are expected if this performance 
goal is realized. Cost level impacts reflect the 
particular operational activity characteristics 
of Logan Airport and would not necessarily 
reflect nationwide characteristics. Discussions 
with FAA personnel indicate that nationwide 
cost effects due to faJse alarms would be less 
than that reflected for the Logan scenario; 
costs of false alarms, on a national average, 
would probably not be significant at rates as 
high as a few percent, the current false alarm 
rate for airport magnetometers. 

The cost of false alarms can also be calcu
lated as a function of the cost per bag 
checked. At a rate between 0.05 and 0.175, the 
estimated cost of increased inspections due to 
false alarms is approximately 2.8 cents/bag at 
Logan Airport. At an annual level of 300 mil
lion checked bags per year in the United 
States, the estimated cost of false alarms due 
to checked baggage alone would be approxi
mately $8.4 million. As noted, the cost esti
mate for Logan is considered high for purposes 
of estimating national levels; nonetheless, the 
potential cost due to false alarms would be a 
significant cost impact when considered in ab
solute terms. Since the cost of security checks 
at airports are ultimately passed on to the 
airline customer, the direct per capita costs 
would be minimal. At an average of 1.5 bags 
checked per passenger the per capita annual 
cost for the above conditions would be on the 
order of 5 cents. A high false alarm rate could 
lead to delays in the departure of aircraft, with 
significant losses to both airlines and the 
delayed passengers. 

EXPLOSIVES AND GUNPOWDER MANUFACTURING COSTS 

The value-added costs of the taggant pro
gram that occur at the explosive manufactur
ing level are addrp.ssed here. As has been al
luded to earlier, the manufacturing process im
plications for tagging implementation are best 

understood for cap-sensitive packaged high ex
plosives where pilot-plant tests have been ac
complished. The tagging implications for deto
nating cord and detonators, conversely, are 
only addressable in a general way. As no feasi-

..... 
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ble designs have been set forth for the required 
tooling, and engineering design and analysis 
have not been accomplished, the implications 
for blasting cap design remain uncertain. Be
cause the OTA study effort was time-con
strained, the major survey emphasis was 
placed in the area of cap-sensitive packaged 
high explosives. The estimates for cap-sensitive 
manufacturing costs are based on discussions 
with the major manufacturers. Some of these 
estimates are applied to other explosive types 
where appropriate. Preliminary estimates and 
analysis by the Aerospace Corp. are also uti
lized as a cost basis for certain explosive types 
and associated cost elements where deemed 
appropriate. These cases will be cited and 
commented on as to their reasonableness and 
depth of treatment. 

The following subsections address each of 
the manufacturing cost elements considered in 
this study. The last subsection summarizes the 
estimates of the various elements of manufac
turing cost. 

Estimates of the current cost for each of the 
explosive product categories considered are 
shown in table 35, along with the raw material 
costs. The difference between price and raw 
material costs is made up primarily of labor, 
overhead, and markup (profit). Specific data 
for these important elements of cost were not 
available to this study, since this kind of data 
is considered extremely proprietary. The un
certainty in the specific division of the other 
costs and markups makes it difficl.JJt to assess 
the degree to which the explosives manufac
turer will either absorb, 'or pass on through 

Table 35.-Current Manufacturing Cost/Price Data 

Explosive product category 

Cap-sensitive explosives ...... . 
Cast boosters .. , .......... . 
Black powder ..........•... 
Smokeless powder .......... . 
Detonating cord •.......•.... 
Blasting caps ...•.•...•.... 

aSource tME. 
bAerospace Corp. 

Current cost of 
explosive raw Average current 

materialsa price per Unil" 
_--'._-'----

lS¢/lb SO¢/Ib 
60¢/lb $1.S0/lb 
11 ¢/Ib $6 - $9/lbd 

NAc $6 - $9/lbd 

2¢/ft S¢/ft 
20¢ - 30¢/cap SO¢/cap 

cThe tME reference did not contatn this data. II is known fhat the military pays on the order of 
8B.llb. 

dA teading manufacturer has recenlly quoted S911b of powder. 

SOUR~t: Office of Technology Assessment. 

:; I 
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higher markups, the added cost of taggants in 
the manufacturing process. This issue will be 
amplified later. 

Revised Processes, Tooling, and 
Facility Costs 

Cap-Sensitive Packaged Explosives 

Requirements for additional tooling and 
equipment to accommodate the tagging proc
ess in dynamites, emulsions, slurries, and gels 
consist of equipment for weighing, hoppers, 
means of transferring taggant samples, and 
storage bins for secured storage areas. The 
cost for equipment to add the taggants into the 
explosive mixing process is small, as most 
manufacturers use a handmixing operation. 
Based on data provided by one explosives 
manufacturer, OT A estimated the added cost 
for these investments as a function of the 
unique batch size and other considerations re
garding waste and productivity. OT A assumed 
a 10-year lift~, 10-percent interest rate in order 
to annualiz8 this initial investment Detailed 
requirements for other manufacturers of cap
sensitive packaged explosives were not made 
available for this study. OTA believes that 
these marginal cost requirements are represen
tative of the cap-sensitive explosives industry. 

The Aerospace Corp. indicated that some 
manufacturers might wish to install automatic 
taggant-dispensing equipment, and concluded 
that this cost should be similar to the cost of 
the labor it replaces and hence would be cov
ered under the labor cost element. OT A's 
study survey and site visits did not uncover any 
particular requirement for automatic dispens
ing equipment at either gel or dynamite manu-

"- facturing facilities. 

Cast Boosters, Smokeless Powder, and 
Black Powder 

Specific tooling and equipment require
ments for these product categories were not 
available. For estimating purposes the assump
tion was made that the estimate for cap-sensi
tive explosives should be a representative val
ue until detailed requirements are established. 
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Detonating Cord 

Tooling designs must be developed in order 
to provide tagging capability at each detonat
ing cord production line. Aero3pace Corp. indi
cates that several pieces of hardware have 
been tested but no effective equipment is cur
rently available. They further feel that a sta
tion configuration would apply both the identi
fication and detection taggants together with 
an adhesive before the final assembly polyeth
ylene sheath is applied, and that a reasonable 
cost for a station having a 5-year life is $50,000. 
Five such stations would be required by the in
dustry for an annual production of 500 million 
ft. The estimated cost for detonating cord tool
ing is $250,000. Amortizing this cost over 5 
years at 10-percent interest yields an annual 
cost of $66,000 or $0.00013jft. 

Blasting Caps 

The process by which taggants would be 
added to blasting caps has not yet been deter
mined; it may well vary from one manufac
turer to another. Alternate possible ap
proaches are to place the taggants between 
two end plugs, embed the taggants within a 
single end plug, or add taggants to an existing 
interior polyethylene strip. Cost will vary con
siderably depending on the process chosen 
and the current cap assembly process. For pur
poses of the study, a conservative value of $2 
million per manufacturer was assumed. Amor
tizing the $8 million cost (four manufacturers) 
over 5 years yields an annual cost of 
$2,112,000 or $0.025jcap. This figure would be 
high if one of the simpler methods of tagging 
detonators were adopted. However, the effect 
on the total cost of a tagging program is small. 

Labor 

Cap-Sensitive Packaged Explosives 

Manpower estimates by the manufacturers 
indicated a range of requirements varying 
from two to six additional men at a site. The 
variation results from differences among par
ticular site layouts, processes, and procedures 
in use. For instance, in one company effort 
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would be required in various locations such as 
the dope house, works control, laboratory (in
cluding works laboratory), and in the magazine 
area. Additional activities involved include 
ordering, stocking, weighing, and supplying 
taggants to operators; collecting data, taggant 
samples, keeping records of codes; handling in
creased recordkeeping in magazine areas; and 
examining the codes before use in the manu
facturing process. One contractor also indi
cated increased manpower costs due to code 
confusions and returned shipments. It should 
be noted that incremental labor costs for the 
actual mixing operation of taggants and re
lated packaging are essentially zero. All addi
tional estimated labor costs are associated 
with peripheral activities in coordinating, han
dling, and recordkeeping activities. 

The estimate for labor, as indicated by the 
manufacturers, is slightly greater than 1 cent/lb 
of explosives, which reflects approximately 
five to six additional men at the plantsite. 

Cast Boosters 

For the purposes of developing a baseline es
timate, the Aerospace Corp. analysis is utilized 
here. Assuming that this will be a manual proc
ess, two additional personnel were estimated 
per assembly line. Given the four manufactur
ers (eight lines) the estimated annual cost is 
$400,000 or $0.067/lb of explosives. 

Black Powder 

Labor costs associated with tagging black 
powder were studied by the GOAX Co. and ref
erenced in the Aerospace Corp. Inflationary 
Cost Impact Study. The estimated cost per 
pound of black powder for manufacturing la
bor of 1.5 cents is based on replacing the pres
ent date-shift code with a tagging material sys
tem. Elements include: 

.. storing tagging materials, 
• security for storage and handling of tag

ging materials, 
• administrative and recordkeeping, and 
• impact on the manufacturing process (as

suming a cleanup would be required in 
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the glaze and pack house operation each 
shift). 

This cost is exclusive of taggant material costs. 
Based on the study by Goex, OT A estimated 
the cost of labor for black powder to be 1.5 
cents/lb. 

Smokeless Powder 

The Aerospace Corp. estimated labor effort 
added costs per pound of smokeless powder to 
be on the order of 6.6 cents (including the 
distribution system costs) and assumed that 
much of this cost could be absorbed within the 
current manufacturing and distribution organi
zation. The estimate is based on the following 
assumptions: 

• 2,000Ib/lot, 
• 2,500 different tag lots produced, and 
• 100,000 cases/year (50-lb cases). 

Manufacturing costs were estimated to be 
0.4 cents (of the total 6.6 cents). Since ade
quate data are unavailable to validate the esti
mate, OTA estimated the cost of manufactur
ing labor for smokeless powders at the same 
level as black powder, using the Goex estimate 
of 1.5 cents/lb. 

Detonating Cord and Blasting Caps 

The Aerospace Corp. estimate for detonat
ing cord assumes that each assembly line 
would require one additional person to main
tain a tagging station and to operate it during 
production. At $25,000 per man, the five sta
tions would add an annual cost of $125,000 or 
$0.00025/ft of cord. 

Similarly, the Aerospace Corp. estimates are 
used for blasting caps. Several additional 
workers may be necessary to operate and 
maintain the new equipment required. A rea
sonable estimate is four per manufacturer 
(there are four manufacturers) for an annual in
crease of $400,000. The resulting cost per blast
ing cap is $0.0048/cap. 

1 / 
.. ' 

Productivity 

Cap-Sensitive Packaged Explosives 

Potential productivity losses have been esti
mated by the industry to be as high as 15 per
cent. The primary cause of such losses would 
be halting production to change taggant codes 
and avoid contamination. Consequently, the 
extent of such losses depends on the degree of 
taggant cross-contamination that would be 
permissible and the taggant batch size. Vari
ous kinds of CGst can impact the situation. 
They are: 

• loss associated with scraping of hoppers, 
• new investment to offset production 

losses, 
• loss of the market for mixed scrap, cur

rently sold as an inexpensive explosive, 
and 

• new investment for expanding waste dis
posal facilities. 

As currently perceived by one major manu
facturer of cap-sensitive packaged high explo
sives, productivity losses will have a direct cost 
impact in each of the areas noted above. Pro
ductivity losses are estimr:ted at 15 percent in 
the condition when~ cross-contamination is not 
permitted and on (he order of 8 percent where 
batch cross-contam ination of 10 percent is 
permitted. Waste losses associated with scrap
ing of hoppers every fourth mix were also esti
mated. A significant amount of the mixed 
scrap material is currently marketed as a low
quality explosive. If this material could no 
longer be marketed due to extensive taggant 
cross-contamination, there would be a further 
loss in ppfits. Current environmental regula
tions require that waste be disposed of by 
means other than burning in the open, in effect 
requiring additional waste disposal facilities. 
In order to maintain the current production 
and sales base, and thus maintain an adequate 
profit level for the company, additional pro
duction facility augmentation would be re
quired to offset the expected losses in produc
tivity. 

1 
I 

The total cost due to losses in productivity 
could thus add up to several cents per pound 
of explosives for the worst case condition. If a 
10-percent taggant cross-contamination level 
w,~re permitted (BATF assumes this level) the 
cost impact would drop dramatically. If a spe
cial "composite code" were created, then tags 
containing this code could be added to scrap 
material and any other material containing 
cross-contamination in excess of 10 percent; 
investigators finding tags with the composite 
code would know that any other tags should 
be ignored. This would essentially eliminate 
costs for decreased productivity. The OT A 
baseline program assumes that such a compos
ite code taggant is used, so that productivity 
losses are negligible. 

Other Explosive Categories 

Since pilot testing of adding taggant mate
rial to boosters, gunpowders, detonating cord, 
and caps has not taken place, the effects on 
productivity are not apparent For purposes of 
costing the baseline system, OT A assumed 
there would be no productivity losses. 

I nventory Costs 

Inventory costs, including the associated 
cost of money, are a function of supply held in 
inventory. There is no reason to assume the 
tagged finished product would be held longer 
than is currently the case. It may be necessary, 
however, to stockpile a significant inventory of 
th·, taggant material to ensure an uninter
rup~-=d supply, particularly for identification 
taggants, where there is likely to be only one 
supplier. For the baseline case, the quite con
servative assumption was made that a 6-month 
inventory of both types of taggant materials 
would be stockpiled. The added costs for the 
various types of explosives would be: 

Cap sensitive ....................... $0.0021 lib 
Boosters ...... , ................... $0.0066/Ib 
Smokeless powder .................. $0.0021/Ib 
Black powder ...................... $0.0021/Ib 

Space and added labor have been included in 
the facility and labor costs detailed above. For 
the basel ine case, no additional storage or la-
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bor would be required for cap-sensitive explo
sives, as the batch size would be the same as 
the current date-shift batch size. For the high
level program, with 10,000-lb maximum batch 
size, each batch would need to be separated 
by an access aisle from other batches, requir
ing additional space and labor. Access aisles 
would need to be maintained for inventory 
control and inspection. 

Quality Control 

Quality control cost estimates are included 
in the labor costs element. Some level of effort 
is required to ensure the taggant code and tag
gant quality prior to mixing. This effort would 
take place in the plant lab or "works" lab, to 
examine each code before use in the product. 
This appears to be a reasonable precaution 
since the integrity of all substances entering 
the "mix" must be assured to maintain prior 
safety levels. In addition, occasional speci
mens would be examined to assure that the 
taggant-mixing specification (uniformity, shelf
life, etc.) was being achieved. 

Safety 

Requalifying all product lines with taggant 
materials would be a necessary safety testing 
requirement for the various explosives manu
facturers. This one-time capital cost would in
volve analysis and testing of each type of prod
uct. To an extent uncertain at this time, the 
pilot testing programs have and will contribute 
to this requalification effort. Due to the uncer
tainty involved, OT A included the cost of safe
ty requalification in the cost element esti
mates. It should be pointed out that the abso
lute cost levels of nonrecurring costs are not 
insignificant. However, after amortizing these 
costs over the significant production weights 
of explosive .produced annually, the relative 
contribution of incremental costs to a pound 
of explosives is quite small. 

Recordkeeping Costs 

In order to maintain the integrity of the iden
tification taggant tracing network, a certain 
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amount of additional or new recordkeeping 
must take place within the explosives distribu
tion network. Current Federal requirements are 
that each explosive package and shipping case 
be marked with an identification code citing 
the: 

• plant of manufacture, 
• the date and shift manufactured, and 
• the type and grade of explosives. 

Explosives covered under this regulation are 
the: 

• cap-sensitive packaged explosives (dyna-
mites, slurries, water gels, and emulsions), 

• cast boosters, 
• blasting caps, 
• black powder, and 
• detonating cord. 

Records of the identification code must be 
maintained at the manufacturer level as well 
as each subsequent distributor. Smokeless 
powders are currently exempt from this re
quirement, although powders used to hand
load pistol ammunition must be recorded at 
the retail sales level. 

The cost of recordkeeping has been in
cluded as part of the labor manufacturing cost 
elements. 

Markup 

To the extent that incremental taggant costs 
are passed on to distributors and users, markup 
costs must be included as part of the final 
product price. No specific data were available 
to treat markup for most of the explosive prod
uct categories. For purposes of establishing a 
baseline cost estimate, OT A assumed a 10-per
cent markup at the manufacturing level. This 
value may seem low, but all handling costs 
have been specifically covered in other cost 
elements, including an overhead allowance. 
Markup in that sense is essentially profit on the 
additional costs. Normal markups must cover 
all of the handling costs. 

In addition to manufacturing level markups, 
OT A considered the pyramid of markups that 
occurs throughout the various echelons of dis
tributor and retailer levels. This is addressed in 
the next section. 

Summary of Manufacturing 
Costs Added 

Manufacturing costs elements and total cost 
added as a result of the inclusion of identifica
tion and detection taggant materials in explo
sives are summarized in table 36. The added 

Table 36.-Summary of Explosives and Gunpowder Manufacturing Costs Included 

Costs included 
Baseline case Black Smokeless Detonating 

Cost element cap sensitive Boosters powder powder cord Blasting caps 
Nonrecurring costs 
Tooling ..••.•.......•.•..•.•...••......•....• Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Storage •..•.•••..........•..•...•...•....•.• No No No No No No 
Product requalification ...••............•.•...•.•• Yes Yes Yes Yes NAa NAa 
Waste disposal facilities .••......... _ •••. _ ....•... No No 1111 No No No 
New investment to offset product losses ....•.•..•....• No No No No No NQ 

Recurring costs 
Manufacturing process labor .........•.......•... " } 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Recordkeeping •...........•.....•..........•.. .,. 
Quality control ...•......•••.•......•..........• 
Product losses ....•.•....•...••.....•.....••.•. No No No No No No 
Waste product line ••.. _ .....••..•....••.....•... No No No No No No 
Inventory costs .••..........•.•..•••..•........ Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Administrative expenseb .....•...•..•.•....••••.•. 

Bottom line cost per unit of explosives ................ 1.03~/lb 7.7~/lb 2~/lb 7.2~/lb .04¢/lb 3.1 ¢/cap 

aOala unavailable. 
blncluded in labor. 
SOURCE: Olfice of Technology Assessmenl. 
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costs include the estimated co!'ts to the manu
facturer and associated marku,J as well as the 
markup placed on the cost of the taggant raw 
materials. 

Manufacturing costs for cap-~Iensitive pack
aged high explosives are based on detailed in
puts received from a major manufacturer. The 
raw data are proprietary information and are 
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not shown here. The detailed cost data were 
analyzed and alternative ground rules were 
established to gain insight into cost effects 
where taggant batch size was varied; related 
effects were taken into account regarding the 
productivity and waste issues. The cost ele
ments included in v'arious assumptions, along 
with the bottom line cost per pound of explo
sives, are shown in table 37. 

Table 37.-Cost Summary of Cap-Sensitive Packaged High Explosives Manufacturing Cost Variations With Assumptions 

Costs Included 
Case 1 Case 2 Cuse 3 Case 4 Case 5 

-_....::.c..~----....:...;;.:..:....:'----2-0.000-lbtag batch size 
10.000-12.000 Ib tag 

Cost elements 

Site manpower .•...•...•....•...• 
Production losses. _ •...•.....•.•.. 

batch size 
plus allow cross- Tag batch size equals 

20.000-lb lag batch size contamination day's production Plant/year 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes (less than case 1) Yes (less than case 1) No No 
Yes Yes No No 

Waste .•.•••....••••.•...•..... 
Requaliflcation ••.•••...•..••...•• 
Waste disposal facilities .....•....... 
Equipment and storage •...•.••.•..• 
Investment to offset production losses ..• 
Taggant inventory costs ..•.....•..•. 
Administrative •....•••...•.....•• 
Bottom line cost per pound of 

Yes (less than case 1) No No No 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Yes (less than case 1) No No No 
Yes (less than case 1) Yes (less than case 1) Yes (less than case 3) Yes (less than case 3) 
Yes (less than case 1) Yes (less than case 2) No No 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

explosives excluding markup .••.... 4.0~/lb 2.3~/lb l.4~/lb O.6¢/lb O.3¢/lb 
SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessmenl, 

DISTRIBUTOR COSTS 

A general schematic illustration of the dis
tribution network for explosives is shown in 
figure 15 while the network for gunpowders is 
shown in figure 16. Detailed quantitative net
works are not available; however, these illus
trations serve to depict the manner in which 
transactions take place within the industry. 
Within the networks, potential cost impacts 
occur in the areas of recordkeeping, process
ing and handling. storage, and further poten
tial pyramiding of markup costs throughout 
the distribution network . 

Recordkeeping at Distribution Levels 

Recordkeeping and control of parkaged 
high explosives are required by the present 
date-shift code regulation. Additional parti-

tioning of explosive products may be required 
beyond that required by the date-shift code 
regulations, which mayor may not have an in
cremental cost effect at the distribution level. 
No detailed studies of additional record keep
ing elerT'ents which would be required, or the 
time necessary, have been conducted to date. 
IME assessment of new activity requirements 
by the distributor includes: 

• comparing the taggant lot numbers with 
the bill of lading with greater frequency, 

• classifying each explosive product by type 
and taggant lot nlJmber to facilitate locat
ing records, 

• expanding storage space for the increased 
number of books and records, and 

• increasing the time to locate the proper 
product and taggant lot number at sale 
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Figure 15.-Schematic of Cap-Sensitive High 
Explosive Distribution Netw9rk 
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(due to the greater number of records that 
must be searched). 

The Aerospace Corp. further considered: 

• segregating material on trucks and in 
magazines to a smaller quantity; and 

• recording additional information in or
ders, invoices, and inventory lists. 

An analysis by the Aerospace Corp. of avail
able BA TF tracing records revealed that rec
ordkeeping entries on bills of lading would in· 
volve: 

• 1.26 codes per order (20,OOO-lb tagging lev
el) (based on 282 BA TF traces of seven 
manufacturers in 1976 and 1979), 

Figure 16.-Schematic Distribution Network 
of Gunpowders 

turer 
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SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment. 
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.. 1.46 codes per order (12,OOO-lb tagging lev
el) (based on Du Pont data), and 

• 1.66 codes per order (7,900-lb tagging lev-
el) (based on dynam ite traces). 

In effect these data indicate that the addition
al recordkeeping, processing, and handling ef
fOlts for the finished explosives may be in
creased by up to 66 percent, depending on the 
tagging level. A plot of activity increases ver
sus tagging level is plotted in figure 17. This 
plot underscores the dramatic inverse relation
ship of recordkeeping activity with the unique 
tagging batch level. 

The Aerospace Corp. further reviewed the 
additional data entry requirements which 
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Figure 17.-Recordkeeping Activity v. 
Tagging Level 

• Cap-sensitive packaged explosives 
• Impact on distributor/retailer 
• Based on Aerospace analysis of 

BATF tracing record 

Distributor/retailer 
percent Increase 
In recordkeeping, 
processing and 
handling effort 

Tagging level in pounds 

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment. 

would be required on bills of sale. Tagged ex
plosive materials would require approximately 
25 percent more entries than the untagged ex
plosives for transactions at the distributor 
level. This analysis was specifically for tagging 
at the 20,OOO-lb level. At the retailer/explosive 
user level an 8.7-percent increase in data en
tries were computed using Federal form 4710 
and the bill of sale or delivery ticket. 

Aerospace did not quantify the absolute 
cost impact as a result of this tracing analysis, 
but did conclude, however, that the costs 
would be insignificant for cap-sensitive pack
aged high explosives. The OT A analysis as
sumed that negligible added costs exist at the 
distributor retailer level for: 
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• cap-sensitive explosives, 
• boosters, 
Q detonating cord, and 
• blasting caps. 

This conclusion is particularlv appropriate for 
the baseline case, in which rhe taggant batch 
corresponds to the current date-shift code 
batch size. 

The impact on the distributors of black and 
smokeless powders is somewhat different. 
Black powder and pistol-grade smokeless pow
der currently have significant recordkeeping 
requirements, while the other smokeless pow
der grades have no current recordkeeping re
quirements. (Pyrodex® , a black powder substi
tute, would be marketed and regulated like 
smokeless powder, so incremental recordkeep
ing costs would approximate those of smoke
less powder.) An estimate was therefore made 
of the additional cost of entering the currently 
unregistered smokeless powder in, and detail
ing it out of, the records at each distributor 
level by taggant code. It W9S assumed that a 
record for an "item" would take 2 minutes. 
The further conservative assumption was 
made that the average size of an "item" at the 
master distributor level was 25 Ib (primarily 
case lots handled), was 10 Ib at the distributor 
level, and was 2 Ib at the retail level. Since con
siderable recordkeeping requirements current
ly exist for pistol-grade smokeless powder, the 
costs were assumed to be half those of the 
other powders. A small additional cost for rec
ordkeeping was assumed at the retail level for 
black powder. The cents per pound added by 
those costs are shown in table 38. 

Storage 

Explosives are now generally separated by 
date-shift code batches for magazine storage 
at all levels in the distribution chain, as records 
must be kept, and physical control maintained 
by date-shift batch. For the baseline taggant 
case, no changes would be necessary. If the 
taggant batch were smaller, then additional 
storage space would be requirerJ k'r access. An 
estimate was made of the cost d magazine 
space, based on two data points. The added 
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Table 3B.-Estimated Cost Impact for Powders 
at Distribution Network (cents per pound)" 

Smokeless powder 

Pistol loading Rifle and 
Distribution level Black powder grade shotgun grade 

MII~ter distributors 
R I~Jrdkeeping ....... . 
Storage ............ . 
Distributor/wholesale level 
Recordkeeping ....... . 
Storage ............ . 
Retail level 
Recordkeeping ....... . 
Storage ............• 

o 
0.2 

o 
0.2 

1 
o 
1.4 

Total cost through the distribution chain 

3d 

0.2 

15e 

o 
19.6 

2.4C 

0.2 

6C 

0.2 

30C 

o 
38.8 

Black ......................... 1.4~ 
Pistol ........................ 19.6¢ 
Other ........................ 38 .8~ 

If pistol powder is assumed to be 25 percent of total ~mokeless powder, 
the average cost impact for smokeless powder is 33~/lb. 

"Estimate by integrated master distributor. wholesaler. retailer. 
bSased on 1 minute/lot. Average lot size 251b. 
cAssume 2 minutes/lot. 
dAssumed lot size is 10 lb. 
eA,5umed lot size Is 21b. 

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment. 

cost per pound of explosives was less than 0.1 
cents, even for the case in which 10,000-lb 
maximum lots were tagged. For black and 
smokeless powders, the assumption was made 
that separation by taggant lot would require 

additional storage space at both the master 
distributor and distributor levels, but probably 
not at the retailer level. Using the same data 
base as above, the cost was estimated to be ap
proximatelv 0.2 cent/lb at each level, as shown 
in table 30. 

Summary Cost Including Markup 

Distribution level costs are summarized in 
table 39. Markup on total costs incurred 
through the distribution system for explosives 
was assessed at 25 percent; for black and 
smokeless powders a total markup of 80 per
cent was assumed. " his estimate is based on 
analysis of costs and price at each level, sup
plied by an integrated powder distributor. 
Table 39 sets forth the net cost added by the 
distribution n6'~t\.'ork and further summariz.es 
the net cost to explosive users from both 
manufacture and distribution for the various 
explosive categories. To illustrate the effect 
that the method of program implementation 
can have (taggant batch size and treatment of 
waste), costs for the five cases previously 
defined for the cap-sensitive high explosives 
are shown. Case 4 is, as noted, the OT A base
line case. 

Table 39.-Distribution System-Summary (If Cost Added and Markup (cents per pound) 

Total cost leaving 
Explosive category manufacturing facility 

Distribution 
system cost added 

Distribution 
system markup 

Total cost added by 
distribution system 

Total added price 
to user 

Cap·sensitive packaged high explosives 
Case 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.5 
Case 2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.6 
Case 3. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.6 
Case 4 (baseline). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.8 
Case 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.9 

Boosters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.9 
Black powder. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.3 
Smokeless powder. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.3 
Detonating cord. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.6 
Blasting caps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.0 

SOURCE: Office o!Technology Assessment. 

0.2 
0.1 
0.1 

0.2 
1.4 

33.0 

2.2 
1.7 
1.4 
1.2 
0.7 
5.3 
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USER COST IMPACTS 

The cost increases estimated to occur as a 
result of the baseline taggant program are sum
marized and their impact on users analyzed. 

Increased Material Costs 

The net cost increase due to tagging explo
sives is summarized here. Summary cost im
pacts include: 

• the cost of identification taggant materi
als, 

• the cost of detection taggant materials, 
• manufacturing costs added including 

markup, and 

• distribution network cost added including 
markup. 

The following increases are noted for the base
line case: 

Explosive category Percent cost increase 
Cap-sensitive packaged high explosives ....... 11.9 
Boosters ............................... 17.6 
Black powder. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.3 
Smokeless powder ....................... 11.8 
Detonating cord ......................... 23.5 
Blasting caps ........................... 15 

The individual contributing cost elements to 
the overall cost impact are illustrated in figurE' 
18 for the respective explosive categories. 

Figure 18.-Summary of Added Costs to Explosive Users Cost 
Per Unit of Explosives in Dollars 

$/lb 
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SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment. 
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For the baseline case, the overall average in
crease in costs due to tagging is on the order of 
12.S percent, the weighted average for each of 
the above percentage contributions. The esti
mate of absolute annual cost increase in explo
sives is approximately $37 million. 

Commercial Uses of Explosives and 
Gunpowders--General 

Who uses commercial explosi""es and gun
powders? Over 55 percent of the total weight 
of explosives and blasting agents is utilized in 
the mining of coal, both in underground and 
surface mining operations. Quarrying and non
metal mining are next in rank (15.4 percent) fol
lowed closely by metal mining (14.6 percent). 
Construction work at 10.6 percent and "other 
uses" at 4.2 percent complete the spectrum of 
user classes as adopted by BOM's annual 
"Mineral Industrial Surveys." Onsite investiga
tions were conducted for each of the major 
user classes in order to determine the order of 
magnitude cost and economic impact to the 
users of tagged high explosives. The selection 
of users investigated included both under
ground mining and surface mining as each 
type differs in the relative utilization of high 
explosives. Onsite investigations were con
ducted with the following users during the 
course of the study: 

Underground mining 
Metal milling (copper)-Anaconda, The 

Crow Fork Mine, Utah 
Coal mine- Webster Coal Co., Kentucky. 

Quarry 
TriState, Maryland 
Rockville Crushed Stone, Maryland 

Surface mining (open pit) 
Metal mining (copper)-Kennecott 
"Bingham Canyon Mine," Utah 

Construction work 
Guy F. Atkinson, California 

The following sections describe the findings 
of the limited number of intensive investiga
tions of the above explosive users. 

Underground Mines 

The Crow Fork (Anaconda) Mine near Toole, 
Utah, is a large, deep underground operation 
in hard-rock, mining for essentially high-grade 
ore. The mine will primarily produce copper, 
although significant amounts of silver, gold, 
and molybdenum are expected as byproducts. 
This mine is still under development and has 
had no production of ore as yet. Mine reserves 
are estimated at 20 years with an estimated 
production output capacity of 10,000 tons of 
ore per day. The total use of explosives is pro
jected to be approximately 0.6 percent of total 
operating costs. Approximately SO percent of 
the explosives used are non-cap-sensitive gels 
and blasting agents such as ANFO. The remain
ing 20 percent of explosives, including dyna
mites, slurries, boosters, detonators, and deto
nating cord would be subject to a tagging re
quirement if taggant legislation were enacted. 
A 12.S-percent boost in the cost of tagged ex
plosives would translate into a O.02-percent in
crease in the cost of mining, certainly an in
significant cost increase. The use of ANFO is 
currently related to clearing and aboveground 
excavation. Steady-state underground mining 
in the future can be expected to change the ex
plosive mix and potentially increase the cost 
increase noted above. If all explosives used in 
the future were the cap-sensitive types, a tag
gant program would increase mining costs less 
than 0.1 percent. 

The cost impact on underground coal min
ing is somewhat higher. At present, the cost of 
the cap-sensitive slurry and detonators (the ex
plosives used to mine the coal) represents ap
proximately 1.4 percent of the total cost of 
bringing the coal out of the ground. The in
crease in the cost of the explosives, due to tag
ging, would increase operating costs less than 
0.2 percent. Other economic factors far out
weigh increases of this sort. 

Quarries 

Discussion with the Rockville Crushed Stone 
Quarry revealed that explosives contribute to 
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slightly over S percent of the gross total costs 
of operation. Between 1.5 million and 1.75 mil
lion Ib of cap-sensitive (SO percent) and non
cap-sensitive (20 percent) explosives are uti
lized annually at their location. Since the envi
ronment is wet, no ANFO is currently utilized. 
The blasting activity is all contracted with a 
local blasting jobber, who provides the drilling, 
explosives, and blasting operation. The cost 
impact of an increase due to a tagging pro
gram is thus significantly higher in this ex
plosive-intensive operation. However, the in
crease would still be less than 1 percent of op
erating costs. If the costs of explosives, caused 
by legislation of a tagging program, are much 
higher than estimated for the baseline pro
gram, then the quarry might investigate the 
cost potential of using inexpensive blasting 
agents, coupled with a water pumping opera
tion. 

A quite dissimilar situation is provided by 
the quarry operated by TriState Explosives. 
The TriState Quarry produces "facing stone" 
in various grades. The use of explosives in the 
operation is relatively insignificant, averaging 
from 10 to '15 blastings per year. Between 15 to 
105 Ib 'of explosives are used in each blasting, 
characterized as a "very precise operation." 
The IIlcremental cost of tagged explosives is 
therefore trivial. 

Open Pit Mines 

The OT A study team visited the Kennecott 
"Bingham Canyon Mine" near Salt Lake City, 
Utah. This open pit mine has many distinc
tions, including: 

• the world's largest manmade excavation, 
• the first open pit mine in the copper indus

try (started in 1904), 
• the largest single mining operation ever 

undertaken, and 
• the holder .of the largest copper produc

tion record of any individual mine in his
tory. 

Figure 19 shows a photograph of the Bing
ham pit. Each vertical terrace is approximately 
50 ft high. The mine is an extremely large user 
of explosives, with approximately 105,000 Ib of 
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explosives used per day or over 36 million 
Ib/year. For every pound of explosives used, 4.2 
tons of material are mined. Cap-insensitive ex
plosives predominate the utilization, consist
ing of almost SO-percent ANFO and almost 20-
percent cap-insensitive slurry. Explosive costs 
run from 3 to 5 percent of total operating 
costs. High explosives, although a small per
centage of the total weight of explosives used, 
account for 7 to 10 percent of costs for all ex
plosives used in the mine. Large amounts of 
primacord are used, together with boosters, 
detonators, and some dynamite for secondary 
blasting (e.g., breaking up boulders). High ex
plosives therefore contribute on the order of 
0.3 percent of the total cost of operation. The 
cost increase for a basel ine taggant program 
would be on the order of 0.03 percent of oper
ating costs. 

Construction 

The study team discussed the impact of 
tagged explosives with the Guy F. Atkinson Co. 
in South San Francisco, Calif., a large con
tracting firm that utilizes large quantities of 
explosives in both underground (tunneis, etc.) 
and aboveground construction operations. In 
recent years this firm has utilized on the order 
of 20 million Ib of explosives annually. In un
derground applications, oper~ting costs are 
considered to be very sensitive to the cost of 
powder. Valu·es placed on underground opera
tions were: 

General. ...... . 
Coal ......... . 
Hard-rock ..... . 

Pounds of 
powder to 
remove yd' 
~ to1Y<lb 

'IJ I b 
1 Ib 

Cost per ydJ 

13q:·BBq: 
17q: 
SOq: 

In a recent tunne: application, Guy F. Atkin
son used approximately 900,000 caps in the 
construction' of a 22-mile tunnel. At an esti
mated 50 cents/cap, the value of caps alone 
amounted to approximately $500,000. 

In aboveground work, Guy F. Atkinson re
cently utilized over 40 million Ib of explosives 
in the construction of the Maloney Dam in Cal
ifornia. This fixed-price contract was very 

, 

, 
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Figure 19.-Bingham Canyon Open Pit Copper Mine 

"powder intensive" The value put. on exp.lo
sives was approximately 9 percent at operating 
costs, consisting of 70-percent cap-sensitive ex
plos;ves and 30-percent ANFO. 

A baseline taggant program would increase 
operating costs approximately 1 per~~n~, a sig
nificant cost, but probably not sutflClE'nt to 
cause a shift to alternative excavation meth
ods. One additional potential impact should 
be noted. Such construction projects are nor
mallv long-term, fixed-price contracts A sharp 
jump in the cost of explosives during the 
course of the contract could significc1ntly af· 
feet profits 

A summary of the findings on current E'xplo
sive cost contributions to the various L1spr 

Photo credit: Kennecott Copper Co. 

classes is shown in table 40. Explosives per
centage contributions to operating costs vary 
(dependent on user type) from less than: per
cent (underground metal mining) to as high as 
9 percent (dam construction examp!e). As a .re
suit the cost impact of an increase In the price 
of ~ap-sensitive high explosives also varies, 
particularly as these explosive~ repr~sent vary
ing portions of the total explOSive mix used. 

Handloading 

The above cost impact calculations were for 
industries that are generally able to pass on in
creases in the cost of operations to their cus
tomers. Handloaders, however, are the ulti
fllate users of the product, and must absorb 

Table 40.-Current High Explosives Cost Impact 
for Various User Classes' 

Underground metal mining .. 
Underground coal mining. 
Open pit metal mining. 
Ouarries .. 
Construclion 

Aboveground dam construclion 
Excavation-general. 
Tunneling 

Percent of 
operating costs 

O.2b 
1.4c 

O.2toO.Sd 
B.oe 

9.0e 

2 to 3 
5 

Percent increase in 
operating costs 
due to baseline 

taggant program 

0.02 
02 
003 
1.0 

1.0 

iThes;;e sl'lg-le pOlO! samples -_._-
bTotdl operalJllg costs Includmg refining were not available For direct mlf 109 cos! operaltol1s. ex· 
ploSlves accounted lor less than 1 percent 01 costs 

"NOTE ThiS ddtd pomt reflects d I1lqilly elflnenf operdflOn 
dExcludes IJlas'lIlg agents 
Plnclude~ bla~llng agents 

SOURCE Oilice ot Technoloqy Asse"ment 
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any increased cost due to a taggant program. 
Handloaders load their own ammunition for 
two reasons - economy and the hobby aspect. 
A less than 10-percent cost increase in expend
able material is unlikely to affect a hobby for 
which hundreds of dollars in costs have al
ready been incurred (handloading equiprnent 
and guns). As powder is only one of several 
materials on which a hand loader saves costs 
(cartridge cases, projectiles, wadding) and ad
ditional cost-savings are realized from labor 
and avoiding paying the excise tax on pur
chased ammunition, an 8-percent increase in 
powder cost would translate into a very few 
percent increase in total reloading costs. 

OTHER COST IMPACTS 

Govern ment I nvestigation Costs 
and Program Administration 

BATF has estimated* a requirement of 11 
man-years of effort annually to enforce the 
provisions of 5.333, primarily to establish 
standards and Illonitor implementation of the 
taggants program. Estimated program costs in 
fiscal year 1979 dollars for this level of effort 
are approximately $500,000. This would in
clude !>everal explosive specialists, chemists, 
inspectors, and clerical help. Estimated costs 
for actually investigating taggant-tracing serv
ices are expected to be marginal beyond cur
rent BATF personnel levels and are contained 
in the above estimate. Their current tracing 
service personnel would require one additional 
slot at a cost of approximately $30,000. The to
tal annual costs estimated for BATF are, there
fore, just over $500,000. 

Completing the spectrum of Government 
level costs are those expenditures that are 
budgeted dnd projected to complete the tech
nical developnlPnt of the taggants program by 
the Aerospace Corp. Total program costs (in
cluding sunk costs of $5.4 million prior to fis
cal year 1980) are $10.0 million budgeted; pro-

Gl-401 0 - 80 - 9 

jected out year costs are estimated at $4.6 mil
lion. 

Investigative Costs 

Investigators of bombing incidents currently 
devote considerable time to examining explo
sive debris for clues regdlding the type and 
source of the explosive material. Further effort 
is devoted to forensic analysis at the labora
tory level. If an identification taggant program 
is implemented, collection of debris for a lab
oratory search for taggants will become part of 
the standard bombing-scene investigatory pro
cedures. There should be little or no impact on 
the time required for a bombing-scene investi
gation. Taggant recovery from the debris will 
be an additional laboratory exercise but it 
could well replace the more time-consuming 
procedures now carried out to obtain less in
formation than would be furnished by tag
gants. Similarly, it will take time to follow up 
on the leads furnished to investigators by hav
ing a list of last legal purchasers of the bomb 
filler material, but that time is probably less 
than would be expended following up less di
rect leads. For purposes of this study, the as
sumption was made that a taggant program 
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would have no net cost effect on investigation 
time. 

Effects of Competition-Substitution 

Depending on the ultimate rise in the price 
of explosives to the user community due to the 
addition of taggants, a variety of economic im
pacts could occur. As has been pointed out 
earlier, the choices of the type of explosive 
purchased by users are frequently made on a 
basis of the lowest price rather than brand loy
alty. Since this is so, various kinds of potential 
substitution threaten the explosives industry if 
the user perceives more economical choices 
available to him. For instance, in the under
ground mining of coal, the cost of explosives 
can playa predominant role in the overall cost 
of operations, particularly so in marginal types 
of mining operations. Substitution of mechani
cal coal mining equipment could essentially 
eliminate the use of explosives in those mines. 
The cost impact of the baseline taggant pro
gram is unlikely to significantly affect that 
type of choice, particularly given the capital 
investment in machinery that is currently used 
to support explosive mining. A full economic 
cost tradeoff analysis between mechanical 
tools and the increased cost of explosives 
would need to take place for a meaningful 
sample size of users to determine the net ef
fect on the explosives industry. 

Discussions with a dynamite and packaged 
slurry manufacturer revealed that in one case 
a recent 5.4-percent increase in the price of a 
slurry product resulted in several buyers shift
ing to other products-a loss in sales of 6 mil
lion Ib of product for that manufacturer. Other 
estimated potential losses by substitution were 
suggested by the manufacturer. For instance, 
given a price increase of $10/1 00-weight in 
their nitroglycerine-based products, that man
ufacturer estimated that as much as 25 percent 
of their business would shift to other boost
er/slurry combinations. The manufacturer fur
ther estimated that if a 10-cent increase in the 
price of packaged slurries occurred, they could 
lose 50 percent of their slurry business to 
ANFO! as mining operations would substitute 

.-

borehole dewatering (by pumping the hole out 
and utilizing a borehole liner) coupled with 
ANFO. This kind of substitution, for cap-sensi
tive packaged high explosives to ANFO, was 
also noted by an explosives jobber (operating 
in a quarry environment) as a highly likely 
prospect should the cost of tagged explosives 
increase inordinately. The accuracy and objec
tivity of this type of unsubstantiated estimate 
are open to question, particularly as other 
operators expressed opposite views. Safety, re
liability, and ease of handling were cited as 
reasons why a cost increase, such as would oc
cur for the baseline tagging program, would 
not cause a product substitution. The exam
ples do, however, highlight a very real poten
tial problem, particularly if the taggant pro
gram were to substantially increase the cost of 
cap-sensitive explosives, or if a program were 
adopted that included tagging some portion of 
a cost-competitive segment of the industry 
(such as tagging dynamite, but not gels and 
sl u rries). 

It is noted that the current annual utilization 
of ANFO in this country is on the order of 3.4 
billion lb. It is estimated that the trend toward 
utilization of ANFO has gone about as far as it 
can go, given the excellent economies for 
ANFO in a wide variety of circumstances. In
creasing inordinately the cost of explosives 
due to tagging could, however, further shift 
current utilization from cap-sensitive pack
aged explosives to ANFO. 

Effects on Fixed-Price Commodities 

There is a potentially important economic 
spillover on the marketplace for fixed-price 
commodities, due to taggants. Copper prices 
are established in a competitive worldwide 
market setting. The Kennicott copper mine, for 
instance, competes in this environment, and as 
a result is limited in its. ability to pass on addi
tional costs of operations. Tagged explosives 
could affect this situation, depending on the 
degree of tagging implemented and the cost of 
tagging. The OTA analysis revealed that only 
insignificant influences on cost of operation 
would take place due to cost increases from a 

mandated taggant program. If ANFO and un
packaged slurries were also tagged, however, 
the impact could be quite different. The price 
of ANFO could approximately double, raising 
the cost of operations as much as 5 percent. 
Such an increase may well require a higher 
grade cutoff point for ore, resulting in a signifi
cant decrease in the effective reserves of eco
nomically recoverable copper at that site. 

Possible Removal of Some 
Gunpowders From the Market 

The initiation of a tagging program involves 
startup costs to the manufacturer, which this 
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analysis has assumed would be amortized over 
10 years and passed along to the consumer in 
the form of somewhat higher prices. It is possi
ble, however, that some manufacturers of 
black or smokeless powder might prefer to 
take some product lines off the market, so as 
to incur these startup costs for only a portion 
of their existing product line. It is also possible, 
though perhaps less likely, that a manufacturer 
might choose to halt all production for the 
hand-loader market rather than be involved in 
tagging such powders. If this should occur, 
hand loaders would find their existing choice 
among powders reduced; this reduction in 
choice would be a "cost" to handloaders 
though not one which can be expressed in dol~ 
lars. 

TAGGANT PROGRAM COST SYNTHESIS 

In this section of the report, cost estimates 
are established for implementing a baseline 
taggant program. This development of cost is 
an accumulation of total program cost ele
ments developed in prior sections of the re
port. The program cost elements include: 

• identification taggant material costs; 
• detection taggant material costs; 
• manufacturing level costs; 
• distribution system costs; and 
• public overhead costs: 

-sensor-related production, 
-sensor development, 
-other taggant program development 

costs, and 
- BATF annual administration and trac

ing activity. 

Subsequent to the buildup of the total base
line taggant program costs, a series of alter
native implementation levels are examined for 
their cost impact. Costs are estimated for a 
total taggant program and for separate identi
fication and detection taggant programs. Fol-

lowing that are set forth the various aspects of 
cost uncertainty in the study and a co"t-sensi
tivity analysis of key uncertainty cost drivers 
or parameters intrinsic to the taggant program. 

Identification Taggant Program 
Material Costs 

Table 41 shows the buildup of identification 
taggant material costs. The calculations, which 
are self-explanatory, are based on the program 
units (weight, feet, caps) set forth in the earlier 
section on "Taggant Material Costs." A price 
for polyethylene encapsulated tags of $55/lb is 
utilized with the concentration noted. The to
tal annual cost for this baselille condition is 
$11,200,000. 

Detection Taggant Program 
Material Costs 

Table 42 sets forth the buildup of detection 
taggant program material costs. The calcula-
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Table 41.-ldentification Taggant Material Annual Costs, Baseline Program 

Cap-sensitive packaged 

Estimated 
annual 

production 

high explosives. . . . . . . .• 325 million Ib 

Cast boosters. . . . • • • • . . .. 6 million Ib 

Smokeless powders . • • . . .. 5 million Ib 

Black powder. • . . . . . . . . .. 400,OOOIb 

Detonating cord . . • • • • . . .. 500 lOillion It 

Blasting caps ..........•. 84 million units 

Explosive 
average 
unit cost 

$0.50/lb 

$1.5011b 

$6.00/lb 

$9.00/lb 

5¢/1t 

50¢ each 

Encapsulated/ 
Taggant unencapsulated 

concentration (total pounds) 

0.05% 

0.1 % 

0.05% 

0.05% 

Encapsulated 
(162,500) 

Encapsulated 
pellets (6,000) 
Encapsulated 

(2,500) 
Encapsulated 

(200) 

Taggant 
cost per 
pound 

$ 55 

122 

55 

55 

5 tag gants 
per illCh 
50mg 

Encapsulated 25/batch 
(160) 

Encapsulated 
(9,240) 

120 

Increased cost 
per unit of Incre.ase in 
explosives explosive cost 

2.75¢ 5.5% 

12.2¢ 8.1% 

2.75¢ 0.46% 

2.75¢ 0.30% 

0.05¢ % 

1.32¢ ea. 2.64% 

Total program .....••....•.....•.•......•.•..................•.•..•.....•.......•........••......•. 

aAliowance for cap materials. 
SOURCE: Ottice of Technology Assessment. 

Table 42.-Detection Taggant Material Annual Costs 

Annual cost 
fortaggant 
materials 
(dollars In 

thousands) 

$8,900 

732 

137 

11 

250 

1,100 
(+4W 

$11,200 

Taggant cost per unit Expected 
Estimated annual Detection taggant level Detection taggant explosives total annual costs 

Explosive category production concentration required, pounds (@$40/1b taggant) (dollars in thousilnds) 

Cap-sensitive packaged high 
explosives ..•..•...••••..... 

Cast boosters ................ . 
Smokeless powders •...•........ 
Black powder •••...•......••.. 
Detonating cord ....•..••.••..•• 
Blasting caps •••......••...••• 

325 million Ib 
6 million Ib 
5 million·lb 

400,0001b 
500 million II 

84 million units 

0.025% by weight 
0.025% by weight 
0.025% by weight 
0.025% by weight 

87,500 
1,500 
1,250 

100 
110,000 
36,960 

1¢ 
1¢ 
1¢ 
1¢ 
0.9¢ 
1.76¢ 

$3,250 
60 
50 
4 

4,500 
1,478 

100mg/1t 
200 mg per cap 
worst case set 

Total •....•.••.......••.••.....•...•.......•.••...................•••..••...•.......•.•.... $9,340 

SOURCE: Ottice of Technology Assessment. 

tions, which are self-explanatory, are estab
lished at the noted concentration levels and 
weights, feet, and unit quantities common to 
the identification taggant program. At the esti
mated cost of $40/lb of detection taggant ma
terial, the total annual program estimate is 
$9,340,000. 

Manufacturing Level Program Costs 

Explosive manufacturing level program 
costs are delineated in table 43. The annual 
cost estimate for the baseline program is 
$7,068,500. The costs are based on explosive 
quantities and manufacturing incremental 
costs developed in previous sections. 

Distribution Network Program Costs 

The annual program cost attributable to the 
distribution network is $9,231,000. The calcula
tiun, shown in table 44, is based on the quanti
ties of explosives and distribution system in
cremental costs established in previous sec
tions. 

Public Overhead Program Cost 

Public overhead program costs are defined 
to include the following cost elements: 

• sensor-related deployment costs, 
• taggant program development, and 
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Table 43.-Manufacturing Cost Added 

Explosive calegory 
Esllmaled annual Manufacturing 

producllon cost added/unit 
Cap-sensitive packaged 

high explosives ..•..• 325 million Ib 1.03¢a 
Boosters .. .. .. .. .. .. 6 million Ib 7. 72¢ 
Black powder. . . . . . . .. 400,0001b 2.57¢ 
Smokeiess powder. . . . . 5 million Ib 2.57¢ 
Detonating cord .•••.•• 500 million It 0.094¢ 
Blasting caps •......•. 84 million units 3.15¢ 

Total ••........•..•••...•..••....•...•.. 

aBasellne conditions. 
SOURCE: Otllce of Technology Assessment. 

Total program 
manul •• ,Jrlng 

cost added 
(dollars In 

thousands) 

$3,347 
463 

10 
128 
470 

2,650 
$7,OB8 

Table 44.-Distribution System Cost Added 

Explosive category 

Cap-sensitive packaged 

D/stribullon 
Esllmaled annual system cost 

production added/unit 

high explosives .... " 325 million Ib 1.19¢a 
Boosters • • . . . • • • • • . . 6 million Ib 5.48¢ 
Black powder. . • . • . . .• 400,0001b 7.55¢ 
Smokeless powder. . . • • 5 million Ib 64.43¢ 
Detonating cord . . . . . .. 500 million It 0.15¢ 
Blasting caps .•..••.•. 84·mlllion units 1.23¢ 

Total .•••..•..........•..••........•••.• 

aBaseline conditions. 
SOURCE: Otllce of Technology Assessmenl. 

Tolal program 
distribUlion 

system 
cost added 
(dollars In 

thousands) 

$3,869 
328 
30 

3,222 
750 

1,033 
$9,232 

• ~ATF ~d~inistrative costs, including trac-
Ing activIty. 

~he annual sensor program cost is $6.83 mil
lion for the baseline case in which 1 500 units 
are deployed in an assumed mix of gO-percent 
I~S and 10-percent MS sensor types. As in
~Icated e.arlier, the annual SA TF administra
tion cost IS approximately $0.53 million, while 
~he ta.ggant program development annual cost 
IS estimated at $1.15 million for a total ot 
$8.51 million. ' 

Taggant Program Baseline 
Cost Estimate 

The total est~mated cost for the baseline tag
gant pr~gram IS $45.37 million per year. The 
calcul~tlon of this estimate is shown in table 
45. It Includes the estimated cost impact of 
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Table 45:-Taggant Program Summary Annual 
Cost-Baselme Program (miflions of FY 1979 doIJars) 

Annual cost 
Taggant materials ...•... 

Identification tag gants (11.22) .•••......••..... 
Detector taggants (9.34) 

Sensor-related costsa 
Explosives manufactur~~;' 'add~d ~~~t~ •.......•.... 
Distributors' costs ....••....••. 
Government costs .......................... . 

$20.56 

6.83 
7.07 
9.23 
1.68 Administration ~n'd't~~~I~g .....••...••. 

Taggant program development 
Increased Investigative costs 0 

Total baseline program ann~~I'c~~; : : : : : : : : : : : : :: $45.37 

a~AS~su~me~d71.~50~Ou~n~its~.9~0·p=e=rce~nt~IM~S-an~d~10-.p-e~-eni~Ms~.--------------
SOURCE: Ottlce 01 Technology Assessment. 

taggant materials (identification and detec
tion), manufacturer-added cost, distributor
added costs, and publ ic overhead (sensors, tag
gant development, and SA TF administration). 

Program Cost Versus 
Implementation Level 

Table 46 shows the major cost elements of 
the taggant program as a function of imple
mentation level. The low-level program would 
use a unique identification taggant for each 
manufacturer, type of product, and year of 

Table 46.-Taggant Program Summary Annual Cost Versus 
Implementation Level (millions of FY '1979 doIJars per year) 

Summary cost elemenl,; 
Low case Baseline 
program progr~"l 

Taggant materials 
Identification taggants •...••••• $ 5.61a $11.22 
Detection taggants .••.•.•..... 9.34 9.34 

Explosive manufacturers' added cost. 5.26b 7.07C 

Distribution system added cost .•.•• 5.02e 9.23 
Public overhead .••••••.. , •.... 5.32g 8.51h 

Total program annual cost ..•. , •• $30.55 $45.37 

ANFO 

~OTA estimate of simplified .ode based on halving the baseline estimate 
Plantlyear tagging level. . 

~Oate.shliliagging level. 

High case 
program 

$11.22 
9.34 

19.41d 
16.55f 
24.5 I 

$81.0 
(less ANFO) 
$187.0 I 

$268.0 

10,000 to 12.000·lb tagging le~el [or cap·senslllve; 2.000 Ib [or powders. 
f,nc,udes markup costs only. 
'Sncludes Increase for: adjusted markups; 7.5 mllllonib of powders' powder lecordkeeplng@ 

l/1b. ' 
gBased on 800 sensors, 
~Based on 1,500 sensors. 
Based on 5,000 sensors. 

IBased on: 3.4 billion tb 01 ANFO tagged annually; 10 tag @ 2~/Ib of ANFO' detecl/on tag @ 
O.S,rlb of ANFO; manufacturlng@2f/iboIANFO;and recordkeoplng@ 1 ,lib 01 ANFO. 

SOORCE: Ollice of Technology Assessment . 
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manufacture. A total of 800 detection sensors 
would be deployed, one for passengers and 
one for baggage at each airport location cur
rently deploying magnetometers and hand 
baggage X-ray un its. Cap-sensitive high explo
sives, detonators, boosters, detonating cord, 
and smokeless and black powders would be 
tagged with both identification and detection 
tagganb. Blasting agents would not be directly 
tagged. 

The baseline program would tag the same 
materials as the low-level program, but would 
use a unique identification taggant for each 
shift of each product-analogous to the cur
rent date-shift code marking on the exterior of 
explosives. Traceability to the lists of last legal 
purchasers would be maintained, as the tag
gant would contain all the information needed 
for a BA TF trace (date, shift, product, and 
size). Approximately 1,500 detection taggant 
sensors would be deployed at airports and ma
jor controlled-access facilities such as power
plants, refineries, and Government buildings. 
Major police bomb squads would operate port
able units. 

This baseline program differs from the pro
gram proposed by the BA TF/Aerospace Corp. 
team in two respects. The most important is 
that a full shift of the same product (a differ
ent size would be treated as a different prod
uct) would be tagged with the same taggant, 
rather than an arbitrary 10,000 to 20,000 lb. 
The practical utility result of that change is 
that a longer list of last legal purchasers would 
be produced by a trace, at least for those lines 
that make more than 10,000 to 20,000 Ib of a 
product in a single shift. The second difference 
concerns rewmk. It has been assumed that a 
special taggant containing a "composite 
code" will be added to material containing 
more than 10-percent cross-contamination; 
such a taggant would indicate that other codes 
in the explosive were contaminants and could 
be ignored. 

The high-level program would uniquely tag 
each 10,000-lb batch of explosive and each 
2,000-lb batch of gunpowder. All explosive 
materials, including blasting agents, would be 
directly tagged. Ammonium nitrate fabricated 

.-

for use in ANFO would be tagged, but not fer
tilizer-grade ammonium nitrate. Approximate
ly 5 000 detection taggant sensors would be 
deployed at every major transportation facil
ity, controlled-access utility, Government fa
cility, and other potential high-value targets 
such as campus computer locations. Portable 
units would be routinely availabl'e to police 
bomb squads. The taggant level and types of 
explosives to be tagged in the high-level pro
gram correspond to a strict interpretation of 
5.333, as propounded by IME. 

Program Cost of Separate Identification 
and Detection Taggant Programs 

The above discussion has been for a pro
gram that includes both identification and de
tection taggants. I nterest has been expressed 
in' the cost of each program separately; the 
total cost and breakouts by cost elements are 
discussed for each of the three implementa
tion levels. For the baseline set of conditions, 
the cost breakout is set forth in table 47. These 
costs are, in summary: 

Identification taggant program ...... $24.8 million 
Detection taggant program ......... $25.4 million 
Total combined program .......... $45.37 million 

Table 47.-ldentification Taggant and Detection Taggant 
Program Cost Comparisons-Baseline Case 

(millions of dollars per year) 

Identification 
taggant 

Program cost elements program 
Taggant materials ......... $11.22 
Sensor-related costs. . . . . . .. -
Manufacturers' cost . . . . . . .. 6.0b 

Distribution system cost. ..... 6.66b 

Government cost 
Administration and tracing .. .53 
Taggant program development .34 

Total ............... $24.76 

aFor 1,500 sensors. 
bless markup on detection tagganL 
cAssumed 25 percent of combined program, 

SOURCE: Office of Te:hnology Assessmenl, 

Detection 
taggant 
program 
$ 9.34 

6.83a 
.94 

Markup 
4.82 

Labor and 
tooling 

2.57 
Markup 

-0-
Labor and 

tooling 

.13c 

.81 

$25.44 

Baseline 
combined 
program 
$20.56 

6.83a 

7.07 

9.23 

.53 
1.15 

$45.37 

) 

j 

J 

As one can note, the sum of individual pro
grams is greater than the total combined pro
gram. This follows from the fact that each of 
the programs share certain labor and capital 
resources in the combined program and each 
option bears the total cost for these resources 
if only one of the programs would be imple
mented. Shared resources in the combined 
baseline program are apprOXimately $5 mil
I ion/year. The detection taggant program is 
directly sensitive to the number of deployed 
sensors; variation in this would affect the cost 
differentials significantly. 

Similar cost breakdowns were calculated for 
the separate identification and detector tag
gant programs at the low and high implemen
tation levels; these separate costs for the three 
implementation levels are summarized in table 
48. 

T'l,ble 48.-Summary Program Costs Versus 
Levelollmplementa:ior. 

Identification 
Low. • . . . . . . .. $ 14.93 
Baseline. . . . . • . 24.76 
High. . . • . . . . . . 214.54 

Detection 

$21.92 
25.44 
65.26 

Total combined 
programa 

$ 30.55 
45.37 

268.8 

aComblned program costs are less Ihan Ihe sum of the Individual programs because of shared 
labor. tooling. admlnlslrallon. elc, 

SOURCE: Office 01 Technology Assessment. 

Comparison of OTA Cost Estimates 
With IME and Aerospace Corp. 

Estimates 

In testimony before the Senate Governmen
tal Affairs Committee, IME has estimated that 
the cost of the identification taggant piOgram 
would be on the order of $700 million/year. 
That estimates includes the cost for the tag
gant materials, library maintenance fees, and 
recordkeeping costs. The estimate did not in
clude public overhead cost, manufacturing 
added costs, costs through the distributer 
chain, and markup. In addition, the IME esti
mates for the quantity of cap-sensitive explo
sives produced is bwer than the OT A estimate 
by 50 million Ib, IME does not include the ef
fects of tagging 5 million Ib of smokeless pow
der and assumes that the total production of 
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2.5 million Ib of black powder would be 
tagged. All but 400,000 Ib of the black powder 
is used as a raw material input to other manu
factured items, such as fuzes, however, and so 
would not be tagged. 

For a taggant program with the scope as
sumed by IME, OTA estimates the cost wuuld 
be $214 million, not $700 million. The major 
reasons for this difference are: 'ME assumed 
material cost for the identification taggants of 
$200/lb (versus the OTA estimate of $Ss/Ib), the 
inclusion of a library maintenance fee of $100/
year per unique taggant (this fee would not be 
charged), and a concentl ation level of 0.05 per
cent for unencapsulated taggants versus the 
BA TF/Aerospace suggested level of 0.025 per
cent (equivalent to a O.Os-percent concentra
tion level for encapsulated taggants). As in
dicated previously, the IME figures for the 
material and library maintenance costs reflect 
a 3M quoted cost for taggants produced in a 
pilot program. 

Table 49 depicts the variOll~ cost elements 
for an identification taggant program thct in
cludes blasting agents. The three columns 
show, respectively, the element cost estimates 
made by IME, the corresponding costs under 
the same ,£Issumptions made by OT A, and the 
actual cost elements, as estimated by OT A. It 
must be clearly understood that these cost esti-

Table 49.-Comparison of the Estimates for fD Tags 
(millions of dollars per year) 

IMEcost 
Cost elements estimate 
10 tag materials-non-ANFO . $ 5~.5 
10 tag materlals-ANFO. . . .. 340.0 
Manufacturers' costs-

non-ANFO ......•..... 
Manufacturing cost-ANFO 

and record keeping ...••. 
DistribUtion system cost .... 
Public overhead ..•....... 
Recordkeeping costs. . . . . •. 19.5 

Code reservation ......... 291.1 

Total ................ $7Oi1 

OTA estimates OTA estimates 
using IME using OTA 

assumptionsa assumptions 
$ 10.38 $ 11.2 

68.0 68.0 

17.2 

102.0 
8.0 

.87 
in mfgr& 

distribUtion 

$206.45 

18.47 

102.0 
13.98 

.87 
in mfgr & 

distribUtion 

$214.54 

aAssumptions: 275 million Ib of cap·sensilive packaged explosives. 2.5 million Ib of black 
pOWder. smokeless powder not included, 

SOURCE: Olfice of TeChnology Assessment. 
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mates are for the identification tagging pro
gram for the high implem"!ntation level. 

The Aerospace Corp. cost estimate of ap
proximately $48 million/year was for a differ
ent program-one in which ANFO and other 
blasting agents are not directly tagged. As 
noted above, the program for which the Aero
space Corp. cost €stimate was given .is quite 
similar to the orA identified baseline pro
gram, differing only in the size of the unique 
taggant batch and in some assumptions on re
work materia!. 

A summary of major differences between 
the Aerospace Corp. assumptions and the OTA 
baseline case assumptions is as follows: 

Aerospace OTA 
assumptions assumptions 

Detonating cord ...... 12,000,000 500,000,000 ft 
Number of sensors 
deployed. . . . . . . . . . 5,000 1,500 

Increased investigating 
.::osts .............. $5.4 million None 

Markup . . . . . . . . . . . . No Yes 
I D tag material cost, 
encapsulated ....... $50/lb tag $55/lb tag 

Detection tag material 
cost .............. $65/lb tag $40/lb tag 

Table 50 depicts the various cost elements 
for an identification and detection taggant 
program that does not include blasting agents. 
The columns represent, respectively, the cost 
estimates made by the Aerospace Corp. and 
the cost elements as estimated by OT A. 

Table 50.--Comparison of OTA and 
Aerospace Program (Option 2) Estimates' 

Cost elements 
Aerospace 
estimates OTA estimate 

I D tag materials ................. . 
Detection tag materials ....•........ 
Labor ........................ . 
Retooling ..............•...•.•.. 
Total instrumentation cost ......•.••. 
Increased investigative costs ........ . 
Explosives manufacturing cost ......•. 
Distribution system cost ........... . 
Government costs ................ . 

Total ...•........... , •....... 

$ 8.58 
7.86 
2.05 
1.65 

22.50 
5.40 
(C) 
(Cl 

$48.04 

$11.22 
9.34 
_b 
_b 

6.83 
-0-
7.07 
9.23 
1.68 

$45.37 

aFrom: "Explosives Tagging Inflallon Impact Analysis." Aerospace Corp .• April 1979. 
blnciuded in explosives manulacturing cost 
Ctnc'uded in labor cost 

SOURCE: Ollice 01 Technology Assessment. 
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In summary, the question as to which cost 
estimate is "correct," that by Aerospace or 
that by IME, cannot be simply answered, as 
they are giving estimates for different levels of 
implementation. Both estimates contain val
ues for cost elements that are not currently 
relevant, and these are clearly indicated in 
tables 49 and 50. 

Who Bears the Cost of 
a Taggant Program? 

For the baseline program set of conditions, 
an analysis was made to determine which of 
the various segments affected would bear the 
costs of the taggant program. Table 51 shows 
the cost breakout. Sensor-related costs would 
refiect the perceived utilization of sensors at 
airports for screening of personnel, hand-car
ried baggage, and checked baggage. For the 
basel ine case of 1,500 sensors, 1,200 or 80 per
cent are assumed to be employed at airports, 
with 300 or 20 percent in Government build
ings, courthouses, transportation centers, and 
police bomb squads. 

The users of explosives absorb the primary 
impact of the program, assuming that all costs 
associated with the taggants (material, manu
facturing, and distribution), are passed on to 
the various cI.~sses of users examined. The ex
tent to which these costs will ultimately im
pact consumers of goods produced by the ex
plosive users is uncertain. 

Public overhead costs of administration and 
taggant program development are borne di
rectly by the taxpayer who would also bear 
some portion of the detection taggant sensor 
..1eployment in the baseline case. 

Table 51.-Taggal1t Program Cost Impact by Who Will Bear the 
Cost (millions of dollars by impact segments) 

Users of Airline 
Baseline program costs explosives Taxpayers users Total 

Taggant materials ...•. , $20.56 $20.56 
Sensor-related costs. . . . $1.3 $5.53 6.83 
Explosive manufacturers' 

costs. • . . . . . . • . . . . 7.07 7.07 
Distribution system costs. 9.23 g. 23 
Public overhead . . . • . . . 1.68 1.68 

Tolal ............• $36.86 $2.98 $5.53 $45.37 
Percent. .......... , 81.2% 6.6% 12.2% 

SOURCE: Ollice of Technology Assessment 
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COST ANALYSIS PRECISION 

I n the preceding narrative description of the 
taggant program cost analysis, OTA has set 
forth the basis for estimating the various fac
tors in the total program cost equation. The 
relative certainty (or precision) of the esti
mates has been addressed to varying degrees. 
In this section, OTA specifically summarizes 
concerns regarding the precision of the esti
mates and the related implications for: 1j the 
reasonableness of the estimates and 2J the 
prospects for cost-estimate growth or stability. 

A precise evaluation of the costs of a tag
gant program is not possible due to the current 
state of development of the taggants and sen
sors and the uncertainties in how a taggant 
program would be implemented. Pilot testing 
has been conducted between the identifica
tion taggants and several of the types of ex
plosive materials proposed to be tagged (cap
sensitive packaged explosives, boosters, and 
black powder), testing is underway on smoke
less powder, and no pilot tests have been con
ducted for detonating cord or blasting caps. 
Three candidate sensors are being evaluated, 
but no system has progressed past the labora
tory stage. Various implementation levels arl= 
possible, each of which directly affects costs. 
Examples of critical implementation decisions 
include: which explosives will be tagged, what 
would constitute a unique "batch" with a 
unique identification species, and how many 
of which type of detection sensors would be 
deployed. 

Several forms of cost uncertainty analysis 
are possible. Given a baseline case, one can ex
amine the cost effects of changes in individual 
cost factors and note the perturbation on total 
program cost in a deterministic manner. This 
method is employed in the following section in 
order to highlight the primary cost drivers in 
the taggant program. Another method treats 
costs in a probabalistic manner. Additional 
data would be required to implement this pro
cedure. 

Cost Sensitivity Analysis 

The method used here essentially sets forth 
the cost impact changes that occur due to vari
ations in cost-driving variables of interest. The 
cost-impact variations from an established or 
hypothesized baseline case is the traditional 
method taken. Cost element changes in abso
lute or percentage terms are set forth and the 
impact on total program cost is noted. Since 
the taggant program is in the early stages of 
development, the factors in the total cost 
equation need to be examined to determine 
the potential ranges of variance from an estab
lished baseline. Table 52 includes a relatively 
comprehensive list of elements that have an in
fluence on the program cost estimate. These 
include the various factors (both cost and re
lated requirements) for: 

• taggant materials; 
• the manufacturing and distribution sys

tem; 
• public overhead (sensors, administration, 

taggant program development); and 
• programatic considerations. 

Taggant Materials 

IDENTIFICATION TAGGANTS 

Various factors can further influence the 
cost of identification taggant material. The 
best estimate from 3M is based on their recent 
leadtime study, $75/lb of unencapsulated tag
gants in 2.5- to 5-lb lots. This value is based on 
tagging 600 million Ib of explosives per year, 
requiring a guarantee of manufacturing of 
150,000 Ib of taggants per year for a minimum 
of 2 years. Values utilized in the OTA study are 
based on lower quantities of encapsulated tag
gants. 3M has made their best estimate of this 
effect on cost; however, more detailed study 
would be required by them to provide an 
equivalent confidence to the current $75/lb 
quotation. Encapsulated taggants estimates 
provided for this study are targeted at $55/lb of 
polyethylene-coated taggants for 90,000 Ib of 
taggants per year. Additional study of opaque-

I 
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Table 52.-Elements of Cost Uncertainty 

Identification taggant material 
• Taggant cost dollars per pound 

-Encapsulation cost·opaque capsule 
- Yield from encapsulation process 
-Cost is an estimate, not a contracted value 
-Monopoly issue 

• Taggant concentration level 
• Quantity of explosives to be tagged 

-Cap·sensitive packaged explosives 
-ANFD and other blasting agents 

• Taggant waste 

Detection laggant material 
• Molecule prices 
• Encapsulation cost 
• Concentration levels 
• Quantity of explosives to be tagged 

Sensor cost 
• Quantity of sensors to be deployed 
• What type sensors will be successfully developed? 
• What will be the mix of deployed sensor~? 
• Development cost uncertainty 
• False alarm rate 
• Production price uncertainty 

Explosive manufacturers' added cost 
• Recordkeeping costs (particularly smokeless powders) 
• Tooling and labor, etc., for explosive categories not pilot tested 

(powders, detonating cord, blasting caps) 
• Batch size 

-Productivity 
-Waste 

• Taggant inventory costs 
• Markup and degree to which costs are passed on 

Distribution costs 
• Recordkeeping 
• Storage 
• Markup levels 

Cost of investigation 
• Cost penalty v. cost savings 

Government regulation and administration 

Implementation and programatic 
• Level of implementation 
• Stand alone program costs 

-Identification taggant program 
-Detection taggant program 

SOURCE; Office 01 Technology Assessmenl, 

type encapsulation is required in order to re
fine the $55/lb estimate. 3M assessment of the 
worst case is $70/lb, to account for the uncer
tainty in: 

• encapsulation and encapsulation process 
yield (further research is required to de
finitize these parameters), and 

• ultimate contractual conditions specified 
(the only basis for II precise" quotations). 

3M believes that the worst case estimate is 
highly unlikely and was provided to the study 

1 I 

oroup to permit the cost uncertainty analysis 
~f the taggant program. The ultimate effect of 
the worst case condition would be to increase 
identification taggant direct costs of materials 
by 27 percent. 

If one were to implement unencapsulated 
taggants, as was studied in some detail in the 
leadtime study, the ultimate effect would be a 
reduction in the baseline program estimate 
from $11.2 million to $9.6 million, a reduction 
of approximately 14 percent. 

Other areas of cost uncertainty are: 

• Monopoly issue-this is discussed in the 
second section of this chapter. 

• Taggant concentration levels-the surviv
ability and recovery tests so far con
ducted have been at one concentration 
level, as have the safety tests. The tests 
have identified areas where the taggants 
survive and areas where individual tag
gants do not survive (with a substanti~1 
grey area). Nonsurvival seems to be Pri
marily a function of the thermal or phy~
ical decomposition of the taggant materi
als which would be essentially unaffected 
by' concentration level. If concentration 
levels were changed, the cost of material 
would increase almost linearly (see 
below). 

• Quantity of explosives to be tagged
greater quantities (over 325 million Ib of 
cap-sensitive) of tagged explosive would 
decrease cost per pound of taggant mate
rial; however, total program increases 
would not increase linearly. 

• ANFO tagging-see the section on "Tag
gant Program Cost Synthesis" for esti
mated effects. It is probable that if ANFO 
were to be tagged, a taggant with addi
tional layers would require development, 
to permit the larger number of codes re
quired by the large .quantities of ANFO 
and other blasting agents. 

• Taggant waste-the degree of taggant 
waste (if any) in a production environment 
is unknown; this factor, which is not con
sidered significant, would tend to increase 
taggant material cost estimates. 
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Summary baseline program cost sensitivity 
to variations in identification taggant material 
costs or concentration levels is depicted in 
figure 20. Cost-impact changes include the ef
fect of markup at the manufacturing level and 
throughout the distribution network. 

Figure 20.-Baseline Program Cost Sensitivity 
Impact Wi.th Changes in Identification Taggant, 

Matenal Cost, and Concentration Level 

Total program 
cost In millions of doliars 

60r-~v--~--~--~--~ __ __ 

~'. 

55 

0·' 

100% 

Percent 
change in 
10 taggant 
material 
cost or 

concentration 

o Increase Ii) Decrease 

SOURCr... Office of Technology Assessment. 

DETECTION T AGGANT MATERIALS 

Detection taggant materials are still in the 
exploratory stage of development, with five 
candidate molecules currently under consid
eration. As shown in our discussion in the sec
ond section, estimates based on recent budget
ary and pricing quotations vary depending on 
the molecule and the spread in the submitted 
cost estimates. The average value utilized in 
this study is $40/lb. The range of estimates is 
from $22 to $58/lb. The uncertainty in program 
dollar terms is as follows: 

Baseline program ................. $9.34 million 
Optimistic estimate ............... $5.14 million 
Worst case estimate .............. $13.54 million 
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Concentration levels are another issue. Current 
expectations are that 0.025-percent concentra
tions are adequate. Further development test
ing is required in order to definitize this param
eter. Baseline program cost sensitivity due to a 
range of variation in detection taggant materi
al costs or concentration levels is set forth in 
figure 21. Cost variations include the Succes
sion of markups that are estimated at the man
ufacturing level and throughout the distribu
tion network. It should be noted that the con
centration levels for identification and detec
tion tagging of detonating cord are inconsist
ent, with a very small concentration of identifi
cation taggants assumed and a very high con
centration of detection taggants. 

THE MANUFACTURING AND 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

Taggant program cost estimates at the man
ufacturing and distribution levels vary in their 
degree of precision and are highly influenced 
by various assumptions that are required due 
to the lack of substantive empirical data. Con
fidence is relatively higher in the estimates 

Figure 21.-Baseline Program Cost Sensitivity 
Impact With Changes in Detection Taggant, 

Material Cost, and Concentration Level 
Total program 

cost In millions of dollars 
60r-------__ ~ __ ~ ______ _ 

Percent 
change In 
detection 

100% taggant 
material 
cost or 

concentration 

o Increase 1iJ Decrease 

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment. 
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where pilot testing has Deen acc~mplished 
(e.g., cap-sensitive packaged explosives). T.he 
degree to which costs will be passe? o.n, ~Ith 
associated markups through the distribution 
network, to the user of explosives is another 
area of uncertainty. 

As a result of the pi lot test program, reason
able data is available for the analysis of the 
cost impact of adding taggailts to th~ manu
facture of cap-sensitive high exp~o~lves, ~t 
least for those companH>\; that participated In 

the program. No similar data is available, 
however, on the manufacturing impact of .the 
other types of explosive materials that might 
be tagged. Only gross estimates have been 
made for record keeping and storage costs. 

Federal requirements for date-shift code.r~c
ordkeeping currently pertain to cap-sensitive 
packaged explosives, boos.ters, black powder, 
detonating cord, and blasting caps. Smokel~ss 
powders, currently exempt from t~e r~qulre
ment, represent the largest uncertainty .In rec
ordkeeping costs. OT A has treated thl~ cost 
element parametrically with the level of Imple
mentation analysis. For the three case~ .stud
ied, the following cost estimates were utilized: 

Low program .................. no cost increase 
Baseline ...................... 60AQ:/Ib powder 
High estimate .................. 100Q:/lb powder 

These estimates are based on preliminary as
sessments; further refinements in the sm.oke
less powder recordkeeping esti~ate req~lre a 
data base reflecting pilot-testing experience 
and a detailed description of the distribution 
network. 

An analysis of manufacturing cost impact 
for cap-sensitive packaged explosives revea~ed 
the following cost sensitivity to program Im
plementation levels: 

Manufacturers' cost per 
Tag batch size pound of explosives . 

10 000 to 12 000 Ib ....................... 4.0Q: 
, , 23Q: 20,000 lb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 

Shift production ......................... O.6Q: 
Plant year .............................. 0.3Q: 

Unlcertainty in other particular explosive type 
cost elements will persist until a particular pro
gram level is recommended for implementa
tion. 

;I / 

Taggant inventory costs, which were as
sessed as part of the manufacturers' costs/ 
were estimated at 10-percent interest for a t~g
gant inventory supply of. one-half year. Varia
tions from this assumption would have rela
tively minor influence over total program cost 
effects. Markup costs were estimated at 10 
percent at the manufacturing level and 25 per
cent for the distribution network for explo
sives/ while 80-percent markup was utilize~ fO.r 
the black and smokeless powders for the distri
bution network, based on estimat~d i.nputs 
from a manufacturer. Uncertainty eXists I~ the 
degree to which taggant progra.m costs. will be 
passed on to explosive users, Since ultimately 
these markups would be determined in the 
marketplace. 

PUBLIC OVERHEAD 

Sensor-related costs.-Considerable uncer
tainty exists in estimates of the sensor program 
cost. These relate to: . 

• what type of sensors wi II be successfu Ily 
developed? 

• what will be the niix of deployed sensors? 
• how many will be deployed? 
• development cost uncertainty, 
• production price uncertainty, and 
• false-alarm rates. 

Table 53 delineates a set of cost possibilities 
where sensor mix and quantity are varied. One 
can note the wide spread of resulting estimates 
given these variations in assumptions. OT A .es
timated the sensor development costs of tWice 
the level of the Aerospace estimates to ac-

Table 53.-Annual Cost per Sensor for Various Mixes 

All CECD .......•.... 
AIlIMS ..........•.. 
All MS ............. · 
GEGD 90%; MS 10% •... 
GEGD 75%; MS 25% .... 
IMS 90%; MS 10% 

(baseline) .•........ 
IMS 75%; MS 25% ..... 

Annual cost 
per sensor 

FY79 dollars 

$3,31B 
4,053 
9,22B 
3,909 
4,796 

4,570 
5,347 

SOURCE: Olfice 01 Technology Assessment. 

Total annual cost 
(millions of dollars) 

1,500 sensors 5,000 sensors 

$5.0 $16.6 
6.1 20.3 

13.B 46.1 
5.B6 19.5 
7.2 24.0 

6.B 22.B 
B.O 26.74 
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count for development program contingen
cies. Production cost estimates confidence has 
been stated by Aerospace as about ± 25 per
cent. This production effect on the basel ine 
case estimate would be as follows: 

Baseline (1 ,500 sensors) ............. $6.83 million 
Lowestimate .................... $5.12 million 
Worst case ...................... $8.54 million 

The effects of quantity and sensor mix are 
more profound. Sensor costs could vary from 
$5 million to $13.8 million (see table 53) for the 
basel ine quantity of 1,500 sensors depending 
on the ultimate mix of system deployed. Quan
tity variations would also proportionately im
pact program costs. High false-alarm rates 
(greater than 0.05 percent) in fielded sensors 
would have tangible cost impacts in the cost of 
operations and in creating ill wi!1. 

Programmatic considerations.- The overrid
ing uncertainty in the cost of the taggants pro
gram stems from the nature of the present ear
ly phase of program development. Program 
cost uncertainty is a profound problem during 
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the development phase of most major hard
ware system programs. This is so even for pro
grams where precedent-type data are available 
(e.g., aircraft, missile, electronics). The taggant 
program has no direct precedent as such and 
analogous situations are limited. Historical 
data are therefore severely limited and slowly 
evolved as pilot testing progresses. Traditional
ly, as a program proceeds during development, 
new elements of costs are recognized that 
were poorly perceived at the onset of develop
ment; in addition, program directions change 
as engineering and scientific problems are un
covered, resulting in scope changes and poten
tial for cost growth. Questions of scope, for in
stance, include program implementation levels 
which have been addressed in the cost synthe
sis section. As noted, costs estimates can vary 
by significant degrees depending on the pro
gram specification. Related to the scope issue 
are the individual identification and detection 
taggant programs as separate entities. Pursuing 
either one of these objectives rather than pro
ceeding jointly would have a significant im
pact on cost. 

ADEQUACY OF CURRENT DATA 

The taggant program cost estimates are 
based on a limited empirical data base and 
various analyses and assumptions. This situa
tion is caused by the relatively early stage of 
the development program, the limited number 
of pilot tests conducted to date, and the lim
ited sample of organizations surveyed (manu
facturers/ distributors, and users of explosives). 
The limitations in the data base and resultant 
assumptions have been underscored within the 
cost analysis section. Where assumptions were 
made, OT A has taken a conservative position 
in order to provide a reasonable cost estimate 
for the program options. This is important be
cause cost growth normally ensues in typical 
developmental efforts. Cost growth is predom
inately affected by redesign and program 

scope changes; cost-estimating error contrib
utes to a lesser degree. 

Further pilot testing and sensor develop
ment efforts are required in order to provide 
refined designs and requirements data for both 
manufacturing processes (e.g., detonating cord 
and blasting caps) and sensors, which are nec
essary for redefining the cost estimates. Until 
this progress is made, further refinements in 
cost-estimate precision are not possible. 

Additional survey samples of manufactur
ers, distributors, and explosive users would 
provide higher confidence in certain of the 
cost-element estimates and other cost impact 
areas. 

, 
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SUGGESTED FURTHER RESEARCH 

Additional cost analysis research would im
prove the ability to determine more accurately 
and at a finer level of resolution the cost im
pact of the taggant program. This research ef
fort could take a number of avenues including: 

• development of a cost model, 
• development (If an economic model, 
• application of design-to-cost principles 

for the sensor development, and 
• special studies and analysis. 

The OT A study effort on the costs of the tag
gant program was limited in time and re
sources. Various insights gained during this re
search indicate that further research in the 
above areas would contribute significantly to 
a better understanding of the multitude of cost 
and economic tradeoffs and effects which 
could guide the development of a taggant sys
tem. The model developments (cost and eco
nomic) would further this goal. Applications of 
formal design-to-cost principles to the devel
opment of sensors will further permit the pro
duction and implementation of cost-effective 
systems. 

1 / 

Other special studies and analyses would 
provide further value to the understanding of 
taggant program cost impact. Among these 
are: 

• cost/uncertainty probability analysis; 
• price elasticity for black powder, smoke

less powders, and cap-sensitive high ex
plosives, etc.; 

• assessment of manufacturers' "front end" 
costs and the related burden; and 

• amplified cost and economic impact sur
veys of manufacturers, distributors, and 
users of explosives. 

It must be clearly understood, however, that 
resolution of the basic program issues, such as 
level of implementation, as well as resolution 
of technical efficacy, safety, and utility is nec
essary before it makes sense to attempt a more 
detailed cost analysis. The work reported in 
this chapter clearly indicates the order of mag
nitude of the cost impact that decisions con
cerning taggant legislation would have on the 
manufacturers, distributors, and users of ex
plosives and gunpowders. 
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Chapter VI 

TAGGANT UTILITY REVIEW 

INTRODUCTION 

Bombings are a particularly heinous crime as they are normally indiscriminate 
in their choice of victims, often involve innocent people, and have the potential for 
producing large numbers of casualties and high property damage. Bombings are at
tractive to the perpetrator as bombs can be placed at the bomber's convenience and 
set to detonate at a time when the bomber is elsewhere. Bombings are a quite spec
tacular crime, easily drawing public attention when that is the perpetrator's pur
pose. 

Bombings are particularly difficult crimes for law enforcement agencies to 
handle as the bomber is not usually near the scene of the crime, the physical evi
dence is destroyed or damaged by the detonation, and the materials necessary to 
fabricate even a quite catastrophic bomb are easily obtainable. 

It is the purpose of this chapter to review the utility of both identification and 
detection taggants to law enforcement and security personnel. I n order to assess the 
utility of taggants, it is first necessary to understand the magnitude of the bomber 
problem, including the types of bombers, the types of targets, the sources of explo
sives, and current measures to control and combat bombers. This information is re
viewed in the next section. The utility of taggants is then discussed, together with 
possible responses by criminal bombers to a taggant program. The chapter con
cludes with a short discussion of the experience of selected foreign countries in the 
control of bombers. 

In the analysis it is assumed that the tag
gants have been demonstrated as safe to add 
to explosive materials; that the identification 
taggants survive the detonation of tagged ex
plosives and can be recovered at the scene of 
the crime, either directly or by laboratory 
separation of collected debris; and that sen
sors exist which detect the detection taggant 
vapor at a parts-per-trillion concentration in 
air, with extremely few false alarms and with 
no requirement for special maintenance or 
skilled operators. These assumptions would 
have to be verified before a taggant program 
could be implemented. 

The analysis is primarily qualitative. Data 
exist on the ~lumbers and types of criminal 
bombings which take place, but it is difficult 
to analyze the data as it is not consistent from 
one data bank to another and information re
trieval in any other than summary form is diffi
cult. Characterization of types of perpetrator, 
or of motives, is available in only a limited 
number of bombings; even identification of 
the explosive filler is not available for a signifi
cant fraction of bombings. 

61-401 0 - 80 - 10 

No data exist that would allow a quantita
tive assessment of the numbers of bombers 
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who would be deterred, arrested, or convicted 
as a result of a taggant program, or of the 
amount of property damage or casualties 
which would be averted by such a program. An 
analogy can be drawn between the utility of 
the current date-shift information contained 
on explosive cartridge cases and the utility of 
identification taggants in apprehending and 
convicting bombers, but the date-shift infor
mation utility data base is quite small. Simi
larly, an analogy can be made between the 
drop in hijackings that occurred after the intro
duction of anti hijacking procedures and the 
potential reduction to be expected in the 
bombings of high-valued, controlled-access 
buildings protected by detection sensors. Such 
analogies are discussed in the text. The pri
mary source of data on the current bombings 
threat, current means of combating that 
threat, and the utility of taggants to law en
forcement personnel, however, comes from 
the opinion of law enforcement personnel in 
the field. 

I n-depth discussions were held with a broad 
cross section of law enforcement and security 
personnel, including personnel from the fol
lowing agencies: 

• domestic law enforcement and security 
personnel. (New York City; San Mateo 
County, Calif.; Dallas-Fort Worth Airport; 
Summit County, Ohio; Washington, D.C.); 

• foreign law enforcement personnel (West 
Germany, England, Republic of Ireland, 
INTERPOL); 

• Federal agencies (Federal Bureau of Inves
tigation (FBI), Federal Aviation Admin
istration (FAA), Bureau of Mines, Depart
ment of Transportation, Corps of Engi
neers, U.S. Army Criminal Investigation 

Division, U.S. Army Development and Re
search Command); and 

• contractors (Management Sciences Asso
ciates (MSA) and I nstitute for Defense 
Analysis). 

A number of discussiom were also held, on 
various subjects, with the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco, and Firearms (BATF), the agency 
charged with explosives control. 

Unfortunately, it was not possible, given the 
time and money constraints of the OT A analy
sis, to tr'eet with as many law enforcement per
sonnel as would be desirable, particularly 
given the large variations in types of bombers, 
types of targets, and local laws and procedures 
in the various parts of the country. To obtain a 
larger sample of expert opinion, a question
naire was sent to approximately 950 members 
of the International Association of Chiefs of 
Police (IACP), chosen at random from their 
directory. The IACP was chosen because of the 
OTA desire to obtain input from a broad cross 
section of the law enforcement community
geographically, functionally, and by size of 
community. The results of the in-depth inter
views and questionnaire responses are inte
grated in the discussion in this chapter. A 
detailed discussion of the questionnaire is 
given as appendix B. Due to the small response 
rate (approximately 15 percent) the sample 
may be biased. However, the bias is probably 
toward those with knowledge of, and interest 
in, the subject. An additional possible bias was 
introduced by an error in the explanatory 
material accompanying the survey, which in
dicated that the identification taggant trace 
would identify the last legal purchaser of the 
explosives, rather than indicating that the 
trace would produce a list of last legal pur
chasers. 

PROBLEM CHARACTERIZATION 

Approximately 3,000 incidents are reported 
annually in the BATF Explosives Incidents 
Report. The incidents include accidents, 
threats, recovered explosives, and hoaxes, as 

1 / 

well as actual expksive and incendiary bomb
ings. The BATF report contains a breakout by 
target type and explosive filler used, but little 
information on the various types of perpetra-

j 

tors. The FBI compiles similar bombing statis
tics at its National Bomb Data Center which 
are published quarterly and summarized annu
ally. The bombings are committed by a wide 
range of perpetrators, who differ in their skills 
resources, motivations, and types of targets at~ 
tacked. Current security measures at most ex
plosive manufacturers, distributors, and users 
are sufficient to dissuade casual outside theft 
but cannot readily protect against thefts that 
are .committed by or assisted by employees, or 
against a determined outside attempt to steal 
explosives. Protection of some high-value po
tential targets against bomber threats is cur
rently adequate but some targets are essential
ly unprotected against a !>erious bombing at
tempt. Finally, current law enforcement efforts 
to c~)Iltrol criminal bombings are not very ef
fective. These topics are discussed briefly 
below. 

The Bombing Threat 

Both the FBi and BATF maintain national 
bombing data information centers which col
lect statistics on bombings and other explo::ive 
incidents. The data are not consistent between 
the two centers, however, and many bombings 
are not reported to either center. The format
ting of the data, and the lack of updating pro
cedures, make accurate analyses difficult. 

. The BATF 7978 Explosives Incidents Report 
Includes over 3,000 incidents for both 1977 and 
19.18. The incidents includo accidents, threats, 
seized and recovered explosives, and hoaxes as 
well as actual explosive and incendiary bomb
ings. Of these incidents, 1,377 represented ex
pl?si.ve detonations, accidental detonations by 
cnmlnals, or recovered bombs which failed to 
detonate in 1977, with 1,250 the corresponding 
number for 1978. At least 953 of these in 1977 
and 787 in 1978 represent actual detonations 
of e.xplosive bombs against substantial targets 
(mailbox and open-area bombings are not in
cluded). 

During 1977, at least 38 people were killp.d 
and 180 wounded by explosive and incendiary 
bombs, while the numbers in 1978 were 23 and 
185, respectively. Due to the way initial esti-
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mates of property damage are made in the 
BATF data and the lack of updating, only the 
crudest property damage estimates can be 
made. There w~s at least $10 million in direct 
property damage due to explosive and incendi
ary bombs in 1977, and at least $17 million in 
1978. Thirty-five of the thirty-eight reported 
deaths in 1977 and twenty of the twenty-three 
reported in 1978 were from bombings against 
vehicles, residences, and commercial estab
lishments. Similarly, about 80 percent of the 
injuries from bombing of known targets in 
1977 and 70 percent in 1978 were caused by 
bombings of those three types of targets. 

The FBI data, as indicated above, are some
what different, both in number of incidents re
ported and in the breakout of categories. In 
1977, for instance, FBI data show 867 actual 
explosive bombings and 118 attempted bomb
i~gs. Similarly, the number of people reported 
killed that year from both explosive and incen
diary bombings was 22, while 162 were re
ported injured. In 1978 there were 768 explo
sive bombings and 105 attempted explosive 
bombings. The pertinent 1977 and 1978 BATF 
and FBI statistics are summarized in table 54. 

Table 54.-Minimum B9mbing Incidents Statistics Summarya 

BATF FBI 
Item 1977 1978 1977 1978 
E~ploslve bombings, number •........ 1,037b 896b 867 768 
Undetonated explosive bombs, number .• 319 287 118 105 
Incendiary bombings, number ........ 339 446 248 349 
Unlgnlted incendiary bombs, number ... 81 71 85 79 
Criminal accidents, numberc •.•.••..• 21 67 
Property damage from bombings, 

millions of dollarsc d ••••••••••••• $ 10 $ 17 $ 9 $ 9 
InjurlesC ••••••••••••••••••••• " 180 185 162 135 
People kJled by bombingsC •••••••••• 38 23 22 18 

aSATF reported 3.177 lolal Incldenls In 1977 and 3,256 In 1978. Tolal incldenls Include ac
cldenls, Ihreals. seized and recovered explosives. and hoaxes as well as aclual explosive and in

bcendlary bomolngs. T~e OTA sludy was concerned only Wllh explosive bombings. 
c Of Ihese 9531n 1977 and 787 in 1978 were agalnsl subSlanliallargels. 
Includes bolh explosive and Incendiary bombings. OTA was unable 10 oblain separale ligures lor 
number 01 criminal accldenls, Injuries. dealhs, and property damage caused by explosive and in
cendiary bombs. Incendiary bombs and bombings would nol be aflecled by Ihe proposed!agganl 
program. 

dAclual value probably cor.slderably higher due to lack 01 dala lile updales. 

SOURCE: BATF 1918 Explosives InCIdents Report, FB'. UMorm Crime Reporl: Bomb Report, 
1978. See app. F lor a dIP.cusslOn ot Ihe derlvallon of these ligures. 

An effort was made to resolve the differ
ences in statistics compiled by FBI and BATF
according to the Explosives Enforcement Divi~ 
sion of BA TF: 

, 
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• There is no Federal statute or law on the 
books requiring local police officials to re
port bombing in'cidents to either BA TF or the 
FBI. 

• Cooperation at the local level has led to an 
informal procedure on the part of local po
lice to report a bombing incident to either 
BATF or FBI, who in turn will normally noti
fy each other. (There are obviously some 
breakdowns in this procedure). 

• There is a statute giving BA TF the "right of 
inspection" at the site of any explosion; 
therefore, whether BA TF receives word of a 
bombing from the local police, or whether a 
local special agent reads of it in the local 
paper, BATF can by law check it out. 

• BA TF requires each agent to report all 
bombing incidents to its .explosives data cen
ter in Washington, irrespective of the theo
retical importance, damage, casualties, or 
jurisdiction since, among other uses, these 
data are used by the Secret Service in ar
ranging security for the President when he is 
traveling. 

• There is a question of jurisdiction with refer
ence to investigations. A memo of under
standing exists between BATF and the FBI. 
Generally the FBI covers terrorist acts at
tacks on airlines, attacks involving uni~ns, 
college campus buildings, and Federal build
ings other than Treasury and Postal build
ings. BA TF has primary jurisdiction over 
criminal bombings related to interstate com
merce, firearms violations, and Treasury 
buildings. Either the FBI or BA TF may re
spond to requests for aid from other jurisdic
tions. Conflicts are settled by mutual agree
ment. 

• The normally higher number of incidents an
nually in BATF reports is a direct result of 
the above. 

It is of considerable interest to know 
whether the statistics for 1977 and 1978 are 
characteristic of the recent past, or if trends in 
criminal bombings are apparent. Table 55 
shows the bombing trend since 1972, from the 
FBI data. While the BA TF numbers differ, the 
rough trends are similar. Figure 22 shows the 
trends graphically, with the total number of in
cidents depicted in figure 22a, property dam
age in 22b, injuries in 22c, and deaths in 22d. 
The total incident numbers in figure 22a in
clude both successful bombings and attempts; 
the property damage and casualty figures may 
include incendiary bombings as well as explo
sive bombings. No long-term trend is detec
table from the data, although an unusually 
high number of incidents and casualties oc
curred in 1975. This increase was primarily due 
to three incidents. 

1. On January 24 a bombing at the Fraunces 
Tavern in New York .City killed 4 people, 
injured 53 others, and did extensive prop
erty damage. Responsibility for the bomb
ing has been claimed by FALN, the Puerto 
Rican separatist terrorists. 

2. A bomb detonated in the baggage claim 
area at La Guardia Airport, on December 
29, killing 11 people with 70 additional 
serious injuries. No positive identification 
of the exact type of explosives used has 
been made for this incident and no at
tribution has been made. 

3. A bomb detonated at a sponge factory in 
Shelton, Conn., in March 1975, killing 

Table 55.-Explosive Bombing Incident Trends, 1972-78 

Total actual and :Jtal actual and 
attempted ex· attempted incen' Property damage Personal Year plosive bombings Actual Attempted diary bombings Actual Attempted (dollar value) injury Death 

1972 ....... 951 714 237 1,011 193 218 $ 7,992,000 176 25 1973 ....... 995 742 253 960 787 173 7,262,000 187 22 1974 ..•.... 1,129 893 236 915 758 157 9,887,000 207 24 1975 ....... 1,326 1,088 238 748 613 135 27,004,000a 326a 69a 
1976 ....... 1,040 852 188 530 405 125 11,265,000 212 50 1977 ....... 985 867 118 333 248 85 8,943,000 162 22 1978 ....... 873 768 105 428 349 79 9,161,000 135 18 

alncludes three major bombing incidents resulting in unusually high personal InJuries and deaths and substantial damage W property. 
SOURCE: FBI Unllorm Crime Reports: Bomb Summary 1978. 
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Figure 22.-Annual Bombing Statistics, 1972·77 
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b. Property damage (Includes Incendiary bombings) 

(135) 
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c. Personal injury (Includes Incendiary bomblrtgs) 

(18) 
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d. Deaths (Includes Incendiary bombings) 

SOURCE: Drawn by OTA from FBI data. 

three people and injuring several others. 
No attribution has been made for this inci
dent. 

Using FBI and BA TF data, the trend of both 
total bombing incidents and catastrophic inci
dents was analyzed by MSA for the 5-year peri
od from 1972 through 1976. The data show no 
significant change in incidents over that peri
od, although 1975 and 1976 had significantly 
higher injuries and deaths. In contrast to in
ferences based on past statistics, many experts 
believe a significant increase in bombings, par-
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ticularly catastrophic bombings, can be ex
pected over the next few years. It should be 
noted that a single incident involving an air
craft exploding in flight could produce more 
deaths than have occurred in the United States 
from bombings during this decade. Such inci
dents have occurred in foreign countries and a 
near miss occurred recently in New York. On 
March 25, 1979, a TWA plane bound from New 
York to Los Angeles was delayed. A bomb 
planted in the checked baggage exploded 
while being transported to the aircraft on the 
luggage truck. If the aircraft had taken off on 
time the bomb might have caused the deaths 
of most or all of the 166 people aboard. 

Explosives Used in Bombs 

Data on the types of fillers used in bombs 
are also not consistent between FBI and BA TF 
data banks. It is instructive to look at two 
BATF data sources, however, as shown in table 
56. The second column represents 1978 data 
for the fillers identified in the field for all ex
plosive bombs that were detonated, bombs re
covered undetonated, and criminal accidents. 
The first column represents 1978 data for only 
those fillers that were identified in the labo
ratory from postdetonation analysis. In both 
cases, black and smokeless powders and cap
sensitive high explosives all occur with high 
frequency. Table 57 shows a breakout of the 
estimated number of significant bombing in
cidents, deaths, injuries, and property damage 
occurring during 1978 by explosive material fil
ler. The average of t!,)t,! two frequencies col
umns shown in table 56 was used for the table 
57 estimates. (See app. F for the derivation of 

r 

Table 56.-ldentified Explosive Fillers Used in Bombs ~ ... 
~. Lab Identified 

fillers 1978 
Black powder ...•..... 
Smokeless powder ...•. 
Military ............. 
Cap sensitive •......•• 
Blasting agents ......•. 
Chemicals .••...•.... 
Others •.•........••. 

See app. F for derivation of these numbers. 

SOURCE: BATF data. 

13% 
16 
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32 

36 

Ali identified 
fillers 1978 

21% 
19 
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30 
1 
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Average 
17% 
17.5 
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Table 57.-Bombing Casualties and Damage in 1978 b\' Type of Bomb 

Filler material 

All fillers ......••.......... 
Incendiary .........•...... 
Black powder ....••........ 
Smokeless powder .•......... 
Military explosives .......... . 
Cap sensitive .............. . 
Other .... , ............. . 
Unknown .........•....... 

Total for those fillers which 
would be directly taggedb ••• 

Numberof 
bombings against 
substantial targets 

1.298 
428 
148 
152 

39 
270 

570 

Deaths 
23 
3 
4 
3 
0 
7 
3 
3 

14 

Property damage 
Injuries $ millionsa 

185 $17.2 
13 3.7 
19 .2 
23 .2 
7 

26 3.3 
40 2.4 
57 7.4 

68 3.7 

aValue probably higher due 10 lack 01 data update. 
bCap·sensltive explosives. black powder. and smokeless powder would be tagged. 

SOURCE: BATF data. See app. Flora dertvation 01 these ligures. 

these numbers.) The table shows that a large 
percentage of the total bombings deaths ~nd 
casualties is caused by black powder, by 
smokeless powder, and by cap-sensitive high 
explosives. 

Types of Targets Bombed 

The types of targets that attract criminal 
bombers range from attacks on mailboxes and 
outhouses by vandals and pranksters to at
tacks on aircraft by terrorists. The targets most 
frequently attacked on a year-in, year-out basis 
are private residences, commercial facilities 
(usually small operations), and vehicles. Table 
58 is taken from the BATF 1978 Explosives Ind· 
denis Report. It shows the total number of ac
tual bombings (both explosives and incendiary) 
for the years 1977 and 1978, the bombing 
breakout by target type, the number killed and 
injured, and the estimated property damage, 
all by target type. The FBI data are somewhat 
different, bu~ show the same trends in that the 
majority of bombings, property damage, and 
casualties occurs at residences, at commercial 
facilities, and in vehicles. In table 59, these 
data are rearranged to explicitly show that 
most of the bombings and casualties '.'.'Quld oc
cur at targets that are not likely to be pro
tected by detection sensors. It is extremely un
likely that such sensors would be placed in pri
vate residences or in vehicles; most commer
cial establishments would also not have sen
sors. If the assumption is made that all of the 

{I I 

incidents that happened at commercial facili
ties occurred at facilities unlikely to be pro
tected by sensors, then 79 percent of the inci
dents, 89 percent of the injuries, and 94 per
cent of the deaths from actual explosive and 
incendiary bombings which happened in 1977 
and 1978 occurred at places unlikely to be pro
tected by detection taggant sensors. 

Data are not available that would allow sep
aration of the explosive and incendiary bomb
ings statistics. It is likely that a larger percent
age of the targets of explosive bombings would 
be of the type protected by a detection sensor, 
but probably not a large percentage. 

Characteristics of Criminal Bombers 

Criminal bombings are committed by a wide 
range of perpetrators, including both individu
als and groups. While it is always difficult to 
place a heterogeneous population into well-de
fined categories with well-defined characteris
tics, it is helpful to group criminal bombers 
into four categories: terrorists, common crim
inals, mentally disturbed, and vandals and ex
perimenters. These groups vary greatly in moti
vation, skill, training, resources, and ability to 
respond to a changing enforcement environ
ment. It is also difficult to determine which 
group is responsible for a bombing, although 
"credit" is sometimes claimed, particulariy by 
certain terrorist groups. Of the bombings re
ported in the BA TF 1978 Explosives Incidents 

1 
1 

I .... 

j 
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Table 58.-Bombings by Specific Targets for 1977-78 (ar.tual detonations or ignitions) 

Total incidents No. killed No. Injured Property damagea 

Type target 1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
Residential ............. 352 294 17 7 66 57 $ 1,022.3 $ 2,982.2 
Commercial ............. 367 375 7 6 48 46 6,640.1 8,777.7 
Airports/ aircraft. ......... 7 5 1 1 .2 .2 
Police facilities/vehicle ..... 14 29 5.8 70.4 
Educational ............. 106 97 13 5 43.1 532.3 
Governm~nt (local) ...•.... 24 9 1 4 145.6 70.1 
Government (Federal) ...... 26 22 4 1 2.4 ~~t, t:. 
Military Installations ....... 4 3 1 \J.G 
Utilities ................ 51 57 2 628.0 1,727.7 
Banks ................. 22 18 225.2 49.3 
Vehicles ............... 216 2~2 11 7 24 25 363.3 2,119.4 
Open areas ............. 36 40 1 2 8 13 .5 4.2 
Mailboxes .............. 48 69 1 2 25.8 2.1 
Other ................. 90 137 8 27 1,206.8 869.9 
Unknownb •••••••••••••• 34 2 5 2 22.6 0.0 

Total. .............. 1,397 1,409 38 23 180 lB5 $10,331.7 $17,212.1 

aproperty damage ligures are In thousands and are estimated. 
bThls category Includes those Incidents where the type target was either unknown or nol reported. 

SOURCE: BATF 1918 (xploslves Incidenls Report. 

Table 59.-Percent of Bomber Targets That Would Be Protected by a Detection Sensor 

Total bombingsa Injuries Deaths 
Average number of bombings of known, substantial targetsb •••••••••.••••••• 1,175 

557 
371 
928 

150 
86 
47 

133 

29 
21 
6 

28 

Bombings of residences. vehicles ................................... . (47%) 
(32%) 
(79%) 

(58%) 
(31%) 
(89%) 

(72%) 
(22%) 
(94%) 

Bombings of commercial establishments .............................. . 
Total unlikely to have sensors ........•.•........................... 

alncludes both 1ncendlary and explosive bor.lblngs lor 1977 and 1978. 
bopen fields and mailboxes are e,~luded Irom Ihe.~e data. 

SOURCE: BATF data. 

Report, a motive was established for only 23 
percent of the bombings in 1977 and only 38 
percent in 1978. Keeping in mind the above ca
veats, it is nonetheless useful to examine the 
·characteristics of the various groups, which 
are summarized in table 60 and briefly de
scribed below. 

Terrorists 

The terrorist groups active in the United 
States vary widely in ability, resources, train
ing, and adaptability. They share the common 
characteristics, however, of high motivation, 
action as a part of a group, and a continuing 
involvement in catastrophic, illegal activities 
against society. These characteristics make the 
terrorist particularly dangerous to society and 
a particularly appropriate target for antibomb
ing controls. Terrorists can be roughly divided 

into political, reactionary, and separatist 
groups. Political groups, such as the Weather 
Underground, are primarily interested in at
tracting attention to and sympathy with their 
cause. For that reason they engage in spectacu
lar events, such as bombings, but generally at
tempt to avoid or limit injury and death result
ing from their bombings. Political terrorists 
often have considerable resources available to 
them, due to a significant number of people 
who support their aim, if not necessarily their 
means. The leadership of most of these groups 
are of above-average intelligence, and have 
either had specialized training or have studied 
extensively in terrorist activities. They are thus 
able to adapt to a changing environment, al
though the range . responses available to 
them may be limli:t:d by their political aims. 
They may lack mechanical skills, however, and 
be more likely to be involved in accidential ex-

, 
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Table 60.-Attributes of Criminal Bomber Groups 

Experience 
Perpetrator and training Resources 
Criminal 
Unsophisticated ............... L L 
Sophisticated ................. H M 

Terrorist 
Political ..................... M-H M-H 
Separatist ................... M-H M 
Reactionary .................. L L 

Mentally disturbed 
Disenchanted ................. L L 
Vengeful .....•.............. L L 
Pathological .................. L-M L 

Other 
Vandals ...•................. L L 
I:xperimentor ................. M L 

L·Low; M·Moderate; H·High; 1·lndivldual; G·Group 
SOURCE: Office oi Technology Assessment. 

plosions, either while fabricating bombs or 
while placing them. Political terrorists have be
come less visible in the United States in recent 
years. 

Separatist groups, such as FALN, generally 
hope to gain their aim by generating a reaction 
to their activities, rather than sympathy for 
their aims. They are therefore generally less 
concerned with public revulsion to bombings 
that cause substantial injury and deaths. Sep
aratist groups have been credited with more 
than 25 percent of catastrophic bombings
those resulting in major property damage. in
juries, and deaths. The resources of domestic 
separatists vary from group to group, but are 
generally less than for comparable groups of 
political terrorists, as only a fraction of the 
population represents even potential support
ers. As an example, few people outside of the 
Yugoslavian exile community care whether or 
not the Croatians achieve separation from the 
Yugoslavian federation; on the other hand, a 
group like the Weather Undergrcnmd, that 
seeks to exploit discontent with the U.S. Gov
ernment, could seek support from a larger pop
ulation. Separatist groups are often critically 
dependent on a small cadre of leaders; loss or 
incapacitation of those leaders may shatter the 
group or considerably reduce their effec
tiveness. As an example, FALN in New York 
lost their bombmaker over a year ago and have 

1 / 

Motivation Individual or group Reaction capability Frequency 

M M Multi 
H H Multi 

M-H G M-H Multi 
H G H Multi 
H G L-M Multi 

L-M L Single 
M-H L-M Single 

\j L-M Varies 

L-M L Single 
L-M L-M Single 

not committed any bombings in New York 
since that time. Their ability to react to a 
changing control environment is less than the 
political terrorist groups, due to more limited 
resources. If the goal of the separatist group is 
viewed with sympathy by a large part of the 
population, as is the case in Northern Ireland, 
then the group can attract resources, attract 
recruits, and perfect skills. If, on the other 
hand, the population is either not in sympathy 
with the separatists or is not directly affected 
by the cause of the separatists (as is the case of 
the Croatians in the United States or the South 
Moluccans in the Netherlands), then the group 
will not be able to attract resources or other
wise grow. 

Reactionary groups, such as the Ku Klux 
Klan and the American Nazi Party, would ap
pear to share some of the characteristics of the 
political terrorists, but generally do not pos
sess the same levels of training, motivation, 
and resources, and are not as capable of react
ing effectively to a changing control environ
ment. They also differ in that their bombings 
are usually directly targeted at the individual 
or group they intend to influence, rather than 
simply at a spectacular target. Generally, their 
purpose is intimidation; thus, fairly small, con
tained bombs are used. Even when murder or 
injury is desired, the results are usually con
fined to the directly targeted individual. While 
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the pol itical terrorists are generally younger 
and well-educated, the reactionary terrorists 
tend to be less well-educated and somewhat 
older. 

Terrorists, as a group, have been responsible 
for approximately 12 percent of those bomb
ing incidents in the past 5 years for which the 
FBI attributed a motive. 

Common Criminals 

Criminals range from the petty operator who 
utilizes a bomb for extortion to the profession
al bombers of organized crime. The petty oper
ator is generally poorly trained, not very moti
vated, has limited resources, and cannot readi
ly adapt to a changing enforcement environ
ment. The only major characteristics he shares 
with the professional bomber are that his tar
gets are generally individuals or small commer
cial establishments, unlikely to be protected 
by a detection taggant sensor, and that he 
generally works alone or as part of a small 
group. The petty operator normally engages in 
repeated bombings over a number of years. 

The professional bomber is highly trained 
and motivated and generally has considerable 
resources available to him, either directly or 
through his "employer." While the profession
al generally works alone, he may be affiliated 
with a larger criminal structure, such as the or
ganized crime network in the United States. 
His target may range from bombs planted as a 
result of labor \. roblems to murder-for-hire 
"hit~." The professional bomber and the more 
sophisticated terrorists share many character
istics and are the most difficult to control or 
contain. 

Criminals as a group are responsible for ap
proximately 11 percent of bombing incidents. 
Most incidents are limited to specific targets 
and do not generally cause substantial injury 
or death to innocent bystanders. 

Mentally Disturbed 

The category of mentally disturbed includes 
psychopaths, those seeking revenge for a real 
or imagined wrong, and those who may be tem
porarily disenchanted with a particular situa-

'-, .-~. ~---~~~'-
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tion. Many of the individuals who become ter
rorists or criminals could fall into this broad 
category; the term is limited here to the dis
turbed persons who act alone and do not act 
for profit. 

The mentally disturbed bomber also differs 
from terrorists and criminals in that he general
ly does not engage in multiple bombings, al
though exceptions such as the Los Angeles "al
phabet bomber" certainly exist. He generally is 
poorly trained, has limited resources, and acts 
alone. He is otten highly motivated, but per
haps only for short periods of time, in direct re
sponse to some stimulus. He is extremely lim
ited in his ability to respond to changing con
trol situations, either through lack of care of 
consequences or belief in his invincibility. As 
his motives are hard to identify, it is difficult to 
predict his target. 

The mentally disturbed account for approxi
mately 38 percent of all bombing incidents 
that can be attributed to a specific type of per
petrator. 

Vandals and Experimenters 

Vandals and experimenters share the charac
teristics of poor training, limited motivation, 
and limited resources. They generally work 
alone or in small groups, and do not generally 
intend to harm people or cause extensive dam
age. Their targets are often of little value, such 
as mailboxes or outhouses, but some acts of 
vandalism can cause extensive damage to 
buildings such as schools. While accounting 
for 39 percent of the reported bombing inci
dents, they are responsible for little damage 
and few casualties. 

The primary danger from this group is that a 
harmless prank may accidently turn into a ma
jor bombing with subsequent significant prop
erty loss and casualties. There is also the dan
ger that experimenters will learn their craft and 
"graduate" to a more dangerous category of 
criminal bomber. 

In summary, table 61 shows the approximate 
number of significant explosive bombings (ex
cluding mailboxes and detonations in the 
open) that would be attributable to each type 
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Table 61.-Eslimated Number of Significant Bombings by 
Group of PEirpetrators (average of years 1974-78) 

Perpetrator g rou p 
Terrorists ....................... . 
Criminals ....................... . 
Mentally distu rbed ................ . 
Vandals and experimenters ........... . 

SOURCE: FBI data. See app. F for a derivation of these figures. 

Estimated number 
of bombings 

107 
98 

340 
348 

of perpetrator, if the same relative distribu~ion 
by perpetrator held for unattribu~ed bomblng.s 
as for attributed ones. To obtain these esti
mates OT'A averaged FBI data from the 5 
years '1974-78 (no 1979 data is yet availabl~). 
Year-to-year numbers vary due to changes. In 
the FBI categories a'nd method for allocating 
bombings by motive. (See app. F for more de
tail.) 

No detailed data is available concerning the 
number of deaths and injuries caused by the 
various bomber groups. However, almost .40 
percent of catastrophic bombings (those with 
casualties or serious property damage) are at
tributed to separatist terrorists and the more 
professional criminals. 

Sources of Explosives 
The explosives used in criminal. bom~ings 

can come from a variety of sources, Including: 

• legal purchase, 
• illegal purchase, 
• theft, 
• importation from abroad, 
• homemade, and 
• theft of some components, fabrication of 

others. 

At present a determination of the source of ex
plosives c~n rarely be made except in the case 
of bombs that have been recovered undeto
nated. The date-shift code information on the 
cartridge label allows the source of the recov
ered explosives to be traced. Such traces ~an, 
theoretically, locate the source of essentlal~y 
all cap-sensitive high explosives ~ecov~red. In 

their original cartridges; however, Investigative 
effort is necessary to determine which of the 
last legal purchasers on the list is the source of 

:1 / 

the explosives. Such an effort would be ex
pended if the recovered bomb ha~ the ~oten
tial to cause catastrophic damage, If the Larget 
was an important one, or if the pattern o.f the 
attempted bombing indicates that useful Intel
ligence information would be gathered by ~he 
trace. Devices recovered undetonated, which 
were small in size or which were to be used 
against relatively unimportant targets, may 
well never be reported to the BA TF network. 

While it is impossible to determine pr~ci~ely 
the source of explosives used in most cnml~al 
bombings, analysis of the existing data do.es in
dicate some trends. Examining table 56, It ap
pears that homemade explosives ~re us~d very 
infrequently in criminal bombIngs In the 
United States, although they account f?r up to 
85 to 90 percent of the explosives used In coun
tries such as West Germany and England, 
where commercial explosives are rigorously 
controlled. There also appears to be litt!~ use 
of explosives imported from abroad,. a Judg
ment supported by discussion with vanous I.aw 
enforcement agencies. Both of these sour.ces 
could become more important, however, If a 
taggant program were legislated. 

Illegal purchases are primarily of stolen ex
plosives discussed below. That leaves legal 
purchas~s and theft as the primary current 
sources of explosives. 

Explosive materials can be purchased legally 
in each State; the requirements vary from St~te 
to State, and they vary for different explosive 
materials. In every State, gunpowders can be 
purchased legally; identification mayor may 
not be requ: oed for smokeless powders and IS 
required for black powder. In some States, 
cap-sensitive high explosiv.e~ ca~ be purch.a~ed 
simply by showing identification and fdllng 
out a form. In others, the explosives can only 
be legally sold to people with State or Federal 
licenses. 

A general rule-of-thumb expressed by most 
law enforcement personnel was that criminal 
bo~bers will use the most easily available 
source. If explosives can be purchased legally, 
the bombers will do so; the Weather U~der
ground apparently purchased much of their ex-
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plosives legally in New Hampshire. If explo
sives are easy to steal, then stolen explosives 
will be used. Explosives are more prevalent 
and easier to steal in the Western States; a 
large theft from Colorado, for instance, fur
nished the explosives for a large number of 
bombings in the Eastern States. 

BA TF keeps track of stolen explosives, as 
well as explosives seized, recovered, or found . 
The data for 1977 and 1978 are summarized in 
table 62. While no firm conclusions as to out
standing amounts of explosives can be made 
on the basis of the data, several trends are ap
parent. 

• Little gunpowder is stolen. As gunpowders 
are easily purchased, there is little need 
for theft. 

• Large amounts of blasting agents are 
stolen, and recovered, each year. Accord
ing to table 56, however, little of it is used 
in criminal bombings. 

• More military explosives seem to be re
covered than stolen. This may be due to 
the inclusion of "Souvenirs" as recovered 
explosives, or to the reluctance of the mil
itary to report thefts. At any rate, the 
amounts stolen ar;e small. Much of the 
military explosives used by criminal 
bombers is material acquired some years 
ago. For instance, the Cuban exile terrorist 
groups, such as Omega 7, still primarily 
use C-4 given to them by the Central In
telligence Agency at the time of the Bay 
of Pigs invasion. 
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• The amount of cap-sensitive explosives 
stolen and recovered appears in rough 
balance. Some of the recovered explo
sives, however, include abandoned explo
sives found in old mines and other places. 
A significant net amount is probably avail
able, and used, for criminal bombings. 

• A large net number of blasting caps ap
pears to be stolen each year, and to be 
available for use in criminal bombings. 
This is not surprising as caps are generally 
not as well secured as main charge explo
sives. If a taggant program is initiated, se
curity of detonators will require upgrad
ing, as detonators are generally needed to 
initiate explosives and the fabrication of 
detonators is a much more difficult a.nd 
dangerous job than fabrication of the 
main explosive charge. 

An additional analysis can be made of the 
frequency with which explosives are stolen on 
a State-by-State basis and compared to the fre
quency of criminal bombings. A high correla
tion appears between the number of thefts and 
number of bombings. An even higher correla
tion appears when the thefts from nearby 
States are included in the analysis. As an exam
ple, both California and New York have more 
stringent regulations controlling the use and 
storage of explosives than nearby States such 
as New Jersey and Washington. Law enforce
ment officials feel that many of the incidents 
in New York and California use explosives 
stolen in New jersey and Wa.shington. 

Table 62.-Stolen and Recovered Explosive Summary 

Amount stolen Amount recovered 

Blasting agents, pounds.................... 20,834 42,172 21,260 23,623 
Black powder, pounds.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 145 379 277 723 
Smokelesspowder,pounds .................. 0 163 16 1,361 
Booslers, pounds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,177 9,528 2,804 362 
l'Ailitary explosives, pounds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49 140 640 701 
C~.o·sensitive high explosives, pounds. . . . . . . . . . 36,498 44,316 43,738 41,097 
Prin~er, units. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,300 4,333 2,733 344 
Blas!lrigcaps, units .. " .... , .. ,.,......... 61,531 66,614 40,719 44,456 
Det. cord/safetyfuse/ignitorcord, feet.......... 183,224 113,510 84,554 101,117 

--~~------~----~~~--~~~ Total, explosives, pounds................... 61,003 101,217 71,470 74,966 
Blasting caps, units....................... 61,531 66,614 40,719 44,456 
Det. cord/safetyfuse/ignitorcord, feet.......... 183,224 113,510 84,554 101,117 

1977 1978 

SOURCE: BATF 1978 Explosives Incidents Report. -
, 
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Current Security Measures 

Sources of Explosives 

Current methods of securing explosives vary 
somewhat from State to State; different types 
of explosives are also secure~. in different 
ways. In general, all cap-sensitive high .ex
plosives, including boosters and detonating 
cord must be stored in BA TF-approved maga
zine~. The magazines require hardened I?cks 
and lock-covers to protect the lock from direct 
access by hacksaws or from attempts to shoot 
off the lock. Detonators must be stored sepa
rately, in magazines that ~re not as. well pro
tected from theft as the high-explosive maga
zines. Blasting agents are not ~s well-regu
lated; bulk ANFO is often stored In large hop
pers for direct loading into trucks. Gun~ow
ders are stored in BA TF-approved m~ga.zlnes, 
at least at the manufacturer and distributor 
levels. At the retail sales level however, gun
powders are just stacked on the shelves. 

The above provisions are for permanent 
storage; some States allow over'~ight storage 
of explosives in temporary magazines; at least 
one manufacturer keeps less than full-lot 
amounts of detonators in the detonator as
sembly area overnight. 

The purpose of BA TF and other regulations 
on the storage of explosives is primarily to pro
tect against surreptitious or casual theft. by 
outsiders, in much the same way that locking 
your car door protects the car from theft. The 
magazines, however, are fair.ly. flimsy, ofte~ 
simply a corregated frame building with ad~l
tional plywood or ~Iank walls. Entry can still 
be gained by cuttmg or prying off the locks, 
forcing entry through the door, a window, the 
roof, or a vent, or by help from an e':lploye~. 
Table 63, from the BATF 1978 ExplosIves fnc/
dents Report, tabulates the methods used to 
gain entry to explosives. An average of .48 per
cent of known entries were by rem~vlng the 
lock another 16 percent were by forcing entry 
thro~gh the door, wall or vent, while almos~ 9 
percent involved the use of a key or other In
side help. 

Some magazines are well-protected by their 
placement in a facility or by guards. At the 

? I 

.-

Table 63.-Explosives Thefts by Method of Entry
Number of Incidents and Percentages for 1977-78 

Number Percentagea 

Entry method 1977 1978 1977 1978 
Locks cut. ........... 59 71 31.1 26.9 
Locks pried .......... 36 50 18.9 19.0 
Door pried ........... 10 10 5.3 3.9 
Key ................ 14 23 7.4 8.8 
Window entry ......... 7 3 3.7 1.1 
Inside help ........... 3 0 1.6 
Wall entry ........... 10 16 5.3 6.1 
Burning ............. 2 1 1.0 .4 
Roof entry ........... 7 3 3.7 1.1 
Door blown ........... 1 2 .5 .8 
Floor entry ........... 0 1 .4 
Vent entry ........... 1 3 .5 1.1 
Otherb .............. 40 80 21.0 30.4 
Unknown ............ 137 99 

Total ............. 327 362 100 100 

aThese percentages do not Include 137 unknown method Incidents tor 1977 and the 99 incidents 

b~~I~~r:~re reflects those Incidents where the entry method could 1I0t be placed In the above 
categories. 

SOURCE: BATF 1918 Explosives Incidents Report. 

Bingham Copper Mine, for in~tance, the maga
zine is placed within the interior of th.e proper
ty of the large open pit mine. The mine has a 
limited number of access points, controll~d by 
guards. As the mine is operated thr~e. shifts a 
day, 7 days a week, it would b0 d .. flcult :or 
anyone to gain illegal. access t~ thE: magazine 
area. A similar situation prevails for at lea~t 
one manufacturer. The entire property IS 
fenced with cyclone fencing, topped by 
barbed wire. Inside the perimeter, and pl~ced 
strategically throughout the complex, IS a 
microwave break-circuit alarm system. These 
facilities are in sharp contrast t~ others, in 
which the magazines are located In ar~as re
mote from other operations, and accessible by 
nearby roads. 

Security of explosives on m~litary ~es~rva
tions is stricter, with magazines ':"'Ithln a 
fenced area. Security lighting is proVided, the 
magazines are either directly guarde? or pro
tected by an alarm which woul? bring a ~e
sponse within 15 minutes, secu~lty patrol In
spections are held at frequent Intervals, and 
access is only through secured access roads. 

At present neither comme~cial nor milit~ry 
installations can guard against theft by In
siders. While the theft of case lots would be 
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quickly discovered by inventory procedures, it 
would be difficult to detect the theft of small 
amounts of explosives, whether by military 
troops or by a miner daily placing a couple of 
sticks of dynamite in his lunch pail. . 

Transportation of explosives is another po
tential point of theft. The primary purpose of 
regulations concerning the transportation of 
explosives is to protect those people who live 
along the route being traversed. For that rea
son trucks are clearly marked when they carry 
explosives. Commercial explosives are often 
transported by a single driver; military ex
plosives normally have two drivers. In neither 
case is the driver normally armed. 

Potential Targets 

A previous section discussed the wide varie
ty of targets attacked by criminal bombers. 
The security measures vary widely for each 
type, in response to the perceived probability 
of attack and the perceived consequence of 
such a bombing. Table 59 indicates that almost 
half of the bombing incidents (and 60 percent 
of bombing casualties) result from attacks on 
private residences and vehicles. Security at 
these targets is almost nonexistent, unless the 
individual believes he is likely to be attacked; 
except in certain cases, such as Government 
officials or witnesses, it is unlikely that law en
forcement officials play much of a security 
role with regard to those targets. 

Another 32 percent of the incidents, and 30 
percent of the casualties, occur in commercial 
establishments. Most of these establishments 
have no security means at present and it is 
unlikely that the development of detection 
taggants and sensors would Significantly 
change that situation. Some large office build
ings, with controlled access, have provisions 
for checking people as they enter and leave 
the building and, in fact, institute checks in 
offwork hours. Given a sufficiently severe 
bombing threat, it would be possible to protect 
the larger facilities by a detection sensor, but 
the difficulties involved, the large number of 
facilities, and the cost of operators and equip
ment probably preclude such deployment. 
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Government bUildings, banks, police sta
tions, and military establishments account for 
less than 10 percent d bombing incidents and 
just over 3 percent of casualties. Most of these 
targets have controlled access and maintain 
some sort of guards. In times of increased 
bombing threats, as happened in the late 
1960's and early 1970's, many of these facili
ties instituted checks of incoming people and 
packages. A similar situation exists with re
spect to high-value manufacturing facilities, 
utilities, and high-value complexes within edu
cational facilities, such as computer centers . 
Many of these facilities now require inspection 
of any parcels (including briefcases and purses) 
brought into the facility, as well as identifica
tion of people entering. Detection sensors 
could be easily installed in each of these facili
ties, given sufficient threat. 

Airports and aircraft represent another ma
jor class of potential targets. While attacks on 
airports and aircraft represent well under 1 
percent of incidents, the catastrophic conse
quences of an aircraft bombing make it an at
tractive potential target for criminal bombers 
and the subject of much current security ef
fort. 

Current large aircraft cost in the neighbor
hood of $20 million to $50 million each, and 
carry several hundred passengers. A single air
craft bombing could, therefore, cause more 
property damage and more deaths than the 
sum of all domestic bombings this decade. 
Table 64 lists the explosions that have oc
curred aboard U.S. aircraft from 1949 through 
1976. Table 65 lists the location of the explo
sive devices for the 19 U.S. aircraft listed in 
table 64 and compares the location with the 63 
aircraft bombings worldwide in that time peri
od. Table 66 lists the 26 incidents between 
1972 and 1976 in which explosive or incendiary 
devices were found at U.S. airports. All of the 
tables are from FAA report FAA-RD-77-28. The 
tables show that no bomb has caused casual
ties on a domestic flight since 1962; in fact, 
since 1962, all but one of the casualties, and all 
deaths at U.S. airports or on U.S. domestic 
flights, were caused by bombs placed in 
lockers. 
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Table 64.-Explosions Aboard U.S. Aircraft 

Date Carrier Aircraft Aircraft location Bomb location Outcome Device 

11/1/55 UAL DC-6B 11 minutes after TO Baggage Airplane disintegrated 44 killed Dynamite 
7/25/57 WA CY-240 47 minutes after TO Lavatory Passenger thrown out of lavatory- Dynamite 

hole in aircraft side; plane landed 
successfu lIy 

1/6/60 NA DC-6B 184 minutes after TO Under seat passenger 34 killed, airplane disintegrated Dynamite, dry cells 
compartment 

5/22/62 CO 707 39,1J00ft Towel container In rear Tail blown off-45 killed Dynamite 
lavatory 

11/12/67 AA 727 102 minutes after TO Rear baggage 3 bags destroyed; aircraft saved Black powder (?) 
compartment 

11/19/68 CO 707 24,000 ft Lavatory Fire and explosion in lavatory; 
extinguished by crew; plane landed 
safely 

8/29/69 TW 707 Ground after hijack Explosives thrown in No casualties from explosion Grenades & 
(Damascus, Syria) cockpit after evacuation canister explosive 

9/7/70 PA 747 Ground after hijack Demolished after evacuation 
(Cairo, Egypt) 

9/12/70 TW 707 Ground after hijack Demolished after evacuation 
(Dawson Field, Jordan) 

12/29/71 Turbo Cmdr In hangar Seat In cabin Aircraft destroyed, hangar damaged; 
no casualties 

3/8/72 TW 707 Parked on ground Cockpit No casualties (plane empty) C-4 
9/21/73 Navion Parked on ground Engine manifold Not known 
12/17/73 PA 707 On ground, Rome Attack while loading Fire damage; 30 killed, White phosphorous 

many injured grenades 
8/26/74 TW 707 On ground, Rome Aft baggage compartment Fire, confined to local area; C-4 

no casualties 
9/8/74 TW 707 Over Ionian Sea Aft baggage compartment High-order explosion; 88 killed, 

aircraft lost 
2/3/75 PA 747 In air, Burma l.avatory (suicidal Extinguished by crew; minimum Petrol and butane 

passenger set fire) damage 
12/19/75 Alouette On ground Near fuel tank $10,000 damage to aircraft Blasting caps 

Helicopter 
7/2/76 EA Electra Parked next to fence External, near right Explosion and fire destroyed main Dynamite (8-10 

landing gear fuselage sticks) 
7/5/76 Helicopter On ground External, under tail Extensive damage Dynamite 

SOURCE: FAA Civil Aviation Security Service. 

Table 65.-Location of Explosions Aboard Aircraft, '1949-76 from FAA report FAA-RD-77-2B, shows a de
tailed schematic of the flow of people and ma
terial into the airport area. Worldwide U.S. aircra:t 

Location of explosion Number Percent Number Percent 
Stowed ............. 13 21 4 21 

Baggage ........... (8) (4) 
Cargo or freight ...... (5) 

Ground attack .......•. 5 8 4 21 
External attachment. .... 7 11 3 16 
Passenger or crew 

compartment ....... 33 52 8 42 
Lavatory ........... (10) (4) 
Passenger compartment (19) (2) 
Cockpit. ........... (4) (2) 

Unknown ............ 5 8 0 0 -- -- --
Total ............. 63 100 19 100 

SOURCE: Oata supplied by FAA Civil, viallon Security Service. 

Current airport security is based on an at
tempt to separate the areas of public access 
from the s~cure air operations areas. Figure 23, 

fI / 
.. , 

It is pos:,ible that bombs could be intro
duced through the mail, freight, air courier 
services or food services, as well as from 
checked baggage; or could be carried on by 
aircraft flight or service personnel or by pas
sengers. Current security procedures as.sume 
that personnel screening procedures will be 
sufficient to eliminate a serious threat from 
airport or aircraft personnel and that air 
freight and mail service would not allow a 
criminal bomber to be sure his bomb would be 
aboard a particular aircraft. Current aircraft 
security procedures, therefore, concentrate on 
passengers, carry-on baggage, and checked 
baggage. Air courier services, in which a small 

t 

! 
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Table 66.-Explosions and Devices Found at U.S. Airports, 1972-75 

Date Airport Location 
3/7172 Kennedy Cockpit of TWA B-707 
3/8172 Seattle Baggage compartment (UAL 

flight) 
11/19/72 Denver Attache case carried by 

individual 
3/24172 San Carlos, Calif. Hanging from belly of 

helicopter 
12/1172 Grand Rapids, Paper towel container in 

Mich. terminal 
12/31172 AUstin Concession area 
3/20173 Los Angeles On runway during approach 

3/29173 Milwaukee 
of Continental Airlines plane 

Locker 
8/9173 Los Angeles Locker 

11/30173 Nashville Locker 

3/1174 Kennedy Locker 
7/21174 New Orleans (unknown) 

8/1/74 Kennedy Cargo building 

8/6/74 Los Angeles Locker 
8/9174 Johnstown- Hangar 

Camoria, Pa. 
8/26174 O'Hare Men's room 
9/16174 Boston Airline baggage room 

3/15175 San Francisco Near ticket counter 
3/22175 Honolulu Lost & found baggage area 
3/27175 Kingsford, Mich. Storage area 
7/22175 Tampa Baggage cart 
10/17175 Miami Locker 
10/20175 Miami Dominicana Airlines Office 

11/6/75 Buffalo Baggage claim area (2 bags) 

11/27175 Miami Bahamasair aircraft. Behind 

12/29175 La Guardia 
wall panel in lavatory 

Locker 

aFAA estimate. Other agencies disagree with this assessment. 
SOURCE: FAA Civil Aviation Security Service. 

Effects Comment Device 
No explosion Detected by dog C-4 
No explosion Extortion attempt; timer Gelatin dynamite in aerosol 

stopped cans, blasting caps 
No explosion Individual stated Intent to 8 sticks of dynamite 

blow up plane 
Hole In ground at remote Removed by police 3 sticks of dynamite, timer and 
location detonators 

No explosion Device extinguished after 
emitting smoke 

Moderate damage Incendiary (gaSOline) 
None Thrown by Individual on field Molotov cocktail 

1 injury-moderate damage Extortion attempt 
Did not detonate Extortion attempt/located 

by dogs 
Did not detonate Extortion attempt Smokeless powder, timer, 

3 Injured-moderate damage 
initiator 

No explosion Removed by bomb squad 3-in long bamboo with powder 
and fuse 

No explosion Removed Cardboard container with 
explosive powder, fireworks 

3 killed, 34 injured 
fuse 

Hangar and aircraft destroyed - Probable incendiary (in 55-gal 
drum) 

Commode damaged Probably firecrackers 
Substantial damage Bomb was in an unclaimed Incendiary (?) 

suitcase destined for Tel Aviv 
Minor damage Probably firecracker 
Did not detonate Crude pipe bomb 
No explosion Removed 
1 injured Firecrackers 
Lockers and ceiling destroyed -
No explosion Discovered by janitor; Time bomb 

disarmed by bomb squad 
No explosion Checked bags unclaimed after Black powder and gasolir.o 

flight; timers turned off 
(inadvertently) 

No explosion Removed 

11 killed, 70 injured; Dynamite and RDXa 
substantial damage 

parcel can be placed aboard a specific aircraft 
for subsequent pickup, are treated in the same 
way as freight or mail by'most airlines. 

eter, which will trigger an alarm upon detec
tion of a significant metal mass, such as a gun 
or knife. If the alarm is triggered, the passenger 
is instructed to remove any metal objects, such 
as keys, and repass through the magnetometer. 
If an alarm still rings, he is searched by a hand
held magnetometer and subject to a patdown 
search if the alarm persists. FAA estimates that 
the probability of df::tection of guns or knives 
by the magnetometer, hand magnetomer, and 
patdown,are 0,90,0.95, and 0.95, respectively, 
adding up to an overall detection probability 

As a result of the hijacking threat in the mid-
1970's, a set of procedures were developed to 
deal with passengers, checked baggage, and 
carry-on baggage. Figure 24 (from FAA report 
FAA-RD-7B-66) shows a schematic of the pas
senger and carry-on luggage-screening systems. 
Passengers must pass through a magnetom-

, 
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Figure 24. - PassengerIHand.Baggage 
ScreeninQ Stalion 

Hand·baggage 
X·ray 

Walk·through 
metal detector 

t ··0 , . 

17:\ o .. <!.J= Scr~enrng contractor pers~nne' o = LaW enforcement officer 

SOURCE: FAA report No. FAA.RD.7B.66. 

of 0.81. * The system is not designed to detect 
bombs, but FAA estimates that the probability 
of detecting a bomb is 0.17. 

Carry-on baggage is screened, either by an X
ray examination or by visual hand search (only 
at small airports or when the X-ray machines 

'The total probability of detection must be less than the prob. 
ability of detection by the magnetometer, as no subsequent 
searches are conducted on those passengers who do not trigger 
the magnetometer, Total detection probability is thus 

PDT = (PO,) (PO,) ... (PON) 
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are nonoperable), FAA estimates that the prob
ability of detecting guns and bombs in carry-on 
baggage is 0,81 and 0.19, respectively. 

FAA estimates are probably high, especially 
for the X-ray detection of illegal materials in 
hand baggage. Magnetometers are set to a 
wide range of sensitivities; one may trigger on 
a small keyring while another may fail to trig
ger on a sizable metal mass. X-ray attendants 
are generally paid at, or near, the minimum 
wage, have little training, and must deal with 
the problem of maintaining alertness for long 
hours while performing an extremely dull job. 
While an attendant may well recognize a gun, 
particularly at the start of a shift, it is doubtful 
that a carefully constructed explosive device 
would be detected. 

Notwithstanding the above limitations, the 
use of magnetometers and X-ray machines, 
coupled with a search profile of likely hi
jackers, has resulted in the recovery of an im
pressive amount of hardware, and the arrest of 
substantial numbers of people, as shown in 
table 67 (from FAA report FAA-RD-77-28), as 
well as the virtual halt of hijackings of U.S. 
domestic airlines. 

The current procedure for screening 
checked baggage consists simply of ensuring 
that baggage can only be checked by a pas
senger with a valid ticket. When checking bag
'gage at curbside or at the check-in counter, the 

Table 67.-Results of Civil Aviation Security Program Passenger Screening 

1972 1973 1974 1975 Passengers (millions) ................•..•.. 192 203 201 202 Passengers denied boarding .....•.....•...•.. 8,265 3,459 2,663 (a) Referrals to law enforcement .....•........... (a) (a) (a) 12,270 Persons arrested ........•................. 3,658 3,156 3,501 2,464 Aviation offenses detected 
Carrying weapons or explosives aboard aircraft .. , 774 736 1,147 1,364 Giving false information .•........•....•... 244 658 1,465 227 Weapons detected 
Firearms ...••..••.....•.......•....... 1,313 2,162 2,450 4,783 Explosive devices •.•.......•............ 13 3,459 14,928b 158 Ammunition, fireworks .................... (a) (a) (a) 17,047 Knives ....•.•............••.......... 10,316 23,290 21,468 46,318 Other ...... " .....................•.. 3,203 28,740 28,864 55,830 

aOala nol collected in this form. 
bThls figure Is a piece count Which Includes fireworks and ammunflon, 

SOURCE: First, Second, and Third Seml·Annual Reports to Congress on the Effectiveness o( Passenger Screening Procedures, FAA Civil Avialion Security Service. 
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er must show his ticket. The system 
pass~~g totally defeated by anyone will~ng, to 
~an a ticket he does not use, by convmc~ng 

, t from unexploded material and to preserve 
~~atever clues remain in the area, 

, d search is made 

uy ~h k a piece of luggage for him, someone too, ec 
01' by a suiciCial passenger. 

EL AL does hand search each piece ~f 
hecked baggage before it is boarded, ~s 0 

\ B 'fsh and French for Concorde fllgh~s, 
~ ~t ~~~cks are made at mos~ ~irports, par~lc
u)arly if the passenger is i?en~lfled a; ~ia~chpl~~ 
the hijacker profilE', or m times 0 g 
ceived bombing threat. 

't'lon of the fact that all but one 
In recognl , '\' or 

casualty in recent years in dbome~tlc ~~ ~~~bs 
t domestic airports have een ue , h 

a laced in lockers, most airports have elt er 
~emoved the lockers entir~ly or placed them 
behind the security inspection gate, 

In summary, most bombings tafke tlac~, at 
ets that have no means 0 e~ec mg 

targ hi h-value targets check Incom-
?on~b:~c~~sm:nd ~equire identifi~ati.on" Airport 
Ing edures are quite effective m fmdlng guns 
proc the person of a pas-
in carry-on luggage or on "f' d' 

but much less effective In In I~g 
senger, f £' d' a bomb m 
bombs, The prob~bility 0 lin lng, II nil for 
checked baggage IS low a~d essentla y 
courier service, mail, or freight, 

Current Antibomber Procedures 

The predetonation anti bomber ~rocedures 
f \lowed by security personnel at airports ar,e 
to, I of the entire security industry, Effort IS 

:r~~:riIY directed at prevention-the ~e:~:~~~ 
cedure is to not allow bombs to ,reac 
cured areas of the airport or the aircraft. 

The antibornber procedure,s of ,most, la:
d 
e~~ 

forcement personnel are p~lm,arilY fall~ , I 
h ' and conviction 0 Crimina the appre ens Ion , ' I 

bombers normally starting after a crlmlna
d 

After the area IS secure , a h h two 
'd This searc as for physical eVI ence, f the 

'd f the presence 0 
objectives-evdl en'd

e 
nOce of the bomb, Traces 

perpetrator an eVI ~ II ieces of 
of the perpetrator Include sma, p d os-

, h' f erprints, footprints, an p 
clothing, air, lng, 't in the rare cases 
sible tire tracks, Flng~JPrJn ~~e to the identity 
they are found, tr~~~ee ~t~er evidence would 
of the perpetra or, , h sus ect to the 
be primarily used to tie t r~hended by other 
crime after he has been ~PPb mb includes un
means, Evidence from teO h con-
detonated explosives and 0,~t:i~ifn: s~stem, 
~~~~~~ i~~md~~~n:xt~l~sf~d is also collected for 

laboratory analysis, 

If th
e bomb does not fully detonate, the 

, 'ay be recovera-
date-shift code Informatlohn m e of explo-

'd' a clue to t e sourc 
b,le, provdl In

l
.g

t 
f the last legal purchasers, If 

slves an a IS 0 h ts of the 
the device fully detonates" t e par , f rma-

, prOVide some In 0 
timer and contal,ner ca,n, but the leads so 
tion to start an In~estl?adt~on't The debris is 

t d are qUite In Irec, , 
~~~fi:elY to furnish intel!igenc~inf~i~a~~~h 
such as connecting a particular om g 
similar bombings, 

The next step in the inv,estig~ti~~~~I~~~~~~~ 
tory, an~lysis of the d~~~I~'r:cne the perpetrator 
vestlgatlon to attemp 'I ble The labora-

~~~~ ~;ea~~~~rt~I~~~;:;t:~~~ :~~~~~Sti~~e~~~~ 
dence obtained, Includln? d The labora-

, h t of explOSive use ' 
mine t e ype 'd clues in the search 
tory evidence could provi ~ore likely provides 
for the perpetrato,rd but and intelligence, 
confirmatory eVI ence'd d by the search of 
Armed with the data provi e lysis the in
the bomb scene and laboratorydana reh~nd the 
vestigator attempts to trace an app 

b' has occurred, The actual range an, 
fn~~ns\~~ of the effort will ,vary with th\S~V~~~~ 
t of the bombing and will be somew a 
f~rent for different parts of the country, 

The first step in the postdetonati:~~~ 
vestigation is to secure the afre~h of ~ha~ger ex
ing, both to ensure that no ur er 

perpetrator, 

dd
't' to physical evidence, law en-

I n a I Ion 'itnesses at-
forcement a~e~~~~at~~sft:~~ i~formers: and 
tempt to get In b ught to bear to solve 
exercise the resources ro 
any major crime, 
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The amount of time spent by law enforce
ment investigators at the bomb scene, in the 
laboratory, and working in the investigation 
depends on the seriousness of the bombing, 
the workload, and to some extent, the loca
tion, A bombing homicide would command 
considerably more resources than a vandal 
blowing up a mailbox, . 

In addition to the postdetonation investiga
tions described above, law enforcement agen
cips engage in undercover infiltration of 
bomber groups, undercover contracting for the 
services of bombers, surveillance of expected 
targets, and gathering of intelligence concern
ing expected perpetrators or groups of perpe
trators, Sometimes an informant volunteers 
valuable information, Clues from collateral 
crimes, such as theft of explosives or buying 
timers with a bad check, sometimes provide 
additional clues, Perpetrators are even occa
sionally apprehended in the act of placing a 
bomb by routine law enforcement patrol of 
the area, 

A further mechanism which tends to facili
tate law enforcement efforts is the occurrence 
of accidental detonations while bombs are be
ing fabricated or placed, Table 68, taken from 
FBI data, shows the number of premature deto-

,'- . 
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Table 6El,-Premature Detonation Statistics 

Year Incidents Injuries 
1974, , , , , , , , , , , . , , , , , " 29 31 
1975, , , , . , , , , , , , . , , , , , , 37 53 
1976, . , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 42 42 
1977, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . , , 29 34 
1978, , , , , , , , , , , •. , , , , .' 33 43 

SOURCE: FBI dala. 

Deaths 
11 
2 

11 
2 
5 

nations and the casualties caused by those det
onations for the period 1974 through 1977, 
During that period, approximately 23 percent 
of all deaths by bombings and 14 percent of all 
injuries were to perpetrators as a result of pre
mature detonations, A premature detonation 
often provides considerably more evidence 
than a bombing, as the explosion often takes 
place in the residence or vehicle of the perpe
trator and with the perpetrator present. This in
formation can lead to the arrest of other mem
bers of the perpetrator group, 

Given the paucity of clues to work with, law 
enforcement personnel are not able to effec
tively combat criminal bombers, Perpetrators 
of fewer than 10 percent of all bombings are 
brought to trial. Considerably fewer than half 
of those tried are convicted, resulting in a rate 
of only a few percent for the successful solving 
of criminal bombings, 

DISCUSSION OF TAGGANT UTILITY 

Given that identification taggants are able 
to survive the detonation and be recovered, 
that detection sensors can be developed which 
will detect taggant vapors in the parts-per-tril
lion concentration regime, and that taggants 
can be safely added to explosives, what would 
be the utility to law enforcement and security 
personnel of the taggant program? Possible 
utility attributes would include increased intel
ligence information, methods to decrease the 
theft of explosives, increased rates of appre
hension and conviction of criminal bombers, 
deterrence of potential bombers, and an in
creased rate of detection of bombs at poten
tial target sites, These issues are discussed in 
this section; the discussion is primarily quali
tative, as little quantitative data is available, 

In the initial discussion, the assumption is 
made that perpetrators make no response to a 
taggant program, The range of responses avail
able to perpetrators, their likelihood of use, 
and their effects on a taggant program are dis
cussed in the following section. 

Deterrence 

Supporters of a taggant program believe 
that both identification and detection taggants 
can cause some portion of the criminal 
bomber population to reconsider a planned in
cident and decide to either abandon the plan 
or modify it in a way beneficial to society, The 
deterrent effect of the identification and de
tection taggants is quite different, and should 
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be considered separately. The deterrent effect 
that an identification taggant may have on a 
criminal bomber would be to lead him to per
ceive an increased likelihood of his postdeto
nation arrest and conviction. This differ::; sig
nificantly from the deterrent effect of the de
tection taggants, in which the bomber per
ceives a decreased likelihood of a successful 
compl~tion of the criminal bombing as well as 
an increased arrest probability. 

A good deal of study has been cc,rducted on 
the general subject of the efficacy of punish
ment on behavior modification, and on the de
terrent value of prison sentences (or death) on 
criminals. The results are not clearcut, how
ever, and it is not possible to make a quantita
tive estimate of the percentage of bombers 
who would be deterred by knowledge that 
commercial explosives contain identification 
taggants. It seems reasonable to expect some 
deterrence, however, a point made by most of 
the law enforcement personnel contacted, ei
ther personally or by questionnaire. Most law 
enforcement personnel felt the effect would 
be small G,' moderate, although approximately 
30 percent predicted a substantial deterrent ef
fect (over 25 percent of bombers would be de
terred). The deterrence effect was felt to be 
most effective in preventing revenge bombings 
(almost 50 percent of the law enforcement per
sonnel estimated a substantial effect) and 
crime-of-passion bombings (40 percent) and 
least effective in preventing bombings by ter
rorists, criminals, and psychopaths (approxi
mately 2') percent of the respondents felt a 
substantial deterrent effect would be present 
for these bombers from identification tag
gants). These results are shown in more detail 
in appendix B. 

A dedicated terrorist is primari Iy interested 
in attracting attention to his cause (and less so 
in self-protection); a professional criminal rec
ognizes the risk of arrest as a cost of doing bus
iness; a psychopath may either feel invincible 
or doesn't care about the personal aftermath 
of his crime. These uiminal bombers may not 
be greatly deterred by the inneased probabil
ity of arrest that identification taggants would 
provide; however, they may well modify their 
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bombing plans if detection taggants signifi
cantly decrease the probability that they will 
succeed in their bombing mission. Whether the 
bombers would be deterred from committing a 
crime, or would modify the type of crime, is 
uncertain, and would depend, to some extent, 
on the type of bomber, as well as the target 
type. 

Many targets, such as residences, vehicles, 
and commercial establishments, would not be 
protected by detection taggant sensors (about 
80 percent of bombings in 1977 and 1978 were 
of this type); the deterrence effect of detection 
taggants for bombers who plan to attack that 
class of target would therefore be small. For 
bombings which currently are pianned against 
the remaining targets, the presence of detec
tion taggants in commercial explosives and de
ployed sensors could modify the plan in sever
al ways. Fear of detection taggants could lead 
bombers to shift to u:-.protected targets, or a 
less vulnerable, more accessible portion of the 
target complex (a bomb could be planted 
against an outside wall, rather than within a 
Government building, for instance). Alterna
tively, fear of detection taggants could lead to 
one of the countermeasure responses de
scribed in the next section. 

Some guidance on the deterrent effect that 
a program of detection taggants and sensors 
could provide to high-valued targets can be 
gained by analogy to the effectiveness of the 
current antihijacking procedures at airports. 
Hijacking statistics are summarized in table 
69. Between 20 and 30 commercial airliners 
originating from domestic airports were hi
jacked each year between 1969 and 1912. In 
1973, a series of antihijacking measures be
came fully implemented in the United States, 
which included 100-percent passenger screen
ing by magnetometers, X-ray examination of 
carry-on luggage, and development of a hi
jacker personality profile. The number of hi
jackings dropped dramatically-to a single in
cident in 1973 and an average of 4.5 per year 
since. 

Some foreign countries f:'ve instituted anti
hijacking procedures as well, although not as 
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Table S9.-Commercial Airliner Hijacking Statistics by Year 

Year 

1949-67 ................. . 
1968 ................... . 
1969 ................... . 
1970 ................... . 
1971 ................... . 
~~~~a' •.•.•••...••.•.•••• 

m~:::::::::::::::::::: 
1976 : : : : ............... . 
1977 ............... . 
1978 ................... . 

............... 

Hijacklngs U.S. 
origin 

9 
15 
36 
20 
24 
27 
1 
3 
6 
4 
5b 

8b 

~U.S. a~tlhlJacklng measures became fully offectlve. 
U.S. airlines. Irrespoctlve of point of orlnln. 

CNot available. • 

SOURCE: FAA report No. FAA·Ao·n·66. 

Hijackings foreign 
origin 

45 
14 
48 
50 
29 
29 
17 
17 
11 
15 
NAt 
NA 

uniform~y as ~as t~e United States. As a result, 
the foreign hlJacklngs declined approximately 
60 perc~nt when the 1969-72 period is com
pared With t~e 1?72-77 period, while hijackings 
from.domestlc airports declined almost 90 per
cent In that same period. 

Whil~ part of this drop may have been due 
to additional measures such as the use of 
armed sky marshals for a period on the most 
v~lnerable routes and the gradual erosion of a 
fnendly welcome for hijackers at some foreign 
c,ountnes, a good deal of it is probably due to 
tne deterrent effect of a visible screening sys
tem. In fact, large numbers of weapons have 
been reported recovered from trash contain
ers, potted plants, and other hiding places, as a 
re.sult of the w~apon carrier being confronted 
With an operating screening system. That the 
deterrent IS not 100-percent effective is clearly 
sho~n by the number of weapons currently 
~onflscated by the screening process as shown 
In table 67. ' 

In summary, it is not possible to quantify the 
number or percentage of bombers who would 
~e deterred by. a taggant program. Identifica
tion and aetectlon taggants will probably deter 
some bombers, particularlv cevenge bombers 
and. those committing crime:;. of passion. De
tectl~)Il taggants will deter bombers from at
tacking protected targets, perhaps at the ex
pense of more frequent attacks on unpro-
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t~cted targets. Law enforcement personnel in
dIcated that, overall, about the same magni
tude of deterrence would be expected for each 
type of taggant, perhaps reflecting the larger 
value of detection taggants for those targets 
protected by detection sensors, and the total 
lack of deterrent for those not visibly pro
tected. 

Bomb Detection-Target Protection 

h Detectio~ .taggants should greatly increase 
t ~ .probabillty of detecting explosives con
taln~ng the taggants and thus increase the pro
tection of the targets at which detection sen
~ors would be deployed. either permanently or 
In r~sponse to a heightened perceived threat 
Ag~ln, n~ data exists that would allow quanti~ 
tatl.ve ~stlma~es of the detection effectiveness. 
As indicated In the previous section, FAA esti-

!nllml\mlU"=~-'T'-i .. '\ifi\:tliiHUH~jU:HL ., ..... ,.-",.~"1fII,' 
IlJi,~ 'iJ (\0 '1;"-11 tIll'·· 

• j .. J<\"" ~ '. • )I'!~! 

Photo credit: U.S. Department o( Transportation 

Typical airline passenger screening point 
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mates that the current passenger and carry-on 
baggage scanning systems at airports have an 
overall probability of detecting guns or knives 
of over 80 percent, while they estimate less 
than a 20-percent detection probability for ex
plosives. If the assumption is made that a de
tection sensor would have the same effective
ness in detecting bombs that the current sys
tems have for detecting guns, a fourfolr..: in
crease in effectiveness would be expected. If 
the Aerospace Corp. prototype specification 
of 0.9999 probability of detection is met by the 
fielded system, then essentially full protection 
would be available to those targets protected 
by a detection taggant sensor. The term fu II 
protection must be qualified - it refers to 
bombs that are fabricated from tagged com
mercial explosives and do not have a sufficient 
seal to prevent escape of the taggant mole
cule. No protection is offered for bombs fabri
cated from untagged explosives (homemade, 
taggant removed, foreign supply, explosives 
fabricated prior to the taggant program) or 
from explosives with a sufficient seal. 

It is unlikely that a detection taggant pro
gram would result in a significant increase in 
the number of bombs detected, as few of the 
current bombings are directed at the type of 
high-value, limited-access targets at which de
tection sensors would be located. The utility of 
the detection taggant system would be in elim
inating, or greatly decreasing, the low number 
of bombings which occur at these targets, each 
of which can cause catastrophic damage and 
casualties. 

The above discussion addressed the utility 
of fixed detection taggant sensors. Portable 
sensors have an additional function -locating 
a bomb whose approximate location is known 
or suspected. Law enforcement and security 
personnel ar~ often notified of a bomb threat, 
through tips, calls claiming credit for planting 
a bomb, and extortion. Current procedure is to 
evacuate the premises and then conduct a 
time-consuming search, using personnel and 
perhaps trained dogs, in an attempt to locate 
the bomb. The disruption caused by a bomb 
threat can be quite costly; a recent evacuation 
of the World Trade Center in New York is esti-

1 / 
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mated to have cost several million dollars in 
lost time. The use of a portable sensor could 
significantly cut down on the time for a search 
and increase the probability of finding a bomb. 
It is possible that the existence and deploy
ment of portable detection sensors would de
ter some bombers from planting bombs, partic
ularly as an extortion device, as well as act to 
deter bomb hoaxes. BATF reported 105 hoax 
device incidents in 1977 and 47 in 1978, so re
ducing the number, or reducing the time lost 
from each, could have a significant economic 
impact. 

The additional utility of portable detection 
sensors was noted by law enforcement person
nel returning the questionnaire. Approximately 
65 percent felt that a portable sensor, needing 
no skilled operator, would have a high utility 
(deter over 25 percent of bombers), while less 
than 50 percent felt that a stationary sensor 
would have high utility. Similarly the respond
ents felt that portable units were superior to 
nonportable units for each type of target sug
gested. The differences were small for targets 
such as airports, large Government buildings, 
and nuclear power stations, but ranged up to 
more than 5 to 1 for targets such as schools 
and bus and train depots. 

An important limitation to the detection of 
explosives by any means should be noted. It is 
possible to defeat any type of detector. There
fore, failure to detect a bomb cannot be taken 
as proof that no bomb exists. The easier it is to 
defeat the sensor, the greater the limitations to 
the utility of the system. A system that de
tected 50 percent of the bombs would there
fore be useful onb/ as a screen. A system that 
detected 99.9 percent of the bombs would not 
only screen out twice as many bombs, but 
could be used to give a high probability that 
no bombs were present, significantly decreas
ing search time for bombs, more easily detect
ing hoaxes, and giving more useful decision 
data for deal ing with threats or extortion at
tempts. 

. 
" 

Bomber Apprehension 

Th.e ~urrent procedure for the apprehension 
of criminal bombers consists of three phases: 

1. the postdetonation search of the area for 
physical evidence and subsequent labora
tory analysis; 

2. the investigation, based on the re5ults of 
the analysis of the physical evidence; and 

3. intelligence gathering, used as an input to 
the investigation or to direct surveillance 
of suspected perpetrators or expected tar
gets. 

A great deal of effort is currently spent on 
the postdetonation search and analysis of 
physical evidence from a criminal bombing. 
The purpose of this search is to attempt to gen
erate leads to help in the apprehension and 
conviction of criminal bombers, either directly 
from clues found in the debris or as a result of 
intelligence information gathered from a num
ber of bombings. 

The search for evidence phase includes a de
tailed ~nalysis to try and determine the type of 
explOSive used and to find and examine any 
parts of the bomb, such as elements of the tim
ing device, which may have survived the deto
nation. This evidence, together with any evi
dence of the presence of the perpetrator (such 
as . hair or footprints) serves as the starting 
pOint ~o~ the investigative phase. Laboratory 
analYSIS IS currently successful in determining 
the type of explosive used approximately 50 
percent of the time, but experts indicate that 
the manufacturer can be identified in less than 
1 ~ percent. of current cases undergoing inten
sive. analYSIS. Parts of the detonator and timing 
deVice usually survive the detonation, and in 
many cases, currently provide the best initial 
leads from which to launch an investigation. 

~he investigative phase consists primarily of 
trYing to generate some type of lead to the per
petrators from the physical evidence gathered, 
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as well as tracking leads provided by inform
ants or witnesses and attempts to correlate the 
characteristics of the bombing with similar in
stances. A great deal of effort may be ex
pended, for instance, in investigating the 
sources of a common clock used as the timing 
mechanism. 

The addition of identification taggants to ex
plosives would aid the investigatory efforts of 
law enforcement personnel in a number of 
ways, provided that the taggants survive the 
detonation and are recoverable from the ex
plos,ve debris. In order for the taggant infor
mat'oon to be useful, however, the bombing 
must be of sufficient importance (in terms of 
p~~perty damage, notoriety generated, or casu
anl~s produced) to warrant a thorough investi
g~t!'On. I ~ such cases, identification taggants 
will provide much more definitive information 
at much less effort by the investigating team. 
Equally important, the information can be 
made available quickly- in a matter of hours 
if necessary, rather than the days or weeks it 
may take to generate whatever data can be 
generated. by conventional means. The tag
gants provide a good starting point for an in
vestig~tion as they directly indicate the type of 
explOSive used, manufacturer, and time of 
manufacture, and provide a list of the last 
legal purchasers. This information may lead 
d.irectly to a bomber who purchased the explo
sives legally, provide a limited number of 
suspects for intensive investigation, tie re
P?rted thefts of explosives to bombings, pro
vide leads to an unreported theft of explosives 
or provide indirect information to limit th~ 
scope of an investigation, such as to a specific 
geographical region of the country. Some of 
the ~~ys in which identification taggants can 
contribute to an investigation are shown sche-
matically in figure 25. ' 

There will be some cases in which the per
petrator legally buys the explosive, and subse
quently uses it to commit a criminal bombing. 
In some of these cases, the bomber would not 
otherwise be identified with the bombing; in 
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Figure 25.-Schematic Illustration of Identification 
Taggant Utility in Criminal Investigation 
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SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment. 
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others, the taggants add a strong link in a chain 
of evidence, which may help to obta.in a con
viction. A chain-of-evidence example recently 
occurred at Sparrow's Point, Md., where a 
bomb, planted in a pickup truck, killed the 
driver. A search was made of the bomb scene 
and the physical evidence subsequently ex
amined in the BATF national laboratory. The 
laboratory analysis indicated that the explo
sive used in the incident had been tagged as 
part of the pilot-plant taggant program. The 
list of legal purchasers of that lot of explosives 
included James McFillin, one of the prime sus
pects in the bombing. McFillin was found 
guilty on December 19/ 1979. 

Even in those cases where the list of last 
legal purchasers does not contain an obvious 
suspect, it provides a means of identifying a 
limited number of people for a subsequent 
thorough investigation. 

1 I 

In some cases, explosives will be legally pur
chased/ but with phony identification or by a 
third party not directly inv,olved in the commis
sion of the bombing. When phony identifica
tion is used, an intensive investigation could 
still provide a viable lead to the purchaser. Al
though the purchaser's real name and address 
would not be directly provided by the list of 
purchasers, a location, a time of purchase, and 
a witness to the purchase would have been 
provided. Similarly, for the cases involving a 
third-party purchase, that intermediary might 
be identifiable, providing a good lead to the 
perpetrator. It may also be helpful to know the 
time frame when explosives used in a crime 
were obtained. 

Some of the explosives used in criminal 
bombings are currently stolen, and it may be 
that a taggant program would increase the 
incidence of explosive theft, as discussed in 
the next section. Identification taggants would 
provide information of considerable utility to 
an investigation of a criminal bombing, even 
for explosives that turn out to have been 
stolen. The list of last legal purchasers should 
provide information as to the source from 
which the explosives were stolen. In some 
cases the theft of explosives will have been re
ported. Identification of the source of the ex
plosives provides intelligence information on 
the sources and disposition of explosives for 
criminal bombings. It may also provide a lead 
directly to the perpetrators of a bombing, by 
establishing a connection between specific 
thefts and specific bombings. It may be diffi
cult to establish a motive or any other useful 
lead for an isolated theft, but tying it in with 
specific bombings may provide that lead, par
ticularly if the explosives are stolen with the 
help of an employee. 

In some cases, the explosive theft may not 
be reported, perhaps due to the surreptitious 
theft by an employee of small amounts of ex
plosives over a period of time. Identifying a 
source by the use of taggants could result in 
leads to the explosives thief, and through him, 
perhaps to the criminal bomber. 

While not directly related to an investiga
tion of a criminal bombing, identification of a 
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particular facility as the source of stolen ex
plosives would help pinpoint those facilities, 
or types of facilities, that are in need of in
creased security for their explosives. 

The value of the list of last legai purchasers 
will depend somewhat on the length of the list. 
A trace which Indicates that the full taggant
batch of explosives was sold directly to a mine 
by the explosives manufacturer obviously pro
vides a more immediately useful lead than a 
trace which shows thousands of purchasers of 
a lot of smokeless powder. Even the list with 
thousands of legal purchasers would provide a 
better starting place for an investigation than 
the types of information generally available 
with present methods. For e>.:ample, investi
gators attempt to trace timing mechanisms 
even though thousands of people may have 
purchased the model of clock that was used, 
and there are no records available that would 
turn up their names. 

It is rather unlikely that the trace would turn 
up a list of thousands of names as likely perpe
trators of a significant or catastrophic bomb
ing/ even if black or smokeless powder was 
used as the filler. The types of bombings likely 
to warrant a detailed investigation are unlikely 
to be caused by 1 Ib of gunpowder, which 
would eliminate most of the people on the list 
either by narrowing the list to those purchasing 
more than 1 Ib of the same lot, or by providing 
multiple traces of the multiple lots used in the 
filler. When effects such as the geographical 
distribution of the tagged gunpowder lot are 
also taken into consideration, the list of viable 
names is likely to be much smaller than would 
appear to be the case on the surface. 

BA TF traced the number of entities that 
were involved in the manufacture, distribu
tion/ and ultimate end use of the unique tag
gant lots produced during the pilot test pro
gram; the number ranged between 2 and 68. 
The size of the uniquely tagged batch varied 
from 12/000 to 26/000 Ib, with the number of 
entities directly, but weakly, related to the tag
gant batch size. The batch involving the most 
entities (68) included the manufacturer, 3 pri
mary distributors, and 21 secondary and 43 ter
tiary distribution points. 
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The above discussion is pertinent when the 
taggant trace produces information directly in
dicating a suspect, a group of suspects, or a 
source of explosive theft. In some instances it 
may not be possible to directly narrow the list 
of possible suspects. Examples would include 
unobserved theft with no inside help, pur
chases from which no obvious leads turned up/ 
or traces in which the list of last legal purchas
ers was too large to provide a reasonable start
ing point for investigations of all of the indi
viduals involved. In these cases, the identifica
tion taggant traces, including the manufac
turer/ time of manufacture, specific prod
uct/and list of distributors and ultimate pur
chasers would still provide indirect informa
tion of use to the investigation. Examples of in
direct information might be data that limit the 
investigation to a small geographic region of 
the country, identification of the type and 
manufacturer of the explosives, and an indica
tion of when the explosives were acquired by 
the bomber. Even the indirect information pro
vides more data to the law enforcement inves
tigators than currently available, after exten
sive laboratory and field investigation of post
detonation debris. 

In addition to providing both direct and indi
rect leads to the investigation of criminal 
bombings, taggants can contribute consider
able intelligence information. 

Intelligence Concerning Criminal 
Bomber Activities 

The gathering and integrating of intelligence 
concerning the activity of criminal bombers 
and groups of bombers is a time-consuming 
process which is a necessary activity of control 
by law enforcement agencies. Identification 
taggants would greatly facilitate law enforce
ment intelligence activities, particularly in 
fllcmitoring the range of activities of bomber 
groups, the theft and disposition of explosives, 
cooperation between various bomber groups 
and between domestic bomber groups and for
eign organizations, and keeping track of cur
rent sources of explosives for criminal bomb
ers. Intelligence information is particularly 
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useful in combating the repeat bomber, and 
may provide the only effective method to gen
erate leads to the most sophisticated bomb
ers-professional criminals and terrorists. 

Strategic data banks, receiving information 
from a variety of domestic and foreign 
sources, have successfully identified patterns 
and trends that have led to a better under
standing, and arrests and convictions, of mem
bers of international narcotics rings, high-fi
nance swindlers, and terrorists. Taggants could 
enhance the utility of such data banks to facili
tate identification of terrorist objectives, lead
ing toward arrests and convictions of terrorist 
bombers. Taggants, by identifying known 
sources of terrorist bombs, and bombs used by 
other criminal organizations as well, would 
help intelligence analysts differentiate among 
several groups which may claim, or which may 
seem to be responsible for a particular bomb
ing incident, separating out the group directly 
responsible. The British taggant system, which 
apparently consists of identifier threads dis
persed in the explosives, is used primarily as an 
apparatus for gathering intelligence about 
criminal bombers. A few specific examples of 
how intelligence information could be used for 
bomber control are instructive. 

Some criminal bombers operate in a single 
location, with no activities beyond that area. 
Others range over a fairly wide geographic 
area. If tpggants recovered from a bombing in
dicate that the explosives were purchased in 
the area of the bombing, then a local group or 
individual is probably responsible. On the 
other hand, if the explosives were stolen or 
purchased in one part of the country, and used 
in another, that would indicate that either a 
group with a considerable geographic span of 
activity was involved, or that there was coop
eration between various groups of criminal 
bombers. 

BA TF currently keeps a record of the 
amount of explosives stolen, recovered, and 
expended in bombings. While it is possible to 
trace and allocate cap-sensitive r.igh explo
sives that are recovered in their original car
tridges (by the date-shift code stamped on the 
cartridge), it is extremely difficult to identify 
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the source of explosives that have been deto
nated. Recovery of taggants would allow a 
much more accurate record to be kept of the 
use to which stolen explosives are put. 

At present there appears to be little coopera
tion among domestic groups responsible for 
criminal bombings (terrorists and professional 
criminals, in particular) or between these 
groups and foreign organizations. That is not 
the case, however, for foreign groups that en
gage in bombings or other terrorist activities 
abroad. Some terrorist activities abroad have 
involved groups from two or even three differ
ent countries, separated widely in geography. 
Intelligence analysts predict that coordinated 
activity of that sort may soon be seen in the 
United States. Taggants could help to identify 
cases of intergroup activity. As an example, ex
plosives rn;)y be stolen, and the modus operan
di of the theft or a claim of credit for theft in
dicates that one group was responsible. If the 
taggants recovered from the debris of a crimi
nal bombing (identified as having been caused 
by a different perpetrator) indicate the use of 
those explosives, then a link may be postulated 
to exist. 

A final example illustrates the predictive 
value of bombing intelligence that would be 
available from a taggant program. Analysis of 
the explosives used in a series of bombings 
could indicate they were all from the same tag
gant lot. Analysis of the pattern of the bomb
ing could be useful in predicting a geographic 
area for a subsequent bombing, or in predict
ing a time for a bombing by the group in
volved, allowing increased surveillance of indi
viduals in the group (if identified) or of poten
tial targets. 

Prosecution of Criminal Bombers 

There is rarely a singie piece of evidence 
that so clearly ties a perpetrator to a criminal 
bombing that additional evidence would not 
enhance the case for the prosecution. A lim
ited amount of data on the use of the date
shift code indicates that taggants may forge an 
important link in the chain of evidence against 
a criminal bomber, resulting in a higher rate of 
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convictions than would be possible without 
that link. For undetonated bombs the date
shift code provides the same information as 
identification taggants would provide for the 
postdetonation case. No total review of the 
cases involving explosives recovered from mal
functioning bombs has been conducted. How
ever, a limited set of 55 cases was examined by 
BATF. In that sample, six cases were forwarded 
for prosecution (10.9 percent). That is twice the 
percent forwarded in cases that did not in
clude date-shift code data. Similar results were 
obtained by MSA during a review of BA TF 
data. Of the 10 bombing attempts they re
viewed, the date-shift code proved useful in 40 
percent of the cases, was not useful in 50 per
cent of the cases, and was of questionable 
utility in 10 percent. While the results were 
positive in both cases, the extremely small 
sample size makes it impossible to draw signif
icant conclusions. The Institute of Makers of 
Explosives (IME) has informed OT A that testi
mony from manufacturers to establish the 
source of explosives with a given date-shift 
code is occasionally requested in criminal 
~rosecutions, but that sLlch requests are very 
Infrequent. IME estimates that less than 1 per
cent of all traces lead to a prosecution. 

As one specific example, the prosecution in 
the McFillin case believes that taggants were a 
key piece of evidence in that case, and that the 
taggant evidence was valuable in court. 

Taggant Utility by Type of Perpetrator 

Taggants may well be more effective in con
tributing to the direct arrest and conviction of 
certain types of criminal bombers than of 
others, due to the varying ability of different 
types of perpetrators to develop effective 
cOLlntermeasure responses to taggant pro
grams, as well as to' the nature of the bombings 
and targets. These countermeasures and their 
effects in limiting taggant utility are discussed 
in detail in the next section. 

Vandals are not likely to be greatly affected 
as their bombings generally cause little dam~ 
age, and would not normally initiate the field, 
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laboratory, and investigative procedures nec
essary to utilize the information available 
from identification taggants. On the other 
hand, bombings by professional criminals 
often involve homicide and bombings by ter
rorists generate considerable public attention, 
both of which are likely to initiate extensive in
vestigations. To the extent that the more so
phisticated of these groups make use of coun
termeasures, an operational taggant program 
may not add much to the likelihood of their ar
rest and conviction. Psychopaths are likely to 
engage in bombings that initiate a thorough in
vestigation, may well attack targets protected 
by detection sensors, and are unlikely to have 
the resources to generate effective counter
measures. Taggants should be particularly ef
fective in their control. 

The law enforcement respondents to the 
questionnaire indicated a differing utility for 
taggants against the various bomber cate
gories. As an example, almost 60 percent esti
mated that identification taggants would re
sult in a significantly higher arrest rate for re
venge bombings, and over 40 percent esti
mated significantly higher arrests for crime-of
passion bombings by psychopaths, while less 
t~an 25 percent estimated a significantly 
higher arrest rate for bombings by terrorists 
and organized crime. A significantly higher 
rate means an increase in the arrest rate by 
more than 25 percent. Similar estimates were 
made for the use of detection taggants. 

Utility of Taggants to Update 
the Taggant Program 

BA TF plans to implement the taggant pro
gram only for those explosive materials that 
have ?e~n identified as being used extensively 
by crrmlnal bombers. If analysis of bombing 
debris shows that tagged explosives are not 
used in a large number of cases, then the BA TF 
plan would need modification. Similarly, if 
some explosives that are tagged are not iden
tified as being used in bombings, then those ex
plosive materials should be considered as can
dida.tes for exclusion from the program. 

-
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Nonbomber Control Utility of Taggants 

The Bureau of Mines is very interested in the 
use of identification taggants to determine the 
types of explosives used when an accident oc
curs in a mine. Some mine operators are sus
pected of using nonpermissible explosives in 
underground coal mines. Permissible explo
sives have been specifically tested for low 
flame emission and certified for use in under
ground coal mines-other explosives may not 
be used. If nonpermissibles are identified as 

being used illegally, the appropriate action can 
be taken. 

Similarly, taggants could be used to identify 
the cause of an explosion. If an explosion were 
to occur at a natural gas plant, for instance, 
then it might be difficult to determine if the ex
plosion were an accident or caused by a bomb. 
The resolution of cause is important both to 
law enforcement personnel and to the insur
ance industry. A similar resolution of cause 
could be of interest in investigating possible in
surance fraud cases. 

POSSIBLE BOMBER COUNTERMEASURES 
IN RESPONSE TO A TAGGANT PROGRAM 

The above discussion assumes that criminal 
bombers do not respond to the introduction of 
a taggant program. There are a number of 
countermeasures the bomber can take, how
ever, which may decrease the utility of a tag
gant program. Only a limited subset of bomb
ers would respond to the taggant program, and 
those criminal bombers who seek to evade the 
effects of a taggant program are likely to en
counter additional risks or require substantial 
training and technical knowledge. 

Among the possible responses of a criminal 
bomber to an identification taggant program 
are: 

• removal of the taggant, 
• fabrication of homemade explosives, 
• switch to incendiary devices, 
• use of blasting agents, if they are not 

tagged, 
• theft of explosives, 
• black-market purchase of explosives, 
• use of explosives manufactured before 

the taggant program is implemented, and 
• resorting to qnother type of unlawful ac

tivity, such as assassination or kidnapp
ing. 

In addition to the above responses, the ef
fectiveness of detection taggants can be de
feated by providing a seal between the explo
sives and the detection taggant sensors. It is 
also possible that the detection taggant sen-
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sors could be purposely triggered, or 
"spooked," by placing detection taggant mate
rials, or chemicals which the detection taggant 
sensor could not distinguish from detection 
taggants, in or on nonexplosive material. 

The appropriateness and effectiveness of 
the various responses, in terms of possible 
limitation to the utility of a taggant program, 
are a function of the resources, motivation, 
and aim of the various types of criminal bomb
ers. Table 70 briefly summarizes the likely 
response counterm~asures of each type of 
bombers, and how effective those responses 
are likely to be. Effectiveness in this sense in
cludes both the likelihood of successfully ac
complishing the response and the appropriate
ness of the action in fulfilling the primary aim 
of the criminal bomber. It is interesting to note 
that approximately half of the law enforce
ment respondents to the questionnaire esti
mated that the less sophisticated bombers 
would initiate no response to an identification 
taggant program, while almost 40 percent felt 
that even the most sophisticated bombers 
would not initiate response countermeasures. 
Each of the response countermeasures is brief
ly discussed below. 

The baseline 3M identification taggants con
tain both a magnetic layer and a fluorescent 
layer to aid in recovery after a detonation. The 
taggants could therefore be removed from 
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Table 70.-Possible Perpetrator Response Countermeasures to Taggant Program 

Criminal Terrorist Mentally disturbed Other 
Unsophis- Sophis- Disen-Countermeasures ticated licated Political 

Taggant removal ........ 
chanted Vengeful Separatist Reactionary Pathological Vandals Experimentors 

Mb 
Fabrication of explosives ... L 

M H L-M L-M 
L-M 
L-M 

H H 
Incendiary devices ....... H 

M M L 
M 

L 
M 

L 
M 

L 
M-H Use of blasting agents if 

L L M 

untagged ............ L H 
Theft, commercial ....... M H 
Theft, military .......... L 
Illegal sources .......... L H 
Use of explosives 

manufactured before 
implementation of tagging L H 

Vapor seals ............ L-M 
Other tactics ........... L-M 

H 
M-H 

L 
H 

M 
L-M 
H 

M 
M-H 

L 
H 

L 

H 

M 
L-M 
L 

L 
H 

L L 
L-M L-M 

L-M 

L 
L-M 
L 

L 
M 

L M 
M 

~unllkelY to be altempted. 
Leiters Indicate possibility ot success In the attempted countermeasure: L = low; M = medium; H = high 

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment. . 

powdery explosives by using a magnet; the 
process would be both easy and safe and 
would require less than an hour for a typical 
bomb. In order to hinder this countermeasure 
taggant~ have been manufactured without ~ 
magnetic layer. If a powdery explosive were 
tagged .with a mixture of magnetic and non
magnetic taggants, then the use of a magnet 
,",:ould enable a criminal to remove only a por-
tlon of the taggants; the remainder would be 
present after an explosion, although they 
would be somewhat more difficult to recover 
than the baseline taggant. If the criminal were 
deterred from attempting magnetic removal 
by the knowledge that about half the taggants 
were nonmagnetic, then postdetonation 
r~covery would be only marginally more dif
ficult than the baseline case. 

Another possible technique for removing 
t~ggants. from an explosive is to use a black 
light to Identify the taggants by their fluores
ce~ce, and then remove them with a tweezer. 
ThiS pr?cess is safe, but more difficult than 
m~gnetlc separation, and would probably re
qUI~e many hours of painstaking effort for a 
tYPical bomb. Unlike magnetic separation it 
c.ould be used to remove taggants from ex~lo
sives that are tacky rather than pOWdery. It has 
been proposed that the encapsulation of the 
taggants be made opaque, and matched to the 
color of the explosive, in order to render such 
removal impossible. Since the encapsulant 

would be melted by the heat of a detonation 
postdetonation recovery would not be af~ 
fected. Although it should not be difficult to 
develop an opaque encapsulant, this has not 
yet been d.one. Opaque encapsulation would 
make quality cont~~I, both of manufacturing 
taggant~ ~nd of mixing them with explosives, 
more difficult, and its cost impact has not 
been evaluated. 

The explosives could be acetone dissolved 
the t~gg~nts and other solid materials removed 
by fllterrng, and the explosive reconstituted 
but that ~~~plex operation would be withi~ 
~he capabilities of only the professional terror
ISts a~d criminals and would be roughly equiv
alent I~ danger and difficulty to fabrication of 
expl~slves from raw materials. It was the near 
unanrmous opinion of law enforcement per
sonnel th~t criminal bombers would not at
tempt thiS complex removal/reconstitution 
process. R~constituted explosives would also 
be less. r.ellable (less likely to detonate) than 
the onglnal explosives. If detonators were 
tagged, some tag.gants would still be present 
after the detonation of bombs using reconsti
tuted o~ h?memade explosives, unless the even 
more difficult task of fabricating detonators 
was attempted. 

. Rem?ving taggants from some gunpowders 
IS c~nslderably simpler than removal from ex
plOSives. Many gunpowder grains are consider-
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ably larger than the identification taggants, as 
shown in figure 26. Separation may therefore 
be accomplished simply by screening, al
though the manufacturing process may pre
clude that approach in some cases. Alterna
tively, it may be possible to agglomerate the 
taggants into clumps whose size roughly 
matches the specific grain size. However, the 
cost impact of such a solution was not ad
dressed during this study. 

The detection taggant vapors are m icro
encapsulated into extremely small spheres, 
which form powder with fineness approaching 
that of talcum powder. Removal of these tag
gants from tacky or powdery explosives is 
clearly impractical and most likely impossible. 
There is some evidence that the taggant grains 
tend to adhere to gunpowder grains. The te
nacity of adhesion (response to attempts to 
dislodge the taggants) has not been tested. It is 
probable, however, that the extremely small 
taggant powder cannot be simply separated by 
physical means; similar materials, such as 
graphite, do not respond. Attempts to "wash" 
the grains off with a solvent are likely to affect 
the properties of the smokeless powder. 

The only viable removal technique, there
fore, appears to be removal of individual iden
tification taggants from gunpowders. As was 
shown in table 70, the more sophisticated crim
inals and terrorists could accomplish the re
moval with moderate to high success, while 
the less sophisticated terrorists and experi
menters would have a somewhat lower success 
rate. One result of the greater practicability of 
removing taggants from gunpowders may be to 
produce a shift in explosive materials used in 
criminal bombs by sophisticated bombers 
from high explosi\es to gunpowders. As gun
powders are significantly less energetic than 
cap-sensitive high explosives, such a shift 
could result in a significant loss of efficiency 
for the bombers. 

In summary, taggant removal would tend to 
somewhat decrease the effectiveness of a tag
gant program in the control of the most sophis
ticated bombers, attacking targets not pro
tected by a detection sensor, but at some loss 
in efficiency by the criminal bomber. It is 
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Figure 26.-Size Comparison of 
the 3M Identification Taggant and 

Some Smokeless Powders 

. 3M identification 
, taggants 

Hercules Bullseye 

Du PontlMR 4350 

W-W452AA 

Hercules Red Dot 

• SOURCE: Sporting Arms and Ammunition Makers Institute. 
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possible to make identification taggant clumps 
which simulate the grain size of the larger 
powder grains, thus making taggant removal 
an ineffective countermeasure, but the cost of 
doing so has not been calculated. Alternative
ly, taggants could be incorporated in the grain 
of some, but not all powders. 

Fabrication of Homemade Explosives 

As noted in table 70, only the most sophis
ticated bombers would have a significant suc
cess in fabricating explosives. Even to these 
criminal bombers, the fabrication of home
made explosives would involve a somewhat 
higher danger of premature detonation than 
with commercial explosives. It is true that a 
number of "cookbooks" are available that de
scribe methods of making explosives from un
controlled materials, but many of these texts 
list the ingredients without describing a safe 
and effective fabrication process, or contain 
errors that could result in a high accident rate 
or unreliable detonation. The present inci
dence of premature detonations with commer
cial explosives, while fabricating and placing 
bombs, is high, accounting for almost 25 per
cent of all deaths and 15 percent of injuries 
from bombings. If homemade explosives are 
used, the number of deaths and injuries to per
petrators of bombings may climb substan
tially- acting as an effective bomber control 
mechanism. 

Fabrication of detonators is a much more 
complex and dangerous activity than fabrica
tion of explosive materials, and could prob
ably be accomplished only in a well-equipped 
central facility. The widespread use of home
made detonators would, therefore, require the 
development of a central illegal manufactur
ing and distribution network, implying a de
gree of cooperation among perpetrator groups 
that does not currently exist. 

It was the opinion of law enforcement offi
cials contacted that the establishment of a tag
gant program would tend to drive the more so
phisticated criminal bombers toward the use 
of homemade explosives. The example pro
vided by criminal bombers in Europe, particu-
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larly Britain and West Germany, is illustrative. 
Approximately 85 percent of criminal bomb
ings in West Germany and a majority of the 
bombings in Britain and I rei and use home
made fillers. As the bombing statistics include 
both explosive and incendiary deVices, the per
centage of explosive bombs using homemade 
explosives may be somewhat less, but may still 
constitute a majority in all three countries. It is 
interesting to note that most bombs, including 
those with homemade explosives, use commer
cial detonators. 

In summary, the more sophisticated criminal 
bombers would tend to use homemade explo
sives more frequently in response to the intro
duction of a tagging program. Such use would 
tend to have some detrimental effect on the 
utility of a taggant program although the ef
fect would be limited by the increased risk of 
premature detonation, and the reduced relia
bility and effectiveness of bombs fabricated 
from homemade explosives. Commercial deto
nators would still be needed, further limiting 
the effectiveness of this response counter
measure, as would the elimination of some 
types of targets. The main threat is that over a 
period of time, the criminal bombers might 
become increasingly sophisticated in the fabri
cation of explosives and even of detonators 
and that a degree of cooperation and coor~ 
dination could develop between the various 
terrorist and professional criminal groups. The 
British indicated that they face just that prob
lem -the coordinated IRA improves its tactics 
and ability to fabricate explosives almost in 
step with the develnpment of law enforcement 
control mechanisms. 

Use of Incendiary Bombs 

A substantial number of current bombing in
cidents use incendiary materials for bomb 
filler. Tagging of incendiary materials is not 
practicable, so legislation of a taggant pro
gram may cause a shift toward the greater use 
of incendiaries in place of explosives. How
ever, incendiary bombs cannot be relied on to 
cause catastrophic damage or casualties, and 
are therefore an appropriate filler only for 
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some types of perpetrators and against some 
types of targets. It may also be harder to fabri
cate a reliable delay fuze for incendiary 
bombs. 

Use of Blasting Agents 

BA TF has indicated that it doe~ not plan to 
directly tag blasting agents such as ANFO. 
There are several reasons for their position. In 
the first place, very few criminal bombings are 
currently committed using blasting agents as 
the explosive filler. In addition, tagging the 
blasting caps, boosters, and detonating cord 
generally used to initiate the blasting agents 
would still ensure that taggants were present at 
blasting-agent bombings, unless homemade 
detonators and boosters were used. Finally, as 
blasting agents represent over 80 percent of 
the commercial explosives currently used in 
the United States, directly tagging the blasting 
agents would have a very large cost impact. 
Some shift to the use of blasting agents might 
therefore occur if a taggant program were im
plemented. However, there are a few draw
backs to the use of blasting agents. As detailed 
in appendix E, the blasting agents are not nor
mally cap sensitive and would therefore re
quire a booster of some sort. Commercial 
boosters, very large detonators, at least one 
type of rocket motor used by hobbyists, or 
several large cherry bombs used together 
would be sufficient boosters. The fabrication 
of a bomb using a blasting agent would there
fore require the acquisition and assembly of 
more components than would a bomb using 
cap-sensitive explosives or gunpowders. The 
assembly process would not prove a large ob
stacle to the more sophisticated bombers, but 
might well prove one to the other types of 
bombers. Similarly, the increased risk asso
ciated with blasting-agent bombs would de
pend on the knowledge and patience of the 
bomber. 

Blasting-agent bombs would be useful 
against targets where the blast was the primary 
damage mechanism, but somewhat less useful 
than cap'-sensitive explosives against targets in 
which fragment damage was the primary 
threat. More blast and better fragmentation 
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would be expected from blasting-agent pipe 
bombs than from gunpowder pipe bombs, but 
the assembly process would be more complex. 

Blasting agents have a density of approxi
mately one-half that of cap-sensitive explo
sives; approximately twice the volume would 
therefore be needed, a possible limitation in 
some circumstances. 

Theft of Explosives 

Explosives can be stolen, either from the 
military or from sources of commercial explo
sives. Some of the explosives used in criminal 
bombings are currently stolen and more may 
well be stolen if a taggant program is initiated. 
Theft of explosives would mean that the perpe
trator would be required to commit a collater
al crime, increasing the chance for error, the 
number of leads generated, and the ultimate 
chance of capture. As detailed previously, the 
use of taggants should contribute significantiy 
to the rate of solution of explosive thefts, in
creasing the chance of capture above the cur
rent rate. 

In addition, protection of explosives from 
theft could be improved, and may well have to 
be, to prevent a wholesale shift to theft as a 
source of explosive material if a taggant pro
gram is instituted. Security procedures for ex
plosives storage, transportation, and use are 
primarily geared to prevent casual or surrep
titious theft. Storage magazines have double 
locks and other features which would require 
some limited amounts of time and skill to de
feat. Inventory controls currently would un
cover thefts of large amounts of explosives 
(case lots). Trclllsportation regulations are pri
marily to protect the people living along the 
travel route from accidental detonation. All of 
these could be altered tp decrease the proba
bility of explosive theft. Magazines could be 
made quite difficult to enter, all explosive 
material could be required to be stored over
night in a secure magazine (some construction 
sites use quite flimsy magazines, some manu
facturers store sublot amounts of detonators in 
the assembly building overnight), and trans
portation of explosives could require armed 
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guards. Tighter inventory controls, including 
accountability for each stick of explosive at 
the blaster level, could also be required. All of 
these controls, however, have cost impact; it 
would require investigation to determine 
whether their cost would be justified by their 
marginal utility in the face of the current, and 
predicted, bomber threat. Possible costs for in
creased security of explosives were not in
cluded in the OT A study. As noted above, a 
benefit of identification taggants is that they 
would help to pinpoint the places from which 
explosives used in crimes are stolen, and thus 
serve as a guide to where security most needs 
to be tightened. 

As noted earlier, military explosives are 
more securely guarded than commercial explo
sives, so criminal bombers may be expected to 
more frequently attempt to steal commercial 
explosives. As noted in table 70, the more so
phisticated bombers are like!y to have moder
ate to high success in stealing commercial ex
plosives (although at increased risk) while the 
less sophisticated bombers can expect low to 
muderate success. No group would be ex
pected to have significant success in stealing 
military explosives, an indication of the suc
cess likely for theft of commercial explosives if 
increased explosive security measures are im
plemented. 

Illegal Sources 

Explosives could be purchased on the black 
market or illegally imported from abroad. Both 
courses of action subject the bomber to in
creased risk of capture, fror:1 informants or un
dercover agents in the former case and as a re
sult of smuggling, in the latter. Only terrorists 
or professional criminals with substantial re
sources and the ability to plan in advance are 
likely to be able to import explosives from 
abroad, or likely to make the proper black
market connections. 

The term black market, in this context, does 
not refer to a sophisticated nationwide net
work but to a local array of entrepreneurs who 
deal in an illicit product for profit. This 
criminal element exists in nearly every major 
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American city, and when asked could provide 
stolen commercial explosives or explosive ma
terials as quickly as they could provide stolen 
drugs, jewelry, or television sets. A taggant pro
gram, it is believed by analysts and law en
forcement experts, would increase the demand 
for stolen explosives, thus increasing the local 
market. However, experts of the two major 
metropolitan police agencies and two Federal 
law enforcement organizations with whom de
tailed discussions on this subject were held 
agree that initial increases in the black-market 
demand would be low, as the sophisticated 
bombers are more likely to turn to ont:: of the 
other countermeasures as a source of explo
sives. Moreover, taggants could help in tracing 
any black marketeer who dealt in stolen, but 
tagged, explosives. 

Use of Explosives Manufactured 
Before a Taggant Requirement 

One further countermeasure is possible, at 
least initially-the use of explosives manufac
tured prior to implementation of a taggant pro
gram. This response requires planning well 
ahead and storage of the explosives for a peri
'od of time. Storage would increase the risk of 
accidental detonation (particularly if the ex
plosives had to be moved several times) and of 
the explosives being found. In addition, most 
commercial explosives have a limited useful 
lifetime. Gels, slurries, and emulsions have a 
limited useful life on the order of 6 months, 
while dynamites have a lifetime of a few years 
(more for the lower power dynamites). Gun
powders, boosters, detonators, and detonating 
cord have a useful life of tens of years. 

Detection Taggant Seal 

Detection taggants emit a vapor; their effi
cacy depends on its being able to permeate the 
container in which they are placed and be de
tected in the free air stream. It is possible to,. 
create a seal around the explosives, thus de
feating the detection taggant system, but the 
construction of such a seal is difficult, cannot 
be accomplished without specific technical 
knowledge and equipment, and cannot be ac-
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complished without the time and resources to 
construct such a seal. Ordinary sealing mecha
nisms, such as placing the explosive in a paint 
can, using baggies, home sealing units, or using 
activated charcoal apparently will not work, 
even if several are used in conjunction, as the 
taggants were specifically chosen for their 
ability to penetrate the microencapsulated 
membrane and the sensors are able to detect 
taggants at a parts-per-tri II ion concentration 
level. It should be noted, however, that tests 
under field conditions to confirm these labora
tory results have not yet been conducted. 

Or'lIy the more sophisticated of the criminal 
bombers are even likely to attempt to achieve 
vapor seals, and they stand only a low to mod
erate chance of succeeding. One of the prob
lems faced in trying to construct a seal is the 
lack of feedback-without a taggant vapor de
tector, or other sophisticated laboratory instru
m~nt, the bomber will not be able to tell if his 
seal is sufficient. 

"Spooking" of Detection 
Taggant Sensors 

Detection taggant sensors could be purpose
ly triggered or "spooked" by placing detection 
taggants, or other materials so similar chemi
cally to the detection taggant that the sensor 
could not make the distinction, in nonexplo
sive materials. If several suitcases or packabes 
within a short period of time triggered the de
tection taggant sensor for no apparent reason, 
those operating the sensor might well con
clude that it was malfunctioning, and discon
nect it. Large amounts of taggant material 
might also be used to "saturaft~ /I and at least 
temporarily disable, the sense,. It would then 
be possible to introduce tagged explosives into 
the protected area. This countermeasure 
would require that the bomber obtain a supply 
of the detection taggant material;' access to 
detection taggants can and should be made 
difficult. 

. Shift to Other Unlawful Activity 

Finally, bombers can turn to other crimes, 
such as murder, assassination, or kidnapping. 
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These crimes, however, are oHen not as spec
tacular as bombings dnd all involve a higher 
risk to the perpetrators than do bombings. In 
addition, a direct action against a visible target 
requires more motivation and a different tem
permeht than does an indirect crime such as a 
bombing. The switch to other tactics is an ap
propriate response only for a subset of crimi
nal bombers; only some of the types of bomb
ers who would attempt to switch tactics in re
sponse to a taggant program would be success
ful. The small-scale criminal, the experimenter, 
and the dlsenchaued would be unlikely to 
turn to the other c'imes. Some of the mentally 
disturbed would, with low to moderate suc
cess. The professi ::mal criminal can be consid< 
ered a craftsman at his trade; he may not be 
able, either phy:"ically or emotionally, to ad
just to other methods of attaining his ends. Ter
rorists are the most likely to switch tactics, 
based on foreign experience, and would prob
ably bE moderately to highly successful, al
though at greatly increased risk. 

Summary 

There are a variety of response counter
measures which the criminal bomber can at
tempt in an attempt to decrease the utility of 
the identification and detection taggants pro
grams. The amount of success expected for 
each response varies with the skill, resources, 
and aim of the different types of criminal 
bombers. Most of the countermeasure re
sponses carry with them an increased risk of 
capture, increased probability of an unre!iable 
or premature detonation, or decreased effec
tiveness of the explosive. The effect of the 
added risk should not be underestimated
bombing is an attractive crime because of the 
low risks currently associated with it. If those 
risks escalate, then the attractiveness de
creases, probably resulting in significantly re
duced numbers of bombings and significantly 
reduced severity of the bombings. Domestic 
and foreign Jaw enforcement officials were 
emphatic in their opinions that increasing 
bomber risk was a realistic and important con
trol mechanism. 
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In a similar vein, the importance of reducing 
the effectiveness of bombs should not be over
looked. Taggants have their optimum effec
tiveness in the protection of high-value targets 
and the investigation of significant bombings. 
It is in just those types of situations that reduc
ing the effectiveness of bombs will have the 
most payoff. 

Nevertheless effective countermeasures are 
possible. Bombers with sufficient skill and 
training can completely overcome the effects 
of a taggant program if they have adequate 
time and resources. The greater the sophistica
tion of the bomber, the smaller the risks and 
the smaller the loss of effectiveness resulting 
from countermeasures. 

However, it should be recognized that while 
the countermeasure responses are entirely pos
sible, it is by no means certain that significant 
numbers of bombers will actually use them. 
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OTA consulted numerous explosives ex
perts, all of whom agreed that countermeas
ures such as those described were possible, at 
least for some of the types of criminal bomb
ers. However, the law enforcement experts and 
experts on terrorism which OT A consulted also 
unanimously agreed that most criminal bomb
ers, including terrorists, would fail to make use 
of the countermeasures. This assessment ap
pears to be based on an assessment of the type 
of personality that is generally involved in 
bombings, as well as the general level of skill 
of the bombers. An instructive analogy is air
craft hijacking. It is possible to s:lluggle a 
weapon on an aircraft by a number of means, 
but, in fact, since the antihijacking program 
started there have been thousands of weapons 
found annually by the screening process, hun
dreds of weapons found abandoned near the 
controlled boarding gates, but essentially no 
cases of aircraft hijacked with the use of smug
gled weapons. 

FOREiGN EXPERIENCE IN CONTROL OF BOMBERS 
Discussions were held with British, West 

German, and Irish law enforcement officials in 
an attempt to gain insight into the methods 
used to combat and control criminal bombings 
in those countries. Tre b,tmbing problem in 
those countries, and nlost of the rest of Eu
rope, is considerably different than the domes
tic problem; it is appropriate that the control 
methods also differ. 

Essentially all bombings cnmmitted in the 
three countries are carried out by terrorists; in 
Britain and Ireland the bombings are almost 
entirely by one group of separatist terrorists
the IRA. 

Commerc:al explosives are rigidly controlled 
in all three countries. In West Germany ~his 
control is primarily administrative-permits 
are needed for the transportation, $torage, and 
use of explosives. In addition, a much more in
tensive surveillance of suspected criminals is 
practiced, together with a very intensive in
telligence operation and a relatively strict 
border inspection procedure. As a result, 

almost all explosives used in bombings are 
homemade (85 percent), although some mili
tary and commercial explosives are used. The 
millitary explosives are stolen from military 
bases or recovered from maneuver areas, while 
the commercial explosives and detonators ap
pear to come primarily from Eastern Europe. 

In Ireland and Britain the controls are more 
direct. Commercial explosives are stored, 
transported, and maintained by the army or 
police, who personally supervise the detona
tors and check to ensure that no undetonated 
explosive remains in the area. The army or po
lice accountability for the explosives extends 
to the individual detonators and sticks of ex
plosive. As a result, almost all criminal bomb
ings use homemade explosives. 

The number of bombing incidents per year 
in West Germany is about one-fourth of the 
number of domestic bombings reported to the 
FBI or BATF data banks, which results in about 
the same bombing rate on a population basis, 
but a far higher rate per unit area, since West 
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Germany is about the size of Oregon. This geo
graphic concentration, the single class of 
bombers, the almost universal use of home
made explosives and an effective centralized 
criminal control authority have allowed the 
West Germans to develop field und laboratory 
investigative techniques that apparently result 
in higher arrest and conviction rates than is the 
case in the United States. 

The number of bombings in the Republic of 
Ireland is quite low; no data was available con
cerning numbers of bombings in Biitain or ar
rest and conviction rates in either country. 

The British use a tagging system that appar
ently consists of different colored threads in
terspersed in the explosive. The threads do not 
survive the detonation, but the system cannot 
be defeated by simply discarding the cartridge, 
as can the current U.S. date-shift code. The 
West Germans use a system similar to the date
shift code, while the irish dye their explosives 
(from the single plant) to indicate a destina
tion. 

The experience of these thr~e countries of
fers some insight into the problem of control 
of domestic bombers and to potential bomber 
countermeasures. 

1 i 

As a result of law enforcement efforts to 
control the source of commercial explosives 
and to institute other efforts to combat bomb
ers, there are essentially no bombers other 
than terrorists in any of the three countries. 
Given the different conditions in the United 
States, it is improbable that all other bombers 
would be eliminated, but their relative num
bers could be expected to decline dramat
ically, if a taggant progam were implemented. 

As a result of the control of commercial ex
plosives, bombers in the three countries rely 
largely on homemade explosives. As noted ear
lier, this countermeasure is likely to be seen in 
the United States, as well, if a taggant program 
is initiated. The result of this shift in explosives 
will eliminate some bombers, make some tar
gets difficult to attack, due to decreased effec
tiveness of the explosives, and significantly in
crease the risk of an accident to the perpetra
tor. 

Finally, a possible long-term effect of the 
taggant pro~ram, as is the case in Europe due 
to explosive controls, may be the development 
of a highly skilled group of bombers, as well as 
more coordination and cooperation between 
bomber groups. 
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APPENDIXA-LETTER OF REQUEST 

ABRAHAM RIBICOf"F'. CONN., CHAIRMAN 

HENRY M. JACKSON, WASH. 
THOMAS F. EAGLETON. MO. 
LAWTON CHILES, FLA. 
SAM t«JNN. GA.. 
JOHN GLENN, OHIO 
JIM SASSER, TE.N.H. 
DAYle H. PRYOR, AHK. 
CARL LEVIN, MICH. 

CHARLES H. F'1!RCY. ILL. 
JACOB K. JAVITS, N.Y. 
WILLIAM V. RoTH, JR., DEL. 
TEO STEVENS, ALASKA 
CHARLES Me c. MATHI~S. JR •• MD. 
JOHN C. DANFORTH. Mo. 
WIl.LIAM S. COHEN, MAINE 
CAVID DURENBERGER. MINH. 

RICHARD A. WEGMAN 
CHIEF COUNSEL. AND STAFF DIRECTOR 

The Honorable Morris K. Udall 
Chairman 
Technology Assessment Board 
Office of Technology' Assessment 
U.S. Congress 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Ho: 

COMMITTEE ON 
GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

May 7, 1979 

As you know, the Committee on Governmental Affairs is 
presently considering S. 333, the Omnibus Antiterrorism Act 
of 1979. Section 303 of the legislation would mandate the 
use of identification and detection taggants in explosive 
materials. 

During the course of our consideration of the bill, 
several issues have been raised pertaining to the viability 
and cost of the tagging program. While there has been a 
great amount of technical reserach in this field, we believe 
it would be useful to have an independent review and evalua
tion of the availnble data concerning the use of explosive 
taggants. 

Specifically, we request that the Office of Technology 
Assessment review this data, and address the following issues: 

• the safety of the use of taggants in production, 
storage, and handling of explosive materials; 

• the effectiveness of the tagging program in deter
ring crime and aiding in criminal investigation 
and prosecution; 
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The Honorable Horris K. Udall May 7, 1979 
Page Two 

• 

• 

o 

the regulatory impact of ~equiring the u~e of ex
plosives taggants (includlng recQrd-keeplng, cost 
to th~ explosives industry, and cost to the con-
,sumer) ; 

the potential effects of a partial appl~cation 
of tagging requirements (s~ch as.excludlng black 
and smokeless powders and lncludlng all other ex-
plosive materials, excluding militar~, and mater
ials for homemade bombs and common nltrate); 

the issues relating to the survivability of 
taggants, including effects of detonation, 
retrieval, and possible removal before detona-
tion; and 

possible alternatives to tagging explosives 
and initiators. 

Because of the Coromittee's tight schedule and the desire 
to enact compreh~nsive anti-terrorism legislation promptly, 
we would appreciate receiving a report from OTA not later than 
August 6, 1979. 

Many thanks for your cooperation and assistance. 

{jJp..... 
Abe Ribicoff 
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APPENDIX B-DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION 
TAGGANTS AND CRIMINAL BOMBINGS

SUMMARY AND QUESTIONNAIRE 

This paper is a short statistical summary of an 
empirical survey conducted by OTA for the evalua
tion of taggant effectiveness. 

Using a listing of the International Association of 
Chiefs of Police, a systematic sample of 980 names 
was selected (from a total of 10,800 names on the 
list). Each of the subjects sampled-assumed to be 
both knowledgeable and interested in the problem 
of bombings-received a mail questionnaire cover
ing five related areas of inquiry (see attachment). 
The questions probed issues such as the profile of 
the criminal bomber, the estimated effects of the 
taggants program on deterrence, detection, and 
conviction, and preferred location and types of 
detection taggants sensors, 

Of the 980 questionnaires mailed out, only 114 
have been returned in time for this analysis, a re
turn rate of less than 12 percent. No assumption 
can be made that these 12 percent of the respond
ents are a random and unbiased sUbsample of the 
980 subjects in the original sample, and most likely 
they represent the people most highly involved in, 
and motivated to deal with, criminal bombings. In 
that sense, the findings of this analysis must be 
viewed as tentative. However, these 114 question
naires serve as a valuable instrument to bring to 
light some of the experiences, attitudes, and assess
ment;; 9f people who deal, often on a rather fre
quent basis, with criminal bombings. A further 
sourc~ of error may have been introduced by an 
error In the explanatory material accompanying the 
questionnaire. That material indicated that the tag
gant trace would identify the last legal purchaser, 
rat~er than indicating that the trace would provide 
a list of the last legal purchasers. Following is an 
overview of their responses. 

Background of Subjects 

Over half (51 percent) of the subjects worked in 
an urban area, with an additional 37 percent in sub
urban areas. The majority (41 percent) came from 
relatively small cities (population up to 25,000), 
with only 20 percent from metropolitan areas with 
a population of 500,000 and more. Due to a lack of 
significant differences between the subjects by 
place of work; and due to the reLqtively small 
number of respondents, the data wil! not be ana
lyzed hy the type of area and its population size. 

Bomber Profiles 

As estimated by the sample, a wide variety of 
criminal bomber types, rather than one specific 
type, is responsible for the total number of bomb
ings in their jurisdictions (table 8-1). Eighty-four 
percent of the sample thought that each type of 
bomber is encountered infrequently (accounting 
for only up to 25 percent of the bombings). Domes
tic terrorists, organized crime figures, and people 
motivated by revenge were mentioned as some
what more frequent types (between 25 to 75 per
cent of the cases) and, most noticeably, revenge 
was seen more than any other motive as a very fre
quent (over 75 percent) motivation for bombings. 

Similarly, the consensus of the sample was that 
there is a fairly evenly distributed use of the vari
ous types of explosives (table 8-2). While ANFO, 
plastic explosives, and cast or pressed military ex
plosives were thought to be infrequent, there was 
less agreement about the other types. Commercial 
explosives, smokeless and black powders, and to a 
lesser degree, homemade explosives were men
tioned by the subjects as frequently, and even very 
frequently, used in bombings in their areas. 

A potentially important question refers to the 
various bomber types and their preferences for 
types of explosives (table 8-3). 

While again, in general, the various bombers will 
use all the available explosives, when looking only 
at the "frequent" and livery frequent" use of 
those explosives, an interesting preference-profile 
emerges: all offenders show a preference for com
mercial explosives, and black and smokeless pow
der, but their highest u~e is by offenders acting out 
of revenge. Terrorists and organized crime use 
commercial explosives more often, while people 
committing crimes of passion or revenge opt more 
frequently for the powders. 

An issue of some importance is the target of the 
bombing. As indicated by the sample (table 8-4), 
bombers attack a variety of targets; however, there 
are some patterns in the attacks. Government and 
law enforcement facilities, transportation facilities, 
and residences are mostly infrequent targets, while 
commercial and industrial facilities, people and 
vehicles, and schools are very frequent targets. 

Some patterns emerge when looking at the tar
get-preference of the various bomber types (table 
8-5). Combining the "frequent" and "very fre-
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Table B-1. - Type of Criminal Bombera (percent) 

Bomber tYlle 
Revenge, 

disgruntled 
employee, 

International Domestic Organized Crimes of malicious 
terrorists terrorists crime Psychopaths passion mischief Others Total 

Infrequent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98. % 83. 86. 93. 96. 58. 90. (321) 84. 
Frequent. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 7. 11. 5, 2. 10. 5. (23) 6. 

VMykeque~ ............ ~~2.~~~~10~.~~~~3~.~~~~2.~~~~2~. ~~~3;2~.~~~~5~.~~~~~7L)1~0~. ~ 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (56) (58) (56) (59) (54) (78) (20) 381 

14.7 15.2 14.7 15.5 14.2 20.5 5.2 

aBased on pI. II. Q. 1. 
Infrequent = between 0 to 25 percent Frequent = 25 to 75 percent Very frequent = 75 to 100 percent. 

Table B-2.-Type of Explosive Useda (percent) 

Explosive type 

ANFO and Cast 
other non-cap- or pressed 

sensitive Plastic military Smokeless Black Homemade 
Commercial explosives explosives explosives powder powder materials Other Total 

Infrequent ... 59. % 96. 97. 93. 68. 62. 83. 95, (446) 799 
Frequent .... 21. 4. 3. 6. 21. 19. 12. 0, (65) 11,7 
Very frequent. 20. O. O. 1. 11. 19. 5. 5, (47) 8.4 

Total .... (81) (68) (68) (71) (73) (81) (75) (41) 558 
14.5 12.2 12.2 12.7 13.1 14.5 13.4 7.4 

aBased on pt. II, O. 2. 
Infrequent = between 0 to 25 percent Frequent = 25 to 75 percent Very frequent = 75 to 100 percent, 

Table B-3.-Most Frequently Used Types of Explosives by Type of Bombera (percunt) 

Bomber type 
Terrorists Organized crime Psych opaths Crimes of passion Revenge, etc, Total 

Commercial , • , .. , ....... , . , , . 15.% 32, 18. 24. 33, (281)33, 
ANFO., .. " ....• " ...... ,., , 0, O. 0, O. O. (257) O. 
Plastics .... , ................ 2. 2. 4. 2. 2, (260) 2. 
Military explosives •.. , .. , ....... g, 8. 4. 2, 4. (262) 6. 
Black and smokeless powder ...... 13. 11. 17, 29, 48, (278) 37. 

Total .... , .....•......... 263. 265 260. 258. 292. 1,338 

aBased on pt. II, O. 21b. 
The percentages Indlcale for each ceilihe proportion of responses estfmating a frequent use (over 25 percent) of the particular explosive. by the partfcular type of bomber. The numbers fn parentheses 

refer to the frequency of all responses within the ~ell. 

Table B-4. -Type of Bombing Targetsa (percent) 

Type of target 
Commercial/ Gov't, law 

Vehicles, Transportation industrial enforcement 
people Schools Residences facilities facilities facilities Other Total 

Infrequent ... , .....••. , . 73, % 77. 83. 96. 68. 91. 93, (401) 82. 
Frequent ............... 12. 8, 12. 3, 12, 6. 5. (42) 9. 
Very frequent. , ......•..• 15. 15. 5. 1. 20. 3. 2. (47) 9. 

Total. , .. , ... , ...... (78) (83) (75) (69) (75) (68) (42) 490 
15.9 16.9 15.3 14. 15.3 13.9 8.6 

aB,sed on pt. II, Q. 3. 
Infrequent = between 0 to 25 percent Frequent = 25 to 75 percent Very frequent = 75 to 100 percent. 
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Table B-5.-Most Frequent Targots, by Type of Bombera (percent) 

Bomber type 

Terrorists Organized crime Psychopaths Crimes of passion :1evenge, etc, Total 

Vehicles, people ... , . , ...... , , , 10.% (51) 22. (51) 4. (47) 27, (56) 28, (58) 20,5 (263) 
Schools . , , , , . , ....... , .... , , O. (56) 0, (53) O. (49) O. (49) 20. (59) 4.5 (266) 
Residences, , , , ... , , , .. , , .. , .. 6, (50) 14. (49) 14, (50) 17, (52) 26. (61) 16, (262) 
Transportation facilities ..... , .... 6. (51) O. (49) 2. (51) O. (50) 6. (51) 2.8 (252) 
Commercial/industrial facilities •.... 22. (51) 17. (52) 10. (50) 6. (51) 30. (64) 17.5 (268) 
Government, law enforcement 

facilities ..•................ 15. (47) 4. (49) 4. (47) 4. (49) 13. (55) 8. (247) 
Other ....................... O. (33) O. (32) O. (33) O. (31) 15. (41) 3.5 (170) 

Total •..•................ 339 335 327 338 389 1,728 

aBased on pt. II, Q. 3/b. 
The percenlages Indicate for each cell the proportion of responses estfmatlng a frequent use (over 25 percent) of the particular explosive, by the particular type of bomber. The numbers In parentheses 

refor to the frequency of all responses within the cell. 

quent" categories, the most common targets for 
terrorism are commercial and industrial establish
ments, followed by Government; organized crime 
focuses on people and vehicles, and industry and 
commerce; psychopaths, as expected, act more 
randomly, mainly victimizing residences; crimes of 
passion are directed against people and residences; 
and revenge bombings are directed against com
mercial and industrial facilities, and people and 
vehicles. It appears that the preferences for targets 
follow an underlying assumption about the motiva
tions of the various bomber types. 

Thefts of commercial explosives, legal purchase, 
and homemade supply seem to be the most fre
quent sources of explosives; while import and mili
tary theft are the le.ast frequent forms (table B-6). 

The most frequent source of explosives for ter
rorists and organized crime is theft. People acting 
out of revenge, and psychopaths prefer homemade 
explosives; for crimes of passion the offender pur
chases explosives legally or prepares them at home 
(table B-7). 

Finally, a question about the tagging program 
brought some inc.onsistent responses; in estimating 
the expected frequency of various sources by 
bomber after tagging went into effect, the sample 
predicted .a large shift toward increased use of 

military (untagged) explosives through theft; and of 
homemade and imported explosives. However, 
they did not predict an appreciable decline in the 
theft 0\( commercial (tagged) explosives, or their 
legal purchase (table B-8). Comparing tables B-7 
and B-8, the sample predicted a clear shift for ter
rorists toward homemade explosives, and for orga
nized crime and terrorists toward military theft, but 
few other discoverable patterns emerged. 

To summarize, there seems to be a consensus 
about a wide range of motives for criminal bomb
ings, as well as their targets, the explosives used, 
and their sources. The profile of the bomber, and 
some characteristic patterns of his modus operar.di 
that emerge are consistent with general predictions 
as to the behavior rationality and psychological 
motivation of such offenders. 

Present Law Enforcement Effectiveness 

As estimated by the sample, both the arrest and 
the conviction rates for criminal bombings are 
lower than those for all other crimes (table B-9). 

Estimated Utility of Identification Taggants 

When asked about the utility of the program, all 
respondents vieWed taggants as a useful additional 

Table B-6.-S0!!fCe of Explosives Useda (percent) 

Theft of Theft of 
Legal commercial Blackmarket military 

purchase explosives purchase explosives Homemade Importation Total 
Infrequent ...... 72. % 57. 83. 89. 68. 98. (309) 76.9 
Frequent. .....• 11. 23. 12. 8. 18. 2. (51) 12.7 
Very frequent. .. , 17. ?O. 5. 3. 14. O. (42) 10.4 

Total ..•• , . (76) (70) (65) (66) (72) (53) (402) 
18.9 17.4 16.2 16.4 17.9 13.2 

aBased on pt. II, Q. 4. 
Infrequent = between 0 to 25 percent Frequent = 25 to 75 percent Very frequent = 75 to 100 percent. 
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Table B-7.-Most Frequent Sources of Explosives, by Type of Bombera (percent) 

Bomber type 
Source of explosives Terrorists Organized crime Psychopaths Crimes of passion Revenge, etc. Total 
Theft of commercial explosive ...... 30.% (44) 29. (45) 9. (45) 5. (44) 20. (49) 18.5 (227) 
Theft of military explosive ......... 20. (45) 9. (44) 5. (44) 2. (43) 6. (49) 8.4 (226) 
Legal purchase ................ 7. (45) 18. (45) 11. (44) 16. (45) 32. (56) 17.4 (235) 
Black-market purchase .......... 9. (43) 19. (47) 2. (43) 5. (40) 11. (47) 9.5 (220) 
Homemade ................... 14. (44) 11. (44) 17. (46) 14. (43) 35. (55) 19. (232) 
Importation •.................. 2. (44) 6. (46) O. (44) O. (43) 2. (47) 2.2 (224) 

Total .................... 265 272 266 258 303 1,364 

aBased on pt. II. O. 4/b. 
Th~ percentages indicate for each cell the proportion of responses eslimaling a frequent use (over 25 percent) of the parttcutar exptoslve. by the particular type of bomber. The numbers In parentheses 

refer to the frequency of all responses within the celt. 

Table B-a.-Estimated Most Frequent Sources af Explosive by Bomber Type, Following the Institution of Tagging Programsa (percent) 

Bomber type 
Sources of explosives Terrorists Organized crime Psychopaths Crimes of passion Revenge, etc. Total 

Theft of commercial explosive ...... 39.%(41) 41. (54) 22. (51) 17. (48) 30. (54) 29.4 (248) 
Theft of military explosive ......... 32. (40) 37. (38) 20. (49) 14. (50) 19. (52) 23.6 (229) 
Legal purchase ................ 14. (42) 10. (50) 25. (55) 25. (53) 20. (60) 19.2 (260) 
Black-market purchase .......... 27. (41) 22. (49) 18. (50) 14. (50) 19. (53) 19.7 (243) 
Homemade ....•.............. 39. (41) 24. (49) 25. (51) 25. (53) 36. (61) 29.8 (255) 
Importation ................... 29. (42) 24. (51) 8. (48) 2. (50) 6. (51) 13.2 (242) 

Total .................... 247 291 304 304 331 1,477 

aBased on pt. II. O. 5. 
The percentages Indicate for each cell the proportion of responses eslimalil1Q a frequent use (over 25 percent) of the particular explosive. by the particular type of bomber. The numbers In parentheses 

reler to the frequency of all responses within the cell. 

Table B-9.-Estimated Rates of Arrest and Convictiona 

Estimated rates of arrest 
For criminal bombings .........................•... 24.08 
For other crimes .................................. 38.85 

Estimated rates of conviction 
For criminal bombings ............................. 39.35 
For other crimes .................•................ 46.82 

aBased on pt. III. O. t. 
NOTE: BATF considers these eslimates unduly oplimlslic. At present some 8 percent of criminal 

bombings are forwarded for proseculioD. 

clue in investigation and conviction, though they 
estimated it to increase arrest rates most notice
ably for offenders acting out of revenge or passion 
and having very little effect on the arrest of ter
rorists (table 8-10). 

As for the deterrent value of taggants, it was 
viewed to be most effective for those acting out of 
revenge and least effective, as expected, for psy
chopaths (table 8-11). 

In response to a tagging program, some counter
measures by the bombers are expected. For exam
ple, the sample estimated that if packaged explo
sives would be tagged, but black and smokeless 
powders would not, an average of 55 percent of the 
bomb~rs would shift to using powders. 

1 / .-

Table B-10.-The Estimated Increase in the Arrest Rate for 
Criminal Bombers, Due to the Use of Identification Taggantsa 

Increase In arrest rate 
Type of bomber Up to 25% Up 25-75% Up over 75% Total 
Terrorists.. . .. .. .. ... 79. % 15. 6. 53 
Organized crime. . . . . .. 74. 13. 13. 54 
Psychopaths. . . . . . . . .. 60. 19. 21. 53 
Crimes of passion. . . . .. 53. 23. 24. 55 
Revenge, etc. . . . . . . . .. 44. 30. 26. 61 

Total.. . .. .. .. .. . (170) (56) (50) 276 
61.6 20.3 18.1 

aBased on pt. IV. O. 2. 

Tabla B-11. -The Estimated Deterrent Effect of Identification 
Taggants on Criminal Bombersa 

Magnitude of deterrent effect 
Type of bomber Up to 25% Up 25-75% Up over 75% Total 

Terrorists. . . . . . . . . . .. 80. % 11. 9. 55 
Organized crime. . . . . .. 75. 15. 10. 60 
Psychopaths. . . . . . . . .. 79. 16. 5. 58 
Crimes of passion. . . . .• 70. 19. 11. 56 
Revenge, etc .....•..•. -=5~4.=--_-=2:.:..7:..... __ 1.:.;9::.,' __ ..:6:.:3~ 

Total.. .. . .. .. .. . (208) (52) (32) 292 
71.2 17.8 11. 

aBased on pt. IV. O. 4. 
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The main consensus of the sample was that pro
fessional bombers (terrorists and organized crime) 
would be more likely to work on some counter
measure than would the nonprofessional offenders. 
The first two types would most likely shift to other 
kinds of explosives (not tagged) or remove the tag
gant if it required a reasonable amount of work. 
However, psychopaths and people motivated by 
passion or revenge were predicted most likely to do 
nothing in response to the taggants (table 8-12). The 
most frequent countermeasure overall was shifting 
to another type of explosive, and the least frequent 
one was the removal of the taggant if it involves 10 
hours/lb of explosives. 

Estimated Utility qf Detection Taggants 

Tagging explosives would have, as estimated by 
the respondents, a varying deterrent effect, de
pending on the type of bomber. It would be most 
effective for those acting out of revenge or passion, 
least effective for psychopaths and terrorists (table 
8-13). 

Taggants were also viewed as being instrumental 
in the direct or indirect apprehension of the 
bomber. It was estimated to lead most frequently 
to apprehension of the nonprofessional offenders, 
(I.e., psychopath, crimes of passion, and revenge) as 
expected (table 8-14). 

Table B-12.-The Most Frequent Indicated Change in Tactics by Type of Bombers, Due to the Use of Identification Taggantsa (percent) 

_.....".. ____________ ...:B:..:..:.:.ombertype 
Change in tactics Terrorists Organized crime Psychopaths Crimes of passion Revenge, etc. Total 
Taggant removal (1 hr/lb) ........ 40.% (47) 35. (43) 18. (44) 11. (44) 17. (46) 24.5 (224) 
Do nothing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36. (45) 37. (46) 49. (45) 52. (48) 47. (55) 44.3 (239) 
Taggantremoval(10hr/lb) ....... 23. (43) 22.(41) 10.(42) 10.(41) 9.(44) 14.7(211) 
Shift to other explosive.. .. .. . .. .. 59. (42) 62. (45) 39. (44) 32. (41) 40. (47) 46.6 (219) 
Shm~~herun~wfulactivHy ...... _...:1~9.~(~4~2) __ --=2=2.~(4~0~) __ ~1~5~.(~40~) __ ~2=0~.(~39~) __ ~3~4::...~~~7)~_~2~2.=6~(2~0~~~ 

Total.................... 219 215 215 213 239 1,101 

aBased on pt. II. O. 6. 
The percentages Indicate for each cell the proportion of responses estimating a frequent use (over 25 percent) of the particular explosive. by the particular type 01 bomber. The numbers in parentheses 

refer to the frequency 01 all responses within the cell. 

Table B-13.-The Estimated Deterrent Effect of Detection 
Taggants on Criminal Bombersa 

Magnitude of deterrent effect 
Type of bomber lip to 25% Up 25-75% Up over 75% Total 

Terrorists. . . . . . . . • . .. 85. % 9. 6. 69 
Organized crime. . . . . .. 72. 18. 10. 58 
Psychopaths. . . . . . . . .. 90. 8. 2. 59 
Crimes of passion. . . . .. 75. 10. 15. 67 
Revenge, etc.. .. . .. ... 54. 31. 15. 67 --------------------------Total ... ; . . . . . . . . (240) (49) (31) 320 

75. 15.3 9.7 

aSased on pt. V. O. t. 

Table B-14.-The Estimated Increase In the Arrest Rate for 
Criminal Bombers, Due to the Use of Detection Taggantsa 

Increase In arrest rate 
Type of bomber Up to 25% Up 25-75% Up over75% 
Terrorists.. . .. .. .. ... 72. % 21. 7. 
Organized crime . . . . . .. 74. 19. 7. 
Psychopaths .•...... " 60. 24. 16. 
Crimes of passion. . . . .. 49. 27. 24. 
Revenge,etc .......... 41. 32. 27. 

Total.. .. .. .. .. .. (183) (79) (52) 
58.2 25.2 16.6 

aSased on pt. v, O. 2. 

Total 
60 
58 
57 
63 
75 

313 

The most effective sensor to deter and appre
hend bombers was judged to be the portable one, 
requiring no special operator (table 8-15). The other 
three types were viewed as considerably less effec
tive, especially the stationary, special-operated 
sensor. 

Detection taggants are also expected to prompt 
a variety of countermeasures by the potential 
bombers (table 8-16). The more frequently used 
measures, as estimated by the sample, would be 
shifting to other explosives (untagged), removing 
the taggant or seal ing the package, if it is relatively 
easily accomplished. Terrorists and people acting 
out of revenge showed a clear preference for the 
first form; organized crime offenders for the sec-

Table 8-15.-The Estimated Deterrent Effect of Detection 
Taggants, by Type of Sensors Useda 

Magnitude of deterrent effect 
Type of sensor Up to 25% Up 25-75% Up over 75% Total 
Statior.ary, with skilled 

technician .......... 58. % 
Portable, with skilled 

22. 20. 59 

technician .......•.. 41. 
Stationary, no need for 

35. 24. 59 

skilled technician ...•. 50. 28. 22. 60 
Portable, no need for 

skilled technician ..•.. 35. 25. 40. 65 
Total ............ (111) (69) (63) 243 

45.7 28.4 25.9 
aSased on pt. V. O. 3. 
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Table B-16.-The Most Frequent Indicated Change in Tactics by Type of Bomber, Due to the Use of Detection Taggantsa (percent) 

Bomber type 
Change In tactics Terrorists Organized crime Psychopaths Crimes of ;lassion Revenge, etc. Total 
Taggant removal, special knowledge, 

equipment required ........... 33.% (45) 33. (42) 17. (35) 18. (34) 17. (43) 24.6 (199) 
Taggant removal, with relative ease .. 51. (41) 51. (43) 26. (35) 23. (39) 27. (44) 35.9 (206) 
Shift to other explosive .......•... 63. (41) 45. (53) 24. (42) 19. (36) 33. (45) 37.8 (217) 
Shift to targets less likely to have 

sensnrs ...... , ............ 43. (44) 24. (38) 31. (39) 18. (34) 27. (44) 29.1 (199) 
Shift to other unlawful activity ...... 20. (40) 26. (39) 9. (35) 8. (36) 23. (43) 17.6 (193) 
Do nothing ....•.............. 27. (37) 30. (37) 34. (35) 27. (33) 29. (38) 29.4 (180) 

Total ............ , ....... 248 252 225 212 257 1,194 

aBased on pI. V. o. 4. I b b Th b I theses 
The percentages Indicate for each :311 the proportion 01 responses estimating a Irequent use (over 25 percent) 01 the particular explosive, by the particular type a am er. e num ers n paren 

reler to the Irequency 01 all responses within the cell. 

ond. Psychopaths and crimes of passion were 
judged to be unaffected. 

Finally, the sample was asked to recommend the 
four sensor types (based on cost) for the various 
tarpet locations (table B-17). Overall, the most fre
qu;ntly recommended type was the portable and 
less expensive sensor (33 percent); and the' most fre
quently mentioned locations to be protected were 
nuclear power stations and airports (both 14.8 per
cent). The only location for which the portable, ex
pensive sensor was more often ('31.4 percent) rec
ommended was nuclear power stations. The expen
sive, nonportable sensor was suggested to any ap
preciable degree for use only for airports, large 
Government buildings, and nuclear powerplants, 
while the less expensive portable set was the over
whelming preference for small Government build
ings, schools, public stadiums, buses, and police 
stations. Apparently, the respondents based their 
recommendations on cost factors, coupled with the 
frequency and likelihood of attacks and damage in 
the various locations. 

Summary 

Even though the response rate to the mail ques
tionnaire was low, resulting in a small and statis
tically nonrepresentative sample, some valuable 
findings emerged from the study. 

In the assessment of the respondents, criminal 
bombings are characterized by a heterogeneity of 
all the elements involved: a vc:riety of bombers, dif
ferent kinds of targets, a choice of elCplosives, and a 
wide offering of sources to obtain them. No one 
kind of bomber is overwhelmingly responsible for a 
majority of the bombings; bombers do not concen
trate on one type of target or use one type of ex
plosive. However, within this complex picture, 
some patterns are discernible. Certain types of 
bombers show a preference for certain targets, ex
plosives, and sources. Depending on their motiva
tions, the various bomber types are also expected 
to respond differently to the proposed taggant pro
gram. While the sample in general estimated tag
gants to reduce bombings (by deterrence, appre-

Table B-17.-Type of Sensor Recommended by Locationa 

Sensor type 
Portable cost Portable cost Nonportable Nonportable 

Location $15,000 $50,000 cost $15,000 cost $50,000 Total 
Airports •................. , .. 29.7% 24.8 25.6 19.8 (121) 14.8 
Large Government buildings ....... 29.5 27.5 18.4 24.5 (9812. 
Small Government buildings ....... 53.8 14.1 24.4 7.7 (78) 9.5 
Nuclear puwer station ........... 25.6 31.4 16.5 26.4 (121) 14.8 
Schools .........•...•....... 63.6 12.1 13.6 10.6 (66) 8. 
Public stadiums .... ; ..... , .... 58.2 21.5 16.5 3.8 (79) 9.7 
Bus, train depots ............... 56.9 11.1 27.8 4.2 (72) 8.8 
Large commercial buildings ....... 42.2 18.3 28.2 11.3 (71) 8.7 
Police bomb investigation ....... , . 57.4 31.5 6.5 4.6 (108) 13.2 
None, no ability •.....•......... 25. O. 75. o. (4) .5 

Total ..........•......... (360) (186) (160) (112) 818 
44. 22.7 19.6 13.7 

aBased on pt. V. O. 5. 
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hension,. conviction, difficulty in obtaining un
tagged explosives, etc.), there is evidence in their 
views that the taggants will be more effective with 
certain bomber types than with others. In addition, 
the taggants were also predicted to initiate a chain 
of countermeasures, with varying degrees of prob
able success. 

In summary, the study points to some new direc-

tions in appraising the present scene of criminal 
bombings, and evaluating taggant effectiveness. 
The majority of the findings, which point to the 
hypothesized direction, should increase their valid
ity, and the confidence in their suggestive value, 
though the methodological/sampling problems pre
vent the study from serving as a definitive, verify
ing answer to the issues researched. 

QUESTIONNAIRE 
TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT BOARO 

MORRIS K. UDAL.L. ARIZ., CHAIRMAN 
(!:ongus5 of tbe trniteb 3S:>tates 

OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

JOHN H. GIBBONS 
DIRECTOR 

TED STEVENS. ALASKA. VICE CHAIRMAN 

EDWARD M. KENNEDY. MASS. GEORGE E. BROWN. JR., CALIF. 
ERNEST F. HOLLINGS, s.~ JoHN D. DINGELL. MICH. 

DANIEL D<5IMONE 
DEPUTY DIREC'TOft 

ADL.AI E. STEVENSON. IU- LARRY WINN, JR •• KANS. 
ORRIN G, HATCH, UTAH CLARENCE E. MILJ..ER. OHIO 
CHARLEs McC. MATHIAS. JR .• MD. JOHN W. WYDLER. N.Y. 

JOHN H. GIBBONS 

The Congress has before it draft legislation which would 

require the addition of detection and identification taggants to 

commercial explosives. Detection taggants are material which 

would be detected by a suitable sensor to indicate the presence 

of explosives. Identification taggants are material which would 

survive the explosive detonation and provide information which 

would identify the last legal purchaser of the explosives used. 

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Fireq.rms Control (BATF) has 

been supporting the development of taggants for the past several 

years. Testimony before the Congress has displayed a considerable 

diversity of opinion as to the utility, cost and safety of a taggant 

requirement. 

At the present time considerable progress has been made in 

identification taggants research. Small plastic chips, consisting 

of several pigmented layers, have been developed by 3M which 

survive the detonation of most commercial explosives. The sequence 

of the pigmented layers provides the code to trace the explosives 

type, the manufacturer and time of manufacture. A record keeping 

network, by which the manufacturers, distributers, and retail 

sellers keep track of the code species would then allow law 

enforcement officials to trace the last legal purchaser of the 

explosives used in a bomb. 
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Research is less advanced on detection taggants. A number 

of approaches are being pursued. The best system so far developed 

consists of microencapsulated organic liquids which emit a distinctive 

vapor, coupled with a sensor tuned to detect those specific taggant 

molecules at a parts per trillion concentration level. 

The Office of Technology Assessment has been asked by the 

Congress to analyze the proposed legislation and resolve the 

differences surfaced in the congressional testimony. Your response 

to the enclosed questionaire is being sought as a part of the analysis 

of the utility of taggants. The questions bear on the issues of tha 

profiles of the criminal bomber and the impact the proposed program 

would have on the efforts of law enforcement personnel to deter, 

apprehand, and convict criminal bombers. 

The results of the study must be available to the Congress 

when it returns from the August recess. Would you therefore 

please fill out the enclosed material and return it as soon as 

possible. The information about where you work is necessary for 

demographic analysis; all individual replies will be treated as 

confidential information. 

In answering the questions below, your estimates would be 

appreciated where data is not available. Please feel free to comment 

on any po~nt of the questionaire. 

Indicate the approximate range of your answers by the following 

code: 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

almost none, 0-5% 

infrequently, 5-25% 

frequent or usual, 25-75% 

very frequent, 75-95% 

Almost always, 95%-100% 
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DATA BASE (Where you Work) 
I. Population of city or county 

state -----------------------

Check one: urban area --- suburb ----- rural 

II. .Bomber Profiles 
---

1. Type of Criminal Bombers. Tl le term Ilcriminal bomber" 
can cover a large spectrum of types of bombers. What type 
would you estimate is responsible for 

your area, over the last 4-5 years. 

International terrorists 

Domestic terrorists 

Organized crime 

Psychopaths 

Crimes of passion 

Revenge, disgruntled 
malicious mischief 

Others ( ) 

t;tmployees, 

2. Types of explosives used in bombs. 

the bombings in 

A variety of 
materials can be used as explosives. How often are the 
following explosives used l'n your area. 

Commercial explosives such as dynamites , 
water gels 

ANFO or other non-cap sensative explosives 
Pla~tic explosives such as C-4 

Cast or pressed military 1 exp osives such 

as Composition B TNT , ,RDX 
Smokeless powder 

Black powder 

Homemade materials 

Others 

61-401 0 - 80 - 13 
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Please 
each type of bomber in your area uses 

estimate how often 

e of explosive ach type 
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Terrorists 

Organized Crime 

I 

psychopaths 
\ 

Crimes of Passion \ 
\ 

Revenge, Disgruntled \ 
employees, malicious 

\ 
mischief , 

Targets 

t
he frequency with which each type of target 

Please indicate 
is attacked by criminal bombers in yoU1: area. 

Vehicles or people 

Schools 

Residences 

'fransportation 
facilities 

Commercial, Industrial 
facilities 
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Govern.ment, law enforcement 
facilities 

Other 

Please indicate approximately how frequently each type of 

bomber in your area attacks each type of target 

'" III III 
<1l ...-l 

r-I <1l 0 
()..--I 0 

'r-! p,. .c .c 0 () 

<1l <1l tJ) 

:>P-c 

'Terrorists 

Organized Crime 

Psychopath.Jl 

Crimes of Passion 

Revenge, Disgruntled 
Employees, malicious 
mischief 

4. Sources of Explosives 
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Please indicate the relative frequency of each of the 

following as a source of supply of explosives for the 

criminal bombers in your area: 

Legal Purchase 

Theft of commercial explosives 

Blackmarket Purchase 

Theft of military explosives 
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Home-made 

Importation 

Please estimate the relative frequency of the various sources 

for each group of boniliers in your area: 
III 0 .-I III 0) 

0) 0) 'M (1j 0) >->~ III 0) "0 .\.l 
'M > I-l' 

~ 
(1j 

.. (1j III (1j III () ,1-1 
.\.l (1j .\.l .. I-l III .\.l .\.l 0 .-I,c 

~t)),c , I-l .\.l 0) 0 4-1 'M r'-l (1j () 
0).-1 P. bOl-l () ~ () 0) 0 

4-I~.-I (1j I-l I-l S ~ 0) p. ~ 'M'~ 0) ::I 
~ 0 ~ S 0) ...:IP-l ~~rr: 0 
U~ 

;:t:: H 

Terrori5ts 
~ 

Organized crime 

Psychopaths 

Crimes of Passion 

Revenge, Disgruntled 
Employees, malicious 
mischief 

5. If explosives were tagged, would you expect bombers to 

alter their pattern of acquiring explosives? Please estimate 

the expected relative ~requency of the various sources for 

each type of bomber in your area if a tagging program were 

instituted (military explosives would not be tagged). 

~ 
III 0 .-I III 0) ,'r-! 

(1j 0) 0) 
0) 0) "0 .\.l 

'r-! > >-» (1j (1j 
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Terrorists 

Organized Crime 
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Crimes of Passion 

Revenr;e, Disgruntled 
Employees, malicious 
mischief 
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III.Law Enforcement Effectiveness at Present 

1. In answering the following questions, please 

estimate to the nearest 10% 

a. What is the rate of arrests for criminal bombing~ 

b. What percent of arrested bombers are convicted 

c. What is a typical arrest rate for other crimes 

d. What is a typical conviction rate for other crimes 

IV: Estimated Utility of Identification Taggants 

1. Would the use of identification taggants provide a useful 

additional clue in an investigation of criminal bombings? 

Conunent: 

---

2. In your estimation, would the use of identification taggants lead to 

an increase in the arrest rate for criminal bombers? 

Please estimate for each type of bomber in your area. 

Terrorists 

Organized Crime 

Psychopaths 

Crimes of Passion 

Revenge, Disgruntled 
Employees, Malicious 
Mischief 

Conunent: 

3. Would the use of identification taggants lead to increased 

conviction rates for criminal bombers? 

Conunent: 
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4. Would knowledge of the fact that identification taggants are 

used in explosives deter criminal bombers? Please estimate for 

each type of bomber in your area. 

Terrorist 

Organized Crime 

Psychopaths 

Crimes of Passion 

Revenge, Disgruntled 
Employees, Malicious 
Mischief 

Connnent: 

5. Some people have proposed taggtng packaged explosives, but 

not tagging black or smokeless powder. If this were done, 

approximately what proportion of the bombers who now use packaged 

explosives would shift to using powder to make bombs? 

6. Countermeasures 

The use of identification taggants in explosives could alter 

the current method of operation of criminal bombers. Please 

estimate how likely each of the indicated change in tactics 

would be for each of the types of bombers encountered in your area. 

II) ...c: Q) " +J 'd +J 4-1 .-I ill 
ill Q) co 0 +J Q) ill 4-1 
'M N P, ~ Q) ~ Q) ::l Q) 
H 'M 0 II) 0 CO::l ?-,O'M 
0 ~ Q) ...c: Q) 'M ~ H 0 'M...c: 
H m i3 () a II) Q) co r-i () () 
H co ",~ ?-, 'M II) l> II) P, 'M ill 
Q) H H II) H co ell 'M a.-l 'M 

E-t OU p.. up.. ~ j::HJ:~ 1. a 

Taggant removal, if removal takes 
1 hour per pound of explosives 

Do nothing 

Taggant removal if removal takes 
10 hours per pound of explosives 

Shift to another type of explosives 
(foreign, stolen, home-made) 

Shift tD another type of 
unlawful activity 
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Utility of Detection Taggants 

1. Would knowledge of the fact that detection taggants are 

used in explosives deter criminal bombers? 

type of bomber in your area 

Terrorists 

Organized Crime 

Psychopaths 

Crimes of Passion 

Revenge, Disgruntled 
Employees~ malicious 
mischief 

Please estimate for each 

2. How frequently would the use of detection taggants in explosives 

lead to the arrests of criminal bombers either through direct 

apprehension of a bomber with explosives in his possession, or 

through an indirect means such as a clue being provided by a bomb 

discovered unexploded? Please estimate for each type of bomber 

in your area. 

Terrorists 

Organized Crime 

Psychopaths 

Crimes of Passion 

Revenge, Disgruntled 
Employees, malicious 
mischief 

3. A number of types of sensors are being investigated for use in 

conjunction with the detection taggl3.nt source. Please indicate the 

frequency with which criminal bombers are likely to be detered or 

apprehended due to the use of detection taggants coupled with 

sensors possessing the following characteristics: 

Stationary installation only; must be 

operated by a skilled technician 
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Sensor is easily portable, (can be used also 

in a fixed installation); must be operated 

by a skilled technician 

Stationary installation only; requires 

no special operator, only someone in 

the area to react to an alarm or other 

simple indicator 

Sensor is easily portable; requires no 

special operator 

~ Counter measures 

The use of detection taggants in e)q,los::'ves couIC'. alter the 

current method of operation of criminal bombers. Please 

estimate how likely each of the changes in tactics would be for 

each tvpe of bomber in your area. '"0 
(]) .. J 
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Package seal or taggant removal 
if specialized knowledge and 
equipment is required 

~P'ackage seal or taggant removal 
if relatively easily accomplished 

Shift to another type of explosive 
(Foreign, stolen, home made) 

Shift bombings to targets less 
likely to have sensors 

Shift to another type of 
unlawful activity .. 
Do Nothing 
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5. Sensor Location 

Please indicate the location where you believe detection 

sensors should be placed. For this question, simply 

check all locations appropriate for each cost and 

portability category. 
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m III m Ul ~ III a a (]) a Airports C/J U C/J U C/J U 

Large Government Bldgt>. 

Small Government Bldgs. 

1-1uclear Power Stations 

Schools 

Public Stadiums, arenas 

Bus train depots 

Large Commercial Bldgs. 

olice Bomb Investigators 

None, No-Utility 

* Sensor~ to be used by investigators in searching for bombs 
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r APPENDIX C-OTJ~\ RECOVERY TESTS 

Introduction 

As indicated in chapters II and III, a number of 
tests, demonstrations, and training exercises hi!-ve 
been conducted by BA TF, the Aerospace Corp., 
FBI, 3M, BOM, IME, local police departments and 
others in which attempts were made to recover the 
3M identification taggants from the postdetonation 
debris. These tests usually had limited objectives, 
such as demonstrating that taggants could be 
found by trained law enforcement personnel; as a 
result, little or no control was placed on the tests 
and little or no documentation was attempted. As 
an example, BATF conducts 2-week training 
courses at its academy at Glenco, Ga. Over 50 test 
bombings of automobiles have been conducted 
with tagged explosives as part of that training exer
cise, but no data has been collected on recovery. 

Due to the different aims, purposes and proce
dures used, similar tests conducted by different 
groups resulted in widely varying recovery rates. As 
an example, table 11 of chapter II shows that BATF 
and Aerospace were able to recover taggants from 
automobile bombing demonstrations under both 
relatively benign and very adverse conditions. In 
similar IME tests, shown in table 13 of chapter II, 
difficulty was encountered in recovering taggants 
from automobile detonations, even under benign 
conditions. 

As none of the tests were well-controlled or 
documented, it was extremely difficult to analyze 
the reasons for the differences, or even quantify 
the recovery expectations under any conditions. 
OT A therefore accepted an offer by BA TF to con
duct a controlled series of tests under OT A control. 

Test Objective 

The obje<::tive of the test series was to obtain 
quantified data on the postdetonation recovery of 
the 3M identification taggants under carefully con
trolled test and recovery conditions. Such data 
would provide an indication of the recoverability 
of the taggants under those conditions (although 
probably not a statistically valid demonstration). It 
might also provide insight into recovery under simi
lar conditions, and help to resolve the dichotomy 
of prior test results. It was originally hoped that 
tests could be run against a variety of targets, in
cluding buildings and automobiles; due to time and 
fiscal constraints, however, it was necessary to 
limit the target to automobiles. Test facility restric
tions limited the placement of the automobiles to 
unpaved surfaces; the surfaces used were hard-
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packed, gravel-laden earth. \Nithin the constraints 
it was hoped that the tests would resolve the fol
lowing four specific questions:* 

1. Is it reasonable to presume that sufficient tag
gants can be recovered from automobile 
bombings under real-life conditions to enable 
a determination to be made as to the origin of 
the tagged explosives? Even if taggants are re
covered from each test condition, no more 
than a presumption of recoverability may be 
made. A more extensive testing program 
would be necessary to determine the condi~ 
tions under which the taggants are recover
able. Parameters of a definitive test series 
would include weather, fire, fireman response, 
and between-test: replication variability. Fail
ure to recover taggants under each of the test 
conditions would lead to a presumption that 
the taggants could not be expected to provide 
information on the origin of explosives in car 
bombings. Success in some of the tests would 
indicate that information would presumably 
be available from a subset of automobile 
bombings; definitive testing would be required 
to precisely define that subset. 

2. Are there conditions that are more likely than 
others under which automobile bombings will 
yield taggants sufficient to establish the ex
plosives' source? The specific condition to be 
tested is the relative strength of the explosive. 
Test conditions may also permit a limited as
sessment of the effects on recovery of the skill 
or dedication of the investigator, the weather, 
and the effects of fire and subsequent fire
fighting efforts. 

3. What is the magnitude of the effort necessary 
to recover sufficient postdetonation taggants 
for explosive source determination? If, in fact, 
heroic efforts are required (as was reportedly 
the case in one of the Aerospace/BA TF tests) 
then the utility of taggants in automobile 
bombings would be limited to the bombings of 
high-value targets and would not be of value 
to routine investigations normally carried out 
by bomb squads. TheSE! limitations would ap
ply only to those conditions under which 
heroic efforts were necessary. ·This question 
only has meaning if the taggants are, in f,,:t, 
recovered, even after heroic efforts. 

'These questions are repeated verbatim from a pretest planning docu
ment and have been modified only to reflect the unavailability of paved 
surfaces. 
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4. Are the taggants field readable? One of the ad
vantages of the 3M taggants is their ability to 
be easily and quickly read by agents in the 
field. If, in fact, large amounts of debris must 
be collected and laboratory processed, then 
the taggants are not field readable, at least for 
those automobile bombings which are similar 
to the test conditions. If the 3M taggants are 
not field readable, then perhaps some of the 
other tagging methods, rejected for that rea
son, should be reconsidered. 

Similarly, OTA believed that if taggants were not 
recovered in usable quantities in the tests, this 
would not necessarily indicate that taggants could 
not be recovered under more favorable conditions; 
for example, a bombing that damages but does not 
destroy a building. However, the presumption that 
taggants could not be recovered under some real
world conditions would affect OTA's analysis of 
the utility of taggants, and the greater the range of 
conditions in which taggants could not be recov
ered -or could be recovered only after heroic ef
forts-the greater the negative impact on estimates 
of taggant utility. 

Test Conditions 

Bombs, each consisting of approximately 2 Ib of 
dynamite, were placed in five automobiles and 
remotely detonated. The automobiles were located 
on hard-packed, relatively level earth. Three were 
on dirt roads and two were on bare patches of hard
packed ground. No brush or debris was in the im
mediate vicinity of the automobiles. Specific test 
conditions are summarized in table C-1. By compar
ing the results of tests 1 through 3 it is possible to 
relate recovery to the power of the dynamite; by 
comparing the results of tests l' and 4, it is possible 
to assess the effects of a fire and subsequent fire
fighting activities, by comparing tests 3 and 5, it is 
possible to assess the effects of the added confin~ 
ment provided by the engine block. 

The explosives for the tests were chosen by OT A 
from a larger inventory of factory-tagged explo
sives provided by the Aerospace Corp. A O.OS-per-
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cent concentration of encapsulated taggants was 
used in each case, except that in test 4 the explo
sive contained 0.05 percent of each of two separate 
unencapsulated taggants. The explosives were as
sembled into a bomb and covered with a brown 
bag by Dr. Edward J ames of the OTA analysis team 
and pi aced in the target by Dr. J ames, with the as
sistance of a different FBI agent for each test; the 
FBI agents could not see the explosive cartridges. 
The choice of explosives and placement decisions 
were made by David Garfinkle and Dr. James, the 
OT A test coordinators, and were unknown to any
one else. Samples were removed from each bomb 
for analysis to ensure that taggants were, in fact, 
present in each type of dynamite and to validate 
the identity of the postdetonation recovered tag
gants. 

Recovery Procedures 

An attempt was made in the recovery process to 
see if differences in training and experience re
sulted in differences in the probability of recover
ing taggants. To test the question of field recovery 
skill, two sweeps' were made of each target. The 
first sweep was made by an "amateur" team, to 
roughlv simulate the procedure and skill that might 
be expected from a typical bomb squad. The sec
ond sweep was made by a trained BA TF team. The 
amateur team, in each case, consisted of a member 
of the OT A study group, another non-BA TF volun
teer, and one BATF agent. The non-BATF volun
teers, one to a team, included Randall Bowman of 
NRA, Robert Hodgdon of the Hodgdon Powder Co., 
Officer Larry Linville of the Washington Metropoli
tan Police Bomb Squad, and Dennis Kline, an FBI 

• agent. The team was given approximately 5 min
utes of instruction and 1 hOllr for the search. The 
searches of all but the firebombing site (test 4) were 
conducted between approximately 3 and 4 p.m., 
with the use of blankets, black lights, and magnetic 
brooms contained in the Aerospace Corp. devel
oped kits, shown in figure C-1. The amateur teams 
searched for taggants with the black light, did a 
magnetic sweep, and collected debris for labora
tory analysis. 

Table C-1_-Specific Test Conditions, OTA Recovery Tests 

Test Placement 
1 ....... Under driver's seat 
2 ..•...• Under driver's seat 
3 ....•.. Under driver's seat 
4 ....... Under driver's seat 
5 .•...•. Between engine and firewall 

SOURCE: Ofllce 01 Technology Assessmenl. 

Dynamite Test condition 
Collier C, low power 5-gal gas in tank; no fire 
Unigel, medium power 5-gal gas in tank; no fire 
Power Primer, high power 5-gal gas In tank; no fire 
Collier C, low power 1-gal gas adjacent to bomb; fire, f1reflghting 
Power Primer, high power Dry tank, no fire 
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Figure C·1.-Portable Kits, Developed by 
the Aerospace Corp., Were Utilized in the 

OTA Taggant Recovery Tes~e 

Photo credit: U.S. Department of/he Treasury 

The six-man BA TF professional teams then con
ducted a thorough second sweep of each target, in
cluding further collection of debris, magnetic 
sweeping, and taggant black-light search. For this 
search, the area was divided into grids, and the col
lected material was carefully identified by the grid 
number. Figure C-2 shows the grid used in test 3. 
Each BA TF search took approximately 3 hours. 

Laboratory Analysis 

A preliminary analysis was conducted at the test 
site by a team from the BATF national laboratory. 

A few taggants were identified from the first three 
tests conducted (actually tests 5, 1, and 2) to dem
onstrate field laboratory identification. The materi
al was then taken to the BATF national laboratory 
and quantitatively analyzed. The time necessary to 
recover more than 20 taggants for each test was re
corded, as was the location of the debrIS from 
which the taggants were collected. The taggants 
were then mounted on slides and the codes read. 
Identification of the explosives was then made 
from the taggant code. Most of the laboratory anal
ysis was conducted by Mr. Richard Strobel of the 
BATF national laboratory, alLlOugh a volunteer 
team from NRA separated four of the taggants 
from the test 3 debris. 

Test Results 

The results of the tests are summarized in table 
C-2. Over 20 taggants were recovered in the labora
tory from the debris of each automobile bombing. 
Laboratory time ranged from less than 1;2 hour to 
approximately 4 hours (plus 5 hours preliminary 
time to refine procedures). Taggants were recov
ered from the amateur sweep in three of the five 
tests. In one test, the amateur and professional 
sweep material became mixed up during transpor
tation to the BATF national laboratory as a result of 
a deep chuckhole. In the final case, the amateur 
search material was inadvertently stored separate
ly from the other recovered debris and not exam
ined. Photo micrographs of the recovered taggalJts 
are shown in figures C-3 through C-7, one for each 
test. Some of the mounted taggants from test 5 

Figure C·2.-BATF Search Grid 

a. General recovery grid b. Recovery within automobile 
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Table C-2.-0TA Recovery Test Results 

Test Condition 

~ ....... COI.ller C, lo~ power, under driver's seat 

Number of 
taggants recovered 

28 3' ...... Umgel, ~edlum'power, under driver's seat 
....... Power Primer, high power, under driver's seat 23 + 1 contaminant 

21 total 
4 ....... COI!ier. C, l.oW power, under driver's seat fire 

flreflghtmg , , 

5 ....... Power ~rimer, high power, between engine 
and firewall 

SOURCE: Olllce 01 Technology Assessment. 

12 type A, 9 type B 
23 

26 + contaminants 
(training tags from 

collection equipment) 

Figure C·3.-Recovered Taggants From Test 1 
(low power) 
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Source of taggants 
Amateur search 
Amateur search 
Unknown 

BATF team, primarily from 
automObile interior and 
under automobile 

Amateur search 

Laboratory lime (hours) 

1V2 
'12 

1% 

3 

4 hours. + 5 hours preliminary time 
. to defme procedures. This was 
first material processed in laboratory. 

Figure C'4.-Recov~red Taggants From Test 2 
(medium power) 

~tKe accidentd/y brushed off the mounting slide' 
er recovere taggants are shown ' 

f ~o tagga~ts were individually r~covered in th 
Ie ,recognized as such, and field read e 

Figure C.5.-Reco~ered Taggants From Test 3 
(high power) 

All the I' . 
BATF exp 0, slve.s were correctly identified by 

as a resu t of the I d 
The letter from SAT co or co ~ on .the taggants. 
tification informati:nt~sOThA, which gives the iden
Th ' s own as an attach me t 
tha

e 
test ~omenc/ature in the letter differs fro~ 

chr~:~dg:~aie~~d~r~\~n/~~~~:::~~se ~~stt~eh~~~n~!~n 
gro~ped for ease of comparison. The followin n 
version of the letter "scene" d" g con
"test number" desi t' . eSlgnatlon to t.he text 

Scene 1 ......... ~~~ Ion IS necessary; 
Scene 2. . .................. Test 5 
Scene 3 .............................. Test 1 
Scene 4' ................... ; .......... Test 2 
Scene 5' .............................. Test 3 

............................... Test 4 
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Figure CoSo-Recovered Taggants From Test 4 
(low power, fire) 

Figure C-7_-Recovered Taggants From Test 5 
(high power, confinement) 

Test Responsbility 

The tests were planned, and all phases con
trolled, by OT A. OT A chose the explosives to be 
used in each bombing, assembled and covered the 

bombs, and placed the bombs in the target. (FBI 
agents inserted the detonators and initiated the ex
plosives.) No one else knew which explosives ",,-,ere 
used on each automobile, or even which explosives 
from a larger selection were chosen. OTA, with as
sistance from NRA, observed the laboratory proce
dures and participated in the separation process. 

BATF supplied the automobile targets, the test 
site and the agents for field recovery and labora
tor~ analysis of the taggants. The explosives were 
supplied by the Aerospate Corp. 

IME was invited by OTA to participate in the test 
series. Due to the short time available for the test 
planning, IME was not able to fully participate. 
They did provide some valuable guidance, how
ever, in a working session attended by OTA, BA TF, 
SAAMI, NRA, and IME representatives. 

Discussion of Results 

Too few recovery tests of the 3M identification 
taggants were conducted under real-world condi
tions to allow a definitive judgment to be made of 
recovery. In addition, only one type of target, 
automobiles, was used in the tests. However, the 
ease with which taggants were recovered, under 
the rather severe test conditions, indicates that tag
gants could be expected to be recovered under a 
wide range of bombing conditions, given the proper 
training and effort by field and laboratory inves
tigators. A number of points should be made as a 
result of the test series. 

I n the first place, the taggants do not appear to 
be field recoverable and readable, at least under 
the test conditions. Approximately 25 people 
looked for taggants, for a total of approximately 35 
man-hours, in both daylight and nighttime condi
tions, without visually recovering a single taggant. 
This was the case even though taggants were easily 
recoverable from the debris in the laboratory. 
BA TF operating procedure, which calls for visual 
search, is not only ineffective, it is counterproduc
tive. Investigators are likely to become disen
chanted when they can't visually find a taggant, 
and not collect samples for laboratory analysis. 
BA TF procedures should stress the importance of 
the collection of d'ebris for analysis. It has been 
claimed that the earth at the test site is unusually 
rich in magnetic materials and materials which 
fl uoresce naturally, and that the tests were par
ticularly severe from the visual recovery stand
point. Visual recovery may, in fact, be possible in 
situations such as an automobile bombing on a 
large paved area, or a small bomb in a large build
ing. It appears likely, however, that taggcmts will be 
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missed quite often if visual recovery means are em
phasized. 

The second point is that taggants appear to be re
coverable from bombings, with a modest, but coor
dinated, effort on the part of field and laboratory 
personnel. Even under conditions of partial con
finement, taggants from a high-energy dynamite 
were easily recovered. Similarly, taggants from a 
low-power dynamite were recovered even after a 
severe fire and firefighting activity. Additional tests 
would be required before the effects of full con
finement, such as in a pipe bomb, or before the ef
fect of fire after a high-energy detonation, cQuld be 
known. Similarly, no tests have been conducted 
with large charges, or with tagged boosters and det
onators used to detonate an untagged blasting 
agent. 

It appears that the power of the explosive does 
not significantly affect rec:overy probability or the 
I aboratory time necessary to separate taggants 
from the debris. Confinement and the occurrence 
of fire, however, do significantly affect laboratory 
recovery time, as the size of the taggants de
creases. 

Some difficulty was encountered in reading the 
colors of the taggant I ayers, even by experts from 
3M. The pigments currently available, however, 
have been substantially improved, hopefully lead
ing to fewer errors in interpreting the code. 

The tests were conducted and field recovery 
completed on three of the five tests under near 
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ideal weather conditions. A light rain fell before 
debris was collected from two tests, however, in
cluding the unconfined Power Primer and the case 
in which a fire followed the detonation. The light 
rain did not appear to hamper recovery, even for 
those severe test conditions; a heavy rain might, 
however, have more effect 

It should be noted that the automobile tests con
ducted represent rather severe tests of recovery (at 
least neglecting confinement). It is reasonable to 
infer, therefore, that taggants could probably be re
covered from building bombings, bombings in the 
open, and most other non confined bombings. 

It is interesting to note that no fires occurred as a 
result of the bombings, when fuel was in the fuel 
tanks, even for the most powerful commercial ex
plosive (excluding boosters). While a sample of 
three is hardly significant, the tests do indicate that 
fires do not occur as a matter of course in automo
bile bombings. 

Finally, it should be noted that these tests pro
vide a possible explanation of the wide divergence 
of prior test data. Most of the tests in which BATF/ 
Aerospace recovered taggants involved a labora
tory recovery procedure; this was particularly true 
for the severe automobile bombings. Most of the 
unsuccessful tests by IME and others have either 
not included laboratory analysis, or have had the 
laboratory separation process conducted by peo
ple with no training in separating the taggants. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
BUREAU OF AL.COHOL.. TOBACC';) ANO FIREARMS 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20226 

. September 28, 1979 

Mr. David Garfinkle 
Office of Technology Assessment 
600 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Mr. Garfinkle: 

REFER To 

DS:RD:WDW 
7555 

The following test results were obtained from the 
taggant survival studies conducted for you at
Fort Belvoir, Virginia, on September 13, 1979. 

Scene 1 was a 1949 Ford pickup truck. A 3- to 4-hour 
laboratory analysis of the bomb debris collected by 
Dr. Ed James (OTA), Mr. Randall Bowman (NRA) , and 
Special Agent Marcus Davis (ATF) resulted in the 
isolation of 26 taggants bearing code F5959592M8. 
This identifies the explosives used in this case as 
Atlas Power Primer, size 1-1/4" x 8"~ Date/Shift 
Code 01-12-77-R2. Many contaminate training taggants 
were also in portions of the bombing debris. These 
probably came from a single contaminated recovery 
kit. The red layer in this early pre-pilot test 
version of the 3M taggant contains an organic pigment, 
and noticeable variation in hue was observed. This 
problem has subsequently been corxected in later 
versions of the 3M taggants. 

Scene 2 was a late model Ford Galaxy. A l-hour, 
20-minute laboratory analysis of the bomb debris 
collected by you, Mr. Robert Hodgdon (Hodgon Powder 
Company), and Special Agent Eugene Reagan (ATF) 
resulted in the isolation of 28 taggants bearing 
code F39l3l42MO. This identifies the explQsives 
used in this case as a Hercules permissible d)mamite, 
either Red HA, size 1-1/4" x 8", Date/Shift Code 
Jul 12 78 Jl, or Collier C, size 1-1/4" x 8", 
Date/Shift Code Nov 21 78 Jl. Both explosives 
were tagged with the same taggant code. 

Scene 3 was an Oldsmobile station wagon. A 25-minute 
laboratory analysis of the bomb debris collected by 
Mr. Steve Kornish (OTA), Officer Larry Linville 
(Washington, DC Metropolitan Police Department), and 
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Special Agent Ivan Kalister (ATF) resulted in the 
isolation of 23 taggants bearing code F5989142MO. 
This identifies the explosives used in this case as 
Hercules Unigel Tube Shell, size 2" x 16", Date/Shift 
Code Jun 27 78 Jl. One contaminate training taggant 
was also found in this debris. 

Scene 4 was a Chevrolet Malibu sedan. Twenty-one 
taggants were recovered--17 by our laboratory's 
chemist in 45 minutes, and 4 by the NRA's observers, 
Ms. Susan Rogers and Mr. James Flechenstein in an 
unspecified time. Twelve of these taggants'bear code 
~9986?26MO, and 9 b~ar code F5984642~0. These taggants 
1dent1fy t~a explos1ves used in this case as Atlas 
Power Primer, si3e 1-1/41

' x 8", Date/ Shift Code 
lO-24-78-R2. This material was specially produced 
f~r The Aerospace Corporation by Atlas Powder Company 
w1th an unencapsulated taggant species of one code 
and a taggant of a different code from which the 
ent~psulating material had been stripped by solvent 
act1on. 

Scene 5 was the Chrysler-product station wagon which 
w~s "fire-bombed" and permitted to burn until you 
d1rected the Fort Belvoir Fire Department to respond. 
A 3-hour laboratory analysis of bomb scene debris 
collected during an 8-man, 2-hour ATF search under 
~he dir~ction.of Special Agent Eugene Reagan, resulted 
1n the 1solat1on of 23 taggants bearing code F39l3l42MO. 
This identifies the explosives used in this case as 
either Hercules Red HA, size 1-1/4" x 8", Date/Shift 
Code Jul 12 78 Jl, or Collier C, size 1-1/4" x 8" 
Date/Shift Code Nov 21 78 Jl, both with the same taggant. 

These taggants and those mounted by Mr. Bowman of the 
NRA from field and first-day laboratory recoveries 
were given to you on September 24, 1979, for ytlr 
use and examination. If we can be of any further 
service to you in documenting the results of these 
tests, please contact me. 

61-401 0 - 80 - 14 

W. David Williams 
Explosives Scientist 
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APPENDIX D-PRODUCTS LIABILITY IMPLICATIONS 
OF LEGALLY REQUIRING THE INCLUSION OF 

TAGGANTS IN EXPLOSIVES 

by James A. Henderson, Jr., Boston University School o.f Law; 
William L. Groner, Research Assistant, 

3rd Year Law Student, Boston University School of Law 
October 9, 1979 

ANALYSIS OF EXPLOSIVES INDUSTRY'S EXPOSURE TO 
PRODUCTS LIABILITY UNDER EXISTING LAW 

Limits and Purposes 
of the Present Analysis 

The analysis in this section covers the exposures 
to civil liability for damages under existing law of 
1) manufacturers and other commercial suppliers 
of explosive,;; 2) manufacturers and ot~er commer
cial suppliers of components that go Into the pro
duction of explosives; 3) manufactu~ers and. ot~er 
commercial suppliers of acceSSOrIes ordinarIly 
used with explosives, such as blasting caps and 
fuses; and 4) commercial transporters and users of 
explosives. The analysis does not cover the ~om
mercial suppliers of a range of products sometimes 
referred to by legal commentators as "explosives," 
including firearms and ammunition, volatile and 
caustic fluids, fireworks, and bottled beverages ... 

The term "products liability" includes all civil 
liability for damages arising out of injury to person 
or property caused by unsafe, defective pr~ducts, 
including liability based on theOrIes of. negl.lge.n.ce, 
warranty, misrepresentation, and strIC~ I~abill~y. 
"Products liability" does not include criminal lia
bility, or civil liability based on express contractual 
obligations other than express warranty. The phrase 
"exposure to liability" refers to the conceptual 
bases, and limits of liability; the author does not 
have access to factual data relating to frequency of 
claims, payouts to claimants, availability of .liabil
ity insurance, and the like, in the explosives indus
try. The Final Report of the Interagency Task Force 
on Products Liability (Dept. of Commerce, Oct. 31, 
1977) indicates that the industrial chemicals indus
try, the closest industry to expl?sives in that study, 
is more often than not a leader In terms of the aver
age number of new claims per firm per year. (See 
Final Report, table 111-13.) . . 

The main objective of this appendix IS to exam
ine the products liability implications of legally re-
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quiring the inclusion of taggants in explosives. Such 
examination can meaningfully be undertaken only 
in the context of an adequate understanding of the 
existing legal environment into which such a ta~
gants requirement would be inserted. The anal~sls 
in this section should render such an understanding 
possible for those, including some me';lb~rs of Con
gress and their staffs, who may not b~ Inymately fa
miliar with the subject of products liability. A sum
mary of the elements of this. ~nalysis !s provided. at 
the end of the section to facilitate review and qUick 
reference. 

The Major Doctrinal Bases of Liability 

Negligence 

Negligent conduct is conduct that is riski~r than 
a reasonably prudent person would engage In. The 
mere fact that conduct creates risk does not make 
it negligent conduct. All huma.n activities i~volve 
some risks of injury, and certain levels of rISk .are 
socially acceptable. Driving a car, f.or exampl~, IS a 
risky activity; but everyone who drIves a car IS not 
for that reason necessarily negligent, because a cer
tain type and amount of driving is not o~ly acc~pt
able but necessary. It is only when a drIver drIv.es 
too fast, or while intoxicated, that his or her ~artlc
ular mode of driving behavior becomes ne~ligent. 
(See generally United States v. Carroll TOWing Co., 
159 F.2d 169 (2d Cir. 1947).) 

Translating these basic notions over to the explo
sives industry, obviously the activities of m?nufac
tLJri~g, supplying, and using explosives. a.r: rIsky a~
tivities. But they become negligent activities only If 
those engaging in them do not take sufficient ~r~ 
cautions to reduce (but not necessarIly to elimi
nate) the risks. Thus, the plaintiff who seeks to hold 
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the dynamite manufacturer liable in negligence for 
harm caused by an allegedly defective stick of dy
namite will not be allowed to reach the jury unless 
he proves that the manufacturer failed to take rea
sonable steps to avoid product defects, and that as 
a consequence of such failure the defendant pro
duced a defective stick of dynamite which ulti
mately and prOXimately caused the plaintiff's in
juries. (See, e.g., Soso v. Atlas Powder Co., 238 F.2d 
388 (8th Cir. 1956).) If the plaintiff succeeds in prov
ing these elements, then in the absence of any legal 
defenses (which are considered in the next section) 
he will be entitled to recover from the defendant 
manufacturer. (See, e.g., Morris v. E. I. du Pont de 
Nemours & Co., 109 S. W.2d 1222 (Mo. 1937).) 

Given the difficulties and complexities of proof 
in the plaintiffs attempting to demonstrate the un
reasonableness of the defendant-manufacturer's 
production methods, it is not surprising that some 
courts have permitted .an inference of negligent 
manufacture to be drawn from the fact that the de
fendant produced and distributed a defective ex
plosive. (See, e.g., Dement v. Olin-Mathieson Chemi
cal Corp., 282 F.2d 76 (5th Cir. 1960), applying the 
doctrine of res ipsa loquitur.) However, some courts 
have refused to recognize this special rule. (See, 
e.g., Matievitch v. Hercules Powder Co., 3 Utah 2d 
283, 282 P.2d 1044 (1955), refusing to apply res ipsa 
loquitur doctrine.) Presumably, in States recogniz
ing it, this special rule would also be available to 
plaintiffs in actions brought against explosives han
dlers. (See, e.g., Tassin v. Louisiana Power & Light 
Co., 250 La. 1016, 201 So.2d 275 (1967).) 

These same negligence principles apply to other 
activities engaged in by explosives manufacturers, 
including marketing their products. Thus, a dyna
mite manufacturer will be liable in negligence for 
unreasonably failing to warn of hidden dangers as
sociated with use of its products. (See, e.g., Eck v. E. 
I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 393 F.2d 197 (7th Cir. 
1968).) And these principles apply to all other non
manufacturer suppliers of explosives with respect 
to their own commercial activities. Thus, a retailer 
who sells explosives to persons obViously incompe
tent to handle such risky products is negiigent 
toward those eventually injured by an accidental 
explosion. (See, e.g., Flint Explosives Co. v. Edwards, 
84 Ga. App. 376, 66 S.E.2d 368 (1951).) And explo
sives handlers are liable for harm caused by their 
negligent conduct. (See, e.g., Tassin v. Louisiana 
Power & Light Co., supra. See also separate section, 
infra, on explosives users.) 

Warranty 

Warranties are legal obligations incurred by 
commercial sellers as an incident to the sale of 
goods, or products. They are by and large creatures 
of statute-in most States today, versions of the 
Uniform Commercial Code, article 2. Three basic 
types of warranties are relevant here: 1) express 
warranties, in which the seller actually promises 
that the product will perform in a prescribed man
ner (see Uniform Commercial Code, § 2-313); 2) im
plied warranties of merchantability, in which the 
seller promises nothing but is held by the law 
"impliedly" to have warranted that its products are 
free from defects (see Uniform Commercial Code § 
2-314); and 3) impl ied warranties of fitness for par
ticular purpose, in which the seller knows of special 
requirements of the buyer, and of the buyer's reli
ance, and supplies a product that fails to meet 
those requirements (see Uniform Commercial Code 
§ 2-315). All three types of warranties have been 
held to accompany the sale of explosives. (See, e.g., 
Hercules Powder Co. v. Rich, 3 F.2d 12 (8th Cir. 
1924), cert. den. 268 U.S. 692 (1924) (express war
ranty that fuse would burn at rate of 1 ft per min
ute); Arfons v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 261 
F.2d 434 (2nd Cir. 1958) (implied warranty that fuse 
and dynamite were nondefective); and United 
States Casualty Co. v. Hercules Powder Co., 4 N.). 
Super. 444, 67 A.2d 880, rev'd on other grounds 4 
N.). 157, 72 A.2d 190 (1950) (fuse unfit for purchas
er's particular purposes).) 

Comparing these warranty theories with the neg
ligence theory considered earlier, two important 
differences should be observed. On the one hand, it 
is not necessary for the plaintiff in a warranty case 
to prove, as the plaintiff must prove under negli
gence, that the defendant explosives seller acted 
unreasonably. It is sufficient that the product 
failed, for whatever reason, to meet the standards 
imposed by law at the time of sale: promised per
formance (express warranty); freedom from defects 
(implied warranty of merchantability); and suitabili
ty to purchaser's special needs (implied warranty of 
fitness for particular purpose). On the other hand, 
however, the plaintiff must prove other elements 
not required in a negligence case. In some jurisdic
tions, for example, the plaintiff must prove privity 
of contract- i.e., that he purchased the explosives 
directly from the defendant. (See, e.g., Green v. 
Equitable Powder Mfg. Co., 95 F. Supp. 127 (W. D. 
Ark. 1951) (negligence action allowed against ex-
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plosives manufacturer; warranty action barred be
cause of lack of privity). Many courts todpy d~ n<;>t 
require privity to be established in pr<;>ducts Ilabrl
ity actions based upon warranty theories. (See, e.g., 
Henningsen v. Bloomfield Motors, Inc., 32 N.J. 358, 
161 A.2d 69 (1960).) 

Misrepresentation 

Misrepresentation is a tort theory of recovery 
that overlaps somewhat with express warranty. A 
main difference between them is that the tort doc
trine is not dependent upon the existence of con
tractual privity between the plaintiff and defend
ant. As set forth in Restatement of Torts, Secon~, § 
402 B, the essence of the tort is a misreprese~tatlon 
(whether or not innocently made) to the public by a 
commercial seller of a product that harms. some
one who justifiably relies thereon. Com~erclal sell
ers of explosives who misrepresent their products 
are liable for harm proximate-Iy resulting. (See, e.g., 
Marsh v. Usk Hardware Co., 73 Wash. 543,132 Pac. 
241 (1913).) 

Strict Liability in Tort 

Strict liability in tort· is liability for harm caused 
by defective products and ultrahazardous conduct 
irrespective of fault on the seller's or actor's p.a~t 
and irrespective of the requirements, such a.s PriVI
ty of contract, that sometimes accomp~ny warran
ty theories. Members of the explosive:s m?us.t~y a~e 
exposed to two major forms of ~trlct. liability m 
tort: 1) strict liability imposed primarily on com
mercial transporters and users of explOSives .based 
upon the fact that those a(}lvities are conSidered 
"abnormally dangerous" (see Restatement of Torts, 
Second, § § 8 519 and 520); and 2) strict liability im
posed on the sellers of explosi.ves based upon the 
fact of their having sold defective product~ (see ~e
statement of Torts, Second § 402 A) .. Co.n.slder~tlon 
of the fi rst of these types of strict liability will be 
deferred to a later section dealing specifically with 
the liabilities of commercial transporters a~d ~se~s. 
The focus in this section will be on the strict liabil
ity of commercial sellers of defective explosives. 

According to section 402A of the. Rest~ten:en.t.of 
Torts, Second, in order to recover m strict Ilabrllty 
an injured plaintiff must establish that the product 
was in a defective condition unreasonably danger
ous at the time it left the defendant seller's control 
and that such defective condition proxin;ately 
caused the plaintiff's injuries. T~e rule. applie~ to 
all commercial sellers in the cham of dlstrlbutl~n, 
including retailers and wholesalers. The essential 

1 I 

element of proof is that the product was ~efect.ive 
at the time of sale by defendant. Full conSideration 
of the different ways a product can be s.aid to be 
"defective" wi II be deferred to later sectl?ns d~al
ing with recurring fact patterns in .cases mvolvl.ng 
allegedly defective explosives. The I.mport~nt ~Ol~t 
here is to understand that the focus m a strict liabil
ity case is on the product, rather th~n on the de
fendant's conduct. Even if an explOSives manufac
turer exercises due care to avoid flaws in its explo
sives it will be held liable if flaws occur and cause 
harm'. (See Restatement of Tort~, Se~o~d.§ .402 
A(2)(a).) A clear majority of American JUrlSdlctl~ns 
recognize strict liability for sellers of defective 
products. (See CCH Prod. Liab. Rep. , 4060), .and. a 
number of courts have applied that doctrme m 
cases involving allegedly defective explosives. (See, 
e g Hall v E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., 345 
F:S·~pp. 353 (E.D.N.Y. 1972); Clay v. Ensign..-Bic:kford 
Co., 307 F.Supp. 288 (D.C. Colo. 1969); Cantfax v. 
Hercules Powder Co., 237 Cal.App.2d 44, 46 Cal. 
Rptr. 552 (1965); Cooley v. Quick Supply Co., 221 
N.W.2d 763 (Iowa, 1974).) 

TIle Major Defenses 

The major defenses available .to ~.embe~s of the 
explosives industry in products Ii~bill~y actions fall 
into three basic categories: 1) disclaimers, 2) c~n
tributory fault, and 3) intervening cause. The thl.rd 
is not technically a defense, inasmuch as th~ plam
tiff must prove that his injuries were proxlma~ely 
caused by the defendant's conduct. As a practical 
matter, however, the defendant raises th.e issue of 
intervening cause, arguing that the negligen~ con
duct of explosives users constitutes a b.reak m ~he 
chain of proximate causation. Thus, mtervenmg 
cause may be treated as a "defense" for present 
purposes. 

Disclaimers 

A disclaimer is a term in a contract purporting to 
exempt the disclaiming party from liability. for fu
t'lre events to which liability would otherWise and 
~rdinarily attach. Although no authority h~s been 
found addressing the question of the effectiveness 
of disclaimers in cases involving defecti.ve explo
sives, it is very likely that the rules which apply 
generally in products Iiabilit~ a~~ly here as. well,.As 
a general rule, in products liability case~ ~n which 
the plaintiffs are individuals ph~slca~ly mJured by 
allegedly defective products, dlscl"!lme~s are .set 
aside by courts as being against public pOliCY, 
whether the plaintiff seeks to recover on the bas:s 
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of negligence (see, e.g., Uniform Commercial Code 
§ 1-102(3); R. Hursh & H. Bailey, American Law of 
Products Liability § 2:7 (2d ed. 1974)); express war
ranty (see, e.g., Uniform Commercial Code § 2-
316(1)); implied warranty (see, e.g., Henningsen v. 
Bloomfield Motors, Inc., 32 N.J. 358, 161 A.2d 69 
(1960)); misrepresentation (see Clements Auto Co. v. 
Service Bureau Corp., 444 F.2d 169 (8th Cir. 1971 )); 
or strict liability (see, e.g., Restatement of Torts, 
Second, § 402 A, comment m; Vandermark v. Ford 
Motor Co., 61 Cal.2d 256, 37 Cal.Rptr. 896, 391 P.2d 
168 (1964)). On the reasonable assumption that 
these same rules apply in cases involVing allegedly 
defective explosives, plaintiffs physically .injured in 
accidental explosions should not be barred simply 
because of the inclusion of disclaimer language in 
the contracts of sale and distribution. 

On the other hand, there is more reason to ex
pect that disclaimers will be given effect as be
tween business entities in cases where the harm suf. 
fered is economic rather than physical. Two busi
ness entities, dealing at arms length from roughly 
equal bargaining positions, arguably should be al
lowed to allocate responsibilities between them by 
contract. Some courts have given effect to dis
claimers in indemnity and contribution actions be
tween business entities. (See, e.g., Williams v. Chrys
ler Corp., 148 W.Va. 655, 137 S.E.2d 225 (1964); but 
see Ford Motor Co. v. Tritt, 244 Ark. 883, 430 S.W.2d 
778 (1968).) Thus, were a large explosives distribu
tor to seek indemnity from the manufacturer after 
being held liable in a products liability action 
brought by an injured victim of an accidental ex
plosion, the court might give effect to a disclaimer 
in the contract of sale between the explosives man
ufacturer and the distributer. 

Contributory Fault 

Certainly when the basis of the plaintiff's action 
against the explosives seller is negligence, contribu
tory fault on the part of the plaintiff will reduce (or 
eliminate, if comparative fault is not applicable) 
the plaintiff's recovery. (See, e.g., Dalby v. Hercu
les, Inc., 458 S.W.2d 274 (Mo. 1970).) When the 
plaintiff seeks recovery on the basis of warranty, 
courts today are likely to speak incerms of the 
plaintiff's conduct breaking the ch;::in of proximate 
causation, especially when the plaintiff is shown to 
have been aware of the dei<'ctive condition of the 
defendant's product. (See, e.n., Uniform Commer
cial Code § § 2-316 (3)(b), com.nent 8, & 2-715, com
ment 5.) The majority rule in products liability 
cases involving strict liability in tort is that only the 
form of contributory fault commonly referred to as 

"assumption of the risk," in which the plaintiff 
knows or has reason to know of the defective con
dition of the product, will reduce or bar the plain
tiff's recovery. (See, e.g., Restatement of Torts, Sec
ond, § 402 A, comment n; but see Codling v. Pa~glia, 
32 N.Y.2d 330, 298 N.E.2d 622, 345 N.Y.S.2d 461 
(1973).) This general rule reflects a policy favoring 
liability of commercial sellers of defective prod
ucts in all cases except those involving fairly gross 
behavior on the part of plaintiffs. 

Examining recent products liability cases involv
ing allegedly defective explosives sold to commer
cial users, it appears that courts have been sympa
thetic to defendants' arguments that the users of 
their products, rather than the products them
selves, are to be blamed for the accidents. These ju
dicial sympathies manifest themselves in several 
ways. Courts have been willing to weigh user mis
conduct fairly heavily as an independent bar to re
covery. (See, e.g., Hercules Powder Co. v. Hicks, 453 
S.W.2d 583 (Ky. 1970).) And they have been willing 
to give such misconduct weight in deciding that the 
plaintiff's circumstantial proof of product defect 
was insufficient. (See, e.g., Hopkins v. E. I. du Pont 
de Nemours & Co., 212 F.2d 623 (3rd Cir. 1954), cert. 
den. 348 U.S. 872 (1954).) The main reason for this 
willingness to weigh user misconduct more heavily 
in explosives cases than in cases involving other 
types of products appears to be the fact that explo
sives are not, as a general rule, "consumer prod
ucts" in the same sense as household appliances. 
(But see p. 217, infra.) Commercial users of explo
sives are generally assumed to be expert, and can 
be relied upon to reduce the incidence of acciden
tal explosions. Of course, when explosive products 
are sold to obviously incompetent users, such as 
young children, contributory fault plays much less 
of an important role in reducing or barring the 
seller's liability. (See, e.g., Wendt v. Balletto, 26 
Conn. Super. 367, 224 A.2d (561 (1966).) 

Intervening Cause 

The main difference between this "defense" (see 
earlier comment) and the defense of contributory 
fault just considered is the fact that in cases involv
ing intervening cause, the plaintiffs are not the 
same persons who misused or mishandled the ex
plosives. Although the victims in these cases are in
nocent of personal wrongdoing, they will be denied 
recovery against the sellers of allegedly defective 
explosives if the conduct of those using the explo
sives was so negligent as to constitute an interven
ing, or superceding, cause of the plaintiffs' injuries. 
(See, e.g., Hercules Powder Co. v. Hicks, 453 S.W.2d 
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583 (Ky. 1970).) In contrast, where an innocent third 
party brought a strict liability action against those 
in charge of storing explosives, the Supreme Court 
of Alaska rejected the defendant's intervening 
cause argument as a matter of law, even in the face 
of proof that vandals had broken into the storage 
area and deliberately set off the explosion. (See 
Yukon Equipment, Inc. v. Fireman's Fund Ins. Co, 
585 P.2d 1206 (Alaska 1978).) 

Actions Against Manufacturers and 
Other Commercial Sellers of Explosives 

The objective in this and the following sections 
will be to examine the significant fact patterns that 
tend to recur in this area. The focus will not be on 
legal doctrine, but on the basic fact patterns and 
the reactions of courts to them. 

Product Flaws 

As developed earlier, an injured plaintiff stands a 
good chance of recovering against the manufac
turer and other commercial sellers of explosives if 
he can prove the existence of a product defect in 
existence at the time of sale by the defendant. A 
flaw is a type of defect which consists of the inad
vertent failure of a product unit, or batch of units, 
to conform to the intended product design. Flaws 
are what laypersons most often think of as "de
fects." The flaws most frequently encountered in 
explosives cases are "bad batches" - for example, 
sticks of dynamite some of which contain too 
much, and some too little, explosive ingredients 
due to improper mixing during manufacture. 

The greatest source of difficulty confronting 
plaintiffs in flaw cases is not so much conceptual 
as practical. Because explosives always "self-de
struct" in use, it is uniquely difficult for plaintiffs to 
obtain direct evidence of product flaws. When 
other types of products break unexpectedly, ex
perts can sometimes reconstruct the products and 
determine the existence of flaws. But with explo
sives, such reconstruction is almost never possible. 
Consequently, plaintiffs in cases in which acciden
tal explosions are caused by alleged flawed explo
sives are almost always forced to rely upon circum
stantial, rather than direct, evidence of the exist
ence of product flaws. 

A classic example of how a plaintiff can success
fully build a case based on circumstantial proof is 
presented in Morris v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & 
Co., 109 S.W.2d 1222 (Mo. 1937). The plaintiff in 
that case' claimed that the defendant explosives 

;t / 

manufacturer, through its employees, had negli
gently mixed a batch of dynamite so as to cause the 
stick used by the plaintiff to explode prematurely. 
The plaintiff's proof, which the court held to be suf
ficient to reach the jury, consisted of the following: 
1) purchase of the dynamite from the defendant by 
the plaintiff's employer; 2) careful handling and 
storage of the dynamite up to the time it came into 
the plaintiff's hands on the day of the accident; J) 
careful handling of the dynamite by the plaintiff up 
to the time of the premature explosion; 5) diffi
culties experienced by other employees with dyna
mite from the ,ame batch; and 6) expert testimony 
to the effect that the dynamite that injured the 
plaintiff was unevenly mixed. Of course, because 
the plaintiff proceeded on a negligence theory, the 
record also included testimony on both sides relat
ing to the issue of due care in manufacture. Today, 
under a strict liability in tort theory, this last de
scribed evidence would not be necessary. But the 
plaintiff must still prove the existence of a defect, 

. even under strict liability theories. And on the issue 
of circumstantial proof of defect, the Morris case is 
still good law. 

Where the plaintiff is unable to build a solid cir
cumstantial case, courts are apt to rule in favor of 
the defendant manufacturer as a matter of law. Es
pecially where there is evidence of mishandling of 
the explosives at the time of the accident, the plain
tiff may meet with judic'll disapproval regarding 
the sufficiency of his proof of defect. (See, e.g., 
Soso v. Atlas Powder Co., 238 F.2d 388 (8th Cir. 
1956); Hopkins v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 
212 F.2d 623 (3rd Cir. 1954), cert. den. 348 U.S. 872 
(1954).) Another source of difficulty often encoun
tered by plaintiffs in these flaw cases is the neces
sity of accounting for the conditions of storage and 
handling between the time of sale by the defendant 
and use by the plaintiff. That this may even defeat 
claims based upon strict liability in tort is sug
gested bv Clay v. Ensign-Bickford Co., 307 F.Supp. 
288 (D.C Colo. 1969), in which the trial court con
cluded that the fuse was defective at the time of 
the explosion but held that the plaintiff failed to 
prove that the defect originated with the defendant 
manufacturer. 

Product Designs 

Although products liability actions based on al
legedly defective designs are escalating in frequen
cy in many other product areas, they are relatively 
insignificant in actions against explosives manufac
turers. Obviously, explosives are supposed to ex
plode. When they explode prematurely, the tenden-
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cy is.to explore the possibility of a product flaw, or 
mishandling. The only type of case that could be 
said to involve the defective design of an explosive 
would be one in which the explosive was deliber
ately made too strong, or too weak. But even there, 
the tendency would be to treat such a case as in
volving the failure of the defendant adequately to 
warn users of the explosive characteristics of its 
products. 

Marketing 

The cases involving claims by injured plaintiffs 
based on the manner in which explosives are mar
keted may be grouped into three basic categories: 
1) cases in which the defendant's product fails to 
perform as promised by the defendant; 2) cases in 
which the defendant fails to warn users of hidden 
risks associated with its product; and 3) cases in 
which the defendant sells or distributes the explo
sives to persons who are obviously incompetent to 
handle them. Cases in the first of these categories 
may involve express warranties. (See earlier discus
sion, pp. 203-204, supra.) They may also involve 
negligence, as in Raatikka v. Olin-Mathieson Chemi
cal Corp., 8 Mich. App. 638, 155 N.W.2d 205l1967), 
where the seller of dynamite advised the plaintiff 
to use too much explosive in the primer. 

By far the most significant category of marketing 
cases involves alleged failures to warn explosives 
users of risks that are not obvious. Although often 
based upon allegedly negligent omissions by de
fendants (see Restatement of Torts, Second, § 388), 
failure to warn is also generally recognized as a 
basis for imposing strict liability. (See generally 
Restatement of Torts, Second, § 402 A, comments h 
and j.) As a general rule, manufacturers and other 
commercial product sellers owe a duty to warn of 
risks that are not likely to be obvious to persons 
who \vill foreseeably use their products, and that, 
with such warnings, the users are in a position to 
avoid. Because users of explosives are presumably 
knowledgeable regarding many of the risks associ
ated with those products, the' manufacturer's duty 
to warn tends to be drawn somewhat more narrow
ly than in other product areas. (See, e.g., Croteau v. 
Borden Co., 277 F.Supp. 945 (E.D. Pa. 1968), aff'd 
395 F.2d 771 (3rd Cir. 1968); Hercules Powder Co. v. 
Hicks, 453 S.W. 2d 583 (Ky. 1970).) 

One source of controversy concerning the explo
sives manufacturer's duty to warn is the question of 
the proper addressees of the warnings. Some courts 
have held that it is sufficient if the supervisory per
sonnel in charge of directing blasting operations re
ceive warnings, negating any requirement that the 

manufacturer attempt to warn those actually using 
the explosives. (See, e.g., Bryant v. Hercules, Inc., 
325 F.Supp. 241 (W.D. Ky. 1970).) Other courts have 
held that the manufacturer of explosive products 
must attempt to warn those actually using those 
products of risks that may be hidden to them, not
withstanding the fact that information is supplied 
to the manufacturer's immediate vendee. (See, e.g., 
Eck v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 393 F.2d 197 
(7th Cir. 1968); Shell Oil Co. v. Gutierrez, 119 Ariz. 
426, 581 P. 2d 271 (1978).) I n other product areas, 
with the exception of prescription drugs, courts 
generally require warnings to be gotten to the actu
al users. (See, e.g, Hubbard-Hall Chemical Co. v. -
Silverman, 340 F.2d 402 (1 st Cir. 1965) (industrial 
poison); McLaughlin v. Mine Safety Appliances Co., 
11 N.Y.2d 62, 226 N.Y.S.2d 407/ 181 N.E.2d 430 
(1962) (heat blocks for use in rescue operations).) 

Regarding the third category of cases focusing 
on the explosives seller's manner of marketing its 
products-cases in which explosives are sold to 
persons obviously incompetent to handle them
retailers are occasionally exposed to liability on 
that basis. (See, e.g., Wendt v. Balletto, 26 Conn. 
Supp. 367/ 224 A.2d 561 (1966) (sale to minor); Flint 
Explosives Co. v. Edwards, 84 Ga. App. 376/ 66 
S.E.2d 368 (1951) (sale by unlicensed retailer to in
experienced users).) However, courts have been re
luctant to hold explosives manufacturers responsi
ble for failing to follow up on the ultimate distribu
Ition and manner of use of their products. (See, e.g., 
Doss v. Apache Powder Co., 430 F.2d 1317 (5th Cir. 
1970); Flint Explosives Co. v. Edwards, 86 Ga. App. 
404, 71 S. E.2d 747 (1952).) 

Actions Against Manufacturers and 
Other Commercial Sellers of 

Explosives Components 

"Component" is a term of art in products liability 
law; in the present context it is synonymous with 
"ingredients." Commercial sellers of explosives 
components are entities that manufacture and sell 
the chemical ingredients of explosives. Most of ten, 
the ingredients are sold to explosives manufactur
ers. 

Product Flaws 

No cases have been found in which an action has 
been brought against a commercial seller of explo
sives components on the grounds that the compo
nent was flawl:!d at the time of sale. This paucity of 
reported decisions undoubtedly reflects the earlier 
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described circumstance that most product flaws in 
r.onnection with explosives occur as a result of the 
improper mixing of ingredients by the explosives 
manufacturer. (See p. 206, supra.) And those few in
stances of flawed explosives that might be theoret
ically traceable to flawed components would pose 
insurmountable problems of proof as a practical 
matter. However, as a matter of legal theory there 
is little doubt that the seller of a product compo
nent proven to have been flawed at the time of sale 
would be liable to persons injured because of such 
product flaw. (See, e.g., Clark v. Bendix Corp., 345 
N.Y.S.2d 662, 42 A.D.2d 727 (1973); Barnhart v. 
Freeman Equipment Co., 441 P.2d 993 (Okla. 1968).) 
Whether courts would give effect to a disclaimer in 
the contract of sale of the component, as between 
the component seller and the explosives manu
facturer, is not clear. (See pp. 204-205, supra.) 

Product Designs 

Here, too, it is unlikely that a plaintiff injured in 
an accidental explosion would bring an action 
against the seller of a component based on a theory 
of defective design. Typically, the explosives manu
facturer decides what it needs in the way of ingredi
ents, and orders them specifically by description. 
The components supplied to explosives manufac
turers are basic chemical compounds; it is difficult 
to envision a design-based theory of recovery 
against the component seller in the typical case. 

In other product areas, suppliers of product com
ponents have been held liable for the designs of the 
finished product, even where the component was 
not dangerous by itself. A recent decision by the 
Supreme Court of Mississippi (Dunson v. S.A. Allen, 
fnc., 355 So. 2d 77 (Miss. 1978)) held that the sup
plier of a component could be held liable when 
such component is intended to be used only in con
junction with a second component and when so 
combined, the combination of the two is unreason
ably dangerous. The finished product in that case 
was a pulpwood cutter, and the component was a 
thinning shear attachment. Even though the dan
gers posed by the combination could be eliminated 
only by a modification in design of the larger ma
chine, the seller of the component was held liable 
based on its knowledge of the dangers and its in
volvement in manufacturing a component de
signed specifically for use in the finished product. 

In contrast, the manufacturer-seller of bulk sul
furic acid was held not to owe a duty to the general 
public to make sure that commercial purchasers of 
its product did not combine the acid with other 
ingredients to produce unreasonably dangerous 

1 .-

chemical combinations. (See Walker v. Stauffer 
Chemical Corp., 19 Cal.App. 3d 669, 96 Cal. Rptr. 
803 (1971 ).) The plaintiff in that case was injured 
when a drain-cleaning product containing the de
fendant's sulfuric acid exploded during use. On bal
ance, the bulk sulfuric acid manufacturer seems 
closer to the seller of explosives components than 
does the manufacturer of the machinery compo
nent. Assuming that the explosives manufacturer is 
knowledgeable regarding what it wants in the way 
of components, and assuming that the component 
manufacturer delivers exactly what is ordered, it is 
unlikely that liability would extend to the seller of 
basic chemical constituents of explosives. When 
the seller of basic components has reason to know 
that the buyer is relying on the seller's judgment in 
recommending what type of component to use, lia
bility may extend to the component seller. (See, 
e.g., Krammer v. Edward Hines Construction Co., 16 
III. App. 3d 763, 306 N.E. 2d 686 (1974) (seller sup
plied wrong grade of lumber for scaffolding).) But 
assuming the absence of such reliance in most 
sales of basic components to explosives manufac
turers, liability probably would not extend to the 
component sellers. 

Marketing 

Given the presumed expertise of explosives man
ufacturers, it is difficult to see how sellers of ex
plosives components in the typical instance could 
be held to a duty to warn of the risks associated 
with their products. Even when the purchaser of ex
plosives components is an individual, liability on 
the basis of failure to warn will be denied if the user 
is an explosives expert. (See, e.g., Croteau v. Borden 
Co., 277 F.Supp. 945 (D.C.E.D. Pa. 1968), Aff'd 395 
F.2d 771 (3rd Cir. 1968.) (plaintiff was a lab techni
cian conducting an experiment on a solid rocket 
fuel component).) However, when the manufac
turer of a component knows or has reason to know 
of the purchaser's ignorance of the risks, or knows 
that the purchaser is combining the component 
into a dangerous combination without adequate 
warnings to user$ ignorant of the risks, liability may 
be imposed on the component seller for failing to 
warn. (See, e.g., E. f. du Pont de Nemours & Co. v. 
McCain, 414 F.2d 369 (5th Cir. 1969) (liability im
posed even where component sold by defendant 
was inert- defendant's name was on the label of 
the finished product).) 

On balance, it is unlikely that sellers of explo
sives components would be liable for failure to 
warn in the normal situation in which the compo
nents are said to explosives manufacturers. This 
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conclusion is somewhat strengthened by the earlier 
described reluctance of courts to impose duties 
upon explosives manufacturers to follow up sales 
of their products with efforts to r~duce careless
ness in their handling and use. (See p. 207, supra.) 

Actions Against Manufacturers 
ancl Other Commercial Sellers 

of Explosives Accessories 

"Accessories" refers to products normally used 
in connection with explosives, including blasting 
caps and fuses. 

Product Flaws 

In contrast to the situation with regard to explo
sives components, a number of cases have been re
ported in which injured plaintiffs have sought to re
cover from manufacturers and other sellers of ex
plosives accessories on the basis of product flaws. 
(See, e.g., Huffstutler v. Hercules Powder Co., 305 
F.2d 292 (5th Cir. 1962) (blasting caps); Dement v. 
Olin-Mathieson Chemical Corp., 282 F.2d 76 (5th 
Cir. 1960) (blasting caps); United States Casualty Co. 
v. Hercules Powder Co., 4 N.J. Super. 444, 67 A.2d 
880 (1949); rev'd on other grounds, 4 f-l.J. 157, 72 
A.2d (190) (1950) (fuse).) To no less extent than other 
product manufacturers and sellers, commercial 
suppliers of explosives accessories are exposed to 
liability (in many jurisdictions, strict liability) for 
harm caused by flawed products. As in the case of 
explosives manufacturers, the difficulties encoun
tered by injured plaintiffs are in proving that a de
fect was present at the time of sale. (See p. 206, 
supra.) Indeed, the difficulties are likely to be com
paratively greater in cases involving blasting caps, 
due to their smaller size and relatively greater mo
bility, and the correspondingly greater likelihood 
that injured plaintiffs will be unable to prove that 
the product was handled normally between the 
time of original purchase and the time of the acci
dent. (See, e.g., E. f. du Pont de Nemours & Co. v. 
Duboise, 236 Fed. 690 (5th Cir. 1916); Hicks v. E. f. 
du Pont de Nemours & Co., 246 F. Supp. 589 (D.C. 
Okla. 1965).) 

Interestingly enough, plaintiffs who have 
brought similar actions against fuse manufacturers 
appear to have fared somewhat better in reaching 
the jury with circumstantial proof of product de
fects. (See, e.g., Hercules Powder Co. v. Rich, 3 F.2d 
12 (8th Cir. 1924); United States Casualty Co. v. Her
cules Powder Co., 4 N.J. super. 444, 67 A.2d 880 
(1949) rev'd on other grounds, 4 N.J. 157, 72 A.2d 

190 (1950). But see Clay v. Ensign-Bickford Co., 307 
F.Supp. 288 (D.C. Colo. 1969) (plaintiffs proved 
defect at time of accident but not at time of sale).) 
One practical difference between blasting caps 
and fuses that may help to explain this difference 
in treatment is the fact that fuse ordinarily is sold in 
reels, from which the users take whatever lengths 
are required under the varying circumstances of 
use. Thus, more often than in the case of blasting 
caps, the unused portion of the fuse may be exam
ined for defects after the accident, and if defects 
are discovered the plaintiff can argue that the fuse 
that caused the accident had the same defects. 
Another reason plaintiffs may fare better in fuse 
cases is the fact that eyewitnesses are able to tes
tify regarding the behavior of the fuse at the time 
of the accident, in ways that directly point to the 
existence of a defect. (See, e.g., Hercules Powder 
Co. v . . Rich, supra, (fuse burned too quickly); Cooley 
v. QUIck Supply Co., 221 N.W.2d 763 (I.owa, 1974) 
(user could not tell if fuse was burning).) 

Product DeSigns 

Design cases would appear more likely to arise 
here than in the case of explosives and compo
nents, given the somewhat more mechanical nature 
of some accessories. For example, one can envision 
an action being brought on the ground that a par
ticular type of blasting cap was designed so as to 
allow accidental detonation too easily. However, 
no reported cases have been found in which the 
plaintiff proceeded against the manufacturer or 
other commercial seller of a'n explosives accessory 
on the basis of an allegedly defective design. 

Marketing 

Injured plaintiffs have brought actions against 
accessory manufacturers and sellers on the ground 
that adequate warnings did not accompany the 
products into the hands of the ultimate users. With 
respect to fuses, plaintiffs typically argue that they 
were not adequately warned of the burning charac
teristics of the products. Especially where the fuse 
is sold as "safety fuse," such arguments have been 
successful. (See, e.g., Canifax v. Hercules Powder 
Co., 237 Cal.App.2d 44, 46 Cal.Rptr. 552 (1965); 
Cooley v. Quick Supply Co., 221 N.W.2d 763 (Iowa 
1974).) The plaintiffs in the blasting cap cases have 
more frequently been persons outside the class of 
professional users originally intended by the manu
facturer to use the products, who have argued that 
the defendant failed adequately to warn against 
the possibility of the caps exploding accidentally. 

, 
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Reflecting the tendencies for courts to refuse to ex
tend the responsibilities owed by explosives manu
facturers (see p. 205, supra) and components manu
facturers (see p. 208, supra) to untrained, incompe
tent persons into whose hands these dangerous 
products sometimes come, some courts have re
fused to hold blasting cap manufacturers for failing 
to label their products as explosives. (See, e.g., Ball 
v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 519 F.2d 715 (6th 
Cir. 1975); Littlehale v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & 
Co., 380 F.2d 274 (2d Cir. 1967).) However, at least 
one court has not only recognized the duty of blast
ing cap manufacturers to warn children of the ex
plosive nature of their products, but has suggested 
that injured plaintiffs may join in a single tort ac
tion against all major members of the blasting cap 
industry, together with their trade association. (See 
Hall v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., 345 F. 
SUpp. 353 (E.D N.Y. 1972) .) 

Actions Against Commercial 
Transporters and Users of Explosives 

Commercial transporters and users of explosives 
are subject to strict liability for harm to persons 

and property caused by their activities to an extent 
that in some ways can be said to exceed the strict li
ability of sellers of defective products. Although 
this rule is not strictly speaking a rule of "products 
liability," it deserves brief mention in this analysis. 
The general rule is set forth in sections 519 and 520 
of the Restatement of Torts, Second. In essence, 
persons engaged in activities considered to be "ab
normally dangerous" are strictly liable without re
gard to the degree of care exercised. The rule ap
plies whether or not the abnormally dangerous ac
tivity is commercial; but a clear majority of its ap
plications involve commercial activities. A number 
of courts in recent years have imposed strict liabili
ty in tort for harm to the persons and property of 
others caused by transporters and users of explo
sives. (See, e.g., Ward v. H.B. Zachry Canst. Co., 570 
F.2d 892 (10th Cir. 1978); Yukon Equipment, Inc. v. 
Fireman's Fund Ins. Co., 585 P.2d '1206 (Alaska, 
1978) (storers of explosives strictly liable even when 
explosion caused by vandals); Iannone v. Cayuga 
Canst. Corp., 411 N.Y.S.2d 599 66 A.D.2d 745 (1978) 
(blasters strictly liable). Cf. O'Connor v. E.}. DiCarlo 
& Sons, Inc., 378 N.E.2d 695 (Mass. 1978) (conse
quential damage from blasting is actionable only 
on proof of negligence).) 

HOW WOULD THESE EXPOSURES TO LIABILITY 
CHANGE IF CONGRESS REQUIRED THE INCLUSION 

OF TAGGANTS IN EXPLOSIVES? 

Factual Assumptions 

A number of factual assumptions will be carried 
through the following analysis of the potential 
changes in the products liability exposure of the ex
plosives industry. At the end of the analysis, each 
assumption will be hypothetically altered to permit 
consideration of alternative outcomes. These as
sumptions are included here to render manageable 
what follows. They are not meant to reflect any 
judgment by the author regarding the merits of the 
issues to which they relate. 

Congress will require the inclusion of both identifi· 
cation and detection taggants. Identification tag
gants are small pieces of coded material, capable 
of surviving an explosion in sufficient numbers to 
be retrieved mechanically. They are mixed with the 
other ingredients of explosives at the time of manu
facture. When retrieved following an explosion, 
they allow the manufacturing source and date of 
manufa.cture of the explosive to be determined. 

1 I 

Detection taggants are small pieces of material 
that emit traces of a gas capable of being detected 
by sensors. Explosives containing detection tag
gants presumably could be discovered prior to det
onation by t~le use of gas-sensitive monitoring de
vices. Although the author understands that de
tection taggants are still in the relatively early 
stages of development, the present analysis will as
sume their required inclusion in the interest of 
completeness. 

The designs of the taggants required to be included 
will be specifically described by regulation. Two basic 
regulatory approaches are available by which to 
describe the taggants which would be required to 
be included in explosives: 1) design standards, in 
which the design specifications of the taggants are 
described with relative specificity; and 2) perform
ance standards, in which the taggants are described 
in terms of expected performance-e.g., their capa
bility of being retrieved after an explosion, or de
tected before one. With respect to most consumer 
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products, performance standards are preferred 
over design standards because they leave the pro
ducers relatively free to provide consumers with 
choices among designs. In the present context, 
however, it may be assumed initially that uniformi
ty in the design of taggants is more desirable than 
variation, and therefore that design standards will 
be adopted by regulation after adequate testing. 

Congress will exclude black and smokeless pow
ders from the list of explosives required to contain tag
gants. The following analysis will focus on solid ex
plosives, such as dY!1amite. Because the inclusion 
of taggants in explosive powders could present 
somewhat different products liability issues, that 
possibility will be deferred until later. 

Government-supervised testing indicates explosives 
containing taggants are "safe" for normal handling. 
The assumption here is that Congress will not re
quire the inclusion of taggants in explosives if test
ing reveals accompanying safety hazards. How
ever, the word "safe" must be put in quotations be
cause of the inherent limits of any testing pro
gram-ali possible conditions of use cannot be an
ticipated and tested against. Thus, notwithstanding 
this assumption, experts are likely to be available 
to plaintiffs who will testify in good conscience 
that on the facts of a particular case the taggants 
played a role in causing an explosion involved in a 
particular case. 

Taggant manufacturers will sell the taggants directly 
to explosives manufacturers. The author is aware of a 
proposal to have the Federal Government purchase 
taggants and then sell them to explosives manufac
turers. That alternative will be addressed in a sub
sequent section. 

Congress will provide no special immunities or 
other legislative adjustment of liabilities. Again, the 
author is aware of suggestions that Congress adjust 
the exposures to liability of members of the explo
sives industry, and will return to consider those pos
sibilities in a later section. 

Changes in Explosives Manufacturers' 
and Sellers' Exposures to Liability 

In the following analysis, the question of wheth
er these manufacturers 2nd sellers of explosives 
can successfully raise as a defense the fact that 
they are required by law to include taggants in their 
prodl!~ts will be deferred until the underlying ques
tions of whether injured plaintiffs could succeed in 
proving defects have been addressed. 

Claims That the Taggants Caused 
Accidental Explosions-Proof of Defect 

At the outset, it must be recognized that in cases 
in which injured plaintiffs claim that taggants 
caused accidental explosions, technically they will 
be asserting alleged defects in design rather than in 
production. It will be recalled from an earlier dis
cussion that a flaw consists of an inadvertent fail
ure of a product unit to conform to the intended 
product d~sign. (See p. 206, supra.) Because tag
gants are to be included in explosives intentionally, 
technically they are not flaws, but part of the prod
uct designs. Will, or should this circumstance make 
a difference in the way courts react to the plain
tiff's proof and arguments in cases involving acci
dental explosions? Functionally, taggants that are 
proven to cause accidental explosions are quite 
flaw-like. (The question of whether plaintiffs will 
actually succeed in proving that the taggants 
caused the explosions will be addressed shortly.) 
That is, from the point of view of the injured user of 
the explosives, the taggants would act very much 
like flaws - i.e., they would constitute bits of "for
eign" material that would not enhance, but rather 
would detract from, the intended performance of 
the explosives. Presumably, any instability pro
duced by their inclusion would be a feature against 
which normally careful handling would constitute 
inadequate protection. On the assumption that 
their inclusion causes accidents, they would be the 
functional equivalent of "designed-in flaws." 

The interesting question is whether, putting to 
one side the functional equivalency of these tag
gants to product flaws, defendant manufacturers 
would be permitted to argue, as a matter of public 
policy, that the benefits to society at large suffi
ciently outweigh the risks presented to explosives 
users as a justification for the inclusion of taggants. 
(Again, the narrower question of whether it should 
matter that the Government forces this decision on 
explosives manufacturers will be deferred until 
later.) What makes this question particularly in
triguing is the fact that influential legal commenta
tors have recognized that a Ucost-benefit" analysis 
is appropriate in determining whether product de
signs are unreasonably dangerous. (See, e.g., Wade, 
On the Nature of Strict Tort Liability for Products 
44 Miss. L.J. 825 (1973).) , 

On balance, the circumstances sUirounding the 
inclusion of taggants in explosives appears to be 
sufficiently different from most cases involving al
legedly defective product desigm to) cause this 
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writer to doubt that courts would give much weight 
to such policy arguments on behalf of defendan~s. 
In most product design cases, the risks and benefits 
to be balanced off against each other accrue to th~ 
same more or less limited group of persons-typI
cally the product users. With respect to taggants, 
the g~oup put to risk-the users-are a muc~ small
er group than the group b~nefit~d-socl~tY. at 
large. In product design cases m which o~e olstmct 
group is benefited and another put at nsk, co~rts 
have tended to impose liability on· product design
ers, in part on grounds of basic fairness. (See, e.g., 
Passwaters v. General Motors Corp., 454 F.2d 127.0 
(8th Cir. 1972).) Admittedly, in most cases of t~IS 
sort the nonusers are the ones who are put to nsk 
and the users the ones who benefit. Bu~ i~ wou~d 
not be surprising if courts were to rea~t sl';lilarly m 
these taggant cases, where the situation IS the re-

verse. h h f 
Taking these considerations toget er-.t e tJnc-

~ional similarity of taggants to production flaw~ 
(presumably, they cause the product suddenly :~a~ 
without warning to self-destruc~) a.n.d the gen 
tendency for courts in products liability cases to be 
suspicious of allowing one group of persons ~o b.e 
put at risk so that a different group can benefit-It 
's likely that courts would treat these cas~s ?S they 
~ould treat flaw cases. That is, if the plamtlff su~
ceeds in proving that the taggants caused an accI
dental explosion, the plaintiff will have proved the 
product to be defective and unreasonably danger
ous notwithstanding efforts of manufacturers t?, 
argue "the greater good for the greater. numb~r. 
This conclusion draws support from the mcreasm1 reliance by courts and commentators on the tes~ 0 

"reasonable consumer expectations" to determme 
the defectiveness issue. (See generally ~estatement 
of Torts, Second, § 402 A, comment I; Hubba.rd, 
Reasonable Human Expect~tio.n.s: A Normat~ve 
Model for Imposing Strict Liability for Defec!lve 
Products, 29 Mercer L. Rev. 465 (1978).) Ce~tamly 
from the point of view of the user of explosives, a 
stick of dynamite that explodes unexpect~dly an? 
without fault on the user's part could be :ald ~? fail 
to meet that user's "reasonable expectatl~ns. (For 
a consideration of the efficacy of warnmg users 
that the explosives may accidentally explode, see 
pp. 216-217, infra.) . b 

Assuming that a plaintiff will succeed m esta -
lishing a prima facie case if he can prov.e th~t the 
taggants caused the accidental explosion, It re
mains to be considered whether it is likely that he 
will succeed in his proof. It will be recalle~ from an 
earlier treatment of the liability of explosives man
ufacturers and sellers that the major problem con-

1 I 

-----------------

fronting injured plaint~ffs in cas.es involving prod
uct defects is establishmg the eXistence of a defect 
by means of circumstantial eVid:nce. (See p. 20?, 
supra.) Would the required inclUSion of taggants m 
explosives reduce those difficulties or proof.? That 
is putting aside for a moment the ques!lon of 

'hether defendants would be allowed to raise a~ a 
~efense the fact :hat they are required by law to m
clude taggants in their products, (see pp. 215-~16, 
infra.) would plaintiffs be more likely to r:ach triers 
of fact with arguments that the explosives the~
selves, rather than mishandling, caused the accI-
dental explosions? . . 

Although the magnitude of the reduction m 
plaintiffs' problems of proof brough~ about .by the 
inclusion of taggants cannot be predl~ted Wlt~ an.y 
degree of certainty, the answer to thiS question IS 
almost certainly, "Yes, plaintiffs' problem: of proof 

Id be reduced." In accidental explosion cases 
:~~o now, plaintiffs almost invariably have been 
unable to offer direct evidence of the presenc~ of 
foreign material due to the fact that the explosives 
in question "self-des~rur.:t" in ~se. Once taggan~s 

'Ired to be induded direct proof of their are requ '.. d d 
presence will almost always be available-.m ee , 
their presence based on the Federal requirement 
would probably be presumed. . . 

Of course, the mere fact of the mcluslon of the 
taggants in the explosives would not make a case 
for an injured plaintiff unless there were proof that 
the taggants caused the explosion. Would such 
proof be available to plaintiffs in the face.of exten
sive Government-supervised product testmg show
ing taogants to be "safe"? I n part, t.he a~swer here 
depends on a factor difficult for thiS writer t~ p~e
dict at this time-Le., the degree of una~lmlty 
among scientific professionals on the q.uestlon of 
whether taggants may pose risks of .acclden~al e~-

losions. On the reasonable assumption that m ~hls 
instance, as with most relatively novel tec.h~l~al 
questions relating to probable risks, some divIsion 
of 0 inion is likely to be present am~ng .experts, 
the/the proof needed by plaintiffs. will likely be 
available in the form of expert testimony. In gen
eral this expert testimony could be expected to 
tak~ two basic forms: 1) testimony that the pres
ence of even a "normal" con~entration of ta~gants 
caused the accidental explOSion; and 2) testlm~ny 
that in a given case an "abnormal" concentr.atlon 
of taggants was present and caused the e~ploslon. 

Regarding the first form of expert testlmo~y, ~n 
the assumption that some members of the sCientif
ic community believe that taggant.s may ~~ least 
contribute to instability under certam .condltlons, .a 
qualified expert will probably be available who IS 
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Willing to testify in good conscience that based on 
the surrounding circumstances, including proof of 
careful handling, the presence of normal concen
tration of taggants caused the accidental explo
sion. Without the taggants, the plaintiff's expert 
would be forced to rely more heavily on specula
tion regarding the presence of explosion-inducing 
foreign material, making it easier for the judge to 
intervene on behalf of the defendant as a matter of 
law. With the inclusion of the taggants, the expert 
could more easily anchor his opinion to a specific 
hypothesis. Courts would continue to direct ver
dicts for defendants in cases where the plaintiff's 
other circumstantial proof was weak. But the pres
ence of the taggants could be expected to cause 
this to happen somewhat less frequently. However, 
if in a case there is nothing, or almost nothing, in 
the way of circumstantial evidence of what caused 
the explosion, opinion of an expert that the explo
sion "may have been caused" by the taggants is un
likely to be sufficient, standing by itself. to support 
a conclusion of causation. (See generally 2 F. 
Harper & F. James, The Law of Torts 1117-1118 
(1956).) 

With regard to the second form of expert testi
mony, to the effect that an abnormally high con
centration of taggants caused the accidental explo
sion, the possibility exists tliat high concentration 
could be established by evidence other than the 
fact of the explosion itself: either the expert could 
testify to an abnormally high number of taggants 
recovered at the explosion site; or the expert could 
testify to an abnormally high concentration of tag
gants in other undetonated explosives from the 
same lot, which should be more easily traceable 
given the taggant requirement. (It should be ob
served that proof of an abnormally high concentra
tion would be proof of a "flaw" in the classic 
sense-see p. 206, supra.) If either type of inde
pendent proof of an abnormally high concentration 
were available, the plaintiff would very probably 
reach the trier of fact on a defect theory. In addi
tion, the plaintiff should reach the trier of fact if 
the taggants recovered were shown to be too large, 
or otherwise misshapen in ways that could contrib
ute to accidental explosions. If no such independ
ent evidence were available, as a practice matter it 
is difficult to see how the plaintiff's case would be 
strengthened simply by an assertion that a high 
concentration of taggants, or odd-shaped taggants, 
existed. With no direct evidence of the existence of 
flaws, the mere fact of explosion ought not to suf
fice to permit the trier of fact to conclude that the 
explosive was defective. Admittedly, the fact that 
taggants are present in the explosives in the first 

place adds "one more thing that can go wrong." 
But in the absence of independent proof of high 
concentration, (which, perhaps significantly, the 
special recoverability of taggants would help make 
possible), as a practical matter the plaintiff's case 
would only be as strong as his circumstantial evi
dence. 

In connection with the foregoing analysis of the 
effects of the presence of taggants on the plaintiff's 
proof of defect, it should be noted that the utility 
to the plaintiff of the first type of expert testi
mony-testimony that a normal concentration of 
taggants caused an accidental explosion - depends 
on the assumption made at the outset that explo
sives manufacturers would not succeed in raising 
"Government coercion" as a defense. If manufac
turers were to succeed with that defense, then it 
would be to their advantage, and not the advan
tage of plaintiffs, to blame accidental explosions 
on normal concentrations of taggants. 

Claims That Detection Taggants 
Failed to Function Properly 

The basic fact pattern envisioned here is one in 
which the plaintiff claims to have been injured by 
an illegal use of explosives because detection tag
gants failed to operate to prevent the explosives 
from being used illegally. This sort of case raises a 
host of issues that are probably not worth pursuing 
in-depth at this point given the fact that detection 
taggants are very much more in the development 
stage than are identification taggants. It will be 
useful, however, to sketch the basic framework of 
analysis. 

It will be recalled from an earlier discussion that 
normally explosives manufacturers are not liable 
for harm caused by abnormal uses of their prod
ucts. (See p. 207, supra.) Thus, if dynamite were 
used by a terrorist in such a way as to harm others, 
the manufacturer of the dynamite would not be lia
ble even if the dynamite could be traced to its 
source. However, the situation might be different in 
connection with detection taggants. That is, if an 
injured plaintiff were to prove that a detection tag
gant failed to function as intended, allowing the 
plaintiff to be harmed under circumstances where 
an adequate performance by the taggant would 
have prevented the harm, the manufacturer of the 
explosives in question might be exposed to liability 
for haVing sold a flawed product. In a somewhat 
analogous situation, courts have imposed liability 
for explosion damages on commercial sellers of 
bottled gas containing insufficient odiferous con
taminant to permit detection of the gas in the air by 
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sense of smell. (See generally Annotation, Duty and 
Liability in Connection With Odorization of Natu
ral Gas, 70 A.L.R.3d 1060 (1976).) To be sure, the de
fendants in a detection taggant failure case would 
have an argument of intervening cause, based upon 
the criminal conduct of the users of the explosives. 
(See, e.g., Watson v. Kentucky & Ind. Bridge & Ry. 
Co., 137 Ky. 619, 126 S.W. 146 (1910); see generally 
pp. 205-206, supra.) However, the Supreme Court of 
Alaska recently imposed strict liability on a storer 
of explosives, notwithstanding the fact that the ex
plosion was deliberately set off by thieving van
dals. (See Yukon Equipment, Inc. v. Fireman's Fu"d 
Ins. Co., 585 P.2d 1206 (Alaska 1978). See also 
Klages v. General Ordnance Equipment Corp., 367 
A.2d 304 (Pa. Super. 1976) (plaintiff watchman was 
criminally assaulted after mace gun failed to sub
due an attacking felon).) 

A major difficulty facing plaintiffs in such cases 
would be proving the existence of a product defect. 
Rival hypotheses as to the cause of the breakdown 
in detection would include: 1) explosives aged be
yond the usefu I I ife of the detection taggants; 2) ex
plosives somehow "cleansed" of detection tag
gants; 3) explosives that never contained detection 
taggants in the first place (not included in taggant 
requirement, homemade, illegally imported, or pre
taggants); 4) enclosure of explosives in container 
that "defeated" taggants (might expose manufac
turer to design or failure to warn liabilities); 5) 
breakdown in detection devices (court might hold 
explosives manufacturer and device manufacturer 
jointly liable); and 6) breakdown in personnel in 
charge of detection operation. Although the list ap
pears formidable, some of these hypotheses might 
be eliminated by independent evidence. If such evi
dence were available, an injured plaintiff might 
reach the trier of fact in an action against the explo
sives manufacturer. 

Significance of the Fact That 
Manufacturers Are Required by Law to 
Include Taggants 

The question to be considered here is whether 
defendant manufacturers and sellers of explosives 
could argue effectively in defense of liability for 
accidental explosions that the taggants were re
quired by law to be included in their products. In 
addressing this issue, the discussion will first center 
on the basic analytical principles involved, apart 
from considerations of the extent to which a Fed
eral taggants requirement should be given defer
ence over the products liability law of the States. 

If I 

Thereafter, attention will focus upon the question 
of possible preemption of State law. 

A possible source of confusion may be elimi
nated at the outset. The fact that these taggant 
cases are technically design cases, discounted in 
importance in the earlier discussion of whether 
manufacturers would be allowed to escape liability 
on the basis of their actions promoting "the greater 
good," is here highly relevant. By hypothesis, when 
the Government orders products made to Govern
ment design specifications, the defense here being 
considered is limited to those aspects of the manu
facturer's product that conform to those design 
specifications. Whether the manufacturer will be 
liable for product units that do not conform to the 
Government design specifications-e.g., individual 
sticks of dynamite that contain too high concentra
tions of taggants-may be relatively less affected 
by the fact that the Government has requested, or 
dictated, the relevant design. Thus, in Foster v. Day 
& Zimmerman, 502 F. 2d 867 (8th Cir. 1974) an army 
reservist recovered from the manufacturer of a 
flawed hand grenade notwithstanding the fact that 
the hand grenade had been made according to 
army design specifications. 

One area in which courts have frequently ad
dressed the possibility of a defense to tort liability 
based on conformance to Government-imposed de
sign requirements involves products made to Gov
ernment contract specifications. It can be argued 
that the defendants in these contract specification 
cases were not "required" by law to produce the 
products later alleged to be defective, in the same 
sense that the explosives manufacturers would be 
"required" to include taggants in explosives. To 
some extent, however, that distinction gives way 
under analysis. It is a fact of economic life that the 
companies who produce the sorts of products typi
cally purchased in large quantities by Government 
cannot survive without getting their share of 
Government business. Moreover, as a technical 
matter even the explosives manufacturers are not 
being required to produce explosives containing 
taggants - they are "free" to.decide not to sell ex
plosives at all. Thus, the products liability cases in
volving the availability to producers of the "made 
to Government specification" defense are relevant 
to the present analysis. Indeed, to the extent that 
the degree of coercion is marginally less in the con
tract cases, judicial recognition of such a defense 
in that context provides that much stronger support 
for a defense in the context of a statutory taggants 
requirement. 

A decision frequently cited for the proposition 
that a manufacturer will not be liable for the design 
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characteristics of a product made to Government 
specifications is Littleha/e v. E. I. du Pont de 
Nemours & Co., 380 F.2d 274 (2d Cir. 1967), aff'ing 
268 F.Supp. 791 (S.D. N.Y. 1967). The plaintiff in that 
case was a civilian employee injured by a special 
type of blasting cap made 13 years earl ier by the 
defendant to Government design specifications. 
The district court entered summary judgment in 
favor of the defendant, stressing the fact that the 
product design was dictated by the Government. 
The court of appeals affirmed, emphaSizing the 
lack of any duty to warn such an unforeseeable 
user. (It appears the plaintiff had begun by combin
ing flaw, design, and warning theories, but aban
doned the first two during trial.) Subsequent deci
sions have tended to question whether the Lit
tlehale decision actually supports the principle that 
a product cannot be defective by reason of those 
of its design characteristics that conform to design 
specificatio,ns dictated by the Government. In Su
chomaicz v. Hummel Chemical Co., 524 F.2d 19 (3rd 
Cir. 1975), for example, the court read Littleha/e as 
standing for the principle that 2l manufacturer's 
duty to warn is limited to foreseeable users. 

A recent decision that cites Littlehale for the 
"Government specifications is a defense" principle 
is Sanner v. Ford Motor Co., 144 N.J. Super. 1, 364 
A.2d 43 (Law Div. 1976), aff'd per curiam 154 N.J. 
Super. 407, 381 A.2d 805 (1977), pet. certif. denied 
75 N.J. 616, 384 A.2d 846 (1978). The plaintiff in that 
case was a civilian driver of a Government surplus 
Jeep, injured in a rollover accident, who claimed 
that the design was defective because it lacked 
seat belts. The trial court denied recovery as a mat
ter of law, chiefly on the ground that the design 
conformed to Government specifications, met the 
special purposes for which the military originally 
had ordered and purchased it, and therefore was 
not defective. And in Hunt v. Blasius, 55 III.App.3d 
14,12 III. Dec. 813, 370 N.E.2d 617 (1977), aff'd 74 
1I1.2d 203, 23 III. Dec. 574, 384 N.E. 368 (1978), the 
court ruled as a matter of law for the defendant 
manufacturer and installer of a roadside signpost 
whose allegedly defective design conformed to 
specific design specifications imposed as a condi
tion of purchase by the State. 

Several possible limitations on the availability of 
these precedents to explosives manufacturers in 
the present context must be noted. First, an excep
tion to the general rule of nonliability would al
most certainly be recognized in cases when; the 
manufacturer knew or had reason to know that the 
Government specifications were dangerously defi
cient. (See Ryan v. Feney & Sheehan Building Co., 
145 N.E. 321 (N.Y. 1924).) Admittedly, cases recog-

nrzmg this exception have tended to be ones in 
which the defendant could be said to have "volun-
teered" its services; and in the cases envisioned by 
courts to fall into the exceptional category, the 
Government agencies are probably ignorant of the 
deficiencies of the designs. Neither of these cir
cumstances appear to be present in connection 
with the inclusion of taggants, and thus the excep
tion to the nonliability rule probably does not ap
ply. 

A second caveat is based on the fact that both 
the Sanner and Hunt decisions, supra, are dis
tinguishable on their facts from the taggants case 
on another ground besides the fact that the design 
requirements were not imposed by statute. In those 
cases, and in most of the others that have recog
nized the nonliability rule, the Government agen
cies purchased the products exclusively for their 
own use. To impose liability on the product sup
pliers would be, in effect, to impose liability on the 
governmental agencies by way of an increase in 
prices paid for products designed specifically and 
exclUSively for Government use. The initial assump
tion here is that the Federal Government will not 
limit the application of the taggants requirement to 
products for its own use. Thus, were explosives 
manufacturers held liable for harm caused by the 
inclusion of taggants, the accident costs would be 
shared by all users of explosives; Government oper
ations would be "singled out" to bear the costs of 
taggant-related accidents. 

It remains to consider the significance of the fact 
that the taggants requirement is imposed by statute 
rather than by contract. In this connection, one 
possible source of confusion must be eliminated. A 
long-recognized rule in tort law is that compliance 
with Government safety regulations is no bar to lia
bility for one's negligent conduct. (See Restatement 
of Torts, Second, § 288(c).) That proposition, how
ever, is very different from the one here being con
sidered. The rule in § 288(c) relates to the situation 
in which the Government mandates a certain level 
of safety precautions, and a reasonable person 
would take additional precautions. The rule of non
liability being considered here relates to the very 
different situation in which the Government man
dates action which a court would, in the absence of 
the mandate, find to be negligent. It is one thing to 
hold an actor liable for not being safer than the 
Government minimally requires him to be; it is 
quite another to hold an actor liable for a danger
ous course of conduct which his Government re
quires him to take. In the first case, the governmen
tally imposed requirement leaves the actor free to 
decide whether to act more safely than the Govern-
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ment requires; in the second, the requirement does 
not leave him free to make that decision. 

The main difference theoretically between the 
Government imposing design specifications by 
contract and by statute lies in the legislature's 
power to change the common law by the latter, but 
not the former, method. Thus, when taggants are re
quired by statute to be included in explosives, in 
addition to considering whether it is fair to hold the 
defendant liable for complying with the require
ments of his Government, COL'rts mlJst consider 
whether the legislature has, by implication, 
changed the common law rules that determine lia
bility. Viewed properly, the question is whether the 
taggants requirement reflects a legislative judg
ment on the same issue that the courts are being 
asked to resolve in the liability action. If it does, 
then courts aie required (putting constitutional as
pects to one side for the moment-see pp. 222-223, 
infra) to give deference to the legislative judgment. 
In many instances of Government-imposed design 
changes, a legislative judgment that the design 
changes wiil increase the safety of those affected 
by the product could be inferred from the fact of 
the mandated change. To hold a defendant liable 
in tort for doing something the legislature has de
cided is safer than not doing it would be contradic
tory. 

Is the taggant requirement similar to these other 
safety requirements? That is, does that requirement 
reflect a legislative judgment that their inclusion 
reduces-or at least does not increase-the risks of 
accidental explosions? Given the legislative history 
of the measure, it could be argued that it does not 
reflect such a judgment. Indeed, it can be argued 
that the taggant requirement reflects a legislative 
decision actually to increase slightly the risks of ac
cidental explosions in the interests of increasing 
public safety against intentionally criminal explo
sions. (See discussion, pp. 211-212, supra.) If the 
courts were to view the taggant requirement ii1 this 
way, presumably they would be free to address for 
themselves the question of liability for those in
creases in risks. 

Assuming that some courts, at least, do not feel 
themselves bound by an implicit judgment by the 
legislature regarding the reasonableness of taggant 
inclusion from the standpoint of user safety, 
whether the "Government requirement" defense 
will be available in taggant cases brought against 
explosives manufacturers will probably depend on 
whether those courts view products liability pri
marily as a means of deterring unreasonable con
duct, or as a means of compensating innocent ac
cident victims. If the focus is on deterring unrea-

1 i 

son able conduct, the defense will probablY be 
avaiiable; after all, holding manufacturers liable 
will not cause them to violate Federal law. On the 
other hand, if the focus is on compensation, it is 
more difficult to see the direct relevance of the tq.g
gants requirement. If manufacturers are forced to 
pay for harm caused to innocent victims by in
stable products, in thE' end society will bear the 
costs through higher prices paid for the goods and 
services whose production requires the use of ex
plosives. To the extent that members of this larger 
segment of society are generally the ones who also 
benefit from the anticriminal aspects of taggants 
inclusion, the results of imposing liability may 
seem fairer to some courts than the results of deny
ing liability. To some extent, even a denial of liabili
ty would cause accidental explosion costs to be re
flected in the prices of goods and services, the pro
duction of which is dependent on the use of explo
sives. Commercial users of explosives, for example, 
presumably insure themselves against portions of 
the costs of accidental explosions, and pass the in
surance costs on to their customers. And commer
cial users are liable to others injured by their ac
tivities. (See p. 210, supra.) However, the imposition 
of liability on explosives manufacturers would 
seem to accomplish the cost-spreading objective 
more fully. 

One further issue must be addressed in connec
tion with the possibiiity of a "Government speci
fications" defense. Because the inclusion of tag
gants would be required by Federal law, courts ap
plying State law rules of products liability would be 
required to determine whether the Federal law had 
"preempted" - superseded - State law. The sub
stance of such an analysis would be essentially sim
ilar to the analysis just described when a State 
statute is involved. The major difference would be 
that the Federal courts would become involved in 
reviewing the State court decisions interpreting the 
intent of Congress. 

The Efficacy of Warnings and Disclaimers 

It is most unlikely that explosives manufacturers 
would be allowed to exempt themselves from lia
bility by disclaimers included in their sales con
tracts. (See pp. 204-205, supra.) Would warnings 
fare any better in court? That is, would manufactur
ers be allowed to escape liability by warning users 
that their explosives contain explosion-inducing 
taggants? Again, the answer here is likely to be in 
the negative. It will be recalled from an earlier dis
cussion that warnings serve to apprise persons of 
risks which they are in a position to avoid. (See p. 
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207, supra.) Presumably, users of explosives con
taining taggants would not be in a position to avoid 
taggant-related risks by modifying their use of ex
plosives. In effect, manufacturers would be warn
ing users that flaws exist which may, more or less 
on random basis, cause harm. Viewed in this iight, 
such "warnings" appear to be more like "disclaim
ers in warning clothing," and presumably would 
not be given legal effect by many courts. However 
it is to be expected that sales of explosives would 
be accompanied by such "warnings," and it cannot 
be said with certainty that some courts would not 
bar recovery on that basis. (Or perhaps on the basis, 
equally dubious on these facts, that the users 
"assumed the risks" of accidental expiosions. See 
p. 205, supra.) 

Changes in Explosives Handlers 
Exposures to Liability 

It will be recalled from an earlier discussion that 
professional users and handlers of explosives are 
held t~ particularly high standards of care, ap
proaching strict liability in some jurisdictions. (See 
p. 210, supra.) The addition of identification tag
gants could have four types of effects on their ex
posures to liability. First, to the extent that they are 
already held strictly liable, an increased incidence 
of accidental explosions would as a practical mat
ter increase their strict liability. Second, to the ex
tent that the inclusion of taggants were to require 
special care in handling, explosives users would 
presumably be exposed to great negligence-based 
liability. Third, the inclusion of taggants would fa
cilitate tracing explosives detonated by terrorists 
(or by children, into whose hands the explosives 
came) to their sources, opening up the possibility of 
an argument of inadequate care taken to prevent 
the escape of such dangerous instrumentalities. 
And finally, the presence of taggants might provide 
the basis for users of explosives to escape negli
g.ence-based liability by blaming accidental explo
sions on the taggants, and might allow explosives 
users to succeed in indemnity actions against ex
plosives manufacturers. 

Exposure to Liability of 
Taggant Manufacturers 

Claims That the Taggants Caused 
Accidental Explosions-Proof of Defect 

The question of whether plaintiffs will succeed 
in proving that taggants caused accidental explo-

61-401 a - 80 - 15 

sions was addressed in the preceding section and 
the analysis will not be repeated here. Assuming 
that some plaintiffs succeed in linking taggants to 
accidental explosions, what will be the taggant 
manufacturers' exposure to liability? Presumably, if 
a plaintiff proves that a particular batch of tag
gants was abnormal in some way- perhaps the 
pieces were too big, or varied too greatly in size
he would have a good chance of reaching the trier 
of fact with a claim based on a flawed component. 
(See pp. 207-208, supra.) 

If no such proof of abnormal taggant configura
tion were available, the plaintiff would be left to 
proceed on the basis that the taggant manufacturer 
supplied a defectively designed component part. 
The defendant would argue that it is in the same 
position as the supplier of any basic ingredient sup
plied in bulk to a product manufacturer-if the 
combination of ingredients turns out to be danger
ously defective, it is the product manufacturer's, 
and not the component part manufacturer's, re
sponsibility. It will be recalled from an earlier dis
cussion that suppliers of traditional ingredients of 
explosives would probably succeed with such an 
argument. (See p. 208, sLJpra.) However, courts may 
view the taggant manufacturer as being closer to 
the manufacturer of the machine component in the 
Dunson decision discussed earlier (p. 208, supra.) 
The defendant in that case was held liable for a 
"dangerous combination of components" on the 
basis of its knowledge of the dangers and its in
volvement in manufacturing a component de
signed specifically for use in the final product. 

In response to plaintiffs' attempts to draw them 
into the orbit of responsibility for the (presumably) 
dangerous and defective explosives containing tag
gants, taggant manufacturers could be expected to 
argue that they did not design their product specifi
cally for use in explosives, but rather as a product 
of many and varied industrial applications. Viewed 
in this manner, they would appear closer to the sell
ers of basic, general-purpose ingredients of explo
sives. They could also be expected to rely on the 
disclaimers included in their contracts of sale 
which, when reviewed in light of this analysis, ap
pear consciously designed to "build a record" to 
support their assertions of a general-purpose prod
uct. However, it might be shown that taggant man
ufacturers would never have gotten into the manu
facture of taggants in the first place without the 
prospect of their being required to be included in 
explosives, notwithstanding their protestations to 
the contrary. (This writer lacks information on this 
issue-he advances these considerations merely as 
possibilities.) 
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Claims That Detection Taggants 
Failed to Function Properly 

On the assumption that it could be proved that 
detection targants failed to function prboperly (se~ 

213-214, "supra), plaintiffs injured . ecause. 0 

~~~h failures might have causes of action a~aInst 
the manufacturers of those taggants. (For a dlscus-
. f h l' bTty of component manufacturers 

slon 0 lit e la I ~07-208 supra.) Some of the diffi
genera y see pp. , h f have al-
culties facing' plaintiffs in suc ac Ions ) 
ready been described. (See pp. 213-214, supra. 

Significance of the Fact That . 
Explosives Manufacturers Are Required 
by Law to Include Taggants 

Much of the legal material relevant to this i~sue 
is contained in the earlier treatment of explosives 
manufacturers' liabilities, and will no~ be rej~~f~~~~ 
(See pp. 214-216, supra.) At le?st two actua lanu_ 
ences in the positions occupied by taggant m 
facturers in contrast to explosives manufactur~rs 
deserve attention: 1) taggant manufactu.rers, unlike 
ex losives manufacturers, are not reqUired by law 
to Pbe involved with taggants; and 2) taggants man
ufacturers unlike explosives manufacturers, exg
cise contr~1 over the design of the taggants. a~ 
these differences suffice to take taggant manuf 
turers out of the rule of nonliability that may apply 
to explosives manufacturers based on the fact of 
Government regulation? I' 

In attempting to persuade a court that ~h.e n~n l
ability rule based on Government specifications 

u ht not to extend to taggant manufactur.ers, 
~ g 'f the court decides to extend it to explosives 
~~~~rls) a plaintiff might argue as follows~'~o o~:~ 
including the Government, urged (r~1Uc ess 

uired) taggant manufacturers to b~gIn to ~evelop 
;uch a product. Sensing a substa~tlal profit to b~ 
made those manufacturers on their own develope 
the ta'ggant designs in question, patented them, and 
then worked diligently to persuade Congr~sds to re-

. them in explosives. In the cases relle upon 
~~I~~e defendants (see pp. 214-215, supra), th~ ~?J
ernment went to the producers. and requeste I ~ 
on specifically described proJects. The Gover; 
ment did not exactly require the manufa~turers ~ 
produce the products; but it is an economic fa~~ ~ 
life that producers of most products rely for el~ 
survival on getting their sha~e of Government ~on 
t ts (Indeed as a technical matter explosives 
~~~ufacturers' are not required to include ta~-

t -they are "free" to choose to go out of busl-
gan s I' d by the de-ness.) Moreover, in the cases re Ie on 

f I 

f dants the Government made all the significant 
d:~ign c'hoices. If taggant manufacturers are ~I
lowed to invoke the nonliability rule, the court will 
have extended the excuse of "we had no control 
over the design" to companies tha~ in f~c~ dreamed 

the idea of explosives taggants In the first plac~, 
~~ntrolled completely their developr:nent and ulti
mate design and then wit.h substantial effort con
vinced Con~ress to require other manufacturers t~ 
include them in their products under penalty 0 

law." . 
Tto writer wishes to make clear that In advan~

ing t'his argument hypoth~ticall~, he takes no POSI
tion regarding its intrinSIC merit. W~ether. courts 

Id I· to to such an argument IS a different 
wou IS _n . . I' d t be 

uestion. On balance, this writer IS inC Ine . 0 -

~eve some of them, at least, would accept It, and 
not allow the taggant manufacturers to argue that 
they should not be liable be.c?us7 they made the 
taggants to Government speCifications. 

The Efficacy of Disclaimers 

It is likely that the taggant manuf~ctur~rs' di.s
claimers would not be given effect .as .dlsclalmers In 
actions brought by injured plaintiffs. (~ee pp. 
204-205 supra.) Whether they would. be glv:n ef
fect in the context of contribution or .Indemnlty ac
tions between themselves and explosives manuf~c
turers is less clear. It will be recalled ~rom an earlier 
discussion that business entities deal Ing from equal 
bargaining positions are often left by courts to allo
cate liabilities between them. (See p. 2~~, supra) 
However it is not clear that the bargaining P~SI
tions in this instance are equal, given the fa~t ~ a~ 
the explosives manufacturers cannot go Wit ou 
taggants. I n a sense, the taggant manu,~acturers 
would have the explosives manufactur~rs over the 
barrel," and courts might refuse to give effect to 
disclaimers for that reason. 

Returning to the Initial 
Factual Assumptions 

The objective here is to return briefly to. sO.me o~ 
the factual assumptions made at the be.gIn~Ing 0 

this second section, to consider the impllc~tlons of 
alternative assumptions. :-he fi~st as~ubmp~l?dn, t;'f.~ 
Congress will require the inclUSion o. ot I en I I 
cation and detection taggants is omltt:d. If dete<:=
tion taggants are not required to b.e Included, It 
may reasonably be assumed they will not pres~nt 
products liability problems. The last a~su1l}ptlon 
made earlier, that Congress will not prOVide Immu-
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nities or other legislative adjustments of liabilities 
will be treated separately in the next section. 

What If the Designs of the Taggants Are 
Not Specifically Described by Regulation? 

It will be recalled from an earlier discussion that 
two types of standards are available with which to 
describe the taggants that would be required to be 
included in explosives-design standards and per
formance standards. (See pp. 210-211, supra.) If per
formance standards were used in the relevant regu
lations, their major impact would be in connection 
with the issue of whether the manufacturers of ex
plosives and taggants could argue against liability 
on the ground that the Government required tag
gants to be included in explosives. (See pp. 214-216, 
supra.) Performance standards would give the man
ufacturers greater control over the designs of the 
taggants to be included, and would weaken the 
nonliability argument. Of course, from the explo
sives manufacturers' viewpoint, control in this con
text may be illusory if only one taggant manufac
turer's product meets the Government perform
ances standards and it is not feasible for the indi
vidual explosives manufacturers to develop their 
own. At least from the taggant manufacturer's 
viewpoint, however, performance standards would 
give them even more control- and continuing con
trol-compared to the situation that would be pre
sented by design standards. 

What If Congress Includes Black and 
Smokeless Powders in the List of 
Explosives Required to Contain Taggants? 

The major source of added difficulty in this cir
cumstance is the fact that these powders, unlike 
most of the other explosives considered to this 
point, are "consumer products" in the normal sense 
of that term-Le., consumers purchase and use 
these powders in small quantities in connection 
with a fairly broad range of sporting and recrea
tional purposes. Generally speaking, courts have 
traditionally been more willing to impose liability 
on the makers and sellers of consumer products 
than on the makers of other types of products. 
Moreover, it may reasonab,ly be assumed, at least 
for purposes of this analysis, that including tag
gants in loose-packed powders presents greater 
technical problems-e.g., physical separation of 
the taggants from the powders-than would be the 
case with solid-packed explosives such as dyna
mite. The combination of these two factors-a con
sumer product that poses greater technical prob-

lems-might very well increase the exposure to lia
bility of both explosives and taggant manufactur
ers as a practical matter. 

One major battleground, not particularly signifi
cant in connection with the sale of solid-packed, 
taggant-treated explosives to professional users 
(see pp. 216-217, supra) would be failure to warn. 
Persons (including nonuser bystanders) injured dur
ing the course of consumer use of taggant-treated 
powders would argue that they were not sufficient
ly warned of the risks accompanying such use, and 
a percentage of such cases could be expected to 
reach the jury. (On the subject of failure to warn 
see generally p. 207, supra.) Moreover, consumers 
would include in such actions claims based on 
product flaws (powder contained abnormally high, 
or low, concentration of taggants, or wrong size 
taggants -see generally pp. 206, 213, supra), and 
defective product designs (taggants are defectively 
designed component parts) (see generally pp. 206-
207 and 211-213, supra), and a percentage of those 
claims could be expected to succeed. 

What If Congress Decides That Explosives 
Containing Taggants Pose "Socially 
Acceptable" Levels of Risk? 

The change in the assumption here is that instead 
of determining that taggants pose no practical risks 
of accidental explosions - i.e., are "safe" for nor
mal handling-Congress determines that the levels 
of risk presented by including taggants are not in
significant but are nevertheless socially accepta
ble- i.e., that some explosives will accidentally 
detonate, but that the antiterrorism benefits to so
ciety derived from including the taggants outweigh 
the costs of accidental e,xplosions. With this hypo
thetical change in the assumption, the exposures to 
liability of explosives and taggants manufacturers 
(absent judicial recognition of the defense of gov
ernmental coercion and absent a special immunity 
provided by Congress-see the next section, infra) 
would almost certainly increase over what it would 
have been based on the former assumption. It will 
be recalled from an earlier discussion that even a 
finding by Congress that taggants are "safe" is un
likely to insulate manufacturers from liability as a 
practical matter. (See p. 216, supra.) By hypotheSis, 
plaintiffs would be helped more if Congress were to 
concede in its findings the existence of a measur
able, but acceptable, risk of accidental explosions. 
The question of whether courts would allow manu
facturers to rely upon the social acceptability of 
the risks in arguing against liability was considered 
earlier, (see pp. 211-212, supra), and that analysis 
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will not be repeated. On the strength of the earlier 
analysis, it is unlikely that an explicit declaration 
by Congress that the benefits to society outweigh 
the risks of accidental explosions would change the 
courts' reactions to this aspect of the problem. 

What If Taggant Manufacturers Sell 
Their Products to the Federal 
Government, Which in Turn Sells 
Them to Explosives Manufacturers? 

I n an earlier discussion of the significance of the 
fact that explosives manufacturers are required to 
include taggants, it was recognized that in most of 
the cases in which manufacturers appear to have 
been exempted from liability on that basis, the 
Government act!.lally purchased the products later 
alleged to be defective. (See p. 215, supra.) Superfi
cially, at least, it would appear that both explosives 
and taggant manufacturers would be able to 
equate themselves more easily with the sellers in 
those cases were the Government to purchase the 
taggants and then resell them to explosives manu
facturers. 

One basis for questioning whether it would be 
that simple, however, is the other half of the earl ier 
distinction between the precedents and the instant 
situation - i.e., the Government agencies in those 
cases originally purchased the products for their 
own use. It could plausibly be argued that there is a 
significant difference between the Government 

purchasing specially designed products for its own 
use and later allowing the public to gain access to 
those products, on the one hand, and the Govern
ment acting merely as a conduit between private 
interests, on the other. To impose liability in the 
first situation arguably would burden unduly the 
ability of the Government to obtain at reasonable 
costs products specially suited to its operational
e.g., military-needs. To impose liability in the sec
ond situation would not have those consequences, 
assuming that the Government p;lssed on its costs 
to the explosives manufacturers. Indeed. it can be 
argued that to refuse to impose liability merely be
cause the Government acted a!; a safes conduit 
would be to exalt form over substance. 

If the Government were to act as a sales conduit 
for the taggants, would the Government be ex
posed to products liability? The answer here would 
almost certainly be in the negative, given the avail
ability of sovereign immunity. It has been held that 
strict products liability actions do not fall within 
the consent to suit provisions of the Federal Tort 
Claims Act. (See In Re Bomb Disaster At Roseville, 
CaL, on April 28, 1973, 438 F.Supp. 769 (E.D. Cal. 
1977).) And were a plaintiff to pursue a claim in 
negligence on the basis of inadequate testing or 
mistake in judgment in deciding to include tag
gants, the claim would almost certainly come with
in the preclusion of liability for the "exercise or per
formance or the failure to exercise or perform a dis
cretionary function or duty" in 28 U.S.CA. § 
2680(a). 

ASSUMING THAT THE TAGGANTS REQUIREMENT WILL INCREASE 
THE PRODUCTS LIABILITY EXPOSURES OF THE EXPLOSIVES 

INDUSTRY, WHAT ADJUSTMENTS OF THOSE EXPOSURES 
MIGHT CONGRESS CONSIDER MAKING? 

The purpose here is not to make recommenda
tions regarding whether, or how, legislatively to ad
just the exposures to liability of the parties af
fected by the proposed taggants requirement, but 
rather to explore the major alternatives available 
to Congress in this regard and to explore briefly the 
significant implications of each. In developing 
these alternatives in the sections that follow, the 
underlying assumption will be that Congress is 
chiefly concerned with the possible allocations of 
accidental f:xplosions costs generated by the inclu
sion of normal concentrations of properly manu
factured taggants in explosives, and is ready in any 
event to allocate the accident costs of abnormal 

{/ I 
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concentrations and improperly manufactured tag
gants-the costs of product "flaws" in the tradi
tional sense of that term -to the manufacturers 
and sellers of taggants and explosives responsible 
for such abnormalities. 

Congress Could Decide to Shift the 
Accident Costs of "Normal Taggant 

Inclusion" to the Federal Government 

The main policv ;).'gument in support of this al
ternative is that th<:: costs of accidental explosions 
caused by the inclusion of normal concentrations 
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of pro~erly manufactured taggants are costs direct
ly .attrrbut~ble t~ th~ decision of Congress to re
qUIre such inclUSIon In the interests of public saf _ 
ty, and therefore they should be borne by the Fe~
~ral Government and spread generally to the pub
II~ through .the tax system. At least three basic vari
atIons of thIs alternative are available: 

The Existing Tort System Remains 
Unchanged; When Manufacturers' Liability 
Is Based on "N?rmal Taggant InclUSion," 
They May Obtain Indemnity From the 
Government 

Under ~his approach, manufacturers (,tlnd other 
co~merclal sellers) would be the defendants 
agaInst whom the actions would initially be 
brought. In cases in which they are held liable' 
t?rt based upon the inclusion of normal concentr~~ 
tlons of p.roperly .. manufactured taggants, they 
would be indemnIfIed, thus shifting the liability 
losses. to the Federal Government. A number of 
q~estlons may be raised concerning the efficacy of 
thIs approach, among which are the following: 1) 
manufact~rers would still be open to the expense 
of de!endlng these actions -would such expenses 
be reImbursed? 2) How would the basis of the de
fend?nt's liabil~ty be determined? Might Congress 
require .a speCIal verdict mechanism in all such 
cases -I.e., a specific finding by the trier of fact as 
to the role played by taggants in the explosion? 3) 
Would every case have to go to trial? What if settle
ments were. r~ache?? 4) Would such an approach 
c.rea.te suffICIent financial incentives favoring a 
finding of t?ggant involvement that manufacturers 
would manIpulate the trial process to help assure 
s~ch a result? 5) Would triers of fact, some of 
whom can be assumed to know of the indemnity 
plan, ,,~e tacitly enc?uraged to "blame the tag
gants In cases I.nvolvrng accidental explosions? 

C?ne fur~her Issue that is inherent in indemnity 
actIons whIch would have to be addressed is that of 
collateral estoppel. A decision in the action against 
the manufacturer that normal conc'~ntrations of 
proper.ly manufactured taggants did not cause the 
expl~slon ~ould. preclude relitigation of that fac
tual Issue In an rndemnity action against the Gov
ernment. (See Park/ane Hosiery Co., Inc. v. Shore 
439 U.~. 3~2, 58 L.Ed. 2d 552, 99 S. Ct. 645, (1979).) 
But a frndrng that a normal concentration of prop
erly manufactured taggants caused the explosio 
~ould ~ot ne~essarily bind the Government in a~ 
~ndem~lty . actIon. A sensible statutory procedure 
Involvrng rndemnity actions against the Govern
ment would almost certainly include consent by 

th~ G?ver~ment to be bound by the factual deter
mInatIons In the actions against the manufacturers. 

Immunity From Liability Is Granted to 
Men:bers of the Explosives Industry for All 
AC~ldental ~xplosions; Plaintiffs Bring 
Actions A.galnst Government; Government 
M~y Obtain Indemnity From Manufacturer 
If Normal Taggant Inclusion" Is Not 
the Basis of Liability 

This is the reverse of the variation considered in 
the preceding section, and resembles somewhat 
the ap~roach to the liability question adopted re
cently In the National Swine Flu Immunization Pro
gram o.f 1976 (42 U.S. CA. 8 247b(j) - (1) (1976).) In 
theory It reaches the same allocations of liability as 
~he prec.edi~g variation, but the actions are brought 
In the first Il1stance against the Government not 
the explosives industry. ' 

One significant difference between the circum
s~ances surrounding the Swine Flu Program and the 
clrcu~stances surrounding the inclusion of tag
gants In explosives relates to the relative signifi
~an~e of caus~1 !actors other than the Government
instIgated actIvIty. In connection with the Sw' 
Flu Program, it could be assumed that a majorityl~~ 
the cases b;ought s.uccessfully by injured plaintiffs 
woul,d not Involv.e .rndemnity- i.e., that a majority 
of th::>se persons Injured were injured as a result of 
the ~nherent risks of the Program rather than the 
neglIgence of the manufacturers. With the taggants 
progra.m, t.he situation may be quite the reverse. 
Here, It mIght be ~ssumed that a relatively small 
per~entage of aCCIdental explosions are actually 
attrr~utable to the normal inclusion of taggants. If 
t~at IS the case, then the approach here being con
sldere~ would, in contrast to the Swine Flu Pro
~ram, In mos;, cases send plaintifts initially to the 
wrong place from which to seek relief. 
T,:"o results o! this misdirection of focus, neither 

partIcularly deSirable, might result: either taggants 
would typically be exonerated in the actions 
broug.ht against the Government, in which case in
de~nlty actions would become routine and the as
s~clated tran.saction C?sts a source of waste; or the 
trrer~ of fact rn ~he actIons against the Government, 
sensrng somethrng ~f a "giveaway," would tend to 
blame the taggants In many more cases than could 
be sup~orted on the data. In thE:ory, of course, the 
latter Circumstances would not arise. In practice it 
could we" be a real possibility. ' 
T~e problem of whether findings in actions 

agaln~t the. Government would be binding in in
demnIty claIms against manufacturers would have 
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to be resolved differently from the way it could be 
resolved when suits are brought initially against 
manufacturers. Under the variation discussed here, 
the Government could not consent on behalf of the 
manufacturers that they be bound. But a statutory 
provision calling for making the appropriate mem
bers of the explQsives industry parties to the ac
tions could be wO;IKed out. 

Limited Immunity From Liability Is 
Granted to Members of the Explosives 
Industry for Accidental Explosions 
Caused by Normal Taggants Inclusion; 
Government Is Liable for Explosions 
Caused by Normal Taggant Inclusion 

This variation is a combination of the two pre
ceding, and could be accomplished by either of 
two procedures. One method would be for plain
tiffs to bring "normal" taggant cases against the 
Government and all others against the appropriate 
members of the explosives industry. One drawback 
to this is the inefficiency connected with bringing 
two separate actions, if it turns out that the plain
tiff sued the wrong defendant first. A further prob
lem is that once the indemnity idea is abandoned, a 
theory which would make the findings in the first 
trial binding on the defendant in the second would 
be more difficult to work out. 

The second method would be for the plaintiff to 
sue both the Government and the appropriate in
dustry members in a single suit. This would have 
the advantages of bringing all the parties together 
in a single proceeding. But h the action were 
brought in Federal court, accommodations would 
have to be made with the existing rules of diversity 
jurisdiction and jurisdictional amount. For the ac
tion to be brought in State court, Congress would 
have to consent to such suits. 

Congress Could Decide to Shift the 
Accident Costs of "Normal Taggant 

Inclusion" to Explosives Users 

The main policy argument in support of this 
alternative is that the actual risks posed by normal 
inclusions of taggants in explosives may be signifi
cantly smaller than the practical increases in manu
facturers' exposures to liability resulting therefrom, 
causing an unfair shifting to manufacturers of acci
dent costs that have been traditionally, and argu
ably should continue to be, borne by the users of 

;I I 

explosives. Under this alternative, when commer
cial users or their employees are injured because of 
normal taggant inclusion, the losses would remain 
where they fall due to the accident. When innocent 
bystanders are thus injured, the users would pre
sumably be strictly liable in tort. (See p. 210, supra.) 
Admittedly, explosives users are not to blame for 
the ver'l few accidental explosions that are in fact 
caused by normal taggant inclusion; but there is no 
practically feasible way to allow them to seek re
covery for those accidents without unfairly shifting 
much greater accident costs, unrelated to taggant 
inclusion, to explosives manufacturers. (Obviously, 
the greater Congress's confidence in the safety of 
normal taggant inclusion, the more attractive this 
alternative becomes.) 

The follOWing variations on this theme deserve 
mention here. 

The Existing Tort System Remains 
Unchanged Except That Congress 
Establishes a Presumption That Taggants 
Do Not Cause Accidental Explosions, 
Subject to Being Rebutted by Proof of 
Abnormal Taggant Concentrations or. 
ImproperTaggant Manufacture 

Under this variation, plaintiffs would succeed in 
all of the cases in which they have traditionally suc
ceeded under existing law, and would succeed in 
cases in which they can prove a "taggant flaw" in 
the literal sense of that term-i.e., cases in which 
they can prove that the concentration of taggants 
was too high (or low, if that were to cause the ex
plosion), or that the taggants themselves were ab
normal in some way. The major legal difficu Ity with 
this approach would be presented in the form of at
tacks by injured plaintiffs against such a pro'/ision 
on the ground that it constitutes an unconstitution
al deprivation of rights in violation of due process 
of law. The recent Supreme Court decision in Usery 
v. Turner Elkhorn Mining Co., 428 U.S.1 (1976), how
ever, would seem to suppc~t the validity of such a 
presumption. The plaintiffs in that case were coal 
mine operators challenging on due process grounds 
the constitutionality of the Coal Mine Health and 
Safety Act. The Supreme Court upheld the Act's 
validity, including the establishment of an irrebut
table presumption that certain coal miners' lung 
diseases were work-related, concluding that due 
process requirements are satisfied in connection 
with liability-related presumptions if there is "a ra
tional connection between the fact proved and the 
ultimate fact presumed." (428 U.S. at 4.) 
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Admittedly, the "rational connection" to which 
the court refers would become strained in the pres
ent context if Congress were not factually to con
clude that normal taggant inclusion was "safe" for 
normal handling of explosives. But assuming that 
Congress views as remote the chances of normal 
concentr~tions of taggants causing explosions, a 
presumption of no causal connection should with
stand judicial scrutiny. "(W)hen it comes to eviden
ti.ary rules in matters 'not within specialized judi
Cial competence or completely commonplace'" 
th~ .Court concluded in Usery v. Turner Elkh~rn 
Mining Co., (supra), " 'it is primarily for Congress to 
amass the stuff of actual experience and cull con
clusions from it.'" (428 U.S. at 33-34, quoting 
United States v. Gainey, 380 U.S. 63, 67 (1965).) 

Congress Could Grant to Manufacturers 
Immunity From Tort Liability for Accidental 
ExplOSions Caused by Normal Taggant 
Inclusion 

I~ the "rebuttable presumption" approach were 
believed to present constitutional problems of the 
s?rt co.nsidered in the preceding section, this varia
tion m.lg~t provide an alternative approach to ac
complishing the same objective without reliance 
on presumptions. Thus, if Congress were ready to 
accept the policy argument advanced at the outset 
of this. section, it might be more straightforward to 
speak In terms of an immunity granted on the basis 
of a policy judgment rather than a presumption 
based on a factual judgment. Of course, plaintiffs 
could be expected to attack this alternative on the 
ground that i.t denies to them the constitutionally 
guaranteed right to equal protection of the laws. 
An attack of this sort was recently brought in Fed
eral court against a somewhat similar provision in 
the Federal law limiting the liability of nuclear 
plant operators. 

In Duke Power Co. v. Carolina Environmental 
Study Group, 438 U.S. 59 (1978), the Federal no
faul~ c?mpensation scheme created for the benefit 
of vlct.lms of nuclear accidents resulting from the 
operation of federally licensed nuclear power gen
eration facilities was challenged on due process 
and equal protection grounds. The district court 
held the statutory ceiling of $560 million on liabili
ty from one accident to be, inter alia, violative of 
the equal protection requirement because the 
statute "place(d) the cost (of the encouragement of 
nuclear power) on an arbitr<::rily chosen segment of 
society, those injured by nuclear catastrophe." 431 
F.Supp. 203 (W.D.N.C. 1977). The U.S. Supreme 

C~~rt re~ersed, holding the ceiling on liability to be 
a claSSIC example of an economic regulation." 
(438 U.S. at .83.) The Act was rational, according to 
the Co.urt, I~ view of Congress's purpose of en
couraging private development of nuclear energy 
?nd this was "ample justification for the differenc~ 
I~ treatment between those injured in nuclear ac
Cidents and those whose injuries are derived from 
other causes." (438 U.S. at 93-94.) Although the 
facts ar~ sorne":h?t diffen;nt: (a limited remedy 
was available to Injured plaintiffs under applicablE. 
legi~l?tion), it can be argued that the Duke Power 
deCISion supports extending the immunity de
scribed herein. 

Congress Could Decide to Shift the 
Accident Costs of "Normal Taggant 

Inclusion" to Manufacturers of 
Taggants and Explosives 

Congress could reach at least two conclusions 
that would support this alternative. First, Congress 
could assu!l1e that the costs of these taggant
related aCCidental explosions will be passed on by 
the manufacturers to their customers in the form of 
increases in prices and conclude that such a dis
tribution of those costs is approjjriate; and seco~d, 
Congress could assume that the manufacturers are 
in positions of control over the techniques of 
~eslgn and manufacture affecting the levels of 
nsks presented by normal taggant inclusions, and 
conclude that imposing liability will pressure 
manLJfac~urers to ~xer~ise their ,ontrol in ways to 
accomplish reductions In those risks. 
. A starting place for accomplishing these objec

tives would be for Congress to grant no immunities, 
nor e:<tend any rights of indemnity, to manufac
turers of taggants and explosives. In addition, some 
or all of the following changes in existing law might 
be considered: 

Nonliability Based on the Fact of the 
Government's Involvement Could Be 
Eliminated Legislatively 

It will be recalled that in cases involving tag
gants, manufacturers may have ava.ilable to them 
arguments that they should not be liable due to the 
fact that taggants are required by law to be in
cluded in explosives. (See pp. 214-216, supra.) If 
Congress concludes that these accident costs 
~hould be borne by the manufacturers, the possibil
Ity of such a defense could be eliminated legisla
tively. 
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Manufacturers' Liability for Accidental 
Explosions Caused by Taggants Could 
Be Established Legislatively 

It will be recalled from an earlier discussion that 
some courts, at least, could be expected to hold the 
manufacturers liable in cases where the plaintiff 
succeeds in proving that the taggants caused an ac
cidental explosion. (See pp. 211-213, supra.) How
ever, to clear up any doubt on the question, Con
gress might consider making it clear in the statute. 

A Presumption That Accidental Explosions 
Are Caused by Tcdgant~ Could Be 
Established, Subject to Being Rebutted 
by Proof of User Mishar,jling 

This would be a drastic change in existing law 
which, in combination with the preceding two, 
would practically assure that every plaintiff injured 
in an accidental explosion would reach the trier of 
fact regardless of the actual cause of the explosion. 
The practical effect of this change in existing law 
would be to make manufacturers almost insurers of 
the safety of those using and affected by explo
sives. (For a brief description of the basis for con
stitutional challenge of this change by the manu
facturers, see pp. 222-223, supra.) 

The Question of Indemnity and 
Contribution Between Taggant 
Manufacturers and Explosives 
Manufacturers Could Be Addressed 
Legislatively 

Especially if the alternative of shifting the costs 
of manufacturers werF! adopted, Congress should 

consider the possibility of establishing specific 
rules governing questions of indemnity and contri
bution between these manufacturing groups. (Cf. 
pp. 211-2'13 and 217, supra.) On the basis of "who 
profits?1/ and "who controls?" the activity in ques
tion, taggant manufacturers might be required to 
indemnify explosives manufacturers. 

Congress Could Decide to Divide 
the Costs Among the Interested 

Parties, Apportioning Such Costs in 
a Variety of Ways 

The possible variations under this alternative are 
numerous, and will not be explored in their variety. 
One possibility, however, deserves mention if for 
no other reason than the fact that it has become 
something of a favorite with State legislatures in 
addressing areas of tort liability, such as 'medical 
malpractice, perceived to be in various stages of 
"crisis." Congress could decide to place a dollar 
limit on claims arising out of accidental explosions 
found to have been caused by normal inclusions of 
taggants. Were this approach adopted it would, in 
effect, divide the costs of such accidents between 
manufacturers and users/victims. 

SUMMARY 

Exposure of the Explosives Industry tc 
Products Liability Under Existing Law 

liability of manufacturers and other sellers of explo
sives. Basically the same rules of liability that apply 
to manufacturers and commercial sellers of other 
products apply to manufacturers and commercial 
sellers of explosives. Defendants are liable on the 
basis of negligence, breach of warranty, misrepre
sentation, and strict liability in tort. Two fact pat
terns predominate in actions against explosives 
manufacturers: those involving product flaws, and 
those involving failures to warn. In product flaw 

1 I 

cases, plaintiffs may rely on strict liability in most 
jurisdictions; in failure to warn cases, a basic negli
gence analysis is most often employed. Two factu
al characteristics unique to explosives cases ac
count for the somewhat different judicial treat
ment afforded these cases compared with products 
liability cases generally. First, explosives invariably 
"self destruct" during use, forcing plaintiffs to rely 
to an unusual extent upon circumstantial evidence 
of product flaws. And second, explosives are not 
"consumer products" in the usual sense of that 
term-the typical purchasers and users of explo
sives are presumably experienced professionals. 
This second characteristic tends to affect negative-
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Iy not only the plaintiff's opportunity circumstan
tially to prove the existence of a product flaw, but 
also the like.lihood of his succeeding with an argu
ment that the defendant failed adequately to warn 
of hidden dangers. 

liability of manufacturers and other sellers of explo
sives components. "Components" in the present 
context is synonymous with "ingredients." Manu. 
facturers and other commercial sellers of explo
sives components are theoretically liable (and in 
most States, strictly liable) for flaws in their prod
ucts, but practical problems of proof tend to pre
clude such liability in most cases. Although sellers 
of components in other product areas have been 
held liable both for defective designs and failure to 
warn, the factual bases of such liability-reliance 
by others on the component seller's unique knowl
edge and judgment regarding the risks associated 
with uses of its product-are not typically present 
in situations in which basic, general-purpose chemi
cal compounds are sold in bulk to explosives manu
facturers. 

liability of manufacturers and other commercial 
sellers of explosives accessories. II Accessories" refers 
to products normally used in connection with ex
plosives, including blasting caps and fuses. When 
the injured plaintiff can prove that he was injured 
in an accidental explosion due to a flawed acces
sory, most jurisdictions will hold the commercial 
sellers of that accessory strictly liable. However, as 
a practical matter, proof of physical defect is dif
ficult, especially with respect to blasting caps. A 
number of actions have been brought on the basis 
of the defendant's failure to warn. When fuse 
manufacturers fail adequately to warn of the burn
ing characteristics of their products, they are held 
liable to users injured by that failure. Judicial reac
tions to arguments that blasting cap manufacturers 
should warn children and other incompetent users 
that their products are explosive have been mixed. 
One court not only recognized such a duty, but 
suggested that the entire blasting cap industry, 
together with their trade association, could be 
joined as defendants in a single action. 

liability of commercial transporters and handlers of 
explosives. Commercial transporters, handlers, and 
users of explosives are subject to strict liability for 
harm to persons or property caused by accidental 
explosions. 

How Would These Exposures to 
Liability Change If Congress Required 

the Inclusion of Taggants in 
Explosives? 

Changes in explosives manufacturers' and sellers' 
exposures to liability. Technically, normal concen
trations oj- taggants pose questions of product 
design rather than product flaws. However, tag
gants that cause accidental explosions are func
tionally quite flawlike, and some courts can be ex
pected to treat them like flaws. Thus, unless the 
defendants are permitted to rely on arguments of 
governmental coercion (a qu~stion to be addressed 
shortly), their exposure to liability will be increased 
to the extent that plaintiffs can prove that taggants 
caused accidental explosions. Expert testimony 
supporting such a causal relationship could take 
two basic forms: 1) testimony that a normal con
centration of taggants caused the explosion, and 2) 
testimony that an abnormal concentration of tag
gants caused the explosion. It is likely that plain
tiffs will, in appropriate cases, find experts willing 
to offer both types of testimony. 

It is difficult to predict the legal significance 
courts will attach to the fact that defendant 
manufacturers are required to include taggants in 
explosives. A strong <J,rgument can be made, sup
ported by precedent, that this element of govern
mental coercion should constitute a defense. How
ever, the situation surrounding the inclusion of tag
gants may be sufficiently different from the situa
tions in prior cases to allow courts to impose liabili
ty. In any event, because the taggants requirement 
is imposed by Federal law, courts will be faced with 
the question of whether State laws governing tort 
liability have been preempted. 

The exposure to liability of taggant manufacturers. 
If the plaintiff can prove that a particular batch of 
taggants was flawed, causing an accidental explo
sion, the taggant manufacturer will probably be lia
ble. Whether taggani5 ruanufacturers will be liabi'e 
for explosions caused by "normal" taggants de
pends on whether courts view taggants as compo
nents specially designed for inclusion in explosives 
exclusively, or whether courts view taggants as 
general-purpose products suitable for a range of 
different applications not all of which are neces-
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sarily dangerous. On balance, the former approach 
seems more plausible, and therefore taggants 
manufacturers may be exposed to liability to in
jured victims of taggant-caused accidental explo
sions. Although courts are unlikely to give effect to 
disclaimers vis-a-vis injured plaintiffs, the question 
of whether they will give effect to disclaimers vis-a
vis explosives manufacturers is more in doubt. 

Whether courts will allow taggants manufactur
ers to depend on the basis that taggants are re
quired by Federal law to be included in explosives 
is not clear. It can be argued persuasively that tag
gants manufacturers should not be allowed such a 
defense even if courts were to make that defense 
available to explosives manufacturers. 

What Adjustments to These Exposures 
to Liability Might Congress 

Consider Making? 

Congress could decide to shift the accident costs of 
"normal taggant inclusion" to the Federal Govern
ment. Three approaches to this end might be con
sidered: 1) allow defendant co~panies held liable 
in tort actions ber.ause of the inclusion of normal 
concentrations of taggants to seek indemnity from 
the Government; 2) grant to the companies immuni
ty from tort liability for all allegedly defective ex
plosives/ allow all actions based on allegedly 
defective explosives to be brought against the 
Government/' and then allow the Government to 
seek indemnity from the companies when "normal 
taggant inclusion" is not the basis of the Govern
ment's liability; or 3) grant immunity to the com-

1 I 

panies limited to liability for accidents caused by 
"normal taggant inclusion/" and allow those cases 
to be brought against the Government. 

Congress could decide to shift the accident costs of 
"normal taggant inclusion" to explosives users. Two 
approaches to accomplish this end might be con
sidered: 1) Congress could create a presumption 
that taggants do not cause accidental explosives, 
subject to b(~ing rebutted by proof of abnormal tag
gants concentrations or improper taggants manu
facture; or 2) Congress could grant to manufac
turers and sellers immunity for accidental explo
sions caused by normal taggant inclusion. 

Congress could decide to shift the accident costs of 
"normal taggant inclusion" to manufacturers of tag
gants and explosives. A range of alternatives are 
available to accomplish this end, among them: 1) 
nonliability based on the fact of Government coer
cion could be eliminated legislatively; 2) manufac
turers/ liability for accidental explosions caused by 
taggants could be established legislatively; 3) a pre
sumption that accidental explosions are caused by 
taggants could be established legislatively, subject 
to being rebutted by proof of user mishandling; and 
4) the question of indemnity and contribution be
tween taggant manufacturers and explosives manu
facturers could be addressed legislatively. 

Congress could divide the costs among the inter
ested parties. This objective could be accomplished 
by placing a dollar limit on claims arising out of ac
cidental explosions found to have been caused by 
normal taggants inclusion, effecting a division of 
accident costs between manufacturers and users/ 
victims. 
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APPENDIX E-SUITABILITY OF ANFO AS 
A FILLER FOR CRIMINAL BOMBS 

IB 
if Physics International 

A Subsidiary of ~ 

2700 Merced Street • San Leandro, Ca. 94577 

Congress of the United States 
Office of Technology Assessment 
Washington D.C. 20510 

Attention: Mr. Peter Sharfman 

16 January 1980 
24-1393/0084 

Reference: Your Letter of 11 January 1980 

Dear Sir: 

Referring to questions put to me by Mr. David Garfinkle of 
SCienc7 Application~, Inc. about the initiation and the damage 
potent~al of explos~ve devices leaded with ANFO, I would like 
to answer you with the following statements. 

ANFO generally consists only of ammonium nitrate and fuel oil at 
a~~eight ratio of ab?ut 9~ to 5, but may be used to designate 
o_her ~ypes of ammon~um n~trate based explosives. The density is 
approx~mate~y 0.78 g/~m~, the energy density Eo = 2.9 X 103 J/cm3 , 
and th7 rat~o of.s~ec~f~c heats of the gaseous products is r ~ 2.554. 
Under ~deal cond~t~ons (i.e. quantities of several hundred kg and a 
strong initiation source) ANFO detonates at a rate of 5 km/s with 
a Chapman-Jouguet pressure (at the shock front) of 55 kbar. In 
small samples (e.g. 10 to 20 kg). even if confined the detonation 
velo~i~y.is.considerably lower, depending on confi~ement conditions 
and ~n~t~at~on, and typically betw'een 1.9 and 2.8 km/s. The 
shock front pressure in ~hese cases is also considerably lower 
than,55 kbar., Samples w~th small dimensions and negligible 
~onf~~ement W711 not,detonate at all, (e.g. cylindrical samples 
~n th~n plast~c conf~nement 5 cm or less in diameter or 
unconfined layers of 5 cm or less in thickness) . ' 

2700 MERCED STREET SAN LEANDRO, CALIFORNIA 94577 (415) 357-4610 TWX 910.366.7033 
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The ANFO commercially sold and used in the U.S.A. can generally 
not be initiated by a detonator only. A "booster" made of 
about 50 to 500 g of high explosives such as Composition C4, 
which can be initiated by a detonator only, is generally used 
to .start the detonation. A criminal use of this type ANFO 
in quantities of 1 or 2 kg does not seem reasonable since the 
efficiency of a destructive explosive device under these 
circumstances would generally not be significantly improved 
beyond that resulting from the booster alone. 

It is possible, however, to produce high explosives similar 
to ANFO which can be detonated by a detonator only. Some 
ANFO sold and used in the Federal Republic of Germany for 
mining and quarrying purposes has this property called "cap 
sensitivity". It is also possible to modify the composition 
of the blasting agent such that it becomes cap sensitive, 
e.g. by replacing the fuel oil by hydrazine hydrate. The 
sensitivity of ANFO can be increased by certain additives, 
e.g. aluminum powder or potassium perchlorate. In some 
cases, the sensitivity of the ANFO-like blasting agent can be 
increased by crushing the amnlonium nitrate prills. Most of 
the premixed ANFO commercially sold in the U.S.A., however, 
does not become cap sensitive by crushing the prills. ANFO 
obtained by first crushing prilled amnonium nitrate commercially 
bought in the U.S.A. and then mixing it with fuel oil will also, 
in general, not be cap sensitive. If either the ANFO or the 
ammonium nitrate used to mix it were obtained from certain 
areas outside the U.S.A., crushing of the prills may render 
it cap sensitive. In all these cases of "cap sensitivity", 
however, a high powered detonator (e.g. one containing 1 g base 
charge) is still needed, and also a certain amount of special 
information is required, whereas modern propellants as well as all 
types of black powder can be initiated by a heat source only, 
like match heads, squibs, or even only an electrically heated 
wire or a spark. 
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The initiation requirements for various configurations are 
summarized in Table 1 below. It should be noted that this 
table is intended to give a general overview and that it 
cannot present all limitations, exemptions, or special 
circumstances. 

Table 1 

REQUIRED FOR IN.ITIATION 

MATERIAL CONFINED UNCONFINED 

Small amounts of Booster charge of (No Reaction) 
commercial ANFO 50-500 g high 
(- 2 kg.) explosive 

Large amounts of Booster charge of Booster charge 
commercial ANFO 50-500 g high 50-500 g high 
(> 50 kg) explosive explosive 

Sensitized ANFO or Detonator with Detonator with 
special mix at least 1 g at least 1 g 
blasting agent base charge or base charge or 

6" prima cord 6" prima cord 
(50 grain/ft. ) + ( 50 grain/ft. ) 
small detonator small detonator 
like below like below 

Military explosive Small detonator Small detonator 

of 

+ 

like Compo B or with about .25 g with about .25 g 
Compo C-4 base charge base charge 

Modern propellant Heat source like (No explosion i only 
or black powder matchhead, squib, violent burning 

hot wire, or spark possible) 
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To compare the damage producing capability of destructive 
explosive devices, one has to consider air blast, fragmentation, 
and potential incendiary effects. Assuming the initiation 
problems can be re~olved for an explosive device containing 
only a few kg of a blasting agent similar to ANFO, then the 
air blast caused by this device could do approximately as 
much air blast damage as a device with the same weight of 
TNT (see Figure 1). The density difference between ANFO 
and TNT (approximately 0.8 vs. 1.6) would require a larger 
confinement volume for a device containing ANFO. 

Comparing fragmentation of a device loaded with TNT versus 
one loaded with a blasting agent similar to ANFO, the latter 
would produce a smaller number of fragments larger in si~e 
and with a somewhat lower velocity than the TNT device. The 
total damage producing capability of the fragments of the 
ANFO device would probably come fairly close to that of the 
TNT device. Neither one of the two device types would produce 
any significant incendiary effect. 

The damage producing capability of propellant or black powder 
loaded devices will generally be significantly smaller than 
that of devices loaded with an ANFO-like blasting agent due 
to the following reasons: 

1 I 

(a) The rate of energy release is much higher in 
high explosives, including blasting agents 
like ANFO, than in propellants including 
black powder. Expressed, e.g. in Megawatts, 
a 5 cm diameter device loaded with ANFO delivers 
energy at a rate of about 10,000 MW; a gun 
cartridge of the same diameter delivers energy 
at a rate of about 500 MW. 

(b) The rate of detonation of high explosives, 
including blasting agents like ANFO, is only 
weakly depending on ambient conditions whereas 
the propellant burn rate strongly depends on 
the ambient pressure. Propellants including 
black powder which are initiated in a metallic 
shell will frequently violently rupture the 
shell at a time when only a fraction of the 
propellant energy has been released, producing 

\ 
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only very few medium velocity fragments and 
only a moderate pressure wave. The burn rate 
of the still remaining mass of propellant will 
at the time of the shell rupture drop to a very 
low rate imposing no other danger than a fire 
hazard. A high explosive or blasting agent 
detonated in a metallic confinement like a 
bomb shell will always produce a number of 
high velocity fragments and a strong air blast. 

To summarize, it can generally be expected that the damage 
producing capability of an explosive device loaded with an 
ANFO-like blasting agent: if it is properly initiated, is 
somewhat smaller than that of a device of equal weight loaded 
with TNT, but significantly larger than that of a device of 
equal weight loaded with black powder or modern propellants. 

Attachment: Figure 1 

Very truly yours, 

f?,,(~4 J:~r 
Roland R. Franzen 
Senior Staff Engineer, 
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Figure 1.-Airblast Pressures From TNT and 
Field Mixed AN/FO Fired on Ground 

This figure was copied from: L. D. Sadwln, 
J. F. Pittman, Alrblast Characteristics of ANFO. 
U.S. Naval Ordnar,ce Laboratory, Whltp. Oak, MD 
April 1969. 
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APPENDIX F--DERIVATION OF 
BOMBING STATISTICS TABLES 

Chapters I, II, and VI contain a number of tables 
summarizing the current and projected bombing 
threat. These tables were compiled from data origi
nating from a number of sources, including BATF, 
the FBI, FAA, and a number of other law enforce
ment agencies. 

BATF and the FBI compile overall bombing sta
tistics. The data, however, are available only in the 
form of periodic summary documents (semiannual
ly from BATF and quarterly from the FBI) in com
piled, tabular form, or in the form of individual 
case files. Both data banks are computerized, but 
the formating does not make it possible to retrieve 
and analyze the data in a meaningful way. Manage
ment Sciences Associates had previously at
tempted an analysis of the BA TF and FBI data 
bases as reported in reference F-1, and had been 
unsuccessful in retrieving the data in a manner 
which allowed meaningful analysis. OTA reviewed 
the BATF case file data, and concluded that 
analysis of the raw data files was not feasible, for 
the following reasons: 

• the files did not contain all the data needed 
for the aT A analysis; 

• files concerning cases currently before the 
courts could not be made available to aT A; 

• the amount of effort necessary to analyze the 
individual data files was not commensurate 
with the time and funds available for the aT A 
analysis. 

aT A conducted a similar, although less inten
sive, review of the FBI data files and concluded 
that detailed analysis of the FBI files would have 
the same limitations as cited above for the BATF 
files; in addition, fewer bombing incidents are con
tained in the FBI file. 

The OTA analysis was therefore based primarily 
on the compiled summary reports. aT A had no rea
son to suppose that the data from any of these Gov
ernment sources were more or less reliable than the 
others, and so made use in each case of the data 
source whose formating was most appropriate for 
the analysis in questi.on. 

In this appendix, the original tabular data from 
the FBI, BATF, and FAA are shown, and the way in 
which the tables in chapter VI were compiled from 
these sources is explained. The tables in chapters I 
and II were derived in turn from the chapter VI 
tables. 

51-qOl 0 - 80 - 16 

Table 54 

The BATF data in table 54 are taken directly 
from tables 1 and 9 of the BATF 1978 Explosives In
cidents Report, (ref. F-2) reproduced below. The 
first five rows come from table 1, the last three 
from table 9. The FBI data comes from table 1 of 
the 1978 FBI Bomb Summary, (ref. F-3) also repro
duced below. 

Table 9 of the BATF 1978 Explosives Incidents 
Report shows 435 injuries in 1978. This includes 250 
fireworks accidents (listed as "unknown targets"), 
and aT A therefore reduced the figure to 185 in
juries from bombings. 

Table 55 

The explosive trend data in table 55 are also 
from the same FBI table 1. The only differences are 
that a column of total explosive bombings and at
tempts has been added and the property damage 
val ues have been rounded off to the nearest thou
sand dollars. 

Similarly, figure 22 shows the same data in a 
graphical format. 

Table 56 

Table 56, on the determination of the explosive 
filler used in criminal bombs, comes from two 
BATF sources. The 1978 "all identified fillers" data 
are based on table 13 of the 1978 BA TF report (ref. 
2). A total of 1,767 cases is shown for 1978 in that 
table. This represents all of the explosive and incen
diary bombings, criminal accidents, and unignited 
and undetonated actual bombs recovered during 
1978, as shown by the first five rows of table 1 of 
the 1978 BATF report (ref. F-2). If those fillers which 
were not identified and the flammable liquids cate
gories are removed, the number of cases involving 
identified, explosive fillers from actual explosive 
bombings, recovered explosive bombs, and crimi
nal accidents are 824. If the 1978 numbers for each 
type filler is divided by 824, then the percentages 
shown are found (rounded off to the nearest per
cent). The BATF category called "dynamite" in
cludes dynamites, gels, slurriAs, and emulsions. The 
1978 laboratory identified filler data are taken 
from page 43 of the BATF Annual Report for FY 78 
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(ref. F-4). The "average" column is just arithmetic 
average of the other two columns. aT A believes 
these data give as accurate a feeling for the percen
tage of bombings for each filler type as can be de
rived, short of a case-by-case examination. 

Table 57 

The data shown in table 57 are derived from two 
BATF sources. The total number of bombings 
against substantial targets was derived from table 9 
of the 1978 BA TF report (ref. F-2). The table shows 
1,409 incidents, which corresponds to the number 
of actual explosive and incendiary bombings dur
ing 1978 plus the number of criminal accidents, due 
to premature initiation, from table 1 of that report. 
From that was subtracted the number of bombings 
against unknown targets, mailboxes, and open 
areas, from SA TF table 9, to yield 1,298 bombings 
against substantial targets. The breakout between 
incendiary and explosive bombings was also ob
tained from data in BATF tables 1 and 9. Table 1 
shows 896 explosive bombings (67 percent) and 446 
incendiary bombings (33 percent). If the criminal 
accidents from the use of explosive and incendiary 
bombs are assumed to have occurred with the 
same relative frequency, then the total number of 
incendiary bombings and criminal accidents 
against substantial targets is equal to 33 percent of 
the 1,298 figure, or 428, while the number for explo
sive bombings is equal to 870. 

The breakout of number of explosive bombings 
by type of filler was arrived at by using the percent
age filler data from column 3 of table 56 and multi
plying the percentage for each category by the 
total number of explosive bombings of substantial 
target figures given above. 

Neither the FBI nor the BATF data summaries 
break down deaths and injuries by the type of 
bomb filler used. However, A. Atley Peterson, Spe
cial Assistant (Research and Development) to the 
Director of BA TF, gave a breakdown of deaths, in
juries, and property damage by type of bomb filler 
before the 4th International Conference on Terror
ist Devices and Methods in England during May 
1979 (ref. F-5). These data are shown in table 57. 
Peterson's figure for total injuries, like aT A's table 
54, excludes 250 injuries from fireworks accidents, 
which are included in table 9 of reference F-2. 

The row entitled "total for those fillers which 
would be directly tagged" aggregates figures for 
black powder, smokeless powder, and cap-sensitive 

dynamite, gels, slurries, and emulsions, correspond
ing to BATF planning documents and also to the 
aT A baseline case. 

Table 58 

Table 58 is BATF table 9 (ref. F-2) slightly modi
fied. The words "property damage" were added to 
footnote a. Also, the number injured in 1978 from 
bombings of "unknown" targets was reduced to ex
clude 250 injuries from fireworks accidents. 

Table 59 

Table 59 is an aT A compilation based on BATF 
table 9 (ref. F-27). The percentage data are based on 
the average of the 1977 and 1978 bombings. The 
statistics for residences and vehicles and for com
mercial establishment come directly from that 
table. To get the percentage of identified substan
tial targets unlikely to be protected by a detection 
sensor, the unknown, other, mailbox, and open area 
bombings were removed from the data. That left 
1,189 bombings of substantial targets (i.e., eliminat
ing open area and mailbox bombings) in 1977 and 
1,161 in 1978 in which the target was identified. It 
was then assumed that residences, vehicles, and 
commercial establishments would be unlikely to be 
protected by a detection sensor, while the other 
target categories might well be. 

Table 60 

Table 60 is an aT A-generated categorization of 
criminal bomber attributes. 

Table 61 

Table 61 was generated by the following process. 
First, a calculation was made of the proportion of 
bombings attributable to various types of bombers. 
This calculation was made by taking FBI data on 
apparent motives for the year 1974 (p. 9 of the FBI 
Bomb Summary 1974, ref. F-6), 1975 (p. 16 of the FBI 
Bomb Summary 1975, ref. F-7), 1976 (table 9 of the 
FBI Bomb Summary 1976, ref. F-8), 1977 (table 9 of 
the FBI Bomb Summary 1977, ref. F-9), and 1978 
(table 8 of the FB I Bomb Summary 1978, ref. F-3) 
and averaging them. The FBI used different catego
ries in each year, and they were combined into the 
four OTA categories as shown in the tabulation 
below: 

-, 
; 

Terrorist category 
Antiestablishment. ... . 
Extremist. ....... , .. . 
Foreign political ..... . 
Political. ........... . 
Antireligious ........ . 
Civil rights .......... . 
Protest. ............ . 
Publicity ........... . 
Sabotage ........... . 
Subversion ......... . 

Criminal category 
Labor .............. . 
Racketeering ........ . 
Monetary gain ....... . 
Extortion ........... . 
Fraud .............. . 
Intimidation ........ . 
Diversion ........... . 

Mentally distrubed 
Animosity .......... . 
Suicide ............ . 
Reprisals ........... . 
Revenge ........... . 

Vandals and experimenters 
Malicious destruction, . 
Mischief ......... '" 
Vandalism .......... . 

1974 

". 

". 

". 

". 

". 

". 

". 

". 

". 

1975 1976 1977 1978 

". ". 
". ". 

". ". 
". ". 

". ". 

". ". 

". ". 

". ". 

". 

". ". 

". ". 

". ". 

". ". 

". ". 

". ". 
". ". 

". ". 

From the average for these 5 years, a calculation 
w~s made of the proportion of all bombings com
mitted by ~a~h type of perpetrator: terrorists 12 
percent; cnmlnals 11 percent; mentally disturbed 
38 percent; and vandals a'nd experimenters 39 per
~ent. The assumption was made that these propor
tions, calcula~ed from bombings in which a motive 
had been attnbuted, apply also to those bomb' 
where n t" Ings 

o mo Ive IS assigned by a law enforcement 
agency. The average number of actual explosive 
bombings for that 5-year period, taken from table 1 
Of. the FBI Bomb Summary 1978, was then multi
plied by these proportions to yield the data in table 
61. 

.OT A feels that the 5-year average is more appro
pnate than. presenting year-by-year trends as the 
FBI categones have changed over that period with 
a substantial revision apparent between 1976 d 
19~7. In addition, the percentage of bombing:~o 
whlc~ the FBI assigns a motivation has changed 
drastlcafly over that period In 1974 96 f 
the b b' " percent 0 

om Ings were attributed, while only 33 per
cent were attributed in 1978. 

Table 62 

Table 62 is taken directly from BATF tables 1 i 
and 23 (ref. F-2), ~xcept that the SA TF categories of 
JNT and ?ynaml.te were combined in the category 
cap-se~sltlve .h~gh explosives," and RDX is in

cluded In the military explosives category. 
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Table 63 

. ~able 63, on methods of entry for explosive theft, 
IS Simply BA TF table 18 (ref. F-2). The first footnote 
has been slightly modified. 

Tables 64, 65, 66, 67 

Tables 64, 65, 66, and 67 are taken directly from 
an ,FAA document FAA-RD-77-28 (ref. F-10). Table 
64 IS table 4 of the FAA report; table 65 is table 5 of 
that report; table 66 is table 7 of that report· and 
table 6~ is table 15 of the FAA report. The' only 
~h~nge In the tables Occurs in table 66. Footnote a 
Indlc~tes that the id.entification of the explosive 
used .In the LaGuardia bombing as dynamite and 
RDX IS. an FAA estimate; other agencies have of
fered different opinions. 

Table 68 

The premature detonation statistics in table 68 
a.re from the 1974 through 1978 FB I bomb summa
nes, references F-6 (p. 3), F-7 (p. 6) F-8 (p 12) F-9 ( 
4), and F-3 (p. 9). ,. , p. 

Table 69 

The commercial airliner hijacking statistics in 
table 69 are from reference F-11, FAA report, FAA
RD-78-66, table 5, for the years 1949-76. The 1977 
data are taken from the FAA semiannual report to 
Congr.ess on the Effectiveness of the Civil Aviation 
Security Program for the period July through De
cember 1978. The 1978 data were obtained directly 
from FAA officials. 

Table 70 

Table 70, concerning possible perpetrator coun
termeasures, was generated by aT A. 

REFERENCES 
h F-1 -). ~oth, Ev~/uation of the Needs and Benefits of 

t e ExplOSIve Taggmg Program, MSA report 317 1 March 
1978. - , 

F-2- BATF, Explosives Incidents, 7978 Annual Report. 
F-3-FBI, Uniform Crime Reports' Bomb Summary 

7978. . 

F-S -A. A. P~terson, 4th Annual International Confer
~~~~. on Terroflst Devices and Methods, England, May 
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F-6- FBI, Uniform Crime Reports: Bomb Summary 
1974. 

F-7 - FBI, Uniform Crime Reports: Bomb Summary 
1975. 

F-8- FBI, Uniform Crime Reports: Bomb Summary 
1976. 

F-9-FBI, Uniform Crime Reports: Bomb Summary 
1977. 

Table 54.-Minimum Bombing Incidents Statistics Summarya 

Item 
Explosive bombings, number ..•.•.... 
Undetonated explosive bombs, number .• 
Incendiary bombings, number ....... . 
Unignited incendiary bombs, number .. . 
Criminal accidents, numberc •........ 
Property damage from bombings, 

millions of doJlarsc d •••••••• , •••• 

InjuriesC .•................•.... 
People killed by bombingsC .......•.. 

BATF FBI 
1977 1978 1977 1978 
1,037b 896b 867 768 

319 287 118 105 
339 446 248 349 

81 71 85 79 
21 67 

$ 10 $ 17 $ 9 $ 9 
180 185 162 135 
38 23 22 18 

aSATF reported 3.177 10tal Incidents m t977 and 3.256 to 1978. Total incldenls include ac' 
cidents. threats. seized and recovered explosives. and hoaxes as well as actual explosive and in' 
cendlary bombings. The OTA study was concerned only with explosive bombings. 

bOI these 953 In 1977 and 787 in 1978 were against substantial targets. 
clncludes both explosive and incendiary bombings. OTA was unable to obtain separate ligures lor 
number 01 crimmal aCCIdents.lnJunes. deaths. and property damage caused by explosive and In' 
cendlary bombs. Incendiary bombs and bombings would not be affected by the proposed taggant 
program. 

dActual value probably considerably higher due to lack 01 data Ii Ie updates. 

SOURCE: 8ArF 1918 ExplOSives Incidems Repon. F81 Umlarm Crime Repon: Bomb Repon. 
1978. 

'NPE OF INCIOEtlr 

Accident-Criminal 

SOInbing (Detonation) 

Borrbing (Nondetonatlon) 

Incendiary (I~nl ted) 

Incendiary (Nonlgnited) 

Stolen Explosives 

Recovered £xfJlosives 

Seized Explosives 

TABLE 1 

TypeS of explosives Incidents 
By f\um.!;.cr and percentage 

1977 1978 
NUf:arn PERCENTAGE Nu~:arn PEliCENTAGE 

21 

1037 

319 

339 

81 

.7% 

32.6\ 

10.0% 

10.7% 

2.5% 

10.3\ 

23.7. 

67 

896 

287 

446 

71 

362 

878 

117 

2.1\ 

27.5\ 

8.8\ 

13.7\ 

2.2\ 

11.1% 

26.7% 

Threats (Treasury Foclli ties) 

327 

751 

102 

33 

3.2\ 

1.0\ 

3.3\ 

22 

47 

3.6\ 

.7% 

Hoax Devices 

Accident-Noncriminal 

TO'rAl.. KILLED 

1977 12, 

197B 69 

1 I 

185 

62 

',177 

TOTAl.. INJURED 

374 

707 

1.4\ 

2.C\ 2.2\ 

lC8\ 3,256 108\ 

TOTAl.. DA.'lAGE NlOUNT 

$61,380,008 

$27,508,000 

.-

F-10-J. Bengston, P. Cutchis, and J. Henry, Protection 
of Airports Against Explosives, report No. FAA-RD-77-28, 
January 1977. 

F-11-N. Asher, P. Frazier, C. Kennedy, and J. Kiernan, 
Analysis of Past Airline Hijacking and Bombing Incidents 
and the Present Defense Against Such Attacks, report No. 
FAA-RD-78-66, December 1977. 

TABLe 9 

OOHBlrr"s BY SPECIFIC TARlETS 
fOR 1977 - 1978 

(Actual Detonatlons or !gnitlons) 

---------------_._---
TGTM. PROPER'IY 1 

INCIO!NIS 00. KIUED 00. INJURED DNw.ie 
'lYPE TARlET 1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 ..:1~9!..!78'_~19'_!.77~_1!.:9~78~ 

Residential 352 294 
co_relal 367 375 
Airports/Aircraft 7 5 
Police Faclll ties/ 14 29 

Vehicles 
Educational 106 97 
GoverlUiient (Local) 24 9 
Government (Federal) 26 22 
Military 4 3 

Installations 
Utilities 51 57 
Banks 22 18 
Vehicles 216 252 
Open Areas 36 48 
Mail Boxes 48 69 
other 90 137 

Unknown 2 34 

17 
7 
1 

11 
I 

66 
48 
I 

13 
1 
4 

24 
8 
1 
8 

57 
46 

25 
13 

2 
27 

1:'2 

1,022.3 
6,640.1 

.2 
5.B 

43.1 
145.6 

2.4 

628.0 
225.2 
363.3 

.5 
25.8 

1,206.8 

22.6 

2,982.2 
8,777.7 

.2 
,4 

532.3 
70.1 
6.6 
0.0 

1,727.7 
49.3 

2,119.4 
4,2 
2.1 

86\'.9 

e .0 

Total 1,397 1,41!9 38 23 180 435 10,331.7 17,Z: 2.1 

1. Figures are in thousal.Js and are estir..atE'd. 
2. This category includes those incidents ... ilere the type target was 

ei ther unknown or not repJrted. 

T,bl~ t: BOMDwa iNCIDENTS 1972 Ihrc\ll!h 1978 

Yur 

11112 

1974 

1915 

1916 

1911 

1918 

Tota.! 
Actual and A lUI 
AUl!mplcod 
Bombln I I:Jm!o. Intend. 

Aile ....... ' 

10.lnctnd. 

Prop.rt,. 
Daml£f 
IDJl!n 
Valu 

1,955 142 787 253 173 7,261,832 187 

2,OH au 7$8 238 U7 11,888,563 207 

1,510 852 405 188 125 1I,265,42t1 212 

1,:518 861 248 118 85 8,943,300 162 

1,301 768 34V 105 711 II,Hil,48$ 135 

-Include. tbru major bomblnc Incidents ruullinc In "nulually hll:h peuonll inJuriu 
IJId death. and lub&UntlaJ d.1.mage to property. 

Ot'alh 

" 
22 

". 
,. 
22 

" 

1 
1 
J 
1 

". 
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Table 55.-Explosive Bombing Incident Trends, 1972·78 

Year 
1972 ...... . 
1973 ...... . 
1974 ...... . 
1975 ...... . 
1976 ...... . 
1977: ..... . 
1978 ...... . 

Total actual and 
attempted ex

plosive bombings 
951 
995 

1,129 
1,326 
1,040 

985 
873 

Actual 
714 
742 
893 

1,088 
852 
867 
768 

Attempted 
237 
253 
236 
238 
188 
118 
105 

Total actual and 
attempted incen
diary bombings 

1,011 
960 
915 
748 
530 
333 
428 

Actual 

793 
787 
758 
613 
405 
248 
349 

Attempted 
218 
173 
157 
135 
125 
85 
79 

Property damage 
(dollar value) 
$ 7,992,000 

7,262,000 
9,887,000 

27,004,oooa 
11,265,000 
8,943,000 
9,161,000 

Personal 
injury 
176 
187 
207 
3263 
212 
162 
135 

Death 
25 
22 
24 
6ga 
50 
22 
18 

alncludes three major bombing Incidents resulting In unusually high personal InJuries and deaths and substantial damage to property. 

SOURCE; FBI Umlorm Crime Repans: 80mb Summary 1918. 

Table 1: BOt.lBmo mC1D£h'TS 1912lhrDurh 1918 

A(T:1~and A tu~1 tI'mpt 
Attempled 

Yur nombtnt:!,. Ell' }(>. Inund. FJlIlo. lncend. 

Proput)' 
Ihmace 
(Dallar 

Value 
Personal 
In" 

1912 

1913 

U14 

1978 

1917 

1918 

1,962 '111 793 237 218 no 

742 181 253 113 7,261,832 '" 
2,0401 893 758 238 151 9,8B8,563 2.' 

1,510 852 405 188 125 11,265,4:211 212 

1,:518 867 248 118 85 8,943,300 182 

1,301 168 149 I~ 18 9,161,485 135 

.Includu thru major bomblnc incidents tuullinr in unu.uaU)' hlJh pctlonallnJunu 
and duth •• nd lIubstanlW dam",e to pfOpt!rty. 

Duth 

" 
22 
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" 
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Figure 22.-Annual Bombing Statistics, 1972·77 

100 

~~~~~~~~ 

a. Number of Incidents (Includes attempts) 

1977 

Property damage (Includes Incendiary bombings) 

(1,301) 
(873) 

(135) 

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 

c. Personal InJury (includes Incendiary bombings) 

1 
h 

~ 

~L:-:---:-~-~-,---1---1----I (16) I 
d. """, '''',d" 'o"odl.~ bomblo", ! 
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Table 56.-/dentifled Explosive Fillers Used in Bombs 

Black powder ..•.•.... 
Smokeless powder ..... 
Military ..•.......... 
Cap sensitive ........ . 
Blasting agents ....•... 
Chemicals ....•...... 
Others ............. . 

SOURCE. BATF data. 

Lab identified 
fillers 1978 

13% 
16 
2 

32 

36 

TABLE 1 

All identified 
fillers 1978 

21% 
19 
7 

30 
1 
1 

21 

Average 

17% 
17.5 
4.5 

31 
.5 
.5 

28.5 

Typc:.'"5 of Explosives Incidents 
By Nll."!Iber and Percentage 

1977 197B 
'rIPE OF INCICE>.'l' NU~IBER PERCENTlGE NUMBfR PERCENTAGE 

Accident-criminal 

Barbing (Detonation) 

Borrbing (Nondtttonation) 

Incendiary (Ignited) 

Inc.·,diary (Nonignited) 

Stolen Explosives 

Recovered EXplosives 

Seized Explosives 

21 

1037 

319 

339 

III 

327 

751 

102 

Threats {TrEasury Facilities} 33 

Houx ~.'evices 

J..ccident-Noncriminal. 

TOTAL 

1977 

1978 

127 

69 

105 

62 

3,177 

TOTAL INJURED 

374 

707 

.7% 

32.6% 

10.0% 

10.7% 

2.5% 

10.3% 

23.n 

3.2% 

1.C% 

3.3% 

100% 

67 

896 

287 

446 

71 

362 

87a 

117 

22 

47 

71 

3,256 

2.1% 

27.5% 

B.B% 

13.7% 

2.2% 

11.1% 

26.7% 

3.6% 

.7% 

1.4% 

2.2% 

100i 

TOTAL OA.'l.'GE AMOUNT 

$61,300,000 

TABLE 13 

TypeS of Explosi yes Fi ller Used 
Within-'the Destructive Device 

'rIPE OF PI LLER 1 

F1.""ab1e L!qula 

Black PC'w'der 

Srrokeless Po..der 

Mi 1 i ta ry Explosi yes 

Dynamite 3 

Blasting Agent 

Chemical 

Other 4 

Ur*nO'..m 

TOTAL FILLER 

NI.'rlBER 
1977 1978 

279 

222 

133 

19 

30 

23 

10 

5~ 

1,031 

1,797 

468 

171 

157 

54 

251 

176 

475 

1,767 

PERCENTAGE 2 
1977 1978 

36.4% 

29.0% 

17 ,4% 

2.4% 

4.0% 

3.0% 

1.3% 

6;5% 

100% 

36.2% 

13.2% 

12.2% 

4.2% 

19.4% 

.6% 

.5% 

13.7% 

100% 

1. This category inclUdes fillers that were placed in scrre specific 
type of container such as a pipe, rretal l::ox, or attache case. 

2"0 These percentages do not include 1,031 incidents In 1977 an:] 475 
incidents in 1978 in t..hich the type of filler "'-as not made available, 
or the laboratory results for Cf:Cent incidents were not completed. 

3. The rrethod in \"nich the filler was determined has been revised for 
1978. Dynamite within the sticks are counted as a filler. 

4. This category includes those fillers which could not be placed in 
the categories provided. 

off laboratory analyses of 
explosives used in cnme 

1975 
244 SAMPLES 
Headquarters Only 

1976 
279 SAMPLES 
Hudquarten Only 

1977 
278 SAMPLES 

Headquarters Only 

1978 
789 SAMPLES 
Hudquwten and 

FI.ldlAb 

; 

/ 

1 

t 
I 
1 
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Table 57.-Bombing Casualties and Damage in 1978 by Type of Bomb 

Number of 
bombings against Property damage 

_F_ill.:..er..:.m;.:.a::.:.te::.:.r.:.:ia:;.,1 _______ s:.::.;ubstantl~,_t_ar.:::g_et_s ___ D_ea_!h_s ____ I_n!_iu_ri_es ____ $_m_i1I_io_n_sa __ 

All fillers.................. 1.298 23 185 $17.2 
Incendiary ................ 428 3 13 3.7 
Black powder . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 148 ~ 19 .2 
Smokeless powder. . . . . . . . . . . 152 3 23 .2 
Military explosives. . . . . . . . . . . 39 0 7 
Cap sensitive. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 270 7 26 
Other. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 40 
Unknown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 57 

Total for tho~a fillers which 
WOUIt! ta directly taggedb ••• 570 

"Value proG3bly hlgner due io lack of data uoaale. 
!leap·sensltlve explosives. ~Iack powDer. lne smokeless ooweer would be laqged. 

SOURCE: aATFaala. 

TABLE 1 

14 58 

TABLE 9 

3.3 
2.4 
7.4 

3.7 

Types of Explosives Incidents 
By t\u.iber and Percentage 

rol'~INGS BY SPECIFIC TAJGr.."'TS 
FOR 1977 - 1976 

(Actual Detonations or Ignitions) 

TOTAL 
'/YPE OF INCI DEN!' 

1977 1976 
NUHB~ PERCENTAGE t·,'Ul-IBm PERCENTAGE INCIDENTS NO. KILLED NO. INJURID 

Accident-Cdrninal 

6olllb!ng (Detonation) 

Bombing (Nondetonation) 

Incendiary (Ign!ted) 

InCendiary (Nonignited) 

Stolen Explosives 

Recovered EXj.;losives 

Seized Er.plosi ves 

Threats (Treasury Facilities) 

Hoa){ Dcv, ces 

21 

1037 

319 

339 

81 

327 

751 

102 

33 

.7% 

32.6% 

10.0% 

10.7% 

2.5% 

IB.3% 

23.7> 

3.2% 

1.0% 

3.3% 

67 

896 

287 

446 

71 

362 

670 

117 

22 

2.1% 

27.5% 

8.81 

13.n 

2.2% 

11.1% 

26.n 

TIPE TAOOET 1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1976 

Residential 352 
Com.1leccial 367 
Airports/Aircraft 7 
police Facili ties/ 14 

Vehicles 
Educational 106 
Goverlllilent (Local) 24 
Government (Federal) 26 
Mil!tary 4 

Installations 
U til! t! es 51 
Banks 22 
Vehicles 216 
Open ,Areas 36 
Mall Boxes 48 
Other 90 

Unknolo.'Il 2 34 

294 
375 

5 
29 

97 
9 

22 
3 

57 
16 

252 
40 
69 

137 

17 
7 
1 

11 
1 

66 
48 
1 

13 
1 
4 

24 
6 
1 
8 

57 
46 

25 
13 

2 
27 

252 

PROPE:R'IY 1 
IlM'\GE 

1977 1978 

1,022.3 
6,640.1 

.2 
5.6 

43.1 
145.6 

2.4 

626.0 
225.2 
363.3 

.5 
25.6 

1,206.8 

22.6 

2,982.2 
8,777.7 

.2 
7B.4 

532.3 
70.1 
6.6 
0.0 

1,727.7 
49.3 

2,119.4 
4.2 
2.1 

869.9 

0.0 

105 

62 

47 

71 

3.6% 

.7% 

1.4% 
Total 1,397 1,·:m9 36 23 160 435 10,331.7 17,212.1 

Accident-Noncrir.tinal 2.21 

TOTAL 3,177 100% 3,256 100% 

1. Figures are In thousands end are estimated. 
2. This category includes those Incidents Where the type target was 

either unknown or not reported. 

TDT.\L KILLED 

1977 

1978 

127 

69 

TOTAL INJURED 

374 

707 

$61,300,000 

$27,500,000 

~ I 
li 
\j 
iI n 
fL 
B 
II 
II 
H 
n 
11 

Ii 
tl 
[) 

Ii 
II . ___ u , 
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Killed, Injured, and' 
Property Damage. by Explosives 

CY1978 

BOMBINGS ACCIDENTAL TOTALS EXPLOSIONS 

1 f 

K I 
PROPERTY K I PROPERTY 

K DAMAGE,~ DAMAGE.s 

INCENDIARY 3 13 3,659,760 8 168 300.000 11 

BLACK POWDER 4 19 174,739 - - - 4 

SMOKELESS POWDER 3 23 150,000 3 2 - 6 

MIUTARY - 7 21PSO 6 17 7,000 6 

DYNAMITE 7 26 3,359,433 1 4 - 8 

OTHER 3 40 2,442,663 16 321 5,545,100 19 

UNKNOWN 3 57 7,404,785 12 2Q 4,396,000 ·15 

TOTALS 23 185 17,212,630 46 522 10,248,100 69 

SUde used to illastra:e II presenta~ion on explosives t"sgl;ing by A, Atley Peterson, 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Fircol"1lls, U.S, Trelisury Department, at the Fourth 
International ConCerenc::c on TerrorIst De'"ic::cs and Methotls, England, Hoy 7. 1979. 

According to BATY, this data has not been puhl1shcd elsewhere. 

I 
PROPERTY 
DAMAGE.s 

171 I 3,959,760 

19 174,739 

25 150,200 

24 28,050 

,30 3,359,433 

361 7,987,963 

n 11,BOO,785 

707 27,460,930 

, . 

.I 

'r 
r 
( 
r 
f 
r 
r 
I 
( 

I 
\ 
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Table 5a.-Bombings by Specific Targets for 1977-78 (actual detonations or ignitions) 

Total incidents No. killed No. injured Property damagea 

Type target 1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 

Residential ............. 352 294 17 7 66 57 $ 1,022.3 $ 2,982.2 
Commercial. . . . . . . . . . . . . 367 375 7 6 48 46 6,640.1 8,777.7 

1 .2 .2 
5.8 70.4 

Air!l0rts/aircraft. . . . . . . . . . 7 5 
Police facilities/vehicle. . . . . 14 29 

1 

~ducational . . . . . . . . . . . . . 106 97 13 5 43.1 532.3 
Government (local) . . . . . . . . 24 9 1 4 145.6 70.1 
Government (Federal) . . . . . . 26 22 4 1 2.4 6.6 
Military installations. . . . . . . 4 3 1 0.0 
Utilities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 57 2 628.0 1,727.7 
Banks......... ....... 22 18 225.2 49.3 
Vehicles.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 216 252 11 7 24 25 363.3 2,119.4 
Open areas . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 40 1 2 3 13 .5 4.2 
Mailboxes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 69 1 2 25.8 2.1 
Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 137 8 27 1,206.8 869.9 

5 2 22.6 0.0 

180 185 $10,331.7 $17,212.1 

Unknownb •••••••••••••• ____ ~3~4 ________ ~2~ ________________________ ~ __________________ ~~ ____ ~----

Total. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 1,397 1,4!l9 38 23 

a Prope~y damage ligures are in Ihousands and are estimaled. 
tlrhis calegory includes Ihose Incidents where Ihe type target was eilher unknown or nol repo~ed. 

SOURCE: BATF 1978 Explosives InCidents Repart. 

TABLE 9 

OOl'iBINGS BY SPECIFIC TAKCETS 
FOR 1977 - 1978 

(Actual Detonations or Ignitions) 

TOTAL PROPER'lY 1 
INCIDENTS NO. KILLED NO. INJURED DN-lAGE 

TYPE TARGET 1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 

Residential 352 294 17 7 66 57 1,1322.3 2,982.2 
Commercial 367 375 7 6 48 46 6,6413.1 8,777.7 
Airports/Aircraft 7 5 1 1 .2 .2 
Police Facilities/ 14 29 5.8 713.4 

Vehicles 
Educational 1136 97 13 5 43.1 532.3 
Govprnment (Local) 24 9 1 1 4 145.6 713.1 
Go~.rnment (Federal) 26 22 4 1 2.4 6.6 
Military 4 3 1 13.13 

Installations 
Utilities 51 57 1 1 2 628.13 1,727.7 
Banks 22 18 225.2 49.3 
Vehicles 216 252 11 7 24 25 363.3 2,119.4 
Open Areas 36 413 1 2 8 13 .5 4.2 
~lail Boxes 48 69 1 2 25.8 2.1 
other 90 137 8 27 1,2136.8 869.9 

Unknown 2 34 2 5 252 22.6 13.13 

Total 1,397 1,409 38 23 1813 435 113,331.7 17 ,212.1 

1. Figures are in thousands and are estimated_ 
2. This category includes those incidents where the type target was 

either unknown or not reported. 

I \ 

.~I ...... 
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Table 59.-Percent of Bomber Targets That Would Be Protected by a Detection Sensor 

Total bombingsa Injuries 

Average number of bombings of known, substantial targetsb ••••••••••••••••• 
Bombings of residences. vehicles ................................... . 
Bombings of commercial establishments .............................. . 
Total unlikely to have sensors ..................................... . 

a'nc'udes ootn Incendiary and explosive bombings lor 1977 and 1978. 
bOpan lIalds and mailboxes are excluded trom tnasa data. 

SOURCE: BATF 1918 explosives InCIdents Report. 

TABLE 9 

BJ/·\9INGS BY ·SPECIFIC TAR:;ETS 
FOR 1977 - 1978 

1,175 
557 
371 
928 

(Actual Detonations or Ignitions) 

150 
(47%) 86 
(32%) 47 
(79%) 133 

TOTAL PROPERTY 1 

(! I 

INCIDENTS NO. KILLED NO. IIIJURED lJlo.M.Z\GE 
TYPE TA."/GET 1977 1978 1977 197B._...!1~97!.!.7_.:!.1"-,97!28_..:1~9.!..;77~-,1,,,9.:..:78,--

Residential 352 294 
Commercial 367 375 
Airports/A!r~r~ft 7 5 
police FaCllltles/ 14 29 

Vehicles 
Educa t i anal le6 97 
Government (Local) 24 9 
Goverrunent (Federal) 26 22 
Military 4 3 

Installations 
Utilities 51 57 
Banks 22 18 
Vehicles 216 252 
Open Areas 36 4~ 
Nail Boxes 4B 69 
Other 90 137 

Unknown 2 34 2 

17 7 
7 6 
1 

1 

11 7 
1 2 

66 57 
48 46 
1 

13 
1 
4 

5 
4 
1 
1 

2 

24 25 
8 13 
1 2 
8 27 

5 252 

1,~22.3 2,982.2 
6,64~.1 8,777.7 

.2 .2 
5.8 70.4 

43.1 532.3 
145.6 70.1 

2.4 6.6 
~.D 

628.0 1,727.7 
225.2 49.3 
363.3 2,119.4 

.5 4.2 
25.8 2.1 

1,2~6.8 869.9 

22.6 0.0 

Total 1,397 1,409 38 23 180 435 10,331.7 17,212.1 

1 Figures are in tbousands and are estimated. 
2: This category includes those incidents where the type target was 

ei ther unknown or not reported. 

(5B%) 
(31%) 
(89%) 

Deaths 

29 
21 (72%) 
6 (22%) 

28 (94%) 

/ 
I 
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Table 60.-Attributes of Criminal Bomber Groups 

Experience 
Perpetrator and training 
Criminal 

Resources Motivation Individual or group Reaction capability 

Unsophisticated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L 
Sophisticated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H 
Terrorist 
Political .................... . 
Separatist •....•............. 
Reactionary ......•........... 

Mentally disturbed 
Disenchanted ................ . 
Vengeful ................... . 
Pathological ................. . 

ather 
Vandals .................... . 
Experimentor ........•........ 

L·Low; M'Moaerate: H'Hlgh; 1·lndividual: G.Group 
SOURCE: Office ot Technology Assessment. 
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Table 61. -Estimated Number of Significant Bombings by 
Group of Perpetrators (average of years 1974-78) 

Perpetrator group 

Terrorists ....................... . 
Criminals ....................... . 
Mentally disturbed ................ . 
Vandals and experimenters ........... . 

SOURCE: FBI data. 
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BO!.!B~G INCIDE~TS BY 7.!JtGET AXD APPARENT MOTI\'E 

1 

Target 

TOTAL 

Residences, •..••••••••• 
Prlnte Residence 

. Apartment Hous@ 
Other Prlnte Property 

Commercial Operauons, ••••••• , , ••• 
Commercial Building 
O!!lce Building 
Industrial Building 
Theater 
Motel and Hotel 

Vehicles ••• , • • .. • ••.••. ".,. 
Auto 
Other Vehlcle 
Aircr:l.!t 

School Facilities. 

Public Sa! ety. . . . • , . • 
Law Enforcement 
Fire Department 

Public t:tilities 

Persons •••• 

Recreation Faci11t1es 

Transportation Far:1lities . 

GO\'ernment Property •...•.•••••••• 
Federal 
State 
Loc:4l 

Construction Sites and Equipment. 

Telephooe FaCilities •••.• , •. 

Other Communication Facll!ties 

MlUtary Facilities •••••••• 

Churches ••.....•••.•• 

Posca.1 Facilities and EquJpment 

International Establlshmeonts ..• 

Court Houses .•.•••••••. 

Medical Facilities •• 

, Newspaper Facilities 

Open Area ••..•.•..••.. 

\:nl:no"'n iPremature Detor.atlonl • 

Other ..••....•••..• ' .. 

Total 

2.0+4 

560 
420 

61 
79 

458 
356 

38 
30 
22 
12 

257 
182 

73 
2 

187 

72 
69 

3 

63 

38 

37 

36 
10 
8 

18 

30 

20 

3 

19 

15 

15 

10 

5 

11i 

29 

21 

S41 8 1 25 30 11 1241770 551769 51 131 2 90142 

1 
4 
2 

13 133 
1 13 

1... 2 52 

2241 S 2 ... 
1 38 
2 16 ....... .. 

13 '1 
'2 1 

3 .. • 

13 
1 
2 

9 13 
3 3 
2 

13 92 
5 7 

10 4 

20156 
8 
8 
7 
3 

17 1 ... 
7 ...... 

18 3 
2 1 
4 .. . 

2 

1 ... 
2 

21 .• , ... 

... \ .. . 
2 .. . 

2 
1 
1 

.. ~ 6 

11 .. · 
11 .. · 

"1'" 
· .. ·i· .. · 

I .. , ... 
.. j .. ·I· .. 

"1"'['" .. , ... 1 
j 

3 2 3 6 
1 3 1 ... 

8 35 2 124 1 3 ••. 
16 8... 37 2 1 ... 

2 152 

13 
1 

34 10 

6 

30 

1 .. , 

27 

29 2 ... 
2 

12 2 

2 291... 2 2 

2' 2 ... 

1 .. . 
1 

5 2 
4 1 

·1 

1 '" 5 25 2 2 ... 

1 ... 

4 

1 ... 

2 ... 

2 
2 

10 

3 
3 
3 2 ... 

....... 
1 

511 -i 2... 3 .. . 

11 2 1 •.. 1 .. . 

3 

11 2 3 ... 2 

4 . '" ~ ... 11 

4 ... 

4 1 ... 

3 96 1 ... 9 

13 

1 ... 9 2 I ... 

1,· J . 

i 

i' 
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BOMBING INCIDENTS BY TARGET M'D APPAl'~\l' MOnVE 

Residences • • • • • • , , , 
PriTate ReSidence 
ApUtment Houae 
other Prtvate Property 

Commercial Operations •• 
Commercial BLlildlnC 
OU1ce BuUdlnC 
lndu.str1a1 Bu1ldInC 
Theater 
Motel and HaUlI 

Vehlc:les • , ••• 
Automobile 
Other Veblcle 
Airc:ra!t 

School FacWties • 

Law En!orcement • 
Buil<1inC 
Vehicle 
Other 

Government Property 
Federal 
State 
Local 

Persons •• 

Public Utilities • 

Recreation Facilities 

Telephone Fa.c:ilities. 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 

Other Communication Facilities 

Tranaportat1oll Facilities • , , 

Construction Sites and Equipment 

PO/iW Fa.c:ilitles and Equipment • 

Churcbes •• , •• 

MUltary Facilities. 

Med1c:al Facilitie.. , • • • • • 

Courtbouaes • • • • 

"Newspaper Facilities 

Open Area •••••••• , •• 

Unknown (Premature Detonation). 

Other •.••.••.•••.. 

Toea! 

582 
384 

71 
121 

485 
387 
39 
37 
12 
10 

273 
201 

69 
3 

165 

76 
2.2 
33 
21 

52 
2, 
11 
27 

43 

41 

33 

26 

6 

25 

20 

17 

16 

14 

11 

10 

4 

1 

101 

215 

3 
1 
4 

9 
3 

2 
1 

3 
5 

1 
1 

5 

2 

% 

2 47 73 25 75 745 57 '03 37 16 192 35 

12 I .~.l~~. 1~ .:. 2g~ 1 ~: 1 

10 23 
1 5 
2 3 

1 
2 

10 

2 
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2 

% 
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1 
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2 
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1 
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1 
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2 19 
1 2 
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9 3 32 2 
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2 1 

" 6 
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16 7 

14 2 
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1'arget 

Resldenc:e ..... " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 
Privatll Residence 
ApartlI'l eDt BCUS e 
Other ¥Tintll Pr0pert7 

commercial eper:ll:1C11S • • • • • • • • • • • • 
commercUl Bulld\ni 
Office BuUdini 
lnd\)Strial B~ 
Theater 

~:l3 
281 

40 
112 

335 
~'79 

Z1 
23 

'1 
5 

:I ~t 
11 

1 

1 10 
1 
5 
2 

3 
1 
1 

1 

Motel and Hotel 

VekUcle ••••••• 
AU1omobi111 
Other Vehicle 
/I.1rcr21t 

" " /I " " " " " " " " " " " 

school f~cUiUel. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

192 
142 

48 
2 

126 

4'1 
10 
11 
20 

::1'~' 
"\ 2 

1 i :.\1 i 1 l~ 
.. 1 

1 1 .. 

... 2 

.. .! .. , 

5 
1 

UW Eniorcement 
Bulld~ 
Vehicle 
Other 

" .. " " " " " " " " " " " " " 

Go'Yer=ellt PropertY • , • • • • • • • • ••• 

federal 
Slate 
Local 

Persons. •••••••••••••••••••• 

Publ1c UtUiues. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Recre:ll:10!1 r .. c;1lItieS • • • • • • • • • • • •• 

Telephpne Fa.ci11lie ••••••••••••••• 

1 / 

Other communic:ll:10!1 'F~\llt1es. • • • • • • • 

T~on F~Uities ••••••••••• 

C Qn!trUCt10!1 Sites and ,£qui;ltll eDt. • • • • • • 

posUl 'F~eU1Ue' and Equiprnett. • • • • • •• 

Cburc't\d. " " .. " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 

MlliU;ry radllt1es· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

'lDternati
onal 

ElUhliSluIIerlts • • • • • • • • • 

14e<1i
cal 

Fa,d.llt1eS • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 

C QUt'ttlCUSd • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Newspaper F~c:U1tlei •• • • • • • • • • • • • 

<:»ell A:re~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • 

UIllt!1
OW11 

(Pre~e Detonation) ••••••• 

Otller •••••••••••••••••••••• 

38 
1:1 

6 
19 

1 
1 

82 

28 

1.1 

1 

H 

26 

26 

10 

5 

10 

4 

"1'1 

41 

20 

1 

•• .l 2 1 

\ 
..... 1 .. 4 1 

'.~~ ~:. 
.,., 5 10 
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· ... 1· ..... 
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•• \ 1 

6 ~""'\ ...... 
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Aputrnent House i~; 41 ••• 2".(: 1
80 

114 26 67 3\~' B I SO I AO- -

"U,,, '''n" '"p,"" 21' ~ " 
_, 4 i' ... 9 ... 2 9 1 I'· I -C=m",'~ 0,,,,"._ " , """ " " """' 2 • """"" " • " 
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Mm.' ... H~" " """~ """ """ """" 2 """""" 11 2 11 2... J 'r 2 2 5 ...... ... ... 9 3 n: ... ",' ::"j'i' ... ::: ',' ~ ::: ::: ::: ::: :~: .~~ .~. 
Vehicles 

Autdm'obU'e' 
Other Vehicle 
Aircn.ft 

Sehool FadUtie;s •• 

Law Enit'rcement •• 
Bull::!tn~ 
Vehlcltt 
Other 

Governm!nt ?ropert~ 
Federal . 
Stale 
Local 

Persons. 

Public utUlties ........ 
Recreation Facilities. ... 
TelephoM Facilitiu • 
Other Communi •• •• • 

cation facUlties. 

Tunsportation Facllttl es 

Construction Sltl!s and E I······· •• 
qu proem. 

Postal Factlltltts and Enu· •• " • .. lpmem ••• 

Churches. , •• . 
Millluy Facilities, • 

International EstabliSh menu. 

Medical FlicUlties • • • 

Courthouses •••• .... 
Newspaper Facilities ••• 

, . 
Unknown (Prern~ture OetonaClon~· •••• 

Other. • ••• 

1!~ 9.... 11 6... .... 4 ... 3 6 1 
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Table 9: BOMBING TARGETS AXD 
APPARENT MonvES, 1978 

Target J Ifj;f!ijjJjJI!f.~1 
-=---:-;m.TO"~A(rL ______ ~-:-:--:-::-:-t-~113:t0l1-.1 ,Q2 5 11 4 44 86 28 10 18 37 6 136 eG9 65 

Re~idences. • • •• ••••••••••••• 341 ,,14 ... 20 12 ...... 5 8 ... 5 134 8 
Prl\'ate Residences 2~~ 3'" ... ... 3 ......... 2 4 ... 1 40 ••• 
Apart'ment HO'.lse 72 1 ::: ::: ... 3 15 ...... 1 1 ... 5 43 3 Other Private Property 

Commercial Operations •••••••••••• 
Commercial Building 
Office Building 
Industrial Building 
Bank 
Theater 
Motel or Rotel 

Velllcies •••••••••••••••••••• 
Automobile 
Other Vehicle 
Aircraft 

School Facilities.. • •••••••••••• 

Public Safety. •••••••••••••••• 
Law Enforcement 

Building 
Vehicle 
Other 

FIre Department and Equipment 

Government Property • •• • •••••••• 
Fe1eral 
State 
Local 

Persons •• " •••••••••••••••• 

Public Utilities. • • • • • • • • • • • •• 

Recreation Facilities ••••••• • ••••• 

Telephone Facilities •••••••••••••• 

Other Com"";nication FacUities. • • •• •• 

Transportation Fae1llUes ••••••••••• 

Construction Sites and Equipment. • • • • • • 

Postal Facilities a'ld Equ!pment. • • •• •• 

Churches •••• " ••••••••••••• 

Military Facilities. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

International EstaDl1snments ••••••••• 

Me:lical Facilities • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Courthouse ................... 
Newspaper Facilities •••••••••••••• 

Open Area. • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• 

Unknown (Premature Detonation) • • •• •• 

Other •••••••••••••••••••••• 

270 
180 
21 
30 
18 
10 
11 

178 
142 
36 

101 

41 
38 
11 
23 

4 
3 

31 
II 

2 
18 

61 

31 

19 

21 

2 

37 

10 

14 

9 

7 

7 

3 

3 

5 

46 

33 

31 

13 ... 1 2 5 4 4 3 1 5 ... 1 135 6 
1 .................. 3 ..... . 
211 ... 113 ....... .. 

... 1 ........... 2 ....... .. 
1 ............... 1 1 ..... . ... 1 

...... 5 ... , ..... 

17 ••• ••• 2 9 1 •• , 1 2 7 ••• 3 
5 ......... 1 ......... 21 ... 1 

1 •••• ,. 22 3 ... 1 ...... 10 

........ , ... ::: "i "i ::: 'i' '~ 
::: "2 ::: ::: ............ 1 1 

1 '" '" '" '" 

2 2 '" ••• '" •••••• 
•• , '" •••• e ••••••• e" '" '" '" •••••• 

............ "', 3 ... '" ......... 2 

17 ... 
18 3 

1 
,1 

14 
5 
5 

97 
23 

63 

1 

3 
3 

10 ... 
19 '" 

2 '" 

6 1 
2 ... 

12 1 

10 '" 1 .,. 1 '" 

1 .. , ...... 1 

1 ••• 2 5 •••••• 35 

1 1...... 2... 19 

6 

6 

1 ••• • ••••• _0 ••• 2 ••• '" '" 1 ••• e •• 

3 '" '" '" ••• • ••••• 

'" '" ••••• e ••• '" '" '" •••••••• , ••• 

2 '" ....... .. 1 2 ......... 2 

1 ..... , ... 

2 

1 .... 0.... 1 '" ....... " ... 

1 ......... 2 2 

t.. ... ... ... ... ... 3 1 .~ ........ . 

••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 1 ••• ••• •• •• •• 

••• '" ••• ••• ••• '" " t ••• '" 

15 '" 

18 '" 

1 1 

24 5 

8 1 

12 '" 

7 

2 

3 

2 

3 

4 

2 .. , 1 ... 1 8............ 33 

9 ............. 16 

1 2 22 

1 

8 

5 

tI is listed In the Unknown category. ·UnleslI a feaSible motive can be determined [or each bombtng mCldent, the mo ve 

,. 
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BO~IB~G I!-l'CIDENTS 972 a e : 1 throueh 1978 !' 
Total 

Property Actual and Actual Attenmt Damage Attempted 
(Dollar Personal Year Bombil1gs ~lo. Incend, Exp!o. Inc end. Value) Injury Deat.i 

1972 1,962 714 793 237 218 7,991,815 176 25 

1973 1,955 742 787 253 173 7,261,832 187 22 

1974 2,044 893 758 236 157 9,886,563 207 24 

1975 2,074 1,088 613 238 135 27,003,981- 326· 69-

1976 1,570 852 405 188 125 11,265,426 212 50 

1977 1,318 867 248 118 85 8,943,300 162 22 

1978 1,301 768 349 105 79 9,161,485 135 18 

·Includes three major bombing incidents resulting In unusually high per!;ona.llnjurles 
and deaths alld substantial camage to property. 

61-401 0 - 80 - 17 

f 
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Table 62. -Stolen and Recovered Explosive Summary 

Amount stolen Amount recovered 
Type 1977 1978 1977 1978 
Blasting agents, pounds . . . . . . . . • . • • . • . . . . . • 20.834 42,172 21,260 23.623 
Black POWdPf, pounds. . . • . . . • .. • • . .. • . . . . . . 145 379 277 723 
S",okeless powder, pounds. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 163 16 1.361 
&iosters, pounds. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . 2,177 9,528 2,804 362 
Military explosives, pounds • . . • . • . • . . . . • . . . . • 49 140 640 701 
Cap-sensitive high explosives, pounds. . . . . . . . . . 36.498 44,316 43.738 41,097 
Primer, units ...................••.... < • • 1,300 4,333 2.733 344 
Blasting caps, units....................... 61,531 66,614 40.719 44.456 
Del. cord/safety fuse/Ignitor cord. feet .......... __ 18_3,;..,2_24 __ ._1_1...;3,_5_10 ___ 8_4...:..,5_5_4 __ 1_0_1,;..' 1_1_7_ 
Total, explosives, pounds. • . . . • • • • . • . • • . . . . . 61.003 101.217 71,470 74.966 
Blasting caps, units........ ..••.....•.... . 61,531 66,614 40,719 44,456 
Det. 90rd/safety fuse/ignitor cord, feet.. .. .. .. .. 183,224 113,510 84,554 101,117 

SOURCE: BArF 1978 ExploSlvBS IncidBnts Report. 

TABLE 23 

The AlTOunt of Explosives ReC'oy~rcd arrl 
Seized bj General and Ss:ecific Types for 

1977 - 1978 

TABLE 17 

The Mount of Explosives Stolen By 
General and Specific Types 

for 197 - 1978 
·····------------AMOUIh'-RECOJERID 

'NPE-GENEAAL 1977 1978 AfoOUNT STOL'EN 

High Explosives 

Low Explosi ves 

Blasting Agents 

Blasting cap:; 

49,315 

295 

21,260 

413,719 

42,501 

8,842 

23,623 

44,456 

:!Oe~t", • ..:Co~rE<d/:.2S~af,=.e~ty~Fu~se:L./:.;Ig!:.. • ..:C~or~d __ • ___ 84,554 AJoI:lIJlrr RECOJE~,117 

11PE-SPECIFIC ________ ""19"'77 1978 

Blasting Agents 

Black PoWder 

Srrokeless PoWder 

Photoflash Cartridges PoWder 

Potassium Chlorate 

Boosters 

Military Explosives 

RIlX 

'lm' 

Dynamite 

Primer 

Blasting Caps 

Oet. CordlSaf~ty Fuse/Ig. Cord 

'iOTA[. £.<PWSIVES RECt1oJ£RF.D: 
DET. CORD/SAFE'N ruSE/IGNI'I'OR OJRD: 
8lASTIn:; CAPs: 

f I 

21,260 

277 

16 

2,804 

156 

48:. 

699 

43,039 

2,733 

40,719 

84i~~ 
71,470 Ibs. 
84,554 ft. 
40,719 ea. 

23,623 

723 

1,361 

15D 

6,31313 

362 

697 • 

86 

41,"138 

344 

44,456 

101,117 
1976 

74,966 Ibs. 
101,117 ft. 

44,456 ea. 

TIPE - GENERAL 1977 1978 

High Explosives 40,024 58,327 

Low EXp10si ves 145 718 

Blasting Agents _ 20,834 42,172 

Blasting Caps 61,531 66,614 

Det. Cord/Safety Fuse/Ig. Cord lS3,224 113,510 

AMOUNT STOLEN 
TIPE - SPECIFIC 1977 1978 

Blasting Agents 20,834 42,172 

Black Powdor 145 379 

Srrokeless Pcwder 163 

Boosters 2,177 9,528 

Mil; tory Explosives 44 123 

'1m' 5 17 

Dynamite 36,498 44,316 

Primer 1,300 4,333 

Blasting Caps 61,531 66,614 

Det. Cord/Safety Fuse/Ig. Cord 183,224 113,510 

1977 1978 
TOTAL EXPLOSIVES STOLEN: 61,003 11)5. 10).,217 100. 
DET. CORD/SAFETI' ruSE/IGNITOR CORD: 183,224 ft. 113,510 ft. 
BLASTIm CAPS: 61,531 ea. 66,614 ea. 

.. . 
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Tabla 63.--Explosives Thefts by Method of Entry
Number of Incidents and Percentages fllr 1:977.78 

Number Percentagea 
Entry method 1977 1978 1977 1978 
Locks cut. •••........ 59 71 31.1 26.9 
Locks pried .••.....•• 36 50 18.9 19.0 
Door pried ......••... 10 10 5.3 3.9 
Key ................ 14 23 7.4 8.8 
Window entry ...••.... 7 3 3.7 1.1 
Inside help ....•...... 3 0 1.6 
Wail entry ........... 10 16 5.3 6.1 
Burning .•.•......... 2 1 1.0 .4 
Roof entry •.....•.•.• 7 3 3.7 1.1 
Door blown .....•..•.. 1 2 .5 .8 
Floor entry •.••....... 0 1 .4 
Vent entry .......•.•. 1 3 .5 1.1 
Dtherb •••••••••••••• 40 80 21.0 30.4 
Unknown .••......... 137 99 

Total .•.•.....•.•• 327 362 100 100 

aThese percenlages dO nollncJude 137 unknown melhod Incldenls for 1977 and Ihe 99 Incidents 
I~r 1978. 

brhls IIgure teNltCIS Ihose Incidenls where Ihe enlry melhod could nOI be place<:1ln Ihe above 
calegorles. 

SOURCE: BArF 1978 Explosives Incidents Report. 

TABLE 18 

Explosives Thefts I:¥ Nethod of Entry - Number 
of Incidents and Percentages for 1977-1978 

NUMBER PERCENTAGE 1 
ENTRY METHOD 1977 1978 1977 1978 

Locks Cut 59 71 31.1% 26.9% 

Locks Pried J6 50 18.9% 19.0% 

Door Pried 10 10 5.3% 3.9% 

Key 14 23 7.4% 8.8% 

WindO\of Entry 3.7% 1.1% 

Inside Help 1.6% 

Wall Entry 10 16 5.3% 6.1% 

Burning 2 1.0% .4% 

Roof Entry 7 3.7% 1.1% 

Door 810Wn 2 .5% .8% 

Floor Entry .4% 

Vent Entry .5% 1.1% 

Other 2 40 80 21.0% 30.4% 

Unknown 137 99 

TOTAL 327 362 100% 1UB% 

1. These percentages do not include 137 incidents for 1977 and 
99 incidents for 1970. 

.2. This figure reflects those Incidents where the entry rrethad 
could not be placed in the above categories provided. 

(from reference 2) 

I, 
__ 11 

-
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Date Carrier Aircraft 
11/1/55 UAL DC-6B 
7/25/57 WA CY-240 

1/6/60 NA DC-oS 

5/22/62 CO 707 

11112/67 AA 727 

11/19/68 CO 707 

8/29/69 TW 707 

9/7/70 PA 747 

9/12/70 TW 707 

';2129171 Turbo Cmdr 

3/8/72 TW 707 
9/21/73 Navion 
12/1//73 PA 707 

8/26/74 TW 707 

9/8/74 TW 707 

213/75 PA 747 

12/19/75 Alouette 
Helicopter 

712/76 EA Electra 

7/5176 Helicopter 

Table 64.-Explosions Aboard U.S. Aircraft 

Aircraft location 
11 minutes after TO 
47 minutes after TO 

184 minutes after TO 

39,000 ft 

102 minutes after TO 

24.000 ft 

Ground after hijack 
(Damascus, Syria) 

Ground after hijack 
(Cairo, Egypt) 

Ground after hijack 
(Dawson Field, Jordan) 

In hangar 

Parked on ground 
Parked on ground 
On ground, Rome 

On ground, Rome 

Over Ionian Sea 

In air, Burma 

On ground 

Parked next to fence 

On ,jround 

Bomb location 
Baggage 
Lavatory 

Under seat passenger 
compartment 

Towel container in rear 
lavatory 

Rear baggage 
compartment 

Lavatory 

Explosives thrown in 
cockpit aftar evacuation 

Seat in cabin 

Cockpit 
Engine manifold 
Attack while loading 

Outcome 

Airplane disintegrated-44 killed 
Passenger thrown out of lavatory-
hole in aircraft side; plane landed 
successfully 

34 killed, airplane diSintegrated 

Tail blown oH-45 killed 

3 bags destroyed; aircraft saved 

Fire and explosion in lavatory; 
extinguished by crew; plane landed 
safely 

No casualties from explosion 

Demolished after evacuation 

Demolished after evacuation 

Aircraft destroyed, hangar damaged; 
no casualties 

No casualties (plane empty) 
Not known 
Fire damage; 30 ,Vlled, 
many injured 

Aft baggage compartment Fire, confined to local area; 
no casualties 

Aft baggage compartment High-order explosion; 88 killed, 

Lavatory (suicidal 
passenger set fire) 

Near fuel tank 

External, near right 
landing gear 

External, under tail 

aircraft lost 
Extinguished by crew; minimum 
damage 

$10,000 damage to aircraft 

Explosion and fire destroyed main 
fuselage 

Extensive damage 

SOURCE: FAA Civil AViation Security Service. 

Table 65.-Location of Explosions Aboard Aircraft, 1949-76 

Worldwide U. S. aircraft 
Location of explosion Number Percent Number Percent 
Stowed ...•......... 13 21 4 21 

Baggage .. _ ........ (8) (4) 
Cargo or freight ... , .. (5) 

Ground attack ......... 5 8 4 21 
Externa! attachment. .... 7 11 3 16 
Passenger or crew 

compartment ...•... 33 52 8 42 
Lavatory ....•...... (10) (4) 
Passenger COf\'ipartment (19) (2) 
Cockpit. .....•...•. (4) (2) 

Unknown ..•......... 5 B 0 0 
Tot21 .........•... 63 100 19 100 

SOURCE; Oata supplied by FAA Civil AVIation Set:urity Service. 

-1 I 

Device 
Dynamite 
Dynamite 

Dynamite, dry cells 

Dynamite 

Black powder (?) 

Grenades & 
canister explosive 

C-4 

White phosphorous 
grenades 

C-4 

Petroi and butane 

Blasting caps 

Dynamite (8-10 
sticks) 

Dynamite 

Date 
317/72 
3/8172 

11119/72 

Airport 
Kennedy 
Seattle 

Denver 
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Table 66.-Explosions and Devices Found at U.S. Airports, 1972-75 

Location 

Cockpit of r-liA B-707 
Baggage compartment (UAL 
flight) 

EHects;--------------~co:m;,m~e:n~t------------~be-v~ic-e---------------
No explosion Detected by dog C-4 
No explosion Extortion attempt·, tl'mer G I . d 

e atm ynamile in aerosol 
stopped cans, blasting caps No explosion Attache case carried by 

individual 
3/24172 San Carlos, Calif. Hanging from belly of 

helicopter 
Hole in ground at remote 

Individual stated intent to 8 sticks of dynamite 
blow up plane 

Removed by police 3 sticks of dynamite, timer and 
12/1172 Grand Rapids, Paper towel container in 

Mich. t~rminal 
12131172 
3/20173 

AUstin Concession are~ 

location 
No explosion Device extinguished after 

detonators 

emitting smoke 

3/29173 
8/9/73 

Los Angeles On runway during approacl] 
of Continental Airlines plane 

Milwaukee Locker 

Moderate damage 
None Incendiary (gasoline) 

Tnrown by individual on field Molotov cocktail 

11/30/73 

3/1/74 
7/21174 

8/1174 

8/6174 
8/'2174 

8/26174 
9/16174 

3/15175 
3/22175 
3/27175 
7/22175 
10/17175 
10/20175 

Los Angeles Locker 

Nashville 

Kennedy 
New Orleans 

Kennedy 

Los Angeles 
Johnstown
Camoria, Pa. 

O'Hare 
Boston 

Locker 

Locker 
(unknown) 

Cargo building 

Locker 
Hangar 

Men's room 
Airline baggage room 

San Francisco Near ticket counter 
Honolulu Lost & found baggage area 

Kingsford, Mich. Storage area 
Tampa Baggage cart 
Miami Locker 
Miami Dominicana Airlines OHice 

1 injury-moderate damage 
Did not detonate 

Did not detonate 

3 injured-moderate damage 
No explosion 

No explosion 

Extorti!:;" attempt 
Extortion attempt/located 
by dogs 

Extortion attempt 

Removed by bomb squad 

Removed 

3 killed, 34 injured 
Hangar and aircraft destroyed _ 

Smokeless powder, timer, 
initiator 

3-in long bamboo with powder 
and fuse 

Cardboard container with 
explosive powder, fireworks 
fuse 

Probable incendiary (In 55-gal 
drum) Commode damaged 

Substantial damage Probably firecrackers 
BO~b was in an unclaimed Incendiary (?) 
sUitcase destined for Tel Aviv Minor damage 

Did not detonate 
No explosion 
1 injured 

Removed 

Lockers and ceiling destroyed _ 

Probably firecracker 
Crude pipe bomb 

Firecrackers 

11/6/75 BuHalo Baggage claim area (2 bags) No explosion 

No explosion Discovered by janitor; Time bomb 
disarmed by bomb squad 

Ch.ecked. bags unclaimed after Black pOWder and gaSOline 
flight; timers turned oH 

11127175 

12/29175 

Miami 

La Guardia 

Bahamasair aircraft. Behind 
wall panel in lavatory 

Locker 

aFAA eSlimale. Olher agencies dlsagrBe wilh Ihis assessmenl. 
SOURCE: FAA Civil Avlallon Security Service. 

No explosion 

11 killed, 70 injured; 
substantial damage 

(inadvertently) 
Removed 

Dynamite and RDXa 

.... 
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Table 67.-Rosults of Civil Aviation Security Program Passenger Screening 

1972 1973 1974 1975 

192 203 201 202 
Passengers (millions) ...................... 

8.265 3.459 2.663 (a) 
Passengers denied boarding .................. 

(a) (a) (a) 12.270 
Referrals to law enforcement .....•..•........ 

3.658 3.156 3.501 2.464 
Persons arrested •......................... 
Aviation offenses detected . 774 736 1.147 1.364 

Carrying weapons or explosives aboard aircraft ... 
244 658 1,465 227 

Giving false information ................... 
Weapons detected 1.313 2.162 2.450 4.783 

Firearms .........•............... , 
13 3.459 14.928b 158 

Explosive devices ................... .., 
(a) (a) (a) 17.047 

Ammunition. fireworks ...................• 
10.316 23.290 21,468 46.318 

Knives ..........................•.... 
3.203 28.740 28.864 55.830 

Other .....................•.......... 

aOata not Cllilocled in Ihis form. . ' n 
bThls figure is a plete tounl I'Jhlth Includes fireworks and ammuntlo • . I ~ engfJf Screening Procedures. FAA Civil Aviation Security 
SOURCE: First. SeCllnd. and Third Semi·Annual Repons to Co"gress on lhe Eff~vv8n8ss u ass . 

Service. 

"". , 

, I 

Table 68. -Premature Detonation Statistics 

Year Incidents 

1974 ................... 29 
1975 ................... 37 
1976 ................... 42 
1977 ................... 29 
1978 ................... 33 

SOURCE: FBI data. 

Injuries 

31 
53 
42 
34 
43 

Deaths 
11 
2 

11 
2 
5 

) 

," 

~ 
J 

i 
l 
I. 

~ 

., 
, 

.. ",1(\ 
.. 

;. 

/ 

r}· 

i 
1 
I 
f 
i 

Target 

TOTAL 

Residences ••••• , •• , , , ••••• 
Private Re,.ldenee 
Apartment Houae 
Other Prtnte Properly 

Commel'CtaJ Operat!ol'llf .••••••• 
Commel'Ctal Building 
Offlce lMldlnt 
lndwstrlal BuildJng 
Theater 
Motel and Hotel 

Vehicles, , •••••• .. . . . . · . 
Auto 
Other Vehicle 
Atrcra!t 

School Facllitles. . . . . ... . · ... 
Public Salety •••••• ......... 

Law EnIorcement 
Ftre Department 

Puhllc UtU\t!es .. . . . . .. . . .. · .. 
Penons .......... . . . .. .. . · . 
Recreation Facilities · . .. . . . .. . . · . 
Tnnsportation Facilities •••• 

Government Property ••••• · ... 
Federal 
State 
Local 

Co~tructtonSltes and Equipment. . . 
Telephone Facillties. • • . . .. . · . · .. 
Other Communication Facilities · .. 
Military FactllUes. . . . · .... 
Churche, •• . . .. . . . . .. . · . · . 
Postal Fac1lit1es and Equipment 

International Esb.bllshment:s . . . · .. 
Cotu1; HOu>!"i:!I .. . . . . . .. . . . . · .. 
Medical Fac1lities. • • • • · .. · . · . 
Newspaper ;acillt1es · , . · ..... 
Open Area. . . . · .. ~ .............. 
Unknown (Premature Detonation) ••• · . 
Other •••• . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. · . 

.... 
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BOMBING INCIDENTS BY TARGET 

Total Property 
Actual an.. Actual Attemot Dama"e 
Attempted (Dollar Personal 
Bombtng:s Explo. lncend. Exp10. Incend. Value) Inju.ry Death 

2.0« 893 758 236 157 9 886 563 207 24 

5&0 
420 110 232 25 S3 631,544 17 .... 

51 11 41 :I 7 278,140 12 1 
n ~5 20 4 ...... 20,992 2 .... 

458 
35a 143 143 43 27 4,321,325 18 1 

38 18 13 4 5 689, 075 . ..... .... 
30 17 7 4 2 268,620' 1 .... 
22 9 8 4 1 22,400 7 .... 
12 7 3 .... 2 135,600 1 . ... 

257 
1112 84 56 29 13 1:.14,900 6 1 

73 31 29 11 2 234.255 4 .... 
:z 1 , .... .... 1 80,000 ..... .... 

187 91 ~19 16 11 641,946 24 .... 
72 
69 18 39 8 5 214,310 .. .... 

3 .... . ..... ..... 3 • "'i ••••••• .... .... 
63 54 1 8 . ... 702. 120 3 .... 
« 21 3 17 3 38,950 34 6 

38 24 5 8 1 25.980 .... .... 
3.7 13 14 7 3 223,278 28 3 

36 
10 6 2 2 .... 65.900 .... ..... 
8 3 3 1 1 44.150 .... . ... 

18 11 3 " .... 13.320 1 .... 
30 22 5 2 1 490,~50 .... .... 
20 17 2 1 . ... 69.323 .... .... 

3 ..... .. 2 . ... 1 9.000 .... .... 
19 8 2 5 4 49.842 .... .... 
15 5 8 1 1 97,200 .... .... 
15 8 1 3 3 623 1 .... 
10 6 1 2 1 113,750 2 .... 
7 2 4 1 . ... 47 750 . ... .... 
5 1 1 3 . ... 100 . ... .... 
1 1 .... .... .... ' 2,500 .... . ... 

111 Sol 39 18 6 595 11 1 

29 29 .... . .... .... 3,325 31 11 

21 15 3 :; .... 216.300 .... . ... 

f 

..... 
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BOMBINC Il'IcmOlTS BY TARCET 

Total Prc;pertT 
Actu.al and Actu.a.l Att.~t I>.>.m .... 

Target Attempted (Ool.!.>.r Personal 
Bombi"'Is Explo. Incend. Ex;llo. Inc end. Val",,) [njury Death 

TOTAL 2 07~ I osq ~" "R l35 I 27 om 9S1 325 ;g 

Residences. . . .' 582 
Private Residence 3S. lIS 19~ 24 4~ ~98. Sa!! 28 18 
Apartnient HouS<! 77 21 38 10 4 284. ~70 113 2 
Other PriVate Property 121 92 20 8 1 37.3~ .... .... 

Commen:W O?entlon •• . 485 
Commen:ial Bulldlng 387 2H lOS 42 23 4. ~8S. 309 90 20 
Ortice Bulldlnll" 39 25 7 7 .... 579.380 15 .... 
IndU&trW BuUdlng 37 22 !! 5 3 14,528,598 ' 7 1 
Theater 12 9 2 ..... 1 63,300 .... . ... 
Mobl and Frotel 10 5 4 1 ..... 20,180 .... . .... 

Vehicles. 273 
Automobile 201 98 5.oj 32 19 191, ~9 9 2 
Other Vehicle 59 .37 16 13 3 I,O-49,HS~ 1 1 
Alrcr:Ut 3 1 .... 2 .... to, 000 .... . ... 

School FacUlties. l65 87 48 18 12 833,5CQ 8 .... 
uw Enforcement. 75 

BuUdl"'I 22 t2 7 1 2 318,225 1 1 
Vehicle 33 11 12 7 3 30,8S8 4 .... 
Other 21 8 8 4 1 9,860 5 1 

Government Property. 82 
federal Z4 14 " 5 1 33-4.300 .... .... 
State U 7 2 1 1 101,100 2 .... 
Local 27 18 7 3 1 54. ~54 ..... .... 

Persona. 43 25 4 12 1 59,825 29 10 

Public UtUltles. 41 33 1 8 1 252.375 .... .... 
~rut\on F'cUltles. 33 21 4 4 4 35,390 4 .... 
Telephone facUities • 28 26 .... .... . ... 13,333 .... .... 
Othtr Communication Fadlliles. 8 5 1 .... .... n,059 .... . . ~ . 
TranS{lOi'Utlon facUlties. 25 15 7 3 .... 8ae,800 53 11 

Constl'Uct1~n 51tes and Equipment • 20 11 3 4 2 713,000 .... .... 
?osw FacUlties ;,nd Equlpmen(, 17 13 2 1 1 5,8-40 ..... .... 
Ourches. l6 2 12 2 ..... S,730 .... . ... 
Ml11tary FacUUles. 14 4 S 4 1 154,2og ..... .... 
U>urnatlonal Establlahmenta 11 10 1 .... .... 87, a4lI 4 . ... 
Medical FacUlties, 10 8 1 1 ..... 39,300 .... ..... 
COI.treou ... 4 3 .... 1 •• i • e,S15 ...... . ... 
N ..... spa;>e r FacUlt Ie II. 1 1 .... .... . ... 100 ...... . ... 
Opea Area. 101 55 27 l5 4 sao • .... 
Ucktxnrn (prennture Detcn:uJon) • 37 38 I .... .... 35,57"5 S3 

I 
2 

Ct.' ..... .. . . . " 25 21 4 1 .... 24,270 2 ..... 

.~ 

l' i 

Tar..,t 

T01'AT,S 

Residence .................... 
Private Reslde,,!=e 
Apartment HOWl. 
Other Private Prcp<trty 

Commercial Operatlon.a ........... 
Commercial 8u.tldlng 
OffIce Building 
Cndustrlal Building 
Thuter 
Motel and Hotel 

Vehicles ••••••• ............ 
AutomobU. 
Other Vehlcle 
Alrcratt 

School FacUlties .. . ...... . .... 
L4w Enforcement. ..... ... . . .. .. 

Building 
Vehicle 
Other 

Government Property ••• ......... 
Federal 
State 
Local 

Pe.'30M •••••• .............. 
PubUc {iUlitles ••••••••••••• . . 
Recreation Faclllties • ~ • • • • • • • • 

Telephone Facilltles ........... 
Other Commurucarion Faclllt1es ••••• 

TUMportation Facl1ltle3 •• ..... . . 
COMtruction Sites and EqUipment .. . , . 
Postal Facilities 3!ld Equipment •••••• 

Churches . ... ................ . 
Milltary F2.c!1lt1es. • • • • • .. ....... 
international Establ1:lhments· . ......... 
Medlcal Facilltle.. • • • • • . . . . ~ . , . 
Courthousu •••••••••• , • , • . , . 
Newspaper Facillties • • • • • • • • . ... 
Open Are •••••••••••• , •• . . . . 
Unknown (Premature Detonation) •••••• 

Other ••••••••••••••••••••• 

, 
! 
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Twl,,3 
BOMBIl'IC CNcmEms BY TARGET 

197e 

ToW 
Actu.a.l a.rxI Ac('ol2./. Attempt 
Attempted 
E;o"lbln'<S E:<;Ilo. Incerd Exp!o. t,c~. 

1. 570 952 I .05 j 188 I 125 

433 I 281 82 135 25 38 
40 15 20 2 3 

112 92 7 12 1 

335 
279 135 90 31 22 

21 9 9 1 2 
23 13 4 4 2 

7 7 .... . ... .... 
5 3 2 ... . .... 

192 
142 75 35 18 14 
48 2S 12 B 3 

2 2 .... . ... .... 
126 7S 31 14 6 

47 
10 6 2 1 1 
17 5 B 1 3 
20 5 6 5 ~ 

38 
13 7 1 4 1 
6 ~ ..... 1 1 

19 12 5 1 1 

82 37 4 J2 9 

28 20 5 3 .... 
21 15 4 2 . ... 
25 24 ..... 1 .... 

2 1 1 . ... .... 
14 9 .. .... 3 2 

26 21 2 2 1 

26 23 1 2 . ... 
10 7 1 1 1 

5 3 2 .... . ... 
10 5 .... 4 1 

4 t 1 .... 1 

5 5 .... .... . ... 
2 2 .... .... . .... 

77 48 18 B 5 

42 42 .... .... .... 
20 15 1 1 3 

?rcpel'ty 
Darn a.., 

(Dolhl' Personal 
Value) Injurv D!2.th 

I 11. 26!t, 426 212 I SO 

30r, 501 13 a 
622,360 IS . ... 

sa,978 2 .... 

3.350,711 I 23 1 
254,925 .... .... 
612,550 2 1 

13,300 2 .... 
319,500 . ... .... 

161,071 4 2 
126,368 ! .... 

I, 07S, 000 ':k 1 .... 
361,5a3 7 .... 

4,975 .... . .... 
34,310 ..... .... 
;5,443 7 1 

5,939 .... .... 
360, 005 .... .... 
265,0145 1 .... 
623,450 59 22 

177 973 1 1 

6,OiO 1 . ... 
17.722 . ... . ... 

350 .... . ... 
29,388 1 . ... 

556.150 .... . ... 
17.504 .. ... I 

46,250 1 . ... 
15.350. . ... . ... 

150,350 4 . ... 
625 .... . ... 

1,122,030 21 . ... 
.......... 1 . ... 

1,362 9 1 

3,050 42 11 

433, JJ5 3 1 

, 
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7..::11 3: 30MBING C;CtDENTS TARGETS. 1977 

~t:Jl::~r.C'f' ••• ~ • • • .. • 
Print. Re.ldence 

,\;:utn,ent nous& 
C\h.r Private Property 

C ".."",.rcto.l Opl!ratlons •• 
• ' Cumm.rclal 3uildlng 

OUter 9ulldlru; 
(:y;1U.Strial BuOdlRi 
9w 
The loll r 
:'10(01 >lid Hotel 

':"f'lctes 
Aulomoblle 
Ot~.r Vehicle 
Aircrut 

Sch,,,,1 FacllltiU ••• 

U. Enforc.ment. 
Bwldlru{ 
.... hld. 
Other 

c:;.,yernmont Property. 
Federal 
State 
t..Jcal 

?rsans. • • 

... .:!lltc t'tllll1e,. 

R:creaUM Facliities. 

Telephone Facilltle •• 

.... .. .. , 

Ot~er Communication FacUltie •••• 

'l'r:an.sportation Facilities 

, .. ",.INcUon Sites and Equipment. 

reslal FaCilities and Equlpmenl. 

Churche5. 

:'1I1:t1'" F:lcllitles • 

!~.ternatlonal Establishments. 

'.'f'!ICal FaCIlities 

~e"sp1!ler Facilities. 

Open Area. •• •••• • • 

t:r6<nown (PremaNre Detonation) 

Vt~er • ., •• 

1 I 
, ' 

Toeal r Attempt r ~~~7 
Acttal 2.n<l1,... __ ,~"'c::.:t'::~:::al!.-_+-_=:.:r=-I.I \Doll ... 
Attempted I I I md '{alu.) Bambini.' Ex;:-Io. !ncend. EXIllo. 1..1c • 

Per.otUl 
In;w'y 

I 318 aSi I 2H 118 85 3, 9~3 300 I 

292 
193 

21 
78 

282 
la6 

28 
25 
25 
11 

5 

175 
119 

47 
9 

tOO 

36 
13 

5 
18 

68 
15 
11 
to 

78 

2J 

17 

13 

23 

32 

15 

9 

3 

4 

2 

78 

.6 
9 

69 

111 
16 
la 
16 

7 
5 

87 
23 

2 

70 

7 
2 
9 

12 
10 
33 

49 

20 

13 

18 

27 

11 

2 

4 

I 

58 

7& 
9 
4 

44 
3 
2 
3 
1 

17 
Ie 
5 

I~ 

2 
2 
3 

2 

i 

2 

5 

1 

I 

13 

13 
1 
3 

23 
6 
4 
2 
2 
1 

9 
5 

12 

18 
2 
2 

6 
3 
2 

~ 

1 
6 

2 

9 

1 

1 

4M, T.t 9 
3,655 
18,l~0 

1. *0,145 -
247,775 
5il,648 I-
408,425 
209,810 
6~l,2oo -

221,564 
191,887 

100 

S.u;,368 

8,385 
12,200 
9,500 

59,425 
18,250 

179,140 

278,996 

1 :;~ .. ....... 

14, :25 

12,200 

300 

542,300 

356,475 

3,037 

79,560 

400 

25,300 

3,200 

\52 

9 
1 
2 

20 
6 
1 

2 

2 

62 

7 

29 

I, :l50 

7,7S0 34 
29 

29 21 189,102 2 

. -

Death 

22 

'2 
1 

14 

2 

. ' 

>'. 
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table 3' BOMBING INCIDENTS TARGETS, 1978 - Total Propert7 
Actual and Actual, Attempt Oatnaie 
Attempted I---'"'''''';';;''--I---'=r=--l (Dolhr Per:!OnaI 

Target Bomblltis Explo. [cee""- Exp!o. Incend. Value) [cjury ~tll 

:::~t~O~T~!l~L:::::::::::::::::::::::::::~1~3~01~::~::7~6~8:~:~3~4~9-+~-~~1~~~~~r-~79~-r~9~1~6~1.~4~85'+--1~3~5--~--~1~8-----
RuicUnc ..... , ••••••• 

Private Residence 
Apartment House 
Other Private Property 

Commercial Operatione. • 
Commercial BuUd.INf 
Ocnee BuUdinf!; 
[cdu.!ltrW Bulldlng 
Bank 
Theater 
Motel or Hotel 

Vehicles ••••••• 
Automoblle 
Other Vehicle 
AlrcnIc 

Sehool FaclUties. • • • • • 

Publlc Saiety 
Law EnIo rcement 

Building 
Vehicle 
Other 

Fire Department and Equipment 

Government Property. 
Federal 
State 
Local 

PU5011J1 •••• 

Public UllUties 

Recreation FacUlties 

Teleplxlne FaclUtles 

Other Communication Facilities 

Tl'2D.Jpo rbtlon FaclUti es • • • • 

Construction Situ and Equipment.. 

Postal Facillties anc! Equipment 

Church"" ...... . 

M1Utary Facilities. 

International Establlshmellt8 

Med1ca1 Fac1Utiu , 

Courthouse ••••• 

Newepaper Fac1UU •• 

Opea Area •••••• 

UIIkaawn (Premature Detol12.t\oa) 

Otller ••••••••••••••• 

. 

341 
21a 

53 
72 

27tJ. 
180 

21 
30 
18 
10 
11 

178 
142 

315 

101 

41 
38 
11 
23 

4 
3 

31 
11 
2 

18 

81 

31 

19 

21 

2 

37 

10 

9 

7 

7 

3 

3 

33 

31 

84 
20 
59 

101' 
14 
17 
15 
7 
2 

75 
17 

75 

5 
11 
3 
3 

7 
2 

12 

29 

21 

a 

15 

1 

29 

7 

6 

5 

3 

1 

5 I 
31 

32 

26 

98 
25 
7 

81 
5 
7 
2 
1 
2 

46 
13 

18 

S 
6 

a 

s 

3 

3 

1 

5 

3 

2 

1 

2 

8 

1 

2 

11 
1 
5 

8 
2 
-4 
1 
1 
7 

7 
4 

1 
2 

2 

19 

5 

2 

3 

2 

3 

2 

5 

3 

23 
7 
1 

to. 

2 
... 

14 
2 

4 
1 

5 

2 

547,775' 
57,330 
38,813 

I, B70, 420 
1,854,731 

220,275 
114,982 

24,000 
75,200 

142,388 
631,300 

877,882 

33,350 
24,310 

2,500 
S,670 

17,075 
200 

51,340 

121,295 

372,800 

59,785 

9,220 

175,000 

261,950 

1,285,450 

5,589 

7,480 

2C1,900 

12,050 

2,080 

13,950 

101,035 

7,150 

112,240 

15 

3 

5 

8 

2 

21 

1 

2 

3 

3 

43 

3 

9 

-
, 
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Year 

1949 ........... 
1950 ........... 
1951 ........... 
1952 ........... 
1953 ........... 
1954 ........... 
1955 ........... 
1956 ........... 
1957 ........... 
1958 ........... 
1959 ........... 
1960 ......... " 
1961 ........... 
1962 ........... 
1963 ........... 
1964 ........... 
1965 ........... 
1966 ........... 
1967 ........... 
1968 ........... 
1969 ........... 
1970 ........... 
1971 ........... 
1972 ........... 
1973 ........... 
1974 ........... 
1975 ........... 
1976 ........... 

Table 69.-Commercial Airliner Hijacking Statistics by Year 

Year 
1949-67 ................. . 
1968 ................... . 
1969 ................... . 
1970 ................... . 
1971 ................... . 
1972 ................... . 
1973a •••••••••••••••••••• 
1974 ................... . 
1975 ................... . 
1976 ................... . 
1977 ................... . 
1978 ................... . 

Hijackings U.S. 
origin 

9 
15 
36 
20 
24 
27 
1 
3 
3 
4 
5b 

8b 

au.s. antihijacklng measures became luily elfeclive. 
bU.S. alrlines.lrrespectiv~ of point 01 origin. 
eNot availabte. 
SOURCE: FAA report No. FAA·RfH7-66. 

Hijackings foreign 
origin 

45 
14 
48 
50 
29 
29 
17 
17 
11 
15 
NAt 
NA 

Table 5.-Hijacking and Associated Bombing Costs for U.S. and Foroign Airlines by Flight Origination 
(hijacker and bomber fatalities at $300,000 each) 

U.S. originations Foreign originations 

Total costs, Enplanements, Cost per enpl~ne- Total costs. Enplanements. 
No. S millions millions ment (dollars) No. S millions millions 

0 $ 0.00 18.0 SO.OOO 3 $ 0.23 10.0 
0 0.00 20.7 0.000 3 0.01 12.0 
0 0.00 26.8 0.000 1 0.01 17.0 
0 0.00 29.7 0.000 2 0.61 18.0 
0 0.00 29.7 0.000 1 0.00 20.0 
0 0.00 38.2 0.000 0 0.00 23.0 
0 0.00 45.0 0.000 0 0.00 26.0 
0 0.00 49.6 0.000 0 0.00 31.0 
0 0.00 53.3 0.000 0 0.00 37.0 
1 7.41 53.1 0.140 6 7.07 38.0 
0 0.00 60.3 0.000 6 0.33 42.0 
0 0.00 62.3 0.000 7 0.93 48.0 
4 0.19 63.0 0.003 6 1.47 53.0 
0 0.00 67.8 0.000 2 0.07 58.0 
0 0.00 77.4 0.000 1 0.00 64.0 
0 0.00 88.5 0.000 0 0.00 73.0 
4 0.00 102.9 0.000 0 0.00 77.0 
() 0.00 118.1 0.000 3 0.63 91.0 
0 0.00 142.5 0.000 4 0.01 101.0 

15 0.13 162.2 0.001 14 0.45 115.0 
36 0.54 171.9 0.003 48 6.59 134.0 
20 0.77 169.9 0.005 50 60.95 141.0 
24 1.01 173.7 0.006 29 6.43 159.0 
27 2.40 191.4 0.013 29 11.01 175.0 
1 0.00 202.2 0.000 17 52.06 201.0 
3 0.93 207.5 0.004 17 29.12 216.0 
6 0.38 205.1 0.002 11 0.81 228.0 
4 0.68 223.3 0.003 15 18.15 247.0 

Total ..•..•. . 145 S14.44 2.858.3 SO.005 275 S196.95 2.456.0 

SOURCE: BATF. 

1 I 

Cost per enplane· 
ment (dollars) 

SO.023 
0.001 
0.000 
0.034 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.186 
0.008 
0.019 
0.028 
0.001 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.007 
0.000 
0.004 
O.O'!!) 
0.432 
0.040 
0.063 
0.259 
0.135 
0.004 
0.073 

SO.080 

: 
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Table 70.-Possible Perpetrator Response Countermeasures to Taggant Program 

Criminal Terrorist Mentally disturbed Other 

Unsophis· Sophis·' Disen· 
Countermeasures licated ticated Political Separatist Reactionary chanted Vengeful Pathological Vandals Expurimentors 

Taggant removal .•..•..• _a Mb M H L-M L·M 
Fabrication of explosives ..• L H H M M L • L L L L·M 
Incendiary devices .•.•... H L L M M M M M·H L·M 
Use of blasting agents if 

L M untagged .•.•.••.•... L H H M M L L L 
Theft, commercial ••••••. M H M-H M·H L·M L·M L·M L·M M 
Theft, military ...•.•. _ .. L L L L L 
Illegal sources .•.•..•.•• L H H H 
Use of explosives 

manufactured before 
implementation of tagging L H M L 

Vapor sp.als ••.••.....•. L·M L·M L L 
Oth\lr tactics ..... _ ..••• L·M H H H L·M M 

aUnlike'1 to be attempled. 
bletters Indicate posslbilily 01 success In the attempted countermeasure: l ~ tow; M = medium; H ~ high. 
SOURCE: Oilice 01 Technology Assessment. 
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This glossary defines, for easy reference, some of 
the terms used in this study in ways that may differ 
either from normal English usage or from the tech
nical vocabulary of the explosives industry. 
ANFO. A mixture of prilled (or pelletized) ammoni

um nitrate and fuel oil, which is the most com
monly used "blasting agent" (q.v.). About half 
the ANFO used commercially is mixed in a fac
tory, and half is mixed at the site where the ex
plosion is to take place. Sometimes other simi
lar blasting agents are called ANFO. 

Black powder. See "gunpowder." 
Blasting agent. An explosive material that is too in

sensitive to be detonated with a #8 detonator. 
Because blasting agents are generally cheaper 
to buy, safer to store, and (becC\use of regula
tions) easier to ship than cap-sensitive explo
sives (q.v.), their annual commercial use far ex
ceeds that of any other explosive materials. The 
most common blasting agent is ANFO (q.v.), but 
many gels, slurries, and emulsions are also 
blasting agents. 

30mb. In this study, a "bomb" refers to a device de
signed to cause death, injury, and/or property 
damage by means of an explosion. In the usage 
of many law enforcement agencies, incendiary 
devices (designed to cause death, injury, or 
property damage by means of fire) are also con
sidered bombs. The context makes it clear 
whenever this report refers to incendiary as well 
as explosive bombs. 

Bombing. In this study, a "bombing" refers to an in
cident in which an explosive device actually 
detonates and causes death, injury, or damage. 

Cap-sensitive. An explosive material is said to be 
cap-sensitive if it can be detonated by a #8 det
oriator. Dynamites are cap-sensitive; blasting 
agents are not cap-sensitive; confined gunpow
ders (q.v.) are cap-sensitive. In normal commer
cial practice, a cap-sensitive booster is used to 
detonate a non-cap-sensitive explosive materi
al. 

Catastrophic bomUng. A bombing which causes 
death, injury, and/or substantial property dam
age. 

Compatibility. A foreign substance (such as a tag
gant) is said to be compatible with an explosive 
material if the presence of the foreign material 
does not have any deleterious effect on the per
formance or safety of the explosive material un
der any conditions whose occurrence can rea
sonably be foreseen. 

Criminal. Used in two senses in this study. In OT A's 
characterization of different kinds of bombers, 
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"criminals" are those who have an economic 
motivation for committing crimes. Elsewhere, a 
"criminal bombing" is any bombing in violation 
of the law. 

Detection taggant. See taggant. 
Device. A bomb. The distinction sometimes made 

between a device and a bomb is not meaningful 
in the context of this study. 

Encapsulation. In the context of this study, the coat
ing of a taggant at the time of its manufacture 
with an inert material. 

Explosive. In thIS study, an explosive material that is 
cap-sensitive and more energetic than a gun
powder (q.v.). Typical explosives include dyna
mites, some gels, some slurries, and high explo
sives such as TNT. 

Explosive material. A material that is manufactured 
for the purpose of being exploded, generally in 
a blasting or shooting application. Explosive 
materials include blasting agents, explosives, 
gunpowders. (q.v.) 

Explosives incident. I n the data collection proce
dures of some law enforcement agencies, explo
sives incidents include stolen explosives, recov
ered explosives, accidents, hoaxes, and undeto
nated bombs, as well as bombings (q.v.). 

Gunpowder. In this study, the term i!, used to refer 
to any of the propellants commonly used by 
those who engage in shooting for sport. These 
comprise black powder (which, strictly speak
ing, is what the term gunpowder means), smoke
less powder, and pyrodex® (a black powder 
substitute). 

High explosive. An explosive material that is both 
cap-sensitive and highly energetic. 

Identification taggant. See taggant. 
Incendiary. See bomb. 
Permissible explosive. An explosive with a low flame 

output specifically approved by the Bureau of 
Mines for use in underground mining. 

Powder fines. Grains of gunpowder or fragments of 
such grains that are smaller than the grains of 
which the gunpowder is primarily composed. 

Pyrodex® . See gunpowder. 
Reactivity. Two materials are said to be reactive if 

mixing them under a specified set of conditions 
causes a chemical reaction. If the reactivity of a 
foreign substance and an explosive material ex
ceeds a specified standard, they mayor may 
not be incompatible, but must be presumed to 
be incompatible in the absence of information 
about the nature and conditions of the chemi
cal reaction. 

Smokeless powder. See gunpowder. 

t 
\ 

1 

" 

Subst;ntial target. A person or structure as the target 
o a bomb. This study uses the term because a 
number of bo~bings are directed against mail
boxes, open fIelds, ot other targets suggesting 
that t~e pur~ose of the bomber is to create an 
explosIon wIthout causing very much actual 
damage. 

Taggant .. A microscopic particle added to a com
rerclaJ explosive in order to facilitate law en-
orc~me.nt. Identification taggants carry a code 
~akrng It possible to trace the batch of explo
s!ve~, and the chain of legal distribution; they 
are rntended to survive a bombing, be recov-
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ered from the debris, and assist in tracing the 
source of the explosives used. Detection tag
gants permit a suitable sensor to detect the 
p.resence of the taggants (and hence the explo
sIves) through suitcases, packages, etc. Tag
gants of various kinds have been used f 'd t'f . or I en-
I Icatlon .and detection purposes not related to 

commercIal explosives (and additional such 
uses have been proposed), but in this study all 
re~ere.nces to taggants or tagging refer to the ap
pllc~tlon of this technology to commercial _ 
ploslves. ex 
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Office of Technology Assessment 

The Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) was created in 1972 
as an advisory arm of Congress. OT A's basic fUnction is to help legis
lative policymakers anticipate and plan for the consequences of tech
nological changes and to examine the many ways, expected and unex
pected, in which technology affects people's lives. The assessment of 
technology calls for exploration of the physical, biological, economic, 
social, and political impacts which can result from applications of sci
entific knowledge. OTA provides Congress with independent and time
ly information about the potential effects-both beneficial and harm
ful-of technological applications. 

Requests for studies are made by chairmen of standing commit
tees of the House of Representatives or Senate; by the Technology As
sessment Board, the governing body of OT A; or by the Director of OT A 
in consultation with the Board. 

The Technology Assessment Board is composed of six members 
of the House, six members of the Senate, and the OT A Director, who is 
a nonvoting member. 

OT A currently has underway studies in 10 general areas - ener
gy; materials; international security and commerce; food and renew
able resources; genetics and population; health; space, telecommunica
tion, and information systems; oceans; and transportation. 
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